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ABSTR.ACT

''T AM A{OT MORE T}TAN A TI{i}dG WHICH THTIiTKSII :

SCATOLOGY ASüD REPRESEI{TATION I}iI THE CANADIAN T{OVEL

The novelistic version of the self is an abstraction
(shortened, coded though the technology of the alphabet and past
texts) of a potential historical self " I f, as Jacques. Lacan
convincingly suggests, "the subject is decentered in relation to
the indiviãuaI ñ -and relocated in di scourse , then I i terature
becomes an important scene for the operation of an unconscious,
encoding a set of European and North American social ideals that
the nonãIist, Iike ant other member of the culture, is heir to"
Th; "originsi of a scaiological self are generally placed, mis en
abyme, ln a cultural past or on a farm (as in Shakespeare's Dog
or The Diviners) from which the self rises to manners and
urbanity, ¡efore becoming nostalgic for the body or skeptical
about civilized values.

Since pollution rites are a culture-specific language, the
representãtion of scatology sets up hierarchies of class, race'
and gender--although matèriaI signifiers do refer to the world
and ãre never purely rhetorical-. The forms of scatology u99d by
Canadian novãIists thus raise epistemological problems:
scatology alternately undermines and naturalizes ,PoIitical
ideologíås and religious beliefs depending uPgn the discursive
context. The volaÈi1ity of scatological and, more broadly,
material representatioinã (most evident in the metaphysical
significatioñs of religious mimesis) simultaneously des!roys !h.
refiresentational guarántees of fictional autobiographies like
Davies' What's Bred in the Bone and yet paradoxically guarqntees
the world of a postmodern text like Ondaatje's Coming Throuqh
Slauqhter.
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A Graphic Introduction to the Civilized SeIf

To all who carve their love on a picnic table
or scratch it on smoked glass panes of a public toilet,
I send my thanks for each plain and perfect fable
of how the three pains of the body' surfeit,
hunger, and chiIl (or lonelíness), create
a furniture and art of their own easing.
--Mona Van Duyn, "Open Letter from a Constant Reader"

The body must educate itself.
--Gamaliel Harding in The New Ancestors

Circa 1555 in Galateo Giovanni neIla Casa offered some

advicel "it is not a proper habit when I as sometimes

happens, one sees something disgusting on the road to turn

to one'S companions and point it out to them. Even less So

should one offer something unpleasant to smell, as some

insist on doing, placing it even under a companion's nose

saying: 'Now Sir, please smell how this stinks', when

instead he should be saying: 'Don't smell this because it

stinks"' (oella Casa 5-6). Between the implied reader for

whom such an admonition would be necessary and Mordecai

Richler' s possible self in St. Urbain's Horseman, Jake

Hersch, who cannot pick up hís ovJn stool, lie several

hundred years in which western attitudes tovlard the body and

bodily excretions changed so much that what once evidently

aroused sensate curiosity now evokes disgust. Not that

either the admonition or the disgust would be impossible in

the other century, but the satiric effect of Richler's scene

depends upon the reader's momentary, civilized implication

in Jake's dilemma.



In 1939 Norbert EIias--rooted in Freud's comments in

Civilization and its Discontents about a revised history

rçhich would cover the history of bodily repression--surveyed

manners books from the Twelfth to Eighteenth Centuries,

showing how courtesy and manners arose aS a substitute for

feudal action (9) during the time when European monarchies

became centralized. After the MiddIe AgeS' coercion in

regard to manners increased on several fronts, all of which

Elias connects to the repression of the appearance of

animality: carving tends to move behind the scenes So that

the whole animal rarely reaches the table (120), the bedroom

is privatized (163 ) , and proscriptions about bodily

excretions greatly multiply so that to urinate in public

(130), to look into one's used handkerchief (I47), ot even

to Speak about certain body parts becomes bad manners.

These changes create a different emotional Iife because they

increase bodily separation between people (69) , enlargening

the sphere of the "civilized" individuat. For EJ-ias, the

mannered rrI rr cannot be underStood as the result of inc ipient

bacteriology, Since the changes predate Pasteur by

centuries; nor are manners attributable to inner or famil-ia1

processes (228, 259) " "Nothing in table manners is self-

evident, âS it were, Of the product of a 'natural' feeling

of delicacy" (107): the socialization of the child

recapitulates a social history (306). "Precisely because

the social command not to shov¡ oneself exposed or performing

natural functions novr operates with regards to everyone and



is imprinted in this form on the child, it seems to the

adult a command of his own inner self and takes on the form

of a more or less automatic self-restraint" (139). The

invitation, then, to smell a piece of excrement would

"appear, when occurring in adults, as a 'remnant' from

childhood" (I42) .'

EIias's work is difficult to verify, since to put

together a history of the body he must rely on textual

transmission at a time when the belief that a text can

represent the body is under question" Several critiques

have been levelled--that EIias ignores other variables like

architecture, gender, medicine, technical change (nullough

444) , that manners implicate only the surface not the real

historical self (edams 1015), that writers on manners

borrowed extensively from one another, and that manners

books are biased towards the court (SiegaI I25) " 
3 These

commentators indicaLe that the process is more complex than

Elias thought, but do not deny the magnitude of his

contribution, in particular his soc iological revisíon of

psychoanalysis. Like MicheI Foucault's later study of penal

architecture and the disciplines in public buildings, ofl the

job, and in the home, EIias shows how the cultural

authorities "defined and repressed a mass of behavior" that

the criminal justice systems ignored (Foucault 1984, 193),

but Elias does so without Foucault's (disavowed) nostalgia.

Elias calls Foucault's "panopticon" by its more traditional,



if. no less political names: socialization'

civilization.

the process of

Conternporary manners books suggest the continuing

validity of this approach. Elias comments on the lack of

embarassment with which Erasmus discusses, in De civilitate

morum puerilium, the questions of urinating and farting in

public (130). We might compare this to recent guides like

The Amy Vanderbilt Complete Book of Etiquette, where the

only hint at urination avoids direct reference, êDjoining

boys to put the toilet seat down when leaving the bathroorn

(Vanderbilt 3o ) : scatology here Iooks like (stiI1) the

domain of the child, not of the adult. In Charlotte Ford's

Book of Modern Manners, which is advertised as willing to

address questions that other manners books ignore, the only

references to toilet behavior have been transferred a stage

further--to dogs. It is the responsibility of the civilized

owner to clean up the animal's mess (Ford 482) "o Emilv

Post's Etiquette emphasizes that bathrooms must be left

immaculate, but refers mainly to tub, basin (679), and paper

on the floor (90). When she does mention the toilet, it is

only to say that toilet seats and lids ought to be lefL down

(737). LleweIlyn MiIler (The Encyclopedia of Etiquette),

who does speak of urination--"Only a spoiled chiId or an

i.rresponsible adult 
'Ieaves 

a basin messy ' a tub ringed, or a

toilet seat splashed" (36)--curiously insists that even the

noisiest toilet must be ftushed (36), as if it is over-



fastidiousness about liquid noise, not a lack of

fastidiousness about urine which postpones flushing '

Silence, of coursef is even more effective in the creation

of a taboo than the aforementioned cues: thus Vanderbilt

wilI not explain the difference between a rtrslightty

naughty' Story" and a "dirty stOry" because "everyone knOwS

the difference" (746); thus these writers on manners speak

of burping and scatological language, but are silent on

farting.' Peter Stallybrass and Alon White, following Pierre

Bordieu, suggest that in the cultural production of a "new

manr" the abbreviation of manners into details of dress and

bearing puts them "beyond the grasp of consc iousness"

( statlybrass 88 ) .

By the time of Miss Manners' Guide to Rearinq Perfect

Children (1984), it is as if the compulsion of the manners

book to exhibit and to speak has finally collided with its

own inhibitions. Since the writer on manners must , of

COUTSe, have gOOd mAnnerS, She iS Under her "O!'¡n"

prohibition and so ought not to mention the bathroom in the

formal context of a book. The result is the creation of

Miss Manners' (Juaith Martin's) ironic voice, taking mannerS

very seriously even as she aifects to play with them: "In

vain does Miss Manners cry that she doesn't care what people

do in the bathroom--she doesn't want to think about it"

(52) " A series of civilized censorships follow: do not ask

where people are going, do not ask how long they will be



gone, do not ask if you can get in soon (52), do not mention

the pi1ls or cosmetic devices in a host's bathroom, do not

speak through a closed bathroom door (53). To the gentleman

who turns the water on so that people will not hear his

bathroom sounds and to the lady who wonders if she should

ask a guest not to l-eave a toilet lid up' Miss Manners

replies that no gentleman or l,¡oman would listen to what goes

on behind a bathroom door and that "a true lady does not

acknowledge that there is such a thing as a toilet" (54)'

In this way Judith Martin's irony splits off her own voice

from the voices that ask embarassing questions" The crisis

that the self-conscious humour masks is that to justify her

book Martin must speak of the scatological body at the same

time as she wants to unaugurate silence'

Although Miss Manners might complicate the details of

EIias's history, his thesis of a growth in Western civilized

repression not only fits manners books, but also the history

of the self in a number of post-war canadian novels" The

selves in manners bookS are created and allegorical, tracing

imagined, repressed, and v¡ished histories which both

originate new historical events and originate in lived

histories" The novelistic version of the self too is an

abstraction (shortened, coded through the technology of the

alphabet and past texts) of a potential historical self'

If, as Jacques Lacan convincingly suggests' "the subject is

decentered in rel,ation'to the individual" (9) and relocated



in discourse, then Iiterature becomeS an important scene for

the operation of an unconscious. This conception of the ego

as a linguistic construct loses something of Freud's bodily

determinism, but it gains what was missing in Freud--a

social context mediated by a theory of language. And if the

relation between books on mannerS to actual social practice

is debatable, the books at least encode a set of European

and North American social ideals that the novelist, Iike any

other member of the culture, is heir to: "The novel. "

has become the zoo of everyday practices since the

establishment of modern science" (de certeau 78)" Both

manners book and novel often put implicit culture, that

mnemonic cul-ture coded through the body, under the eye of

consciousness, and I confess that I am one of those readers

(identified in Havelock Ellis's Studies in the Psychology of

sex) who want to hear about the hero's digestion and

excretion (67).

Robertson Davies lets the reader in on privacies, and yet

his hyperbolic abstractions in WorId of Wonders "outmanner"

the manners book: PauI Dempster knows that he ought not to

,,go,, anywhere except at home (32\, and that his sodomy thus

appears to be invited. The hospitat in Audrey Thomas's Mrs'

Blood rebroadcasts the privatization taking place in the

surrounding culture--urination and the stripping of bloody

sheets take place behind curtains (15). In Gabrielle Roy's

Where Nests the Water Hen the teachers Iike MIle. Coté who
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come to the Water Hen introduce hygiene' The Tousignant

children l-earn the symbolization, of animality during a

dance in which they stick their buttocks into the air tike

the water hens, and they also, (to follow Roy's pun) learn

all the signs of a mannered body, so that when their mother

Luzina questions them, her explicitness about scatological

cgncerns--"'You didn't stick your fingerS in your nOSe?tn--

already marks her as a past for the chi ldren "
Roy

approaches the silent nature of manners prohibitions in her

narrative sty1e. Instead of reporting a direct rep]y, she

edges the children's voices into that of the narrator: "You

didn't even talk about fingers in the nose before nice,

pretty Mademoiselle!" (54) Silent on the mirnetic level, but

spoken on the diegetic, the exclamation retains not only the

scientizing force of impersonal address ("On ne ¡larlait

pas" ) as opposed to Luzina's f amiliar and colloquial I'T'as

pas mis tes doigts dans Ie nez?" (87), but also the

authority of a narrator who stands above the represented

v¡orld of the Water Hen. In Part One of this studY I will

show how this creation of the civilized self takes several

forms in the Canadian noveI, including personal histories,

implied social histories, and images of a rural/urban shift'

As the instance from Roy indicates, the "origins" of a

scatological self are generally placed, mise en abfme' in a

past or on a f arm, f rom which the self rises to rnanners and

urbanity, before becoming nostaJ-gic f.or the body or

skeptical about civilized values,
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part Two of my study covers a similar terrain, but from a

very di f ferent , at t imes contradictory, Pêrspect ive.

Anthropologist Mary Ðouglas argues that hygiene, taboos, and

pollution rites, whatever their psychological origins or

effects, serve to order such cultural- systems aS cosmology,

class hierarchy, and gender relations. The very difficulty

about the transcription of the body that Elias encounters

suggests the potency of Douglas's model: she follows the

Iinguistic model in which the sign is not directly related

to its referent but is conventional and interpretable only

within a system. Thus, she explains pollution rites as a

culture-spec i f ic language. In any sPeech act "I âffi, in

fact, constantly expressing a plenitude of meanings, some

intended, others of which I am unaware" (Holquist xx)" This

allor.¡s uS to address the c ivilizing process not just as a

monolith--"the conquest of nature by technology had to

include our ov¡n bodies" (C. Grant 185)--but as a set of

some of which have been of incalculable

which have not.

Looking at language, we must allow for metonymic

expansion and inter-disciplinary leaps. Metonymically the

sign "feces" links with "the lower body"--anus, vagina,

peni s--and thus with "underwear; " as a medico-sc ienti f ic

term, wi th levels of formal ity in language; as "manure, "

v¡ith "dirt, " but aISo with "earth, " "fertilityr " and "life; "

specifications,
value and some of
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as a "by-product, " to "digeStion" and other industriaI

processes which create "garbage" and "pollution; " as

"waSte," tO the prOceSS Of "decay" ending in "dead matter"

and "corpse. " ClearIy significations can be diarnetrically

opposed, so the attempt to find a single meaning apart from

the cultural and discursive contexts would be misguided'

At times it will appear that I am addressing what is

marginal in a text. According to Derrida, however, it is

exactly upon the margins that a text is constituted: his

carefutly reasoned blindness--"I do not know what is

essential and what is accessory in a work" (Derrida 1987,

63)--all-ows uS to notice that every mark in a text can be

interpreted as a deictic mark. This does not mean that the

part becomes a substitute for the whole, genetically bearing

the code for the entire organism, but that each part (and

espec ially the repressed part ) can te11 us something

important about the speech act. That the ejected is often a

trope for the marginal in gender, class, and race leads us

to a second coroIIarY: vre have no choice but to cross

disciplines because, f.ot example, scatology has been used as

a social register to differentiate classes from one another"

In Part Two, then, I investigate the ideological uses to

rvhich scatology has been put in the canadian novel vis-a-vis

cIaSS, race, Politics and economics, science and technology'

gender, and rel igion. '

111
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If in Part Two I reduce texts to examples of social

systems, I hope that in Part Three (discussing fictional

autobiography and postmodernism) I return v¡hat is owed to

chaos. Ben jamin !^7a1ker's Encyclopedia of Esoteric Man, a

not always reliable but aJ-ways interesting reference guide,

identifies 39 types of solids, liquids, and gases that the

body is in the habit of ejecting. These v¡e might call the

repressed in DeScarteS' reductio: "To Speak accurately I am

not more than a thing which thinks, that is to say a mind or

a soul, or an understanding, or a reason" ( I I , 173) 
"

Walker's list does not even include inorganic "!¡aStes" like

heat and electrical imPuIses, but, under the rubric of

scatology these substances (especially those expelled

through the anus or the urethra) take us into a very narrovr

range of human experience which is further narrowed if we

look for scatology as the explicit object of textual

di scour se .

On the other hand, âS satirists and psychoanalysts never

tire of noticing, scatology is a biological and therefore

psychological universal among primates: "refuse anC corpses

show me what I permanently thrust aside in order to live"

These bodily fluids, this defilement, this shit are what

Iife withslands, hardly and with difficulty, oD the part of

death" (Kristeva 1982, 3), Although Eric Partridge puzzLed

over the fact that so much information on the word "shit"

for his Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
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Seemed to come from Canadian academics (Partridge, VoI.2,

1269), scatological invective too is hardly parochial: st.

ThomaS More called the Lutheran heresy a "foule fylthy

dunghyll" (quoted in Manue} 136); Washoe' one of the first

apes to learn bits of American sign Language, câIled a

rhesus macaque who threatened her "di rty monkey, "

improvising upon a sign which she had been taught to apply

to soiled objects or feces (rleming 100). If figurative

language "distinguishes uS from the beasts" aS Augustine

claimed in Ðe Doctrina Christiana (3"84), what are we to

make of Washoe's trope?'

Throughout this study, but especially in Part Three, I

want to focus concerns about the materiality and hiStoricity

of literary texts (Erich Auerbach, Fredric Jameson, Edward

Said, Elizabeth Scarry) as well as about the role of the

body in the text (¡tirrrait Bakhtin, Francis Barker).' In

Auerbach's estimation, Tacitus's avoidance of Slang when

reporting the speech of the common soldier and rebel

ringleader Percennius means that Tacitus has transformed the

Ianguage that would have been spoken into rhetoric (34).

Auerbach may be right, but in many quarters (not just among

realists and autobiographers) this means that colloquial

language laced with bodily references is not rhetorical but

a more direct transcription of reality, a notion that Salman

Rushdie plays with in Midnight's Children by means of Padma,

Saleem Sinai's "dung goddess" and reader who makes the
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demands of matter upon word-spinnerS. In an age of "Scratch

nt sniff" books on the one hand and deconstruction on the

other, it is worth analyzing how "language both absorbs the

material world and empties itself of material content. To

get'things' into words will be the project of some, to get

'things' out of words the project of others. Materialist

criticism simply observes the ways in which this may be done

(as well as the costs in each direction) and avoids

collapsing into a generalized state of scepticism each time

an instance of emptying, or referential slipperiness, is

encountered" (Scarry f988, xx). Scarry's balanced notion of

mimesis is crucial to my studY: I'A materialist conception

of language ordinarily has two companion assumpt ions:

f irst, that language is capable of registering in its ov¡n

contours the contours and weight of the material world;

second, that language itself may enter, act oD, and alter

the material worId" ( fgAg, xi ) . t

My study witt focus mainly on what I hope is a broad

select.ion of post-war English-Canadian novels: by major

Canadian novelists and minor, male and female, Patriot and

ex-patriate; novels from various Canadian regions; a variety

of genres from the naturalistic to the experimental, the

best-seIIer to the academic " I include The Collected Works

of Billv the Kid: Left Handed Poems since it, like Cominq

Through Slaughter, uses prose narrative and historical

photographs even as it calls the term "novel" into question.
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Compared to Nineteenth Century texts, the work of

Lav¡rence and Joyce, Jarry and Beckett, and I after 1960,

Canadian writers displays scatology much more visibly and in

greater mater ial spec i f ic i ty. Alongside the increased

privatization of excretory functions--even nudists insist on

private elimination facilities (¡<ira 107)--we find such an

explosion of references to scatology that some have begun to

call postmodern cul-ture "excremental" (Kroker 7). Metaphors

of reticence and speech (or repression and expression) are

notor iously di f f icult to substant iate, but neverthel-ess we

may remark on the differences between a society which in

1934 banned Such is l4y Beloved from open Iibrary shelves,

and a society which ín the 1960's eventually gave its

blessing to Ladv Chatterlv' s Lover v¡ith its hints at anal-

Sexuality.lo In comparison to almost any post-1960's nove1,

Francis Brooke's The History of Emily Montaque, James De

Mille's A Strange Manuscript Found in a Copper CyIinder, and

Susanna Moodie's Mark Hurdlestone seem empty of scatology.

Brooke mocks the "curled, powdered, perfumed" self in Sir

George Clayton (100), but she does it without recourse to

scatology, and manners in her novel are primarily used for

governing the relations betv¡een the sexes. In Mark

Hurdlestone, the civilizing process is clearly important in

differenLiatíng characters--"the one v¡as all soul, the other

a mere animal" (fSZ)--but scatologícaI possibilities like

decay are described very generally (76, 79, 168) , and

Moodie's nearest approach to scatology is in "soil-ed
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mattressesff (185). Judging by Canadian literary

productions, Donnaconna waS not pulling Jacques Cartier's

Ieg: "Donnaconna. . nous a certifié avoir été à la

terre du Saguenay, où iI y a infini or, rubis et autres

richesSeS, et y SOnt les hOmmeS blancs comme en France, €t

accoutrés de draPs de laine. Plus, dit avoir vu autres

pays, où les gens ne mangent point et n'ont point de

fondement. (Cartier 79-80). Some of the differences, to be

Suref can be ascribed to genre, There are more scatological

references in an autobiographical account Iike Roughing it

in the Bush and many more in Thomas Haliburton's satire.

However, if we compare The Clockmaker to Mordecai Richler's

work, Martha Ostenso's realism to that of Margaret Laurence,

the mythic recurrences in Such is My Beloved or Tay John to

those in The River Horsemen, À.E. van Vogt's science fiction

to Witliam Gibson's, or even Richler's novels in the 1950's

to his later novelS, the vast increase in scatological

Ianguage again seems overwhelming" t t

AIice Munro'S Ada Morrison, who fashioned her literary

persona upon Tennyson's PrinceSS Ida, and whose notion of

"cfassic" literary history is somewhat foreshortened,

complains and prophesies: "I never expected to See such a

use made of the printed word. . Next day they will be

telling about how they go to the toilet, $¡hY do they Jeave

that out? There isn't any of that in Silas Marner. There

isn't in the cl-assic tqriters" (lives of Girls and Women
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145). More sini sterly in David PownalI' s Masterclass,

Andrey Zhdanov plays the piano with his bum to parody, he

thinks, Shostakovitch's style of music. My purpose is

neither to praise the Iiberties vron by modernist or

postmodernist art, nor to lament the loss of some innocent

form of discourse. To say that "the most proscribed

literary forms--like the most persecuted social deviants--

must reveal unsettling truths about society that it does not

want to hear" (Davis xx) is too simple a notion of social

repression. Yet scatology does (as glolfgang Kayser says of

the grotesque) challenge "the principle of art as an

imitation of beautiful nature or as its idealizaLion" (30) 
"

More damaging to Zhdanov, w€ shall see in Part Three that

scatology offends against mimesis itseIf. l 2 Although I wiIl

argue that scatology never completely decomposes mimesis,

the authors of manners books may be guarding more than just

daintineSS. "Whatever causeS Offence when revealed tO men'S

sight likewise offends when forced upon their hearing" If

the conversation requires one to mention Some private part

of the body, it should be ref erred to by the l\tay of polite

circumlocution. Again if something should come up that

might physically upset a listener, for example, if someone

should mention vomiting or a latrine or a stench, he should

preface it by saying, 'by your leave'" (Erasrnus 287) " By

your leave, then.
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PART ONE

MANNERS AhTD T}IE CANADTAN büOVEL

I. "It Never Was Mine":
and SociaI Histories

Bodity Disgust in Personal

Loathing an item of food, a
piece of filth, waste, or
dung. The spasms and vomiting
that protect me.

--JuIia Kristeva

Is it stilI me? .It never
vlas mi ne .

--Christian Enzensberger

One of the chapters by her husband that Susanna Moodie

allowed into Roughinq It in the Bush tells the story of the

"Ould Dhragoon," a half-pay officer, indeed something of an

alter-ego to J.W"D. Moodie except that the dragoon enLers

pioneer life more whole-heartedly than the author. The

dragoon plasters his chimney with a mixture of clay and cow-

dung; he writes poems:

And I've made me an illigant pig-sty
Well littered wid straw and r,¡id hay
And it's there, free from noise of the chilther,.
I sleep in the heat of the day. (350)

Even if his dialect did not clash so significantly with the

voices of the Moodies, especially with the stifling voice in

Susanna'S poetry, his too-easy familiarity with excrement

dissociates him from them--making him quaint at best, ât

worst a sign for the loss of culture, the loss that Susanna

fears in the new country. Although the Moodies despite

their insufficient patrimonies were not about to herd swine
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in the old count¡y, from the distance of Canada English pig-

sties hardly seemed defiling. Susanna condemns the dealers

in wild lands for misrepresentations; they neglected to

mention the "dens of dirt and misery, which would, in many

instances be shamed by an English pig-sty" (f3). Georges

Vigarello suggests that cleanliness in Europe and North

America is closely connected to the rise of democratic

individualism, because individual cleanliness creates a

self-sufficient sphere Q25) . Christian Enzensberger caIls

hygiene a way of separating oneself from other people (88)

and aS a strategic move in the creation of an "isolated,

untouchable, homogeneous, Structured, UDique" individual

(3Ð" In De Mille's A Strange Manuscript Found in a Copper

Cylinder, Agnew'S lack of repugnance for the savages costs

him his life. De MiIle's closest approaches to scatology

are "fiIth, squalor, and unutterable foulness" (23I) and

"foul fiends" (234)--vague, embracing terms, the latter more

al_lusive than olfactory--yet the implied scatology

nevertheless sharply separates civilized and primitive"

one hundred and twenty-five years Iater, Alice Munro

stil1 represents the history of Rose's identity-formation in

Who Do You Think You Are as a repression of scatological

functions, of the place in which those functions take place

(tne bathroom, and¡ more broadly West Hanratty), and of the

person v¡ho most often calls attention to Scatology (her

adoptive mother, FIo, who is pleased "to See people brought
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down to earth" 24). In Rose's home the bathroom is next to

the kitchen: "They were all familiar with each other's

nether voices, not only in their explosive moments but in

their intimate sighs and growls and pleas and statements.

And they were all most prudish people. So no one ever

seemed to hear, OY be listening, and no reference vras made'

The person creating the noises in the bathroom was not

connected with the person who walked out" (Wfro Do You Think

You Àre 4). The social shift in Europe from communal-

conveniences to private (corbin 159, Elias 130-1 ) ,

concomitant with the notions that the repulsion of the

scatological can autonomize the self (Kristeva 82) and that

the communal sphere transgresses against the individual

(VigareIIo 22Ð, are thus replayed in RoSe'S personal

history, both at home (where nether voices are managed by

civilized consensus) and in the even more public domain of

the school, where the outhouse gives v¡ay to a more easily

supervised indoor flush toilet. The half-door latrines in

public buildings (which Foucault c ites as instances of

"panopticism") allow a much more benign exposure than that

experienced by Munro's women under the old architecture'

Del Jordan, in Lives of Girls and Women, too young to

understand the degradation of Mary Agnes as rape,

nevertheleSs recognizeS, êS RoSe does, a threat against the

private individual in the exposure of Mary Agnes's buttocks,

"the most shameful-, helpless-looking parl of anyone's body"

(36).
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Though less immediate, sirnilar dangers in the communal

sphere are hinted at in Atwood's The Edib]e Woman. Marian

feels embarrassed that Duncan, whom she has just met, might

attribute Ainsley' s lacy underwear to herself . Duncan

referS more bo1dly to communal scatological transgressions:

"The only thing about l-aundromats" is that you're always

finding other people's pubic hairs in the washers. Not that

I mind particularly" (102), The scatological markings not

only separate the main culture (in Marian) from the counter-

culture ( in Duncan ) , but also contrast (and here the

positions of power are reversed) ttre tenuousness of female

access to the male-dominated sphere of the individual.

Since she is a woman, Marian cannot Seem to invite

transgression against the c ivilized sphere because any

ensuing suffering wiII likely be hers.

In Laurence's The Stone Angel, Bram Shipley (blowing his

nose with his fingers, using language like "puke" 79) is

scatologically presented aS a less dangerous rural and

Western assault on Hagar's town- and Eastern-manufactured

SenSibility.'3 Laurence makes Bram explicitly excremental in

vrord-play--"Bramble Shitfey" (131)--and in his final illness
(17Ð. When Bram relieves himself against the steps of

Hagar's father's Store, only Bram himself cau interpret the

event as accidental; Hagar certainly understands it as the

displaced aggression which, structurally, it is" Since she

i s al-so the novel' s consc iousness, narrat ion and
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"literature" are predicated upon a repressed self" For

Morag Gunn in The Diviners the conftict is essentially the

same, but Laurence achieves greater complexity in the

processes of civilization: Morag, aided by her adoptive

father Christie Logan, creates a family romance in which the

'real-' father, Colin Gunn, "smelIs clean, not of manure or

of horseshit, even though he is a farmer" (8). Furthermore'

although Morag is "delicate-minded" (35), she wilI not let

on. As a result the civilized self in The Diviners is more

hypothetical (above all a narrated self) than in The Stone

Anqe1, and therefore more secure, especially because of

Morag hides her imagined delicacy, a delicacy which includes

her early atternpts at writing" In Morag's binary self the

terms repressed in her psyche, not just hidden from public

scrutiny, are the adoptive parents, who stand under the

scatological sign of the real; Christie, the town scavenger,

stinks of urine and excrement (6, 205, 248) and his wife

Prin, prematurely senile, soon requires a bedpan ( 208 ) . ' o

Laurence's protagonists, even Hagar who is herself

incontinent, dissociate themselves from the i11 and the

aged, who in Laurence's novels helplessly transgress against

Ëhe privatization of eliminative functions.

Leah Adler in Richler's Son of a Smaller Hero, Maggie

KyIe in Hodgins' Invention of the l{orldf and Martin Gare in

Ostenso's Wild Geese similarly try to create individual

spheres by repressing scatology. Leah isolates herself from
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her husband, Wolf, because he offends her sensibilities. He

smells his hand after scratching his armpit (61), and uses

the word "pisher" (90) in front of guests. Since smel1 in

wolves and other mammafs seems to be an extension of the

self (differentiating the home territory from other

territories), excretion and urination (which often include

musk) become "secondary social gestures" (Guthrie 20, 39,

192) .'' Leah's uneasiness with this separates her from

animal styles of individuation and fits her aspirations to

culture. Maggie cleans her house with lye in attempt to

erase the signs of the past inhabitants who threaten to

impinge upon her present community, and who thus threaten

her attempts to trade her past role as loggers' whore for

independence. I 6 Near the end of the novel, she rises high

enough to get epiphanies and to see Vancouver Island from

Lhe air. In a sense she agonízes for the entire island

which is accused of being an uncivilized place because i

lacks public washrooms (235).

Martin Gare builds washrooms in the Manitoba Interlake.

His father, Caleb, constricts the marginal form of culture

Martin aspires to; even once the family has enough money,

Caleb rvill still not allow Martin to build a nevl house" But

the power of the civilizing process is such that it is only

diverted, and Martin transfers his energy tangentially,

building ornate outhouses instead (Ostenso 110, 727) .

Ostenso does not simply represent a history of origins (an

I

t
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escape from the

the architecture

from scatologica

In contrast

manure), but paradoxicallY has

excrement register the distance
farm and i

sur r ound i

I origins.
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to these variations on the civilizing

process, those characters r,¡ho represent uncoalesced

personalities, tend not to have privatized their eliminative

f uncti.ons. Mate in Mitchell's The Vanishinq Point can pass

wind on demand and in a variety of styles, making him "the

most sophisticated boy in North America" (317) to Carlyle

Sinclair but perhaps not to the reader" The same boy who

insists that he bears some part of his mother's insanity

leads the boys in their scatological games and claims

responsibility even for excrement which is not his ol,rn. In

Mrs, Blood, Mrs. Maté, "chiId of nature" (40) farts

unselfconsciously, while the title character in Moore's The

Luck of Ginger Coffey is arrested for urinating in public,

unintentionalty focussing the accountability that he, like

any proto-individual Trickster, has evaded. Herky, the

toilet salesman in Richler's St. Urbain's Horseman, pushes

his idea for "a toilet with a mind" (369), a toilet which

only releases only aS much water as is necessary" Herky

grasps something about ecology, but clearly does not

understand the civilizing process, which insists upon an

exorbitant amount of clean water to overwhelm the

scatological evidence. He comes under the satiric sign of

the incomplete person I cat icature, because Richler does not
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allow him to become conscious of his own anal fascinations

that are expressed in his photographs of Harrods' toilets:

"not many people see the London I'm seeing" (218), he says"

Haro1d Sonny Ladoo creates a whol-e society of excremental

caricatures who continuously transgress against the

privatization of the body in Yesterdays. He represents

Poonwa's personal origins scatologically: "Never forget boy

dat you pee and shit fust touch dis earth in Karan

Settlement" (108) 
"

Wr i t ing in Toronto about a rural

Trinidadian past, Ladoo also gives a scatological version of

cul-tural origins, confirming the version rhetorically in the

contrast between characters' dialect and the third person

narrator's Standard English.

Cultural "origins" are also present in the soc ial

constructions of Thomas's Latakia, Hine's The Prince of

Darkness and Co. , Davies' The Rebel- AngeIs, and Mitchel-1's

The Vanishing Point. Near the beginning of Latakia when

Heleni. milks facing the goat's rump, the narrator Rachel's

desire and nostalgia for Michael's body is nearly para1lel

to her nostalgia for the Greek peasant life. Thomas,

however, sets up a growing disenchantment. Rachel theorizes

that for the Greek peasants "the landscape as something to

sit and admire, to be'kept uP,' is probably and alien

concept;" in a bathing-suit changing shelter, she discovers

"shit everywhere and tampax and sodden paper diapers;" when

she sees even the spotless Heleni's unconscious role in the
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mess, Rachel finally applies an explicit, civilized

critiques "rHeleni: lets her little grandson shit under the

big tree. . And the flies come and land on her food or

mine perhaps. SureIy she understands the connection" (111)"

In Herakleion Rachel discovers people who live underground,

taking care of toilets: "the guardians of the underworld

have become an old man and an ol-d woman sitting in a public

lavatory beneath the city. t think I would be afraid to ask

them their names' (112-13 ) . Rachel goes even further back

than epic cosmography when she arrives in Latakia, the truly

alien city marked by a bathroom so filthy that neither

Rachel nor Michael wiIl touch it (165-6).

Through Philip Sparroi,¡, who wants to be a warlock (but

only in theory), Hine parodies Robert Graves' myth-ritual

fixation; both Sparrow and William Bruce, an effete over-

civilized poet, have forgotten exactly what it was that

Apollonian civilization repressed. Sick and squatting to

excrete in the primitive toilet at the bul1ring, WilIiam

returns with misgivings to an abject pre-history. l 7 Both

Hine and Thomas implicitly valorize the civilizing process

by presenting a careful loathing of cultural origins"

Davies and Mitchel1, on the other hand, attempt to

symbotically recuperate lost origins. Simon Darcourt

recognizes himself in a tarot deck as the Fool whose arse is

being sniffed by a dog. Dogs "have to be trained not to do

it, bul they forget because they have the great gift of
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scent, v¡hich wise, thinking Man has almost murdered" (The

Lyre of Orpheus 287-g). Professor Hitzig in The Rebel

Angels insists that civilization depends upon "the voluntary

ability to inhibit defecation." Stromwell adds that "When

Man ate the fruít from the Tree of Knowledge he became avrare

of himself as something other than a port ion of hi s

surroundings and he dropped his last carefree turd, âs he,

with wandering steps and slow, from Eden took his solitary

$¡ay" (r77) 
"

MitchelL's mythicat history is very similar:

"she gave Adam a bite or two and right then they clearly

knew--they v¡eren't any osprey or rainbow or fungus. . " sure

blew the ass off the Garden of Eden" (The Vanishing Point

185)" The latter-day Mate's farting takes Carlyle Sinclair

back from the existential "vanishing point" to a time before

the detonation at the end of innocence. Despite Davies'

scatological parody of Miltonic origins, a certain amount of

nostalgia surrounds the paradigmatic shift in both novels.

Davies' hiqhly-styl ízed and sympathet i ca 1 1y-t reated

"gypsies, " like MitcheIl' s Mate, retain many scatological

signs of the implied past. Mamusia advertises a vtay to

break up a dog-fight--"you "Iick the long finger good. 
"

and you shove your finger up the arse*hole of one dog"

(22I)--a cure that UncIe Yerko approximates when he kicks

Maria in the rear to stop her fight with Mamusia (231).

More importantly, Mamusia represents "the voice of the ages'f

(156) to the novel's scholars because she has retained an

ancient filth cure, the bomari, which, depending upon the
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need, either rejuvenates or ages violins in a bath of horse

manure.r' Although Davies doubles back against the process

that Thomas and Hine imply, the recuperation is mainly

compensatory; Davies gives hi s scatological characters

emotional force, predictive ability, and curative powers in

order to counter the Cartesian sptits in philosophers like

John Parlabane; nevertheless, the narrating voices are

always civilized academics--in this case Simon Darcourt and

Maria Theotoky--who mediate between origins and the

c ivilized self .

This discourse on scatological origins ties the Canadian

novel to what might almost be classified as a paradigm shift

in other disciplines. SociaI histories like Barrington

Moore Jr.'s Privacv: Studies in Socia1 and Cultural History

and Lawrence I{right's Clean and Decent: The Fascinatinq

History of the Bathroom and Water Closet signal a shift in

historiographic foci from public to bodily spheres. l e For

Moore and Wright, ês for Elias, the progress of civilization

is gradually, though unevenly, towards a "clean and decent"

body. Moore knows of no society where adults are permitted

to defecate in the cooking area (61) 
"

wright implicitly
equates the origins of civilization with the l-atrines at

Knossos (7) while advances are associated with demands for

cl-eanIiness.2 0 A popular science account like Theodor

Rosebury' s Li f e On Man, looking back f urther than f.lr ight to
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Neolithic privies (95-6), claims that feces is handled with

less restraint in less technologically-advanced nations, and

that the infant recapitulates the progress of society"

Likewise, in an early attempt at sexol-ogy, Love in the

Machine Age, the shift in primates toward permanent

habitations is believed to create a necessity for "a

socially inculcated disgust at excrement,ft while ceremonial

handlings of filth among primitive tribes and scatological

humour among the civilízed are Seen aS symbolic expressions

of " infant i le ínterests" (nett 87 ) "
The Freudian

commonplaces behind these f i.liations are that the child's
greatest cultural achievement is instinctual renunciation

(npp 15), which turns out mostly to be the repression of

genital and anal functions"

For an anti-philosopher like Georges BataiIle, the

evolution of repression is alreadl' axiomatic: "the human

anus secluded itself deep within the flesh, in the crack of

the buttocks, and it now forms a projection only in

squatting and excretion. " The anus therefore has, he

claims, "the potential for blossomiDg;" transferring to the

face its explosive energies, it may explode from the pineal

eye at the top of the head in "a magnificent but stinking

ejaculation" ("The Jesuve" 77)."

The limit to such approaches, Mary Douglas argues' is

that they depend upon the NineLeenth Century anthropology of

Sir James Frazer and Robertson Smith (Douglas 13) for an
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evolutionary understanding of scatological rites as

survivals from archaic religion. Douglas's critique is

important, because a more recent approach like Claude Lévi-

Strauss's The Savage Mind reinterprets totemism So that what

was once understood as a manifestation of archaic religion

becomes a proto-Linnaean system of biological

classification. The effect of this reinterpretation of

"origins" is to move 'marriage with the animals' and

chthonic origins into an ever more distant past. This

growing distance perhaps explains why the scatological

return to the animal is such a resonant myth for Lévi-

Strauss in Tristes Tropiques. 2 2 Douglas reverses Lévi-

Strauss's method by showing how modern secular culture

transfers the idea of purity from religion to hygiene (11)"

For Douglas, the body in all cultures is a model for the

social structure (115) and there is no reason to treat

bodily margins psychologically, as separate from other

margíns (121). Like Norbert EIias, Douglas makes the

crucial connection between the body and the social system"

She has been criticized by Julia Kristeva who wonders what

the desire is that is required to uphold the social system

(67) z "why does corporeal waste¡ IìêDStruaI bood and

excrement, or everything that is assimilated to them, from

nail-parings to decay, represent--Iike a metaphor that would

become incarnate--the objective frailty of the symbolic

order?" (70) Nevertheless with Douglas and Elias it becomes

possible to see how scatology codifies past and present,
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2. Country and Town: "The Size of a Sheep's Dung"
and Other Metaphors

On January 1, 1967, the first day of centennial

celebrations in Canada, politicians in Ottawa lit a

perpetual flame to symbolize the life of the nation and the

Winnipeg Free Press carried a picture of the Golden Boy,

another palladium, on the cover. Lower on the same page,

however, people at the periphery of the country were

celebrating another event--the Free Press carried pictures

of the burning of the outhouses in Bowsman, Manitoba.

United Church minister Jim Liles eulogized them as "good

enough for the first 100 years of Canada, but not the

second. . The time has come

up their ends through the years.

shelter from stormy bIasts." The hinterland both mocked its

ov¡n past and yet also parodied Canada's dominant culture as

Bowsman erased a sign of its marginality (to use the

language of Harold Innis's margin,/centre tension in Canada's

staples economy) " In the completion of a $350,000 sewer

project, Bowsman assimilated itself to urban standards of

hygiene, but the communal parodic inversion of the

Centennial flame marks an artistic production that does not

grant Ottawa alt of its assumed seriousness. While the nevr

technology diminished the scatological consciousness of

one's waste, scatology re-appeared as political satire in in

the prairie scatological mockery of an Ontario-centric

symbol, âs religious satire in the parody of "Rock of Àges,"

to destroy friends who held

" They have provided
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and as soc ial sat i re in

progress to urban centre.

the country-town's self-mocking

witd Geese and Yesterdays imply that the c ivi lizing
process can be coded through the categories of "country" and

"toi,rn," with "country" mediating scatological origins and

"town" the negation of those origins" The scatological- role

of the country can be seen in the disingenuous metaphors of

Haliburton, who has Sam Slick scrape the bottom of a pot

until he gets to "a sight of little forced meat balls, of

the size of sheep's dung" (56). A more naive scatolgícal

denigration occurs when in The Apprenticeship of Duddy

Kravitz Max Kravitz insists that the country means "ants and

mosquitoes and skunks and--if you've got the appetite--bul1-
pies al1 over" (307) 

"
The narrator of World of Wonders

compares poorly done snov¡ in a theatre to turkey diarrhoea,

a particularly teIJ-ing simile

betv¡een tenor and vehic le .

given the cultural contrast

The manure-spreader that

Madmother Thomas drags all over the island in The Invention

of the World signifies the disillusionment that she

projects, while Henry Burke's project to demythologize tily

Hayworth in the same novel is rooted in his rural past--

raising "shitty chickens." He transports the scatological

terms from that past for his critique: "she wasn't so

goddam Queen-Iike, r tell you, with her skirt hoisted up

around her waist taking a crap out behind a tree" (178)."
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Throughout the symbolic structure of wild Geese, "marìure"

repeatedly stands for the farm, both substantially as

fertilizer and etymologically as the hand-labour at that

time involved in the fertilizing process. 2 o Other early

references to the rnanuring process in The Clockmaker,

Rouqhinq It in the Bush, and The History of Emí]y Montasue

generally show a respect for labour and an unconsciousness

of manure as a scatological danger. 2 5 By the time of

Ostenso, manure has become more problematic" Judith Gare's

individuating impulse in wild Geese involves leaving her

farm origins for the town; that departure is already

implicit when she moves her cow to the extremity of the pen

where it is "a little prettier" (22) 
"

This scatological

relativity (like the relativity signalled by her brother

Martin's outhouses) is touching, despite the obvious

potential for satire, because Ostenso is not quite ready to

give in to the perceived effeminacy of the town; thus she

doubles language in her description of the animal who is at

times a surrogate for Judith: "The cow's flanks were

satiny, her tail clotted with manure" (22). In fact, the

technological lag between country and town, town and city
( in the shift towards flush toilets) elsewhere allot¡s

characters from the peripheries to claim a superiority in

breadth of experience: uI have cleaned out chamber pots to
get my education" (lives of Gir1s and Women 66). Yet it is

the consciousness of Lynd Archer, Lhe city woman in wild

Geese, which structures the frame that surrounds the
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shifting narrative points of vielr, and Ostenso eventually

has Judith leave fertilizer and labour, which have been too

closely associated with Caleb's control over Judith's

individual sphere.

The social negation of country origins is more explicit

and satirized in Buckler's The Mountain and the Valley,

where David Canaan's impulse, like Maggie Kyle's, is to

rise. David is ashamed of the old outhouse when showing it

to his tov¡n visitor, Toby Richmond, and def ends Toby's

prudishness about urinating in company against Chris's

jokes.2 6 Instead, David creates a hypothetical civilized

self and redirects the jokes against the outhousec rrrTake a

coarse sight, and curb your trajectory.' He spoke as if he

were really a visitor in the place, denying any part of its

crudity except as the basis for a joke" (139). In this he

goes one better on Toby's euphemizingz he sc ient izes

Ianguage, a technique compatible with the abstracted artist-

self that he, as a recipient of Emerson' S romantic

individualism, is heir to' 2 ? Jud Spinney, not fuIly

conscious of what he is doing, âttacks David's individual

artistic sphere by using a crude Sexual comment to undercut

David's princely role in the school operetta. David

afterv¡ard responds in kind, but only mentally: "he'd just

take him by the coIIar and turn him around and kick his aSS

and walk away" (83). Both the demythologizing moment and

the response to the demythologizing moment are signalled by
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the lower bodily level,

nothing is actually said.

David's attempt to arrange

accept the critiques that

community. "

but in the "civilized" response,

More importantly, Buckler signals

ideal scenes and his inabilitY to

occur once art ís presented to the

Like Buckler, Ethet WiIson and Margaret Atwood retain the

count ry/town pattern of the civilizing process without

idealizing the town. Wilson's protagonist in Swamp Angel,

Maggie Lloyd, leaves her husband and Vancouver, and goes to

a fishing camp near Kamloops to regain her body. This is

stressed mostly by her swimming, but also by the toilet

arrangements: "'the privies is back behind the cabins "'
(34). Maggie's archaeological search (too many symbols

destroy reality, she thinks 79) uncovers not only a less

sophisticated language, but also a more primitive life in

which "her avatar tells her that she is one with her

brothers the seal and the porpoise" (99)" The coding does

noL mean that Wilson herself is nostalgic for the country:

"rMaggie's1 avatar had better l¡Iarn her that she is not

really a seal or a porpoise" (99) " Neilher does Wilson

commit to the town: Nell Severance, city woman and

symbolist, makes too feiv concessions when she cancels her

visit to the lodge where Maggie lives because it has "no

plumbing, just privies" ( 128 ) .

Atr+ood too uses the code +¡ithout trusting it. rn Bodil:¡

Harm, Elva prescribes a filth-cure, urination, to ease the
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svrelling caused by stepping on a sea-urchin, but the later

scatology, associated with the primitive conditions in the

Third-World prison, is stitl horrifying. In Cat's Eye

EIaine Ris1ey is fascinated ¡'¡ith flush toiÌets when she

first gets to the city" Atwood represents a gradation

betv¡een the country where there are not even any outhouses,

the intermediate motels which have outhouses or "smeIly"

toilets (29), and their cheap home in the city which has a

toilet with a ring around the bowl (33). The idealizing

process in the literature that El-aine reads constitutes an

important aspect of the civilizing process for her:

"nothing in these stories is anything like my life" There

are no tents, no highways, Do peeing in the bushes, no

lakes, no motels. There is no war. The children are always

clean" (30). EIaine's past has taught her to associate

Eaton's Catalogues with outhouses, but Grace Smeath floats

the genre by teaching EIaine proper reverence for consumer

goods (56), a civilized economy that Atwood satirizes.

Although we are dealing with fictional personal and

social histories, neither the rejection of the country in

scatological images nor its nostalgic recuperation should be

surprising. Canadian social historians emphasize the shift

in the North American population from rural to urban

(woodcock 299, Clement 160), the decline in primary sector

employment, especially of agricultural workers (Clement

76-7), and a significant post-1960's growth in non-farming
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country dwellers (Woodcock 314). The biographies of many of

the novelists prominent in this chapter suggest personal

involvement in thi s soc ial hi story ' Most--Hodgins

(Merville, B.C. ), Buckler (oalhousie West, N"S'), Laurence

(Neepawa, Man. ), Munro (wingham, ont. ), o'Hagan (Yellowhead

Lake area), Ostenso (small- towns in Norway, Minnesota, North

Dakota, and Maitoba), Davies (ThamesviIle, ont. ), Ladoo

(McBean, Trinidad)--grew up in the country or in smal-l- towns

and moved (usuall-y for education or employment) to larger

centres. Even those like Thomas (ninghampton, N.Y. ), Roy

(st. Boniface), and Atwood (ottawa), who did not grow up in

small towns nevertheless did move to Iarger centres like

Vancouver (rhomas), Montreal and Quebec City (noy) or spent

significant portions of their lives in country areas--Atwood

in northern Ontario and Quebec, Roy near AItamont. Final-Iy,

a significant number returned, some temporarily, some

permanently, to smaller communities Iike the ones that they

left. Buckler returned to the Annapolis Valley; Munro to

Clinton, Ont.; ' Ostenso to GuII Lake, Minn.; O'Hagan to

Jasper and to an island near Howe Sound, B.C.; and Laurence

went to Lakefield, Ont.. Atwood (in Alliston Ont. for seven

years) and Thomas (on Galiano Island) took up "country"

living while some bought summer homes: Laurence on the

Otonabee River, Richler at Lake Memphremagog, Roy in Petite-

Rivière-St-Francois, and Wilson in Kamloops. It is also

important to note that characters like Lind Archer in Wild

Geese, Elaine in Cat's Eve, Rose in Who Do You Think You
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Are, Del Jordan

Vlomen, Ml]e " Coté

in The Diviners,

aIl re-enact some

country to town " 
2 e

( by impl icat ion )

in Where Nests the

and Dunstan Ramsay

aspect of their

in Lives of Girls and

Water Hen, Morag Gunn

in the Deptford trilogy
maker's movement from
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3. Ðoubling Back: the Rhetorical Recovery of the Body

People don't get any better as
their language gets more
sophi st icated.

--Rachel in Latakia

The sequence, anus-to-finger-
to mouth, has proved to be
commoner than. "like to believe.

, people

-Theodor Rosebury

In a third move, the novelist returns the character to

her origins or, comparable to Michael McKeon's

"epistemological double reversal," the novelist negates even

town civilization in a scatological critique that often

parodies the civilizing process.3 0 The extreme form of the

autonomous, c ivi I ized self , nascent in Cat's Eye and The

Mountain and the VaIley, threatens to abstract itself

entirely from its origins and, therefore, from the body.

Atwood satirízes the clean and proper body when she has

Ainsley in The Edible Woman mock the dental students who

check their mouths for cavities every time they go to the

bathoom (9-10). Later in the novel, Atwood parodies the

belief that not washing indicates insanity (183); parody

calls intò question the tendency of the civilizing process

to appear "naturaf. "

More

rising
occur

expla i n

often, scatology is allowed

individual, and the doubling

in the biographies of many of

why. In The Mountain and the

to break in upon the

back to origins that

these novelists may

VaIlev David Canaan's
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father accuses him in scatological language of getting too

"high": "Don't you want killin' " you goddam snot"

(165). There is also a curious bodily reticencei David and

his father cannot even urinate in one another's presence.

On the other hand, David processes bodily intimacy, the

greatest of his many taboos, and betrays Bess, joking about

her "piss" in front of others (187)'. Through David's role

in the pig-ki11ing scene, Buckler sets up a series of

attempts to exit from the scene of the body" Þlhen someone

comments about David's attempt to leave the barn, he

returns, with a vengeance to the site, and is the first.one

at the frightened pig's dung-covered hind legs" In David's

self-conscious and processed civilization, there are no

innocent lacerations of the body as there seem to be for the

other men" His drive is to transcend the filthy pig, his

own bleeding hand, the bodies and roles of the other men,

even his own limitations, but during his parodic attempt at

transcendence on a barn beam, he fa1ls." He falls back into

the body, because after this he is never free from pain.

David's town-driven sensibility, which only doubles back to

origins with violence, is not identical with Buckler's. We

see hints of this in the more pastoral, almost nostalgic

versions of scatology when a more omniscient narrator than

the one usual in David's consciousness reports' late in t.he

narrative, on David and Toby urinating and laughing

together: "It was the way two boys laugh who have both been

uncomfortable in someone's parlour, though neither's fidget
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is realized by the other until they are outside and one of

them grimaces back at the house and exhales a prodigiously

drav¡n-out fart" (255). Because the return to bodily origins

is not inevitably tragic in The Mountain and the VaIIey, the

transgression against David's individual sphere Seems self-

i nduced.

Other novelists too allow scatology to transgress against

the rising individual. The communal and the scatological

combine in Mrs " Blood to attack Dr. Biswas's "ethical
ideatism": "he began to resent his wife's pale skin and the

baby's diarrhoea" (24) . In The Stone Angel, desPite Bram's

attack on her persona, Hagar doubles back by presenting the

scatogical body nostalgically" This is understandable given

that Bram is also the unacknowledged object of her desire;

what is more problematic is Laurence's nostalgia, which at

times confirms Bram'S rather naive theory of representation:

"never gave a damn for living horses. . But when you

seen them put onto paper where they couldn't drop manure'

then its dandy, eh?" (83) Laurence's project for the self in

The Stone Anqel invoLves breaking through the entrainments

of an over*civilized body, but Bram's disingenuous realist

privileging of thing over representation is limited by

Laurence's naturalization of the biblical text, so that she

calls down skepticism upon both origins and the civilizing
process. In The Diviners, Laurence gradually splits Morag

in half. On one side is Skinner Tonnerre, who reduces women
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via scatological obscenity (68) and who dismisses the family

romance of Piper Gunn and the Red River Settl-ement aS "crap"

(72), a demythologization that Morag repeats when she calls

the Gunn crest, mgtto, and war cry "a load Of OId manure"

(r62') 
"

On the other is Brooke Skeleton, whose small

bathroom (197) suggests over-civilization. The attack comes

simultaneously against the sphere of the individual and

against the town, So that Morag cannot relax until she

arrives at Margaret Laurence'S renewed country home. The

Diviners gradually effaces Brooke as Morag acknowledges the

scatological kin: Skinner, Prin, and, above all, Christie.

As the references to the Red River settlement suggest,

the doubling back in Morag's personal history opens out into

social history. Laurence counterS romantic verSions of the

past with scatological revisions. She includes an "outdoor

privy" (95) in Morag's imagination of pioneer life; as welI,

because of gender ident i f icat ions, Laurence cannot

completely discount Catherine Parr Traill's enactment of the

hardy pioneer, So she searches for repressed voices which

qualify the enacted myth.3' Laurence finds the scatological

and the rnorbid in TraiIl's symptoms of the Water Hemlock:

"vomitting, colic, staggering and unconsciousness and

finally frightful convulsions which end in death" (The

Diviners 404 ) .

Munro, DavieS, and Richler too double over the civilizing

process, recalling characters to their origins. While the
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avoidance of the school outhouse seems to be necessary for

Rose in Who Do You Think You Are to avoid the aggressive

boys who assaul-t Franny McGi11, Munro eventually broadens

the repression of the scatological toward the Freudian

dynamic of civilization and discontent; the school gets

indoor plumbing, and Rose, somewhat hypocritically, laments

that "there never \.ìras another honey-dumper " ( 37 ) " 
t t Rose

appropriates the scatological bluntness of Flo as a

psychologicat defense (155), and indeed wishes for the old

home. Davies' s What' s Bred in the Bone involves Franc i s

Cornish in a less ambiguous and more insistent recuperation

of what is excluded from the social system. As Munro does

with Franny, Davies codes the excluded scatology through the

near-idiot child, Francis I (caIled "The Looner" ) . The

attempts to protect the "second" Francis Cornish ( from

scatological details are characteristically successful:'rHe

was not yet such a cl-ose reasoner as to suspect that if

Bella-Mae vrere thus burdened with the common needs of life,

his parents might also share them" ( 75) 
"

But hi s

bildungsroman includes a scatological education into the

senses: "he. . , learned the stench that rises when a hot

shoe is placed on the horse's ¡mâDUre- and tobacco-coveredl

hoof" (108).'a Mordecai Richler, whose biography in contrast

to Buckler, Laurence, Munro, and Davies is much' mor,e urban,

does not double back in the way that they do, but he does

use Joshua Shapiro in Joshua Then and Now as a mediator

between an under-civilized past (Joshua's father Reuben,
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whom Richler treats nostal

Outremont, where Bertha saYs

where the toilet-seat covers

rugs everywhere "

Outremont?" (2I) 
"

ica1ly, ) and

nI only go at

are covered:

Do they walk

over-civilized
home" (24) and

"shaggy white

on toilets in

The doubling back also occurs in the East/West coding of

the scatological image. This less common coding is layered

over country and town in novels such as Howard O'Hagan's The

School-Marm Tree. There, a Dutch painter ín the Yellowhead

attains some eastern success through his paintings of

western outhouses. O'Hagan parodies the desire to rise in

the reaction of the townspeople--"the showing of outhouses,

they felt, wâs unjust when most of the people in town had

bathrooms with modern appurtenancesrr ( 38 ) . outhouse and

bathroom here measure O'Hagan's reaction against the

ideological hold that the East has over the western town and

over a v¡oman like Selva.3 i The town, ât its own insistence,

becomes a poor version of the East while the trailhands,

especially Clay MuIloy, dream West" The Eastern bathroom

apparently hides the body, and the dynamics of hidden

sexuality in Branchflower and tlrogg, cynic and naif, are

connected to this affectation. Selva's initial desires for

the East (she wants Branchflower or lfrogg) are given parodic

form in Rosie, who says that "it's atl right if you're a man

to pick your nose with your thumb, but it's not good manners

to use your finger" (106, I23)" Like the writers of manners
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books

unintent

encodi ng

civil-izí

1n wanting to rational ize custom, Rosie

ionally reduces shifts in manners to arbitrariness,

O'Hagan's skepticism about the value of the

ng process. t 6
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4. Extreme Skepticism: Parodies of the Civilízed SeIf

Once the civilizing process and the skeptical doubling

back on that structure become commonpJ-ace, they invite an

extreme skepticism which can trust neither the civilizing

process nor the recuperation of origins" Such a skepticism

is implicit in the scatologizing of the modernist city-

wasteland (Joshua Then and Now 51, 55)," and explicit in

Noah AdIer's Twentieth Century parody of "The Passionate

Shepherd to His Love": "Let it be said of us that we made

no plans. . . We'lI f art when \,¡e have visitors and drop

rocks on passing cars" (104). The literary parody here

mocks both pastoral hopes and the civilizing repressions

because the bodily relaxation in the lack of civility3'

shades into Noah's uncivilized cruelty to Miriam. In

Yesterdays, Harold Sonny Ladoo neither valorizes the intense

scatology of a cultural past nor the rising se1f, while Leon

Rooke attempts (during his doubling back) to approach

extreme skepticism in Shakespeare's Dos by parodying the

civilized self: Rooke "originates" man in dog and

represents Shakespeare's cultural ambitions alongside

Shakespeare's dog's desire to rise from among the "dung-

eaters" (52). When the dog Hooker contrasts Queen

Elizabeth's civilized toil-et (cour Eesy of John Harrington)

against her bear-baiting, Rooke doubles back on civiiized

pretensions. The monarch has not gotten better or less

violent just because her conveniences have become more
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sophi st icated. The shift from medieval rulers who, if

necessary, gave audience in the W.C. (eudney 99*100), to the

private modern bathroom thus unaugurates a purely surface

civilizing. The same style of satire occurs during Hooker's

philosophizing on the tell-tale excrement after he has

iIlicitly poached and consumed a deer: "I covered the dump

over with a frantic scrambling of dirt. It's not mine, I

wanted to say." The other dogs join his protestations of

innocence, and Hooker wonders, rr!'¡as this, too, part of our

nature and birthright or had \,Ie picked it up as one of

many--f1eas, mange, phobia--in the Two Foot's curse?" (57)

Hooker is safer than he thinks because humans have been

educated to repudiate excrement and noL to inspect it (at

least in public) too c1osely. A traditional function of the

scatological image, according to Bakhtin and Kristeva, is to

erase the division between man and beast (eakhtin 1984, 226i

Kristeva 1982, 12) . The most common function of this

erasure is to lower man and return him to his origins. The

deformations of Shakespeare's name--"Shakespizzl-e" (72) and

Anne Hathaway's coinage "shakeshitter" (95)--deform the

classicist approach to authorship, and a1ly Shakespeare to

the intimate descriptions of Hooker at stoole; certainly the

dog's life of sensation, sme11, and defecation determines

literary history in Shakespeare's Dog because Shakespeare's

move to London occurs only when the Regarders threaten

Hooker's life"
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Through Hooker, a dog who narrates, Rooke intends the

parody to destabilize humanist certainties. Not so much a

play on Richard Hooker as a near-anagram for Rooke, Hooker

attains a sympathetic and humane persona that might surprise

Charl-otte Ford; he philosoplnizes about scatology and he

refuses to urinate on a grave. And he feels grand when he

finds that he can walk on his hind legs: "to the left, then

to the right, then over a muckhi1l" (150)--but is unsure

what to do v¡ith his taiI. To this parodic skepticism,

however, we musi add that the increasing abitity of people

to identify with animals may be connected to the civilizing

process (MenneIl 315).3 n The beast fable always contains

within it an inevitable tendency towards anthropomorphism

(ziotkowski 11), so that it confirms the human persona even

despi te the exper imentat ion, the degradat ion of epic

structure, and the identification with the slave that it

aIlows (Ziofkowski 12-I4). Hooker's written persona may

confirm the civilizing process at the same time as Rooke

parodies it "

Timothy Findley's parodic history, Famous Last Words, and

HaroId Sonny Ladoo's parodic autobiography, Yesterdays' are

less reassuring when they address the same problem: the

crisis of where to place civilized values" Findley's Duke

of Windsor desires to escape his civilized persona and,

among other things, " fart out loud" (245). On the other

hand, in order to discredit Rudolph Hess with insanity, the
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British must get around the civilized boundary-markers that

show up in loathing and vomit; the British teach him not to

throw up at f ishheads, bo "become" a cat. F i ndley' s

satirizes the civilized, written persona through Hugh Sel-wyn

Mauberly and yet presents the transgression against the

civilizing process as also inhumane" George Bowering's

parody of Canadian social history in Burning Water is much

the Same in this. Bowering cannot locate civilized values

in the over-disciplined Vancouver who eventually rt¡$oês1 to

war with his body" (207), nor do the scatological breaks in

discipline--Vancouver vomits after his primitivist desire to

eat Cook's body--signal anything better. In Famous Last

tlords, however, the need to resolve the crisis is more

insistent. Mauberly's narration certainly cannot breach the

problem: "The tension in the rooms became so great that one

of the dogs threw up, while the other lifted its leg against

a Louis Quinze table (luckily an imitation)" (107).

Scatology jars hilariously against Mauberly's bracketted

over-valuation of the art-object, which, after all, is only

a sign for the civilized preservation of tradition, and is

not civility itself. Findley identifies the "present"

narrator, Quinn, with Hugh Selwyn Mauberly in their

fastidiousness, but there is no simple lionization of

Mauberly (who has adopted the simplistic Fascist equation in

which clean - good)oo or of social realist terms (in which

dirt is human and therefore good). Quinn and Mauberllz are

seen ambivalently: their horror of scatology is clearly
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represented as an ordering function

capable of society, of writing), and yet

is also represented as a refusal to see

and the dark side of the attractive male

(which makes them

that f ast idiousness

Dachau (for guinn),

( for Mauberly) .

Choon i la1 , in Yesterdays, a l- te rnate s between

overvaluation--"Me son so educated dat when he ta1k, I does

only feel to shit man" (34)--and undervaluation of his son's

ability to rise above village life: "It look like English

does flow from you ass. But all de book you read Poonwa'

and aII dat education you have in you ass in notten" (76).

Although at times Ladoo seems to set up an attack on

European rationalism in Poonwa's use of Descartes (29) (an

attack that comes from the scatological position that

England has def ined for the Trinidadian ) , the insistent

reduction of all worlds to the scatological and to the

animal-erot ic destabi 1 izes a potent ial ant i-colon ial i st

norm. Poonwa attempts a material philosophy, but it

degenerates, almost immed.iatelY, into misogyny, cliché, and

childish scatological verse:

The philosophy of Poonwa.
A treatise on God and other matt.ers.
Philosophy and the philosopher's stones
What goes in must come out (Related to
matters) "Phitosophy and the philosophers' stones
.The philosophy of a philosopher's hol-e
Once there was a girl
with two cracks in her hole
she pissed in a bowl
until she grew o1d, (42)

(women excluded).
pregnancy and such

(women excluded),
(women included).
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As we will see in Chapter 8, this destabilization of

perSpective is connected Lo the technological aspects of the

civilizing process in William Gibson's Neuromancer and

Leonard Cohen's Beautiful Losers. In the latter, F. dies

"wiping his ass with a curtain" (40) and the narrator echoes

the primitivist impulses of his mentor: "I salute my

monsterhood. I urinate everywhere on the linoIeum" (67).

The problem of extreme decivilization is over-corrected and

"solved" by the technological sensorium: the narrator goes

into a total fast, so that he no longer fouls his shack with

excrement (246), and finally turns into a movie of Ray

CharIes. Cohen's evasiveness is cal-culated to undermine any

confidence in a solution to the binaries of scatological

origins and the civilized self.

Apparent in these Canadian literary versions of the

rising civilized self and of the doubling back process, but

most clear in extreme skepticism is how self-consciously

Canadian novelists approach the process. Peter Stallybrass

and Alon White in The Politics a¡¡1 Poetics of Transqression

assume that a central self or central authority is always

undesireable. They, Iike Bakhtin whom they seek to revise,

demonize the civilizing process, although they do not fol1ow

Bakhtin in his belief that carnival (a type of doubling

back) automatically undermines internal and external

authorities: "often it is a powerful ritual or symbolic

pract ice r+hereby the dominant squanders i ts symbol ic capi tal
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so as to get in touch with the fields of desire which it

denied itself as the price paid for its political power"

(201). For Stallybrass and white, the bourgeoisie are again

and again ready to be surprised by information about bodily

repressions and the social scatology that constitutes the

se1f, but St. Urbain's Jake Hersch is quite conscious of the

ideological implications of his disgust:

There's a simple solution. wrap the stool quickly in
your underwear, lean back and heave it into the bushes.
Yes yês, Jake agreed, but how do I pick it up? It's
yours , i sn' t i t? Your very ov¡n bodi ly waste . Di sgust
for it is bourgeois. Yes, y€s, but how do I pick it up?
Sunshine soldier! SociaI democrat! Middlebrow! Unable
to face I i fe ful1y. Everything i s holy, Jake. Holy
ho1y. Yes, but how do I pick it up? (171)

The self-identification of the "social democrat" in this

resistance to the scatological can hardly be a "festival of

the political unconscious" (Stallybrass 201). Richler does

not double back over the hislory of manners, but he does

indicate that scatology is connected to a social rhetoric.

It is to this rhetoric that we now turn.
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5.

PA,RT T&¡O

THE SOCIAL BODY¡

SCÃ,TOLOGY AND IDEOLOGICAL HIERARCHY IN THE CANADIAN TiTOVEL

Immigrants, Foul Ghettoes, and Social Climbers:
Marking Fictional Class Structures

We imagine much more fitly an
Artificer upon his close stoole or
his wife, then a great judge,
reverend for his carriage and
regardfull for his sufficiencie.

--Montaigne (¡'lorio translation)

He found a great deal of enjoYment
( such as would tal1y with the
natural coarseness of many classes
of society, though not of his) in
anal jokes and exhibitions.

--Sigmund Freud. From the
History of an Infantile Neurosis

I 'm glad to be near ¡ the garage
mechanic 1 and enjoy the distance
that separates us. . Remarkable
how any comparison always favors
me! Thank God for dirt"

--Christian Enzensberger

Stallybrass and white, like

civilizing process creates a number

gI las ,

of class

show that the

markers through

that particular

difference is

because while

it r-crlaìnlv

While Douglas

lhe definition of manners. Elias argues

manners were considered good in medieval- t imes because they

belonged to a certain social class, and not that a social

clasS waS conSidered honorable because it obeyed particular

manners injunctions. 4 I The feudal sense of

still instructive in a democ rat ic soc iety

class-difference loses sone political valence

does not disappear from the symbolic realrn.
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notes how standards of purity and taboo function to organize

societies which are without modern political and

technological di f ferent iat ion , and how caste systems

function on the metaphor of the body (123), she also notes

that even in secular societies marginalized people continue

to function under the signs of scatological impurity. o'

Stallybrass and White map out a particularly convincing

example of this when they reread Freud to show how maternal

abjection is coded among his patients through the social

order of the maid, how there is no simply 'personal' abject

(Statlybrass 153 ) . 0 3 washoe, the chimpanzee, signed "dirty"
when she was forced back into a cage among other monkeys

after having been allowed to roam about human dwellings--a

"downgrading of her status f rom hurnan to animal " (l,inden 9 )

and a rather poignant social echo of the expanding sphere of

the bourgeois individual.

I f vre consider the represented soc iety made up of

characters from Canadian novels, it quickly becomes clear

that scatology marks a dialectic between broadly-imagined

upper and lower classes. At the same time as signifyíng

origins in a past or in the country, the scatological image

also marks the lower class, while a concern for cleanliness

marks many attempts, both among characters and among

authors, to situate themselves in an upper class. As in the

rhetoric of the civilízing process

scatological doubling back, when

we sometimes see a

author or character
I

an
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tries to

shi ft.
regain something that has been lost in the class

Depending upon the researcher's standards, Canadian

classes can be divided in terms of "income, ownership of

property, level of education, degree of occupational ski11,

or position of responsibility and power; " in terms of

"popular evaluation of occupations. " " or the opinions and

judgements of some members of a community about the class

position or class reputation of other mernbers of the

community" (Porter 9); and in terms of the social relations

of production (Clement 143). o' Novelistic discourse about

class, however, tends towards more simple dialectical maps,

and this may be why Porter wrongly claims, in his seminal

study The Vertical Mosaic, that class is not a theme in

Canadian literature (Porter 6). An early novel 1 i ke

Moodie's Mark Hurdlestone conveys the external markings of

cl-ass in its consistent emphasis on the forms of speech,

courtesy, and physiognomy (24, 301). In the Twentieth

Century nove1, this confidence in and ensuing skepticism

about surface markings is partially transferred to the

scatological image, and the lov¡er class is consistently

represented in scatological terms. Morley CaIlaghan's

Marxist priest, Father Stephen Dowling in Such is My

Beloved, is especially moved by "the smell of bodies" in the

confined space of the confessionaL (77) because the

scatological sign of materiatity confirrns, he thinks, his
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lov¡er-class ideology in the Catholic church. The tramps j-n

Fifth Business (46), the lower-cIass Baptists in Lives of

GirIs and Women (l-77), Lora's irnpoverished past (111, 114)

and Thírd-worId humanity (125, I28) in Atwood's Bodilv Harm,

the poorer part of tov¡n in Cat's Eye (332) and in The Edible

Woman (281), the Newfoundland fisherman in The Story of

Bobby o'Ma1Iey (85), the gypsy-foot whores in Michael

Ondaatje's Cominq Through Slaughter (119), and Annie Oakley,

the Lowest-ranking soldier in Famous Last words (+I, 56),

are all represented scatologically. Although DeI Jordan

approaches a limited nostalgia in Lives of Girls and Women--

thinking that she is approaching nature and approaching her

own body among Garnet French and the BaptiSts--Munro negates

this nostalgía by making Del's break from Garnet necessary.

Despite the association of filth and humanity in Not Wanted

on the Voyageas Annie Oakley's scatology in Famous Last

Words is sinister; he is also a killing-machine. The

novel's post-war rule is that'the higher the rank, the more

civilized.' The main post-v¡ar characters--Private Oakley,

Sergeant Rudecki, Lieutenant Quinn, Captain Freyberg--almost

stand as an evo1utionary line "

Both A.M. Kl-ein's and Mordecai Richler's Jewish ghettoes

are marked by the scatological. In The Second Scroll the

Casablanca ghetto is "thick with offal and sIime" and *itft

"signs of a donkey's passage" (62). Although the novel

constantty works to subvert the sense of sight (and its
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implied idolatry), narrator and author very readily accept

the evidence and symbolizaLion of smelf (64). The Montreal

ghetto in Son of a Small-er Hero is full of "garbage and

decaying fruitr" "horse manure," "odours" (15)ro' and the

Adler family business is scrap collecting" Rubbi sh

collection was often entrusted to the poor as a form of

"Social welfar€," and contributed to the excrementalizing of

them (Corbin Il-7, I43-4) " Richler explicitly sets the

classes against one another when Noah Adler crosses class

lines to enter, uncomfortably, Miriam Hall's Anglo-Saxon

world: "She must be very welt-educated, he thought, rich"

He wanted badly to say something that would fit" Finally,

he asked for the toilet" (45). Once in the bathroom, Noah

recognizes its cleanliness as the material opposite to the

ghetto: green enamel, many taps' green tiles, initialled

towels, sunken bathtub, and half-concealed pink toilet

paper. The young and credulous Noah is at first awed; this,

apparently, is what a ghetto boy can aspire to.

Of course, by making Miriam's bathroom the main index for

class difference, just as ribby Gursky's bathroom is in

Solomon Gursky Was Here Q3) , Richler treats Mi r iam' s world

in the terms set by the dominant class" This scatological

and delerministic reduction functions in Noah too,

eventually allowing him to escape from the feigned scatology

of the Halts' socia1 set (194) and to return to the "rea]"

scene of the body, the ghetto, Dominant classes and races
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can use the civilized self and these perceived differences

in cleanliness aS social controls. To destroy Iice, Mengele

gasses an entire block of Jewish women's cells (St" Urbain's

Horseman f63); in an unnerving echo of this, Joey's head is

shaved to destroy lice when he enters a Canadian juvenile

detention centre ( 112 ) . When Duddy Kravitz tries to rise

from the ghetto, he meets the power of the cleanliness

discourSe in I rwin Shubert; I rwin prevents Duddy frorn

socializing with a higher cl-ass by pretending lhat Duddy

filled a wine bottle with urine as a mean trick. (the

Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz 70)" Irwin manipulates the

appearance of the scatological to keep Duddy in his place.

Even Herky in St. Urbain's Horseman is typed by his

assoc iat ion wi th the scatological , âlthough in hi s case

Richler is the nemesis. Harijan and untouchable because his

occupation has to do with toilets, he lives among the

"1Ower" cIasS of literary characters designated aS satiric

butts "

What we see of Noah, Duddy, and Herky confirms Douglas's

content ion that poIIut ion occurs very often at Lhe

boundaries of social or cosmic structures, and when people

are placed in ill-defined positions (Doug1as 113, 133). The

class positíon of the immigrant in the Canadian novel also

confirms this. In David WilIiams' Eve of the Father, Magnus

Vangdal emigrates to America. He finds, however, against

Èhe grain of the democratic myth, that he "can't be
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comfortable anywhere but the bottom" (35), and he remains Ín

a sel-f-initiated and societally-confirmed anal role

throughout the novel. The immigrant in Brian Moore's The

Luck of Ginger Coffev is more forcibly scatologized. Before

the Canadian employer hires Ginger, he SayS, "l.7hat a PR man

knows about the wurrkings of a newspaper could be written

twice over on the back of a tomtit's arse. . So you'd

best Start at the bottom" (51). Ginger descends even lower

and works for a diaper service, having to choose between

actual excrement--thanking vromen for soiled diapers (129)--

or something r,¡orse: playing "perSonal bumboy to old Cleery"

(198). This type of scatological image qualifies, to some

degree, George Grant's claim that North American optimism

has been long maintained by the immigrant who found

opportunity and freedom here (C. Grant I93); on the other

hand, the comic form of many of Lhese immigrant novels

Suggests that rising to another class is possible even when

particular immigrant characters do not succeed.

Since the lower class is marked by its scatology, once a

character attempLs to rise in class, he must find a vray of

denying any scatological role. In a magazine article,

"Canadians OId and New," Grove placed a great deal of

importance on manners of bodily cleanliness in the process

of assimilation: "I have known any number of Ruthenians,

Russians, Poles--as I have known some English people--who

never dreamed that a head is not the proper recreation
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ground for minute inhabitants. I have never known any who

did not at once try to rid themsel-ves of them when they

became aware that I, or anybody, objected to their sojourn

there" (3, 55). Grove argues that immigrants are not less

clean than Canadians, but then takes them as the image of

disease, saying that Canadians are to blame if immigrant

settl-ements remain as a "foreign body within the tissue of

the commonwealth" (55). When Philip Branden experiences

status inconsistency, Iosing his inheritance and having to

leave Europe in Grove's A Search for America, he pretends to

jettison his aristocr,atic ideology with a comment on royal

digestion*-"upon what meat does this our Caesar feed?"

(57)-- in favor of a democratic ideotogy that he thinks is

more appropriate to his adopted place"

However, Philip's circumspection about the body and his

ready cl-assicism prefigures that he will merely transfer

hereditary economic markers over to the intellectual sphere

and the moral sphere of clean and proper bodies (as Grove

himself did). o' Philip aspires "to neatness and cleanliness"

(139). o' Via taboo, Philip separates the moral classes at

the restaurant into those who laugh when Jim spits into an

obnoxious, unsuspecting customer'S Soup and those who do not

laugh (62). For a time Philip wants to remake himself as

Frank, at ease in the new world: I'He did not recoil from

the common drinking-cup or the general washing-room in

public places" Q4). This remaking is, however, immediately
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stalled by Philip's discovery of Frank's graft. The cross-

purposes of a societal attack on the immigrant's ilI-defined

position and the immigrant's simultaneous scatologizing of

the lower class in his own attempt to rise can be seen in

the contest between Philip and the cooks. Philip carefully

distinguishes between cooking and his so much superior job

of waiting on tables; the cooks pretend to acknowledge the

distinction, but acknowledge it only in parody: "the

kitchen-personnel. . calIed me 'the baron' there,

addressed me as 'Sir Phil,' and in high-sounding phrases

spoke to me mostly of things and parts of the body that will

not bear print" ( 64 ) . The cooks direct obscenity against

PhiIip and against his style of language, while Philip

maintains his own "c1ean" and well-mannered sphere by

reporting the obscenity and attributing it to them, but not

reporting it verbatim. To fit his special situation, Philip

coordinates the Old Wortd romance of the younger son with

the nore American "progreSsive" narrative of the industrious

apprentice: if he maintains his clean and proper sphere he

wilt someday be recognized as the aristocrat he really is.ot

Because of his wealth, Jake Hersch in St. Urbain's

Horseman emigrates the opposite wây, eastward and upward,

moving from Montreal's Jewish ghetto to the suburbs of

London. This is what McKeon labels a "progressive"

narrative: "Princes, the founts of honor, create knights;

industrious apprentices internatize princely absolutism and
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create themselves" (McKeon 246). Since he is a social

democrat, he enters the bougeoisie without a mythology to

tell him how he got there" His status insecurity manifests

itself most obvíousIy in the scene at Ormsby-Fletcher's

house, when he cannot pick up his stool. His inhibitions

are partially a function of his colonial status. Even

though he is an intellectual superior, he is nevertheless

Ormsby-FIetcher's social inferior according to the British

scale "

As with the immigrant, the ill-defined position of the

mentally and physically handicapped helps to relegate them

to scatology: Gabriel in The Story of Bobby O'Malley, the

Dukes'mongoloid Son in A Jest of God, Franny in Who Do You

Think You Àre, Francis I in What's Bred in the Bone, and

Buddy Bolden in Coming Through Slaughter. In Findley's Not

Wanted on the Voyage Dr. Noyes monitors the toilets and then

scolds Emma f or losing control of her sphinctre: "l.7hat can

you expect from someone whose sister was an ape?" (205-6)

The selective use of Darwin marks Noyes as a Nineteenth

Century anthrolopogist who stiII believes in hierarchies of

cultures. Dr. Noyes'sign of the pre-civilízed is, of

course, an element in Findley's polemic against Noyes, so

that the transgression against the handicapped girl

identifies the abuse of power in Noyes' maintenance of a

social hierarchy. Richler uses the Same moral rhetoric in

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz 
"

To make Duddy
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repentant about his role in Virgil's accidenL, Yvette

informs him that quadriplegics "can't control their bowels

and they don't know when they're urinating" (246) " Richler

signifies Duddy's rejection of a moral conscience when Duddy

loses his fear of the urinal attached to Virgil's bed (277).

In Not Wanted on the Voyase, the scatological marginalizíng

of the handicapped is performed by an externally-presented

melodramatic villain and Findley to some extent repeats the

Same authoritarian structure that he mockS.5o By setting The

Apprenticeship oi Duddy Kravitz in Duddy's consciousness

Richler complicates civility and cIass, because the same

consciousness that is responsible for the novel's sphere of

language is also responsible fot the marginalizing of the

epileptic become quadriplegic. As Yvette's comment implies,

the "reaf" (not just represented) tack of muscle control

moves the quadriplegic's excretion and urination into a

public sphere--thus bringing the residual classifying power

of the civilizing process arbitrarily to bear upon the

handicapped "transgression." Given such symbolízaLions, the

empowerment offered to a paraplegic by a wheel-chair

accessible washroom is more than simply utilitarian" Both

the crippled Míchael Riches and his wife Meg, are signalled

as victims very earty in The Tetling of Lies by the

proximity of .the flushing of a toitet to Meg's voice (33)"

The flushing surreptitiously indicates that Meg must intrude

upon Míchael's private sphere because of his infirmity.
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Against the drift of such symbolization, the will to

maintain a cfean private sphere coordinates with the r'¡i11 to

attain or maintain class status. For First Samuels in The

New Ancestors, the initial step towards revolution means

refusing to assist his father in the coltection of night

soil (codfrey 230). In Such is My Beloved Mr. Robison will

not "soil his hands by appearing in the police courts" (38)'

and he is also careful to avoid the dirty rooms of the

prostitutes" In The Edibte Woman, Peter understands quite

well the relationship between not only manners and class,

but between ScatolOgy, mannerS, and the representa+.iOn Of

c l-ass : "Unintentional bad manners was something Peter

couldn't stand to be accused of, and I knew it. It put him

in the class of people in the deodorant ads" (87)"

Approaching the town dump in The Stone Ansel, Hagar Shipley

and Lottie Drieser are "l-ike dainty-nosed czatinas finding

themselves in sudden astonishing proximity to beggars with

weeping sores" (26) " Many years later, Hagar is told that

ArIene (fottie's daughter) would "never marry a Shitfey"
,174). While Callaghan, Atwood, and Laurence in these

instances satirize the simplistic class conceptions of their

characters, the insistent attempts of their protagonists

( Stephen DowIing, Hagar Shipley, and Marian McAlPin

respectively) to escape the sphere of the body nevertheless

give a certain importance to the clean and private sphere.

In Joshua Then and Now, Jack Trimble tells Lhe story of his

father. Wounded in World War I, his father loses one lung
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while the other filIs with green slime. Much later, he also

loses his position as a barber because his coughing slime

out makes the customers fee1 bad: "My father, far too

polite to upset a rich customer, finally drowns in his own

Snot" (366). Jack knows that to rise in class he must

efface such a past and avoid the scatological. This he

does, but the return of the repressed haunts such social

determination and constitutes his created self: "you are

looking at the man who was going to get his dirty

fingernails under Jane Mitchell's skirt" (367).

More often the desire to create a clean sphere occurs

through language and authorship. Like1y in order to create

a civilized sphere which is not alienated from the body,

Findley has his narrator in The Tellinq of Lies, Vanessa Van

Horne, become prudish before swearing (140), but not before

actual bodily excretions (130). Robertson Davies makes a

claim for a compensatory understanding of obscenity by

quoting what the old painter Northcote said to William

Hazlitt: "The common people sought for refinement as a

treat; people in high life were fond of grossness and

ribaldry aS a relief to their overstrained affectation of

gentility'r ( I'In Pursuit of Pornography" 275) . Whatever the

theoretical value of such a stalement, one need not ponder

Iong to realize the problem with which it would confront the

v¡riter: to whom, then, should the writer's voice be

directed? DaVies' solution in The Lyre of Orpheus is to
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f ind voices which can exploit

"grossness and ribaJ-dry" without

the upper class:

the rel ief involved

Ieaving the propríety

in

cf

"Libretto--welI, Schnak has a word for it."
"shit?"
"Of the most rejectable and excrementitious order."

The latinate, academized cushion not only identifies that a

pròfessor, Penelope Raven, is speaking, but also indicates a

strict linguistic hierarchy between professor and student

(Schnak). Against Barbara Godard's conception of Davies'

dialogism, this passage indicates how a many-voiced forrn and

the bodily lower leveI can support authoritative languages,

espec ialIy s ince the prof essor i s allor'¡ed the last ,

rhetorically the strongest, position, 5 I

Davies follows Stephen Leacock (whom Davies admired),

stabilizing European academe against the challenges of

American popular culture. Leacock, in My Discovery of

Enqland, apparently sets out to satirize Britain, but then

continually mocks the Nev¡ World from the perspective of the

Old. The North American persona is defined by his modern

interest in London's system of "Sewerage" (32) rather than

in the gritish Museum, in Oxford's lack of sanitation (77)

rather than in the Humanities. The persona's lack of

circumspection gives his class position away; this is

modified in Davies, where the Anglicanized professoriate

subsumes all of experience. Despite jokes which hint at the

anal--retentive possession of knowledge, the professors (who
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are not just the objects but also the originators of those

jokes)" consistently mediate between the languages of upper

and l-ower c lasses " This is especially clear in the

nightwatchman Wa1ly Crottel's constant interruptions of his

J-awyer, M€rvyn Gwilt. Although Crottel and Gwilt unite in

attempt to sue f.or the possession of the Parlabane nove1,

the scatological 'plain speech' of the masses in WalIy

repeatedly erodes the over-determined authority of Gwilt's

legal Latin: "You said it vras, Iike, Latin, De Mortos or

something" 'Don't crap on your folks' you said it meant"

(159). " while Crottel and Gwilt separate low and high

Ianguages, the professors are allowed to combine both

rhetorical levels, attacking the authority of GvrilL's Latin,

but not from Crottel's position. They speak of Gwilt's

"admirable argumentum ad excrementum taurorum" (1 62) ,

expanding the uPPer sphere to include scatology rather than

contracting the circumference of their own authority as

Leacock does when he rails against slang (My Discovery of

England 184).

The complexity of Davies' simultaneous recuperation and

rejection of scatology means that the privatization of the

body may result, as Francis Barker claims in a brilliant but

flawed argument, from the discursive practices of a

particular social group.'o Davies also uses an academic

mediation to structure the representations of Maria and

Mamusia in their respective upper and Iower worlds--the
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daughter in the penthouse and the mother in the basement.

The basement is scatological, with "Yerko's pungent farting"
(35). The metaphors, however, move from fart and "midden"

to "fou1 rag and bone shop" (76). The Yeatsian allusion,

not available to Mamusia or Yerko but a function of the

narrating professorial voice, keeps a strict separation

betrveen the cl-asses (no matter how central Mamusia is to the

recovery of the past ) , ' ' A paralleI authorial stance

qualifies Duddy Kravitz's attack on the intelligentsia:

"What a pack of crap artists! l,lriting and reading books

that make fun of people like me" (242). To the extent that

reception theorists like Wolfgang Iser and Georges Poulet

are correct when they show how the reader identifies with

the narrated consciousness, the scatology is directed at the

inteIl igentsia; but, to the extent that the reader

recognizes authorial and readerly self-reflexiveness, the

scatological attack never di sturbs the sphere of

sophistication. Since Richler has written a novel making

fun of people like Duddy, and since the reade! is reading

such a noveI, reader and author conspire against Duddy"

One of the satisfactions of those apprentices whose

apotheosis stalls is to see scatology turned against the

clean and proper sphere of the more powerful classes" This

doubling back, which Duddy cannot engineer for those who

Iaugh at him, occurs in Eye of the Father, where Hilda,

forcibty barred from polite circles in a Saskatchewan town,
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laughs to see her soc ial suPer ior and nemesis, Mrs.

Pederson, squatting and wiping her rear with brome grass

(105). r-f. the rich were f or a long time unique in having

bathrooms (Corbin I75), then one r,ray of mocking status is to

represent a return to older excretory habits in them. 5 6 In

The Mountain and the VaIley, David (onIy momentarily)

identifies with the farmers (and even with the one who, as a

boy, mocked David's theatrical aspirations) v¡hen David

imagines Jud Spinney's cow emptying her bowels on the rate

collector (295) " Richler' s Harry Stein claims, in court,

that there was no anal penetration of Ingrid Loebner: rrI rm

not an establishment type. I was nobody's fag at Eton" (St.

Urbain's Horseman 410). The subsequent fluttering of Judge

Beal's hands suggests that despite the cruelty of Harry's

eroticism and despite the appropriateness of Beal's

sentencing of Harry, Harty has struck at least a class

nerve "

Because Del's mother in Lives of Girls and Women, Addie

Morrison, finds only high-minded intellectual domination in

Dr. Comber and his wife, she temporarily shifts her own

ideals: "What good is it if you read Plato and never cfean

your toilet? asked my mother, reverting to the values of

Jubilee" (62) " According to Bakhtin, grotesque realism

posits a body that is not private or egotistical, but

whereby the people challenge the bourgeois ego (19)" Thus

the Thirteenth Century "ASS's Wi11"--a poem which bequeaths
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the assfs head to the Pope, the ears to the cardinals, the

voice to the choir and the feces to the peasants--seems to

contain a social critique (Sakhtin 351 ) . However, while a

social critique is intended by De1's mother against the

Combers, it cannot attack the class Structure in any

immediate way since the association of the scatological

image with Addie primarily confirms her ov¡n position in a

Iower class. Indeed Addie's claims to a superior breadth of

exper ience eventually end in her own unconsc ious

subordination to a hardly excl-usive upper class: "No flush

toilets in that town. 'I have cleaned out chamber pots to

get my education!' she would saY, and not mind who vras

1 i sten ing.

clerks "

But a nice class of people used them. Bank

The CNR telegraph operator. The teacher, Miss

Rush" ( 66) . Harry's soc ia1 critique, scatolog ica 1

throuqhout St. Urbain's Horseman, is even less effectual"

By having a cruel misogynist attack the class structure,

Richler ensures that mimetically the scatology always

belongs to the lower cl-ass. Stallybrass and White attack

Bakhtin on precisely this ground, claiming that carnival

Often "demonizes the weaker, not the stronger social groups.

in a process of abjection" (19) " Corbin similarly

argues that "the scatology of Shrovetide Carnival, the

derision directed at hygienic consciousnesS, and the Streams

of abuse might be interpreted as acceptance of an allotted

role in society" (Corbin 214-15). Ye! this conception of
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how scatology can freeze a cl-ass hierarchy may overstate the

case. A more balanced assessment would follow Natalie Zemon

Davis's explanation of the effects of Misrule festivities:

for many French urban magistrates, Misrule was a safety

va1ve, "defIecting attention from social reality, " but

because festive life perpetuates certain community valueS,

Davis adds that it also functioned rhetorically to "decípher

king and state" (Davis 97) "
Since Addie by rejecting the

Combers' discussion group rejects an apprenticeship in â

male-oriented and Eurocentric syIlabus, her ideals at this

point track those of Munro, giving Addie in moral power what

she lacks in social or intellectual acuteness. If Addie is

the object of satire, at least doctors and those measures of

princeliness, bank clerks, are measured by her scatological

standards. 5 7

Not surprisingly, êttempts to devalue an upper class far

outnumber the attempts to double back to a lower class" In

comparison with doubling back to the country or to a past'

the taboos surrounding class positions are more powerful,

even though both class and the civilizing process are coded

through similar scatological images. For Davies' professorS

and for Munro's Addie, the doubling back is clearly only a

tactical move, atlowing a skeptical critigue of class

structure, but never reaching the point where the character

renounces class gains. SimilarIy, Bernard Gursky uses "a

Jackson Pollock," one of Bernard'S daughter'S "fershtinkena
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aquiSitionst' to put job applicants in their places, asking

them if they think the painting is good. Once they commit

themselves, he pounces: tr I It t s hanging upside down. Now

what can I get you?' Mr. Harvard Tuchus-Face MBA" (116).

Uneducated and from a lower class, B€rnard's impulse is to

turn the world upside down, but not So much so as to do

without an artv¡ork that signifies sophistication. Neither

does Richler completely reverse the worId. Moses Berger'

the writer, is not taken in by Bernard's ruse, but like

Davies' professors, mediates upper and lower.

"We always remain within the sphere of those who have

succeeded, whose life has some social va1ue" (Lejeune 199).

Although Lejeune means that autobiographies "are the place

where a collective identity is elaborated, reproduced, and

transformed, the patterns of life appropriate to the ruling

classes" (198), there is no reason to exclude fiction from

this asseSSment. Laurence has Christie, a character at the

bottom of Manawaka's social order, articulate a theory of

unconscious community: "Garbage belongs to all.

property, as you might say" (fhe Diviners 46) 
"

Ievel, that which is jettisoned from the social order is

actually what implies the denied unity of that order" But

even though Christie has the intuitions of a Lereller,

narratively he helps to support Morag's persona at the end

of the novel" Morag will certainly not make her home in

Manawaka (nor did Laurence in Neepawa) much less return to

Communal

At this
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poverty, but, in order to create an authorial persona able

to mediate the range of cul-ture from town garbageman to

English professor, Morag needs' among other things, the

authority of the lower cfass. A guarantor of many academic

enterpr i ses (de Certeau 3 ) , the "common man" afso

underwrites the narrative enterprises of Morag Gunn and

Margaret Laurence. i' To acknowledge this is not to deny

class boundaries, but simply to make explicit the rhetorical

uses to which marginality, and in particular scatofogical

marginality, can be put. Munro's Rose, after all, uses

scatology to "queen it over" (23) people who would have

liked to have been poor.
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6. "This is the British fucking Empire": Race

The body will alwaYs
exist in relation to some
text: that is a given" The
only question is, "Which
text? "

--Elaine Scarry

Societies create boundaries (and the concomitant dangers

of "pollution" ) also along racial lines. The citations in

the previous chapter from KIein, Richler, and Ladoo just as

clearly mark racial difference, and often it is impossible

to separate race from class in either history or Iiterature.

John Porter, in The Vertical Mosaic, notes congruencies

between class and race divisions in Canada; more recently,

Peter Pineo's and Porter' s research indicates that the

effects of ethnic status on job status have diminished,

J-eading them to hypothesize that the "vertical mosaic" is

connected to per iods of greatest immigrat ion ( 390-91 ) " ' '

Despite the scatologizing of David Williams' Magnus Vangdal

and Brian Moore's Ginger Coffey (Norwegian and Irish

immigrants respectively), the scatological image in the

novel generally follov¡s the lead set by the Canadian

government's cultural policies, which, until- very recently'

encouraged emigration from Western and sometimes Central

Europe whil-e severely limiting emigration by non-Caucasian

nationalities.60 Particularly resonant cases of immigrant

discrirnination include the 1914 expulsion of the Komagata

Maru and the Sikhs from Vancouver harbor, Lhe head tax on

Chinese immigrants, and the internrnent of Japanese citizens
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during World War II. Before 1953 Lhe Tmmigration Act

included a clause on "climatic unsuitability," a cover for

the barring of immigration by colored peoples (Hughes and

Kallen 228). According to Howard PaImer our immigration

record is not as far removed from the American one despite

the Canadian government's sponsorship of rnulticulturalism.

Only in 1953 v¡as the Fair Employment Practices Act passed,

so that it became illegal to discriminate in hiring on the

basis of race, national origin, color , or religion. BiIl

S-5, the first bill against hate literature, was passed by

the Senate in 1967 but died in the House of Commons" C-3, a

watered-down version of the same bill I^Ias f inally passed in

1969 (Rosenberg 196). Not until the 1960's, and perhaps

only because of economic prosperity (Craig 12), did

cultural i sm become fashionable (Woodcock 352 ) in some

quarters with the Pearson administration's introduction of

bilingualism and biculturalism. Native culture vras also

suppressed and then sought along much the same timetable.

Thus, while Brian Moore quite naturally focuses on the

polluLion attributed to his fellow Irishmen in The Luck of

Ginqer Coffey, he also represents scatology among the

Algonkians in BIack Robe, at some distance from

autobiography. For Williams the racial code is even more

insistent because it initially Seems to supersede

autobiography: in Williams' first novel, The Burninq trlood,

the scatological images gather mainly around the native; in
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hi s second novel , The River Horsemen, they

between the native and the Ukrainian immigrant;

his third nove1, Eve of the Father, do the images

williams' personal Norwegian genealogy via Magnus

are shared

and only in

reach into

VangdaI.

Like the l-ower classes, marginal ized immigrant and

indigenous races become figures for the origins of the

civilized se1f. Kristeva argues that the first constitution

of the object is as 'abject.' This holds true not only in

psychoanalysis (Kristeva), ethnography (oouglas), and

sociology--Canadians tend to rank visible minorities in the

lower echelons of the economic system, sometimes despite

social reality (Ramcharan 90)--but also in irnaginative

literature, where the structures of the European civilizing

process are brought io bear upon the writer's

fictionalization of his own cul-ture. In The Canadian Jewish

Þ7ho's Who that Duddy Kravitz publishes in the course of St.

Urbain's Horseman, Governor-General Vincent Massey ca1ls

Jews rrra fruitful and fertilizing stream' in Canadian 1ife."

Duddy interprets this to mean that Jews are "horse manure"

(153), but it is not clear v¡hether the double meaning is

Massey's or Duddy's. Jake Hersch projects his son Sammy's

loss of Jewish culture as an inability to say Kaddish during

Jake's imagined funeral; instead, Sammy learns other idioms:
*ï sây, what shatl we do with the o1d fart's ashes?" (285).

The voice begins as a parody of gritish upper-class language

and ends by disposing of Jake in scatological terms "
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However, in order to underrnine the Gerrnanic rhetoric of

cleanliness which contributed to the Holocaust,6 1 a milder

version of which informed Canadian immigration policy, "
Richler elsewhere gives scatology a positive valence. The

degrading conditions in the German concentration camp--where

drinking water vlas next to the latrine, where the Same water

was used for drinking and washing away excrement--signify

the scatologizing and subsequent genocide of the Jew in

German racial policy. The excremental nightmare becomes far

preferable to the monstrous cleanliness of Mengele, who had

all the women in a cell-block gassed in order to get rid of

lice. Because of the Nazis' demonizatíon of the Jew in

images of uncleanliness, Richler must find some way of

reversing the traditional association of excrement with

degradation (an association that Jake, like other satirists,

rel-ies on) without smoothing over Nazi prison conditions"

Richler mediates these competing values in St. Urbain's

Horseman by splitting scatology between Harry Stein and Jake

Hersch. Jake's persistent scatological concerns--"Look out,

Yankel, âoy minute now the shit hits the fan" (SSg)--carry a

worry about his children in a racist society quite unlike

the self-interested anal eroticism of Harry.

Similar concerns about race, the body, and border

crossings appear throughout Richler's two later novels. In

Joshua Then and Now a Jewish artist-protagonist again finds

his wây, by means of inter-racial marriage, into a United
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Empire Loyalist family, but the racial binaries are shifted

from German/Jewish to English-Canadian/Jewish. Sea rch i ng

his ancestral past, Joshua discovers that his grandfather

came from "some shitty Iittle village in Poland" and

crusaded against Yiddish names like Bishinsky and

Pfeffershnitt: "You cyazy Jews, this is the British fucking

Empire and you can't call yourself by such horseshit names

here. You there, you are noh' called 'Bishop'" (289) " The

immigrant masters the di scourse of "Ang1o-conformi ty"
(palmer 83), enunciating its unspoken prejudices.6 3 The

grandfather's intended conformity, however, is not quite

enough to subdue his colloquial and scatological language;

Richler thus degrades the empire because of its association

with its newest subject.

By having Joshua join the satiric william Lyon Mackenzie

King Society, Richler connects the horrifying but distant

territory of the Hol-ocaust to a less dangerous but more

immediate Canadian territory. Mackenzie King pretended

fairness to the Jews but referred to them as junk collectors

and advocated rac ial restricLions which would spur

assimilation by preventing the formation of foreign ghettoes

(Mackenzie King Toronto Mail and Empire Sept. 25, 1897 t

quoted in Rosenberg 226) 
"

King's post-WorId War IT

immigration policies were geared towards nationalities that

could be easily assimilated (Palmer 89) "'o During World War

I I in Solomon Gurskv W'as Here Sir Hyman Kaplansky, the
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Jei¿ish Raven, tricks his English Passover guests into eating

matzoh filled with ritual blood (509) to embody their

complicity with the Nazis.

Richler's anti-semitic customs official and White AngIo-

saxon Methodist Bert Smith stands for the old Empire, but

hi s scatological denigrat ion of the Jew ident i f ies a

repression, satirically exaggerated, at the centre of

Canadian culture. "He had a strict upbringing. When he wet

his bed, his father clipped a cJ-othespin to his penis" (84).

Richier approaches the myth of cultural adoption in

Joshua Then and Now through Joshua's marriage to Pauline,

but parodies it through the relationship of the two

fathers.6 5 The senator, Joshua'S father-in-1aw, is thrilled

when his association with Joshua's faLher, Reuben, leads to

outdoor urination: ''I pissed outside, ' the senator told

¡Pauline:, excited, 'out in the field there"' (298) " What

the l-ower-class Jew provides for the loyalist senator is a

body. The satirist's revenge against the scatologizing of

his culture is to entertain the logical conclusion: the

AngIo-Saxon cannot dispel his bodily waste without the

assistance of the degraded race. This conclusion is, of

course, available to Anglo-Saxon writers as weIl. In

Atwood' s Bodi 1v Harrn, Jake, who bears a number of

similarities to Jake Hersch in St. Urbain's Horseman'

responds to Rennie's commeni that he has a poker in his

anus: "That's not a poker, it's a backbone. . r got it
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from pretending to be a goy" (73) 
"

Representations of Third-worId race--Atwood's Bodilv

Harm, David Godfrey's The New Ancestors, and Haro1d Ladoo's

Yesterdavs--put the black, Iike the Jew, in a scatological

position. Although intertribal repressions appear after the

independence of Lost Coast (Cota Coast was the colonial name

of Ghana) in The New Ancestors, the main lines of power in

all three novels are North/South--white colonial oppression

and black suffering. Despite the white man Michael

Burdener's sympathetic intentions in The New Ancestors, he

must stand in as pharmakos for all colonial pov¡ers and put

up rùith his mother-in-law's scatological abuse of him. In

an ecstatic trance, "she makes an obscene gesture, âs though

she is a man painfully pissing" (64)¡ the gesture is not

entirely symbolic (as Michael believes) since there are

hints that white educators forced her to change her

etimination patterns (73). Michael's effort at racial

reconciliation becomes tragic, and that tragedy is signalled

very early by scatology: "the blacks do stink differently

don't Iet a liberal teII you other, for once the scientist
,

s

Itand the Smethwicks agree" (r7).,' This "mater ial

differentiation between races proleptically dooms Ama

Àwotchwi' s and Michael's interrac ia] mar r iage--a

personalized white man's burden--before the reader even

knows much about the two characters.
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Much later, Michael (under the pseudonym Burr) discovers

a primitive sense of joint ancestry, imaginatively

recovering "Olduvai Gorge" (133). The mode of the recovered

community is geographic and historical ( in the proto-

civilization along the Niger River), but also scatological,

when Burdener wipes himself with pages from his notebook and

no J-onger wants "to let his body slip off after the

diseased, mucoused shit" (347) which he left in the Niger.

The use of the civilizing process in this late and

scatological recourse to origins ultimately subordinates

racial experience by implying a basic civilized parallelism

between cultures, but it does not mitigate Michael's or

Ama's personal tragedies "

For Ladoo, the colonial attack on non-white cultures is

more insidious and the process less amenable to symbolic

reconciliation. Like Richler, Ladoo inflates the racial

self-critique by placing the people of Yesterdays' Carib

Island entirely under the rubric of scatology: "De only

future in dis island, is drinkin rum and playing de ass'

(26) . However one takes Ladoo's mimetic perception of

Trinidad, this attack on the racial self coheres with the

self-image that the West Indian tends to receive in Toronto,

Ladoo's adopted home: according to Raymond Breton's study

of the perception of discrimination against minority groups

in Toronto, West Indians consistently report far higher

leveIs of discrimination than other ethnic groups. Ladoo's
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difficulty in getting a job consistent with his educational

attainment--he worked as a short-order cook after graduating

from university--graphically particularizes Breton's study.

But balancing the scatological version of Trinidad is

Tailor's information about the English who colonized Carib:

Tailor appalls Choonilal by telling him that the English do

not like to take baths and that they wipe their bums with

paper 
" Choonilal has no confidence in Indian or Negro

doctors, but it is the English doctor who apparently cannot

be trusted,6? who slips his fingers up Basdai's "tvro holes"

(65).

Ladoo's use of scatology maintains, in Choonilal's son

Poonwa, âD extreme skepticism about even his ov¡n marginal

race. Because of the Canadian teacher's whip, Poonwa hides

in the only safe p1ace, the toilet" He begins to eat in the

toilet, breaking his parents' Hindu dietary laws, and

continues this practice later in ihe home of his employer.

When his parents build a house, Poonwa ensures that a modern

toíIet will be part of the layout. As in Leonard Cohen's

Beautiful Losers where F,'s vision of the "Bhagavad-Santa"

generates a response of "you soil everything" (60), Ladoo

intentionally soils Trinidadian Hindu culture. Mary Douglas

c i tes studies which c la im that in I ndia a strong

ritualization of defilement can co-exist with blindness to

actual filth (Douglas I24) 
"

This is essential to Ladoo's

satire in Yesterdavs, where Choonilal's sacramental attempts
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to rnollify the Aryan gods via his toilet manners include,

unconsciously, the intrusion of the anal into all levels of

his being and language. " The racial-colonial critique is

corroded by the insistent association of excrernental imagery

with Hindu culLure once it is put under the gaze of vrestern

verSions of the civitizing process. Poonwa's inability to

make even ritual scatological distinctions, make his Hindu

status even more parodic. In Poonwa the scatological image

does not mediate betv¡een cultures, since Ladoo has him

simply reverse the signifiers of colonialism in his planned

Hindu mission to Canada: "How come dey make de Indians

Christians? Well de same way Poonwa goin to beat dey ass

and make dem learn Hindi" (67). The studied naivety,

especially in a character who has long been forced to

compromise his culture, means that Ladoo concedes moral

superiority neither to the colonist nor to the racial

margin. 6 ç

The most pervasive representation of race by means of

scatology in the Canadian novel occurs in the image of the

native. Terry Go1die has shown, in Fear and Temptation:

The Image of the Indigene in Canadian, Australian and New

Zealand Literatures, how the indigene functions in white

semiosis at the poles of denial and embrace" This is most

clear in the representation of sexuality, but it also holds

for scatology: the native functions to restore origins or

the lost body to white culture, but that restoration
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generally takes place under the auspices of the white sign-

maker (Goldie 24-5, 77, 119-20) " Scatologizing which is

peripheral to a novel's dominant concerns demonstrates hovJ

associating the native with scatology has become a "second

nature." John Richardson in 1832 described what goes on

outside the garrison: the Ottawa "occupied themsel-ves by

the firelight in parting the long black matted hair and

maintaining a destructive warfare against the pigrny

inhabitants of that dark region" Ã44). This "warf are"

parodies the British/Indian wars in the larger narrative,

but parodies it in such a l^¡ay aS to displace North American

content onto African signs (the pigmy), and to interweave

the markers of civilized cleanliness with colonial v¡arfare,

so that the natives are agents, not subjects, of colonial

enterprise. What the natives do to maintain civilized

cleanliness thus justifies what the ¡ritish (making the

analogical leap) do in their own "dark regions." In Where

Nests the Water Hen, Luzina fears catching Iice from the

Indians (40), and is upset that the "grimy" and "dirty"

natives witl not support her civilized desire to open a

school (92) , while in Atwood's The Edible Woman, the

disgusted Millie believes that nenstruating native women use

moss instead of sanitary napkins. The representational

traditions of "reek" and "vermin, " which appeared most

famously in Pratt's Brébeuf and His Brethren, stilI signify

pre-literate cultures, even though both Roy and Atwood

satiríze the beliefs of their characters, âttributing the
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bel-iefs to the false

knowledge. " FarIey Mowat,

Pratt but one with better

and l-ess culturally-biased
autobiographical PeopLe of

long as he refuses to eat

superiority created by "common

a less sophisticated writer than

f i rst-hand knowledge, of f ers neI,r

versions of common sense: in his

the Deer he has diarrhoea only as

the native Ihalmuit diet.

The type of scatology associated with the native reveals

the white literary use to which the native is put. Atwood's

peripheral native women refuse male-dominated consumer

cul-ture in their f low of blood" In Peter Such's Riverrun

and Rudy Wiebe's The Temptations of Big Bear, blood signals

not just gender, but also genre" The mimetic emphasis on

blood codes the cultural past through eIegy. This departs

from early works tike Wacousta, where the natives taunt the

inhabitants of the garrison at Detroit with blood (Il-7,

I2O,I32) , and then make them bleed. Blood in l.Tacousta is

most important in the description of murdered British

soldiers like Harry Donel-1an--"the scalpless crown

completely saturated in its own clotted blood and oozing

brains" (32)l Such and Wiebe, though more sympathetic to the

native point of view¡ êrê not thereby more "native" in

structuring their work. Despite archeological precision,

Such's account of the Beothuk is complicated by eIegy, in

which blood signals death and pathos. Thus the bloody

representations of the dying stag (59) and caribou (75)

function mainly as European tropes for the extinguished
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tr ibe, indeed almost in the romance convent ion of the

!¡ounded hart, (which operated at a more consc ious 1evel in

Wacousta)'o and cannot function according to native

traditions of the hunt in which animai blood stands for

power and plenty. t t

Such does attempt to evoke alternate interpretations when

he describes Waunathoake's birth--"the cord still throbbed

with life" (76)--but generally he sticks to e1egy. He

shades blood (43, 62, 82), into other forms of elegaic

scatology. Wothamisit's and Demasduit's cough and spit are

eventually tinged with blood (43, IL2, 114), Demasduit weeps

(gO)," osnahanut vomits from hunger (65, 69), and his

"fearsweat" has a cultural meaning: "if all the people die,

there will be no one to remember our spirits" (128). During

her captivity, Demasduit, "remembering the forgotten useS of

her body" leaves the house to get near the gardener's

"Sv¡eatSrnell" and "the reek of the nearby outhouse" ( 108 ) .

Here, even without blood, vomit, or "fearsweat r " the

scatology is elegiac, mediating loss and only allowing for

patheticalty limited forms of bodily return. StiIl' near

the end of the novel, Such does reach a moment when the

native body does not fit generic patterns. The last

Beothuk, Shawnadithit, makes an image of the governor of

Ner+foundland with her teeth; the spittle that we see has no

edge of blood (which would be superfluous by this time), and

telts the reader nothing generic about how we should
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interpret Shawnadithit's absolute historical isolation in a

boundÌess display-case. Does the Iast bearer of the culture

carry the whole structure on her back , or, since the culture

is collapsed into a single lore, is there no J-onger any

measure ?

Natives, again like Richler's Jews, often become

alternatives to white European repression of the body. This

happens very violently and inconclusively in The Temptations

of Biq Bear. John Delaney's obscenities and blasphemy

project onto the native what Delaney dare not acknowledge

within the frame of his Orange culture. He speaks to the

uncomprehending native woman of "pawing through the wounds

and private pricks of Jesus" (232) and of the "most absolute

pure frozen Christ shit" (233). In the Freudian model of

the setf, the movement outside of "civilization" discloses a

repressed scatology, in this case of Aylmer, Ontario. T 3

Inevitably, some of the projection is Wiebe's. Like Such,

Wiebe attempts to get at how alien native culture is to

European understanding. The use of scatology becomes a

mimetic technique whereby cultural difference can be

presented in an anthropotogically correct and immediate I'Iay

through taste and smeII (v¡hich are seemingly outside of

language): "has he ever tried to swallow buffalo liver

steaming from the carcass, and sprinkled with gall for

taste?" (36); "slowly the smell gathered of horses and sweat

and buffalo grease" (40 ) . other writers use similar
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techniques. Moore's Algonkins smell so strongly that Father

Laforgue is revolted (glack Robe 39-40) and keeps his

distance, until he gets lost in the forest and one of the

Algonkins finds him (75). Laurence's Métis have a strong

sweat smell which is intended to be positive (the Diviners

338, 423) ,

Adding to these circumstantial signs, Wiebe attempts to

portray modes of being that are prior to European standards

of civilization by representing his Cree as unconscious of

scatology. Big Bear toes aside excrement (50), buffalo

chips are used for fire (87), and Horsechild picks his nose

to eat the mucous ( 94 ) . Nevertheless, Wiebe's desire for

anthropological accuracy balances uneasily against the

Christian epigraph under which he sets his entire narrative,

the Pauline attempt in Acts I7 to convince the Athenians

that the unknown god they worship is actually Jahweh. By

making Big Bear into a precursor of Christianity and in

giving the most power to his words, Pârticularly about the

'Great Spirit,' wiebe lets the alien body go in favor of

Paul' s ass imi lat ive tendency. ? a Big Bear ' s fear-- "He had not

thought The OnIy One r,¡ould permit such blackness to be found

in him; opening endlessly" (150, my italics)--seems

curiously identical to an existential (disembodied and post-

Christian) fear,

The diificulty of using scatology to represent another

culture is perhaps most evident when Big Bear dreams of the
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pink liquid (blood and milk) flowing from a cow after the

last buffalo hunt. B]ood and the "Iast" hunt combine to

signal e1egy, but the slicing off of the buffalo's teats to

add milk to the flow creates a strange' generically

indeterminate effect, an effect which one suspects cannot be

translated ac ross cul-tures "
The bodily sign of death--the

mingling of blood and milk in the cut teat--cannot be fu1Iy

elegaic, either in the writer's context of Twentieth Century

Canadian society when such an act must seem barbaric, or in

Big Bear's tribal culture where the sign must take a form of

nostalgia for the hunt (and the pink liquid), not for the

dead cow or anything that she represents. In this latter

case the anthropological narrative's mimesis moves

tangentially to Big Bear's tragedy. Wiebe' s failure to

fu1ly process this PIains custom as elegy is an important

failuref since it sets anthropological accuracy against

literary coherence, and highlights the di ff iculties

attending the rnimesis of race.

Wiebe recognizes these difficulties in the person of

Kitty Mclean. Kitty romanticizes native life (272, 276-7),

yet she also adopts Cree attitudes towards the body, saying

that the only way to kill a louse is to crack it between the

teeth (291). But in this presentation of Kitty, $riebe seems

to claim a mastery over native attitudes , a mastery that he

later disavows when Kitty becomes the figure for the author-

translator of native thought systems. In her despair at
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properly translating Big Bear's voíce during his trial, she

begins to think that she is menstruating: "She thought in a

revelation it was the monthly blackness seeping through her

and momentarily she would f eel- dampness, she v¡as certain she

felt it, once, and when she could look at herself there

would be the dark worm crawling between the blackish hair

inside her leg out of that unstoppable entrance into

herself, she could never squat now as she had as a child and

not feel herself opened uncloseably" (38+, my italics) "

Kitty's comparison is not metaphor so much as bodily

condition or habit--as the conditional mode suggests" As

the internal representative of the author-translator, it is

appropriate that she uses Wiebe's Christianizing

language--"revelation," "worm"--even as she despairs of the

ability of Christian figures to make typological sense of

Big Bear's story: she can no longer read languages as

paralle1 allegories of one another. This is one of the most

evocative moments in Wiebe's writíng because it transgresses

against his Christian figural use of Big Bear. Kitty is one

of those v¡omen who "can wreck the infinite" (Céline quoted

in Kr i steva 159 ) . Unclean, i f v¡e invoke the terms of OId

Testament law, she is one whose flow of blood (not just the

paralletism of existential doubt) allíes her with eig Bear.

And, as a bronzed woman, bleeding, she is alien from the

white male author even if she belongs to his elegaic
r.i^^^

LUllVCllLlVltJ¡
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Excremental scatology too can be elegaic. The sailor's

buggery of a dying Indian in Bowering's Burning water (121)

and the representation of the Tonnerres in The Diviners

depend on simitar conventions. Lazarus Tonnerre's death is

intimated by his retching the very first time that Morag

meets him (140)" This is continued in Morag's vomitting at

the deaths of Piquette and her children (159), and finds its

completion in the dying Jules' unwillingness to go to the

hospital: "The president of the Royal Bank can keep it"

It's all shit to me" (445)"

However, despite the signs of elegy in tribal

deStruction, the force of Laurence's satire in Jules'

comment appends a comic alternative onto tragic scatology.

When Pique plans to return to the ancestral reservation,

Laurence confirms the native body through the pettiness of

Morag's concern about the outdoor toilets on the reserve.

Pique, the modern-day Métis, in this !¡ay becomes the persona

who, much more than Morag, can mediate the past, the

country, and the body for the text-bound reader, the persona

through whom Laurence acts out the adoption of the native.

Like Laurence's natives, W.o. Mitchell's natives in The

Vanishing Point satirize and then modify the Protestant

body: "so that's the whole situation with civilization,"

Archie Nicotine conctudes, "a lot of people--a lot of

germs--a lot of shit" (39) . Mitchell's mimesis has its

romantic side--the native children are public and
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unselfconscious about eIíminative functions (114)--but it

too contains a potential tragedy in the undifferentiated and

self -in juring tricks of f'weesackashack, " Iooking f or "scabs

from his rear end--eating them because he mistook them for

food" (13)." rf, as GoIdie argues, Mitchell uses natives

mainly to address white concerns, ât least he does so by

using the cultural mechanism provided by the Cree trickster,

Wisahkecahk: the natives' subversion of Reverend Dingle's

sentiment when they substitute "bul1shit" for "thank-you" is

rooted in the traditional culture-mocking techniques of the

Trickster. ? 6 According to DougIas, observational bias

entails that scatology seems to jump out from another

culture under observation (97) " In particular, she suggests

that the Amerindian trickster cycle is not as scatological

as Norman O. Brohrn' reading of ethnography makes it seem. 7 7

The difficulty with Douglas's suggestion is that she does

not make all-owance for Amerindian suppression of their own

stories ( in order to avoid being made ínto a scatological

object by the dominant Caucasian culture), for obscenity

standards in publications prior to the 1960's, or for

something as mundane as the history of reservation housing--

by 1987 in Canada, for example, only 10% of dwellings on

reservations had running water and sewage disposal compared

to 98eo of the occupied dwellings in the rest of the country

(Clatworthy and Stevens). Archie Nicotine's mockery of

urban v¡ashroom architecture thus has a social basis.

Furthermore, Amerindian writers represent the Trickster in
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much the same manner as Mitchelf does"7' Mitchell does not

naturalize scatology as an inbred native predilection, but

presents it satirically aS a function of white roles: "that

nurse she'lt just stuff Fyfe Minimal Subsistence Biscuits up

my red ass you seer' (239) 
"

Mitchell's Stoneys also use the trickster's scatological

skepticism against their own traditional culture: "We don't

buy that Bony Spectre bullshit any more" (29). This self-

reflexivity recognizes native traditions of satire and

avoids making the native a nostalgic symbol of superseded

belief . Rudy Wiebe also has Big Bear deconstruct his

culture by means of scatologY

vision quest, Big Bear gives

of how he acquired his name:

Leonard Cohen, George

use parodic scatologY

narrated native from the

Losers Cohen's unnamed

Instead of recounting a

satiric and punning version

was so eager to get out mY

a

*T

mother had no time to spread the clean hide. " and I fell

with my nose in something the bear had left behind, Since

then r have always had something big with bears" (206).

Wiebe represents a dialogism within native culture so that

the native does not just perform the function of primitive

credulity for a "sophisticated" white culture,

Bowering, and David williams aIl

to carefully di f ferent iate the

hi storical nat ive 
"

In Beautiful

tribe becomes a trope for death:

ttÄ is the word for corpse" (5), The Freudian equation

of the corpse with feces--the entire body as waste
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material--prefigures Cohen's primitivist connection of the

excremental with the pre-Conquest Iroquois (54-5) ' Cohen's

purposes for such a connection appear to be double. On the

one hand, F,'s project is a figural recovery of what he

thinks is a pre-Enlightenment body; he, and Cohen too I

would argue, thereby have the natives agonize for a

repressed white culture: "the Company of Jesus had their

vray with them. Lots of semen in the f orest , I ' 11 bet'' ( 16 ) .

This theory is enacted in Black Robe where Father Laforgue

spills his semen in the forest while watching Annuka and

Daniel ín coitus (56). on the other hand, this repression

simultaneously identifies the history of white mascul-ine

abuse of the native. Edith's bum becomes the focus of the

white town's desire in Beautiful Losers (28) , and her

victimhood is signalled in much the same way that Richler

signals his victims; before her rape, she urinates in fear:

"It was a sound so majestic and simple, a holy symbol of

frailty" (64) 
"

The difference between Cohen's sense of native frailty

and Such's or Wiebe's sense, is that Cohen's tribe is purely

hypothetical. The overemphasis on native scatology thus

becomes self-conscious artifice and invites skepticism about

narrative structure and ideology in a way that

anthropological accuracy does not. This happens in Burning

Water as well. The distance between the ideologies of the

First Indian and the Second Indian is marked by scatological
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abuse (240), but instead of just using them to signal a pre-

Enlightenment body, Bowering has them mimic English

scatological language: the First Indian'S "first ceremonial

EngIiSh words," learned frOm the DiSCOvery'S crew, are "Aeh

shitt! " (128) Most importantly, these words, like the rest

of the narrative, breaks out of historical voices and

documented events. George Vancouver "discoversrt the

Northwest Passage when his ships rise and f1y over the

Rockies. During Lhis anachronistic passage, Lieutenant

Puget Says, "Those superstitious heathen would be fouling

their breeches, if they had the decency to be wearing any"

( 134 ) . The complex parodic structure--a parody of

Eighteenth Century language set inside a parody of a

Twentieth Century airplane ride--does not aI1ow the

attribution of uncivilized scatology to the Indian to be a

"natural " mimes i s of Eighteenth Century att i tudes . The

Indians also speak in Twentieth Century clichés, including

scatological cI ichés:

"I suppose you get a lot of rain in these parts,"
suggested Vancouver "
"NoÈ so much in the summer, said the chief. "In the
winter it rains all the time, but we always say that at
least you don't have to shovel it."
"I could think of a good use for a shovel right now,"
whispered the first Indian

History recedes infinitely

novelist, and the scatolog

hypothetical proposition.

O"ror" the Twentieth Century

ical native becomes a doubly

The first two novels of David I,lilliams show a progression
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from the use of the native as a figure for the lost white

body towards the more skeptical position. For Joshua

Cardiff in The Burninq Wood the native acts as a

scatological counter to the bodily repressions of white

fundamentalist religion. The associations are metonyrnic

when Joshua uses the toilet as an excuse to leave the Bible

Camp and follow his Cree friend Thomas to the reservation;

the type of transference in which Joshua engages is more

evident in his metaphors:

An Indian man stood at the foot of the driveway and,
facing the house, urinated in the snow. He took his
unrelieved time about it, sending up a great cloud of
steam above his head, catching the last of the sunlight,
so that he began to resemble the picture of an angel
alighting in an oId illustrated Bible. Joshua was
relieved because his mother was in the kitchen at the
time, peêting potatoes. He kept Janie forcibly away from
the picture window. (41)

Despite the religious adoption in Joshua's language, his

historical intent is to keep his blood family from his

imagined scatological kin" While Williams' rewriting of

Rudy Wiebe's Old-Testament Indians doubles native scatology

onto Chr'istian spiritualizing in an attempt to naturalize

the latter, Joshua's "relief" is only emotional at this

point. The use of the Cree as a generalized trope for the

body is perhaps inevitable, given the opening scene of the

noveL where Joshua imagínes himself as "David in the cave at

Engedi, approaching now so carefully, cârefully, to cut the

skirt of the sleeping king's robe" (1) " In the original

text, SauI was not sleeping, but excreting" When culture

and acculturized text (tne King James Bibte) veil the body,
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one response is to turn to

are more aPParent.

a cul-ture where bodily functions

In his next novel, The River Horsemen, Williams

incorporates a whole range of PIains Cree culture in his

characters Fine-day ( tfre shaman in the noveL who,

historically, survived the Northwest Rebellion of 1885), and

Many-birds (tfre trickster wisahkecahk, the key causitive

agent in Cree mythology according to Jennifer Brown, 720).'n

with revivalist preacher Jack Cann and a Ukrainian boy, Nick

Sobchuk, the two natives paddle a canoe up-river to

Saskatoon during the Depression, Þarodying not only

Huckleberrv Finn but also Wisahkecahk's mythic canoe-journey

during which he helped to restore the world after a great

flood (NeIson in J. Brown 46) ' The ex-convict Many-birds

forces Jack to readopt the lost body of Christianity, but

this is strictly inadvertent.

somewhat sini ster:

Many-birds is antinomian and

Never have got outa the pen alive if I worried.
your mind a b1ank" Every day drain it dry.

Then I feel something else about to drain.
"Water to water, I say, "dust to dust."
It's what the priest said over Bi1ly Left-hand after he

got outa the hoIe, Throat cut the same day' In the
dining hall.

At the last minute I think to stick out my cup. My
friends all sít, blinking like owls.

"What's wrong with you birds? None of you ever laugh?"
I put the cup to my lips, swallow fast" Hot. .

At once T know a way to beat that fucker, bald Head
Moon. Outshine him myself.

The cool air licks at my crack. Between my legs I see
the old nan grin at 1ast.

"Hey, old man, I think you should kill yourself. That
would be the funniest thing. Here, it's easy. So easy a

Keep
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guy like you could do it, Let me show you."
I flip over the rai1, headfirst.. I hear them all gasp

just before I start to fa11,
Upsidedown I grin at a starry sky. OId Bone, I think,

your light is put out. You won't dare to show your face
again.

Then I land, like a cat, in mud to my knees. (148)

Many-birds' scatological parody here mocks Fine-day, the

shaman who has had an initiatory dream of dismemberment,

death, and rebirth. Earlier, and therefore doubly the $¡rong

end round in the shaman's narrative, williams had Many-birds

satirize the shaman's birth experience: "'You was born out

d'wrong end, old man"' (70). Parody does not attempt to get

the culture "right," even though it does still reserve a

special status for the sign-maker. williams thus, like

Mitchell, imitates the setf-injuring scatological jokes and

cultural skepticism of Wisahkecahk.

one of the difficulties with the representation of

marginality and race (especially of an oral cu1ture) is that

the scatological image can only be coded through the

civilizing process and its proxy, writing. This means that

with our alphabet it is impossible to be both

anthropologically "correct" and still avoiC the taint of

racism. I^1i11iams partially avoids this through parody, but

Brian Moore has greater difficulty" Although the natives in

Black Robe consistently turn the scatological image against

the Normans, they are still bearers of the image,

scatological and 'Iow"' On the other hand, when Moore has

Annuka vomit after bludgeoning her captor to death, this
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represents a fairly recent decorum about the treatment of

enemies that may be historically inaccurate, but he does so

to make her sympathetic. The imaginative effect of the

scatologizing of marginal races seems to be that while the

author maintains a civilized persona (as writer), he also

embraces the marginal position, so that the repressed

culture and its trope (the scatological body) become another

basis for a revised aesthetic. As with class, the effect is

partly an increasing rhetorical identification with the

tlow. t

As with cIass, the rhetoric of racial marginal-ity creates

status ambiguity for those at the margins who wield the

alphabet. Michael Greenstein notes how Jewish writers

maintain the marginality of the Diaspora against Zionist

institutions (Greenstein 12) . Greenstein' s deconstruct ive

reading, however, does not address the writer's class

position. If, as has often been argued, " literature is

elite-oriented" (Craig 19), we may be witnessing the broadly

based production of new elites along ideological and

intellectual, not racial or class, lines" As mediator

between " Ioi.¡er " and "upper " leveIs of language , the wr i ter

retains the rhetorical advantage offered by the position of

the marginal by identifying his persona (.rake, Joshua) in

some way with a lower class (by means of genealogy or by

having him mock authority) " To call Klein "marginal"

(Greenstein 5), is inaccurate, unless "marginal" refers to
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the way in which most verbally inventive authors need time

to acquire a fit audience. Jewish class positions have

generally been higher than other non-Anglo racial groups

(Marchak 31, Porter 80, 85), and Richter (sometimes

defensively) plays out this role of 'marginal yet not

marginal' through the reactions of Jake and Joshua to the

scatological body"'o

The class solution, in which the writer mediates between

"upper" and "Iower," cannot always work in the topos of

race. Greenstein notes how Richler uses "the coprophile" to

debase Jews who have conveniently forgotten their origins
(Greenstein I57) , but we must add that Richler also has

other criteria when he divides his Jews into those who do

not deserve to be defiled (¡ake Hersch) and those who do

(Harry Stein). Both Jake and Harry acknowledge their racial

past, but Harry, a cruel man, is punished Iegally and

symbolically (when Jake shuns him) "
Tn this Richler

expresses, aS all writers do, a more specified version of

the power that shares out society. As weII, Richler's

alternation between Yiddish and English can solve the

writer's status ambiguity by combining a marginal and a

dominant language (just as Tomson Highway does with Cree,

ojibway, and English), politica1ly, the birth of Israel in

1948 has complicated the question of marginality for Richler

and KIein." The paradox already existed for A,M. Klein in

the 1950's aS Terence Craig has argued (126) 
' even when
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Israel was stilI a marginal proposition, and presents itself

in The Second Scroll through the narrator's attempts to find

a Jewish epic poet. The political incarnation of racial

power in Klein and Richler is met with uneasiness: neither

actually scatologizes the Jewish state since they identify

with its racial basis, but both mistrust the position of

power from which all states operate (having suffered a

version of that power at French- and English-Canadian

hands). "

Klein's distrust for the material representation of

culture ensures that the Iiterary form which the celebration

of culture and race once took, the epic, will not answer to

the search even though Klein personally aIIied himself with

the Zionist cause"'3 The circumspect "Poet of Tiberias"

replaces the epic poet or novelist, and writes only

aphorisms. Two of the seven reported poems rely upon

scatology:

Pity emetic and the enema, Terror (83)

and

On the clearing of the swamps at Esdraelon

The Iittle arrows pierced; v¡e f evered; v¡e pissed black.
Anopheles, his hosts ! (83 )

In the first poem the chiastic play on Aristotle's metaphor

creates a neo-classical but scatological and abbreviated

aesthetic" Although the collected works of the Tiberias

poet have been read as â burlesque of Imagist doctrine

(Spiro 222), they only sound satirical if we determine ahead
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of time that scatology is inevitably satiric. Spiro notes

that part of Klein's purpose in the first poem is

mimetic--"to produce an elementary image of terrorI Some of

the physical effects of which are vomiting and diarrhoea"

(22Ð-*and admits that in the latter poem the satire is less

apparent (224) . r n the latter , the scene is the epic

reconstruction of Palestine, but, by means of scatology and

aphorism, Klein retains the position of marginality vis-a-

vis epíc Iiterature and, by means of renal malaria, vis-a-

vis nature " Atthough KIein elsewhere certainly mocks

Imagist prescriptions,'4 in The Second Scroll he arrives at

Imagist techniques because of a distrust for the grand

traditions of epic which synthesize disparate strands into

one culture. It is therefore easier to feel sympathy for

Klein's Zionism than for the cultural visions of Pound or

EI iot , par'u icularly at a t ime ( June 16 , 1992 ) when Canadian

Immigration Minister Bernard Valcourt has tabled a biIl

which includes the fingerprinting of refugees and would

force some specialists (like doctors) to locate in

designated rural areas f or at least tt'¡o years.

Richler also distrusts the solidification of race into

nationhood. Duddy's acquiring of land is too literal, not

quite r+hat his Zeyda t rãised on the yearning poetry of the

diaspora, had in mind. Although the relation between

Canadian land and Zionist hopes is not altogether clear in

the novel, by the time Duddy possesses the land in stylized
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primate manner--pissing his name into the snow--he has

clearly compromised himself with povrer. Richler, KIein, and

even those writers who attempt to synthesize cultures

hesitate at what Theodor Adorno calls "the premature

reconciliation in art and criticism of unreconcil-ed social

conflicts" (rekete 56). This hesitation, born of the

experience of racism and not evident to the same degree in

the representation of classf occurs especially when writers

recoqnize the beginnings of new empires.
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Allegories and Sites of Power: Politics and Economics

We have a saying whích is 'the
mind, Emperor of the body,'
though we now, Iike You, have
driven out all emperors and
imperialists "--Ling Huo in The New

Ancestors
I

KIein, caught between the desire to affirm a political

structure and the reluctance to do So, is certainly not

alone in using scatology to address the tensions in a

political structure" For many writers resistance is l-ess

complex, but in any case, national or party or economic

abstractions are embodied allegorica1ly by means of

scatology. Barbara Foley convincingly argues that even the

most resiStant texts are to some degree mimetic.t'While we

might hesitate to attribute ontological priority to either

world or text (Stret1 1), the technology of writing is of

course symbolic--'other-speak' in the broadest Sense--

needing things against which to send sonic or post-sonic

echoes. This basic symbolism ensureS, according to Fredric

Jameson, that any attempt to distinguish between socio-

political texts and those that are not is "a Symptom and a

reinforcement of the rei fication and prívatization of

contemporary life" (Jameson 1981, 20). Even if the movement

towards the cívilized self (which we have seen is not always

negative) takes part in that privatization, Jameson is

nevertheless right in his claim, especially since he, like

Foucault, theoretically links the body to what can never be
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outside of the collective--the text; the body is that which

gives uS a particular concern in histories and texts

(Jameson 1981, 31 ) . Allegory connects the privatized

meaning of any narrative with the polity. We have seen in

Part One that the impulse towards privatization is

paradoxically but inevitably enacted in the public sphere

through personal and social histories."

There are two opposing versions of how pov¡er can be

registered on the site of the body. The mimesis of World

War I repeatedly invol-ves scatology (the New Ancestors 84,

The Diviners 90, Two Solitudes 309, Fifth Business 70) as a

mimetíc marker , a $¡ay of substantiating the narrative's

"reality. " On the other hand, Atwood parodies the analogy

of politics and the body in The Edible Woman. Ainsley

connects Quebec laxative surveys to a collective Quebecois

guilt-complex and to the Quebec language-problem (21-3).

Jameson could no doubt show how these two extremes of

realist detail and parodic negation convey political

meanings, but for the moment I am more interested in a

conscious allegory whereby Canadian novel-ists regiSter

political concerns in the body. Despite the negation of

political allegory in The Edib1e Woman, in The Handmaid's

TaIe the }ock-Iess bathri,om doors ( 58 ) in Gilead are

Foucauldian symptoms of totalitarian control. Because the

bathroom retains its signification of privacy, it becomes

the site of minor insurrections against the collective. The
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handmaids purposely clog the toilet with wads of paper

(I2Ð, write anti-authoriLarian graffiti in the cubicles,

and one handmaid begins her escape in the bathroom: "Moira

was our fantasy. . . rthe Aunts'1 power had a flaw to it"

They could be shanghaied in toilets" (125). Of f red

extrapolates from the toilet into politics: "There is

something reassuring about the toilets, Bodily functions at

least remain democratic" (235). The natives in Black Robe

follow a similar line of reasoning against European

ascendancy: "Normans shit and eat and bleed and die just

Iike other menrf (109). The body, which scatologically

registers Offred's sympathy with other victims of Gilead

when she retches during the Salvaging (259), is that by

which Atwood means to register the past politics of Puritan

New England, contemporary politics in Iran, and her fears

about the future; but the body is also that through which

she imagines the democratization of power.

As in The Handmaid's Tale, there are in Godfrey's The New

AncestorS no simply personal bodies--al1 register power.

Pobee-Biney describes his prison term: "They only let us

empty our chamber-pots once a day, if $¡e infracted nothing"

(Ig2)." Michael Burdener speaks about his wife, Ama

Awotchwi, who was a "dirty woman" for President Kruman:

'rThere was no other word f or it reaIly than the white !Íord,

the urinal word, fucking" 'What is my body,' you said

when that latrine-cLeaner Samuels offered a chance of your
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father' s freedom" ( 1 4l-2) . Michael interprets Kruman' S

erotic domination scatoi-ogically, degrading Kruman, but,

although Michael means also to degrade Samuels by mentioning

Samuefs' former job, that job registers an earlier

victimhood: avoidance of latrine-cleaning v¡as Samuels'

personal stake in political change. A pre-revolutionary

incident in which he refused to clean the outhouse pail of

Hastings Awotchwi (Ama's father) allegorizes Lost Coast's

socialist revolution which, in turn, is an allegory for the

bloodless rebellion against Sritish rule that took place in

Ghana ("GoId Coast") during the late 1940's" Hastings, from

a managerial class, 8 8 coul-d not at that time quite put

himself into Samuels' shoes, and he said to the boy, "You

must not be sullen sort (232) 
"

Later Samuels, working as an enforcer for Kruman' s

regime, cannot quite put himself into the shoes of the

students v¡ho challenge the ne$¡ government (and the new

managerial class) witfr "END TRIBALISM NOWU (180) | a slogan

which echoes the slogan that former President Kwame Nkrumah

used just after the 1949 founding of his Convention Peoples'

Party and long before he attained pov¡er in 1-957: "Self-
government Now. " 8 e Samuels unconsc iously echoeS Hast ings'

imperative by playing with deterministic mutations of the

banner's words, until political power is mystified in

eternal verities: "End Rain Now! " End Rain & Sea.

Now. Ðouble Quick-Quick'(180). In sentence mood, pIaY' and
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deterministic cynicism, these words parallel Samels'

rer,¡orked memory of "being God and watching Hast ings

Awotchwi , in hi s Senior Service Whites, address that

nightsoil pai1, 'Do not be sullen so, pail. Do not be

suIIen, soil sul-1en, sultied soiI, shit sulIen, sullied,

sullen soiled, shit" Q33)" By means of this language and

structure Godfrey allegorizes his earlier, more generaJ-

comments on Ghana: "What is happening here, in a word as

Marx would sây, is the transi tion of a Western-type

parliamentary syStem into a single-party communistic state.

As far as Realpolitik goes. . , the shift is essentially

theoretical-" (Man Deserves Man 187). Through bodily

impingements, especially on and by Samuels and Kruman,

Godfrey aJ-legor ízes both the sources and betrayals of

Nkrumah's s1ow1y-adopted pan-African "socialism. " e 0 The

incredible optimism, even utopianism, that Godfrey found

among Ghanaians in Man Deserves Man (189) is ventriloquized

in the novel as an outside voice, coming from the Chinese

diplomat Ling Huo: "We have a saying which is, 'The mind,

Emperor of the body,' though we now, like You, have driven

out all emperors and imperialists" (42). The saying holds

true neither in the novel'S personal sphere nor, aS the

Maoist Huo's inability to manage the rnetaphor shows, in the

political sphere from which Huo gets his language.

Despite appearances and despite historicist critics'

near-equation of modernism and imperialism, Godfrey'S bodily
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determinisrn is not intended to paralyze with pessimism the

West African drive toward independence. Gamaliel Harding

fears that his son, whom he has long repressed, has joined

the Kulungugu killer boys: "They would shit in a church,

such children" (281). The implied post-colonial fantasy is

paraIIeI to the sodomy in the Anglican church during

Yesterdavs; despite his initial "moderate" position, 'Ef

Amaliel' (GamaIiel's 'altered' ego in MaIi ) conspires in the

torture of Rusk, the American Spy. During the hallucinatory

interrogation, EI Amaliel transfers Rusk's neo-colonial

dynamic from the erotic to the scatologic, just as Burdener

did Kruman' s: "your very balls are constipated with

inklings of conquest. a h'oman is nothing to You, how can

you fire your thirteen mile guns into her" (358). Godfrey's

refusal to fully identify lhe narrative with eíther the

post-coloniaI government or with neo-colonialism is

ultimately in keeping with his vision of himself as one who,

having worked for CUSO, can mediate between Canadians and

the abstractions'of statistics about the Third World

(CoAtrey, "Doomsday rdealism" 416).

Other novelists too register neo-colonialism in the body.

In BodiIv Harm, the hlest Tndian characters believe that

there is "nothing like a Revolution to make the States piss

money" (277) and vandal-ism against the public washrooms used

by tourists is the meagre (though unnerving) response to

North-South economic inequities. In Under the Volcano thal
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monarchial representative, the Consul, 9oês to a toilet

lvhich he describes as "this f inal grey Consulate, this

Franklin Island of the soul" (336). There he reads a travel

brochure containing unintentional puns--"SEAT OF THE HISTORY

OF THE THE CONOUEST: VISIT TLAXCALA!" (336)--setting up an

uncalculable homology between the British post-coIonial

diplomat and the Spanish conquest of Mexico' For the

Consul, who has lost his public status, the symbols of

imperial office are only displayed ironically in the toilet.

A Mexican para-military group of neo-fascists mistake his

identity and importance, eventually murdering him as a

political threat but in the same manner as they previously

murdered an indigenous Indian peasant, the pelado, and

throwing the Consul into the barranca which doubles as a

garbage dump and "gigantic jakes" Ã74). In Lowrlz's ironic

representation of both colonial and post-coloniaI Mexican

authority, then, it is repeatedly the pelado who is degraded

and destroyed under occupation. The history of the Conquest

has frightening consequences in that public place, the

private body, Sê1f-government again nothtithstanding. The

Consu1 sees himself as King Maximilian, the vlell-meaning and

eventually broken proxy of French imperialism in Nineteenth

Century Mexico. I f the puppet monarch ineffectually

challenged the French who propped him on the throne, wâs he

an imperialist or did he become one of the conquered?

For white Canadians, post -col-on ial experience is vastlY
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different from Third-World urgency because of settLement

patterns, which permitted continuing European control of the

Canadian government through the BNA Act. The "Scatofogical"

difference between KLein's Moroccan ghetto and Richler's

"Canada" is perhaps instructive: "There is no water in the

mell-ah. The mellah's aIleys are its cloaca" (The Second

Scroll 65). Water is first used for drinking, then for

washing hands, then for dishes, then for clothes, then for

flushing, while Richler's Herky speaks of four gallons of

fresh water per toilet fIush. Despite the two different

levels of bodily comfort, the racial scatology that we have

seen in Chapter 6 occasionally addresses Canadian politics

overtly. Bakhtin recognizes scatology as a dethroning

gesture (¡akhtin l-984, 372-3),t' and, even if gritish

monarchial power in Canada is now largely ceremonial, in The

River Horsemen we see exactly this dethroning (coded through

western populism) when Nick Jr" exposes his penis during the

gritish anthem. Nick Sr" ingeniously defends his son as an

imitator of Edward VIII: "The former king give up his

throne that way didn't he?" (111). Similarly, when Ginger

Coffey, unsure where he is in the darkness, urinates in the

Royal Family Hotel, the act has an uncrowning effect no

matter how "accídental" Ginger claims that it \^¡as" In both

novels the characters pay a price for undressing even a

figurehead emperor, but these latter-day confusions of the

king's "two bodies" underwrite a democratic mythology, and

are particularly effective in attacking nostalgic throwbacks
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to arístocratic ideology which mask a moral or racial

philosophy under the guise of a political philosophy. e'

Following the tradition of Seventeenth Century progressive

narrative, WiIliams and Moore use scatology to undermine the

bel ief that "honor " in the external soc iaI system

corresponds to a moral order. e 3

Dethroning applies to Prime Ministers as weIl" In Two

Solitudes Tallard says, "The French are Frencher than France

and the English are more gritish than England ever dared to

be. And then you go to Ottawa and you see the P.M" with his

ear on the ground and his backside hoisted in the air" (48').

Despite Robert Borden's "democratic" hope to be the populist

leader of two divided camps ' Tallard's scatological

cartooning expresses exactly Bakhtin's populist response to

political authority.

ii

What BakhLin downplayed, unfortunately, Ltas money' "The

site of popular uncrownings, the f air , ís al-so the

marketplace. . Where Bakhtin emphasized the dirt of the

fair and the bodily lower stratum, the pedlar displays soap,

mirrors and items of dental care ' commodities of

beautification (particularly for women ) of a cosmetic

nature. . If the fair displayed the grotesque body, it

also displayed the'fair"'(Stallybrass 30, 39). This

revision of Bakhtin is crucial in order to see that in
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novel-s like The Edible Woman the disappearance of the

national domination of the body does not mean the

disappearance of power" The power of the nation over the

body's fortunes has often been Superseded by the economic

povrer of multinational corporation. e 4 Atwood exposes what

Stewart Ewen (after an analysis of the self-critique implied

in Listerine ads) calls a "commodity self" (Ewen 47) ""
Marian's identification with and refusal to eat animals

coordinates her role aS female victim with her culturally

approved anorexia.

As Bryan Turner argues, diet, which was originally

intended as a brake on desire, has presently come to signal

lhe enhancement of desire: "the internal management of

desi re by diet \,¡aS transf erred to an external presentat ion

of the body through scientific gymnastics and cosmetics"

(Turner 3)" In The Edible Woman the commodity self, created

in part by diet, becomes more and more parodic as Marian

gradually narrovrs the list of foods that she can stomach.

As well , fashion and consumer packaging can be seen as

interchangeable forms of hygiene (Enzensberger 90, 94), and

when Ainsley overdoes Marian's rnake-up, everyone again

approves. Marian, however, feels "distaste" when she

notices that "her mouth had left a greasy print on the rim

of the glass" (255). In this way Àtwood forces the

"commodity seli" or consumer body, which seems clean in the

media simulacrum, to appear scatological as well, âs if it
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involves a new kind of uncfean secretion. Atwood thus uses

the civilizing process--Marian noticing a form of pollution

and feeling revulsion--to attack the "commodity self," which

rIaS created, in part, by similar civilized disgust. e' This

doubleness has conseguences for the interpretation of the

novel. Whereas early on Clara looks very like a parody (of

the back-to-the-farm element in the 1960's counter-cul-ture,

unable to keep her house c l-ean and her chi ldren f rom

excreting in untoward p1aceS), she slowly becomes an

alternative to the overly cosmetic culture of Marian and

Peter.eT But at the end of the novel Atwood cannot stabilize

her satire against the economic system of getting and

spending. Marian f inally eats again" At the very moment

that she rejects the commodity self she again becomes a

consumer.

once the body is no longer "with the king," the sources

of power's impíngements on the body become more abstract and

difficult to identify (Barker l-2). As Foucault argues, the

last three hundred years have éeen a large-scale dispersal

of power into bodily details. A telling case occurs at the

end of Beautiful Losers " Cohen seems aware that his

repressive hypothesis in regards to the Jesuits is already

out of date in the age of subliminal seduction, but he

nevertheless rents the ending to the Jesuits as if they were

stiIl the narrative's antagonists. I{hatever historical

repression the Jesuits Stood for has long been written over
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by the incitement to speak about the erotic and the anal.e'

The leasing out of our biology to the corporations (Kroker

Technology 79) is the real present imitated in Beautiful

Losers, a present which gets effaced when Cohen (too late in

history) attacks the oId corporation, the Jesuits. The

field of play for F. and then for the narrator is the

technological sensorium; the field of coercion is that of

the Jesuits. Even though Cohen teases out the effects of

present technology just as often as he teases out the

clichés of print, he only hints at the way in which F.'s

anal climax is produced by the dictates of the pornography

industry.

William Gibson is more explicit about how corporations

design their messages on the body; in his futuristic

dystopias, corporations (rnostly Japanese) control the bio-

tech trade in body parts. e e A character like Turner, who

retains archaic (that is, Twentieth Century) individualist

attitudes, vomits to See how the human body is co-opted when

a Sense-Net executive recoverS company property--the eyes of

the dead star Jane Hamilton (Count Zero 94). Business, ât

best, creates new virtual environments for the disencumbered

mind; at worst it repeats (on a different leve1) ttre early

Twentieth Century assembly line in front of a computer

termínaI. Much like Williams and Moore, Gibson gives the

new king a body. In Neuromancer Henry Dorsett Case, who had

always believed that the real pov¡ers were more or less than
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people, invades the computer cores of the Tessier-Ashpool

Corporation and is surprised at "the soiled humanity" of

Ashpool's room (203), much as Marly is in Count Zero when

she arrivesr years later, in the same place and SenSeS the

same thing--"a darkness that smelled old and sadly human, a

smel-1 like a long-abandoned locker roomrt (195)"

Atwood works more subliminally in The Edible Woman, where

a man who claimS to be doing an underwear survey makeS

obscene suggestions to women. Technically he appearS to be

a parasite on an otherwise "legitimate" function of consumer

culture, but Atwood purposely confuSes consumer culture with

"private" transgressions against woman. AS Bakhtin claims,

stupidity and misprision often point out the flaws in a

discourse; Atwood pretends to be unable to negotiate between

social tensions (a traditional function of the novel)--and

she therefore indicts not just a particular perversity, but

an entire economic systemrs víctimization of women.

Both Gibson and Atwood reposition "thinçlS" at the centre

of what more and more threatens to become an abstract

economic sign. Again we are in the realm of allegory, but

now, dealing with economics, we can easily see that it is

not only the novel i st who allegor izes. Reading Duddy

Kravitz, w€ might (rightly) conclude thaL through Hugh

Thomas Calder's "Shameful- little experiments with money" in

the urinal (194), Richler means to allegorize avaritia in

medievaL fashion. r 0 0 But money, Freud insists, is an
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allegory with feces as its referent, feces being the

original form of exchange" The child has no money of íts

ov¡nf except what is given, and during toilet training feces

becomes the first material thing which it is in the child's
por4'er to give or to hold (On the Transformations of the

lnstinct as Exemplified in AnaI Eroticism 131).'o' Money's

significancer pslchoanalysts claim, depends upon the value

with which the child regards its feces (N. Brown 293) "'o'
Calder, putting S100 bills in the urinal and then guessing

who has pulled them out, reveals a deep ambivalence about

the self-made, oF rather money-made, man--which he believes

he is.

Freud's identification has serious difficulties:
psychoanalysis fails to engage its or,rn reliance on paid

therapy r+ith its "discovery" of the money-fi1th complex

(Sctre11 196f ) , Freud unambiguously uses the economic

metaphor elsewhere in an honorific way (Heinzelman 9), and

other forms of material exchange (toy-sharing and food-

sharing, for example) may predate toilet training. l 0 3

Nevertheless, Freud isolates an important image-pattern in

Western literature; like language I currency and credit

exchange systems are undoubtedly allegories,

allegories for labour, production, or fand. I 0 a

at least

In Mark

Hurdlestone patrimonies (entirely divorced from Iabour) are

necessary and honored, and money appears not as a

sublimation of feces but of eternal life into' social-
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status, I 0 5 Even so, Hurdlestone handles his gold as a

material thing, to be ocassionally fondled" Grove's Hannan,

in order to get in with Philip Branden (and steal his

money), calls Howard's bankroll "filthy trash" (A Search for

America 115). If early Canadian novels hint at the money-

complex, post*WorId War II novelists make conscious use of

it specifically to embody and devalue money or ccmmodities"

Hagar Shipley compares her constipation to being "Iocked

like a bank vault with no key" (tfre Stone Anqel 191). In

Black Robe, the natives define the French so that French

mercantilism is equivalent with scatology in identifying the

self: "They are the shits who love furs' (66) . Ozias

Froats and Mamusia in The Rebel Angels both pay money for

feces, Froats to his test group (fOg) and Mamusia for her

bomari (155). The humour of Davies' satire against the

town-haIl crusader Murray Brown depends upon Freud's logic.

Brown wants to stop the university from spending money on

Froats' experiments (in which feces is analyzed in order to

somatotype individuals); despite the scatolog ical

associations of hiS name and namesake, Brown is uncgnscious

of the Freudian meaning of sublimated money. Ladoo reverSes

the terms but not the equation in Yesterdays. When

Choonilal and Tailor argue about the latrine, the real issue

is whether or not Choonilal will mortgage the house for

Poonwa's Hindu mission to Canada (5). When Poonwa demands

the money, Choonilal feels the need to defecate (32)" In

The Storv of Bobby O'Mallev Agnes's purchase of a white
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marble headstone for her husband, Ted (184), effaces the

real man in an expensive revision of his character. Ted

himself had called the toilet his headstone (184), but the

commodified burial practices which deny the body of his

death also deny his scatological individuality.

More than other Canadian novelists, Richler develops this

reverse a1legory, in which exchange value is purposefully

reduced to scatology. Herky in St " Urbain's Horseman

criticizes the restaurant merchants who see toilets aS non-

productive units. 1 0 6 In Duddy Kravitz Jerry Dingleman

corners the market on Mr. MacPherson ' s classroom merit

cards. The system of exchange that MacPherson hopes to

create--an accumulation of time off from school in exchange

for good behaviour--is subverted in the bathroom (8). There

the boys gamble for the merit cards and the cards lose their

s1'mbol ic f unct ion as indulgences 
'

becoming pure (and

manipulatable) capital, which attaches itself arbitrarily to

the winner of 'nearest-to-the-waII; ' the site of this

transformation ensures that "goodr" "highr" and "neatr"
(MacPherSon's moral code) is degraded and revealed, by means

of the boys' instincts, as a materialist system. However'

although Richler's economy approaches the symbolism of

Freud, the boys evidently have no difficulty leap-frogging

over Freud' s intermediary ( and I i teral i st ic ) step of

prec ious metals (coins ) to

representation of paper moneY"

the more abstracted
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Historically the shifts from specie to fiduciary systems

do not occur easily since the newer systems always provoke

questions about the relationship between the monetary sign

and its substantial referent, l 0' but the boys imrnediately

recognize the pov¡er of authority to provisionally abstract

itself from its delegated symbols" The boys--DingIeman,

then Duddy--who subvert MacPherson, t inding new markets

outside of MacPherson's feudal arrangements, graduate to

larger economic systems where they authorize credit and

expenditure. Duddy learns from his father's material and

circumstantial worship of Dingleman, the "Boy Wonder":

"he's got a whang that could choke a horse. I know, wê had

a leak together once. ( 60 ) "
The sidelong glance that

mythicizes, coordinates capitalist successes v¡ith virility.

By the end of the novel Duddy has entered his father's

material romance and Max gives his blessing by mythologizíng

Duddy (315), the newer boy wonder"

iii

But the ascription of bodies to political, corporate, and

moneLary authorities ot, conversely, to the people who

suffer under these powers can be very ambiguous. While the

racism associated with nationalism may explain Richler's

resistance to economic nationalism, the satire against Duddy

co-exists uneasily with Richler's public supporb of Canada-

ô n--- ñ--l^ ¡r^s^-.1 ^'t.: ^! --: !.: ^.: ^* c-^^-^^ ^^^.i r^l l..'rl-uoJ. rre:e| Mueo lrtd.Lc]IJ.dJr.SL urJ_L.IL-r.5ur !!fjE:¿c:Þ ucrP¿Lo.!r r.rllL

capita]'s injunction is to keep moving (Baudrillard 1980,
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106). Baudrillard describes a circuit in which desire and

the unconscíous are "the trash heap of the political economy

and the psychic metaphor of capital" (rgAO, 94). The

"repressed" portion of the self (money, anal eroticism, or a

conflation of the two) enters a novel and is dismissed (or

not) by the novelist as immoral; that "repressed" portion

can loop back to confirm not its dismissal but its own

continued presence. For example, Duddy and the boys

initially appear as desires (to manipulate capital, not to

pledge allegiance to entrenched authority) and a system

(capitalism) that Mr. MacPherson has repressed. But, what

Dingleman/ouddy signifies is that MacPherson's system of

feudal responsibility always vtas driven by capital and not

by moral right: MacPherson could command the price of a day

off because he controlled the boys' time in school. The

effect is something like the doubts arising about the

Renaissance aristocracy after the sale of honors (McKeon

151)" rf Richler satirízes the capitalist, capital and

Duddy "keep moving" as Richler's picaresque novels

al1egorically insist upon a free market. In Richler's later

novels (where the image of the rich artist unconsciously

represents the businessman ) , the self-made character

constantly reappears and, aS in The Apprenticeship of Duddy

Kravitzr repeatedly provides a human face and body for

capitalism. In Count Zero and Neuromancer although the

corporations are reduced to individual bodies by means of

scatology, the "cyber-space cowboys" (as they are known)
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confirm the individualist

capitalism. l o E

myths that informed American

The perhaps insoluble problem may be that the body is

consistently imagined by novelists to contain an integrity

above politícaI and economic considerations. In what

Octavio Paz calls the shift from the old "economy of things"

to the new "economy of signs" (not So nev; if we keep in mind

Plato's Gorgias) bodily reference is never secure--not for

the novelist, not for the critic. In Two Solitudes Marius

identifies the working men as those who sweat and stink.

The man with the most positive reaction to Mariusfs anti-

conscription speech is the one who also stinks the most.

This too-ready identification of labour with a scatological

sign appears to be Maclennan's, not just Mariusts, since it

appears again in a different context (115).

More unconsciously, The Collected Works of Billv the Kid

conveys a specific and recent historical a11egory. Ondaatje

means to address the problem of beginning orders, for which

the American frontier is the mimetic surrogate, and he

creates an initial differentiation between Billy and the

animal: "The windor,¡s looked out onto f ields and plants grew

at Lhe door, flê killing them gradually with my urine. .

T saw no. human and heard no human voice, learned to squat

the best way when shitting, used leaves for wiping, never

ate flesh or touched another animal's flesh, never entered

his boundary" (17). This disingenuous version of Billy
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almost implies that he can be read as a Paleolithic artist

antedating Àmerican frontier politics. Ondaatje sets the

systematically urinating Billy's destructive human nature

against other natures in the Freudian terms of repression

and civilization, but more specifically, since the book was

written during the time when the American frontier I¡¡aS

displaced onto Southeast Asia, Bi11y's minimal defoliant

unintentionally echoes the billions of tons of defoliant
(Agents Orange, BIue, and White) that American planes

dropped on Vietnam while ensuring a free market. An

Americanist mimesis of the frontier can perhaps not avoid

some inertia of the usual symbolic codes of the Western--

which often links a free market in weapons with the rugged

individual. Even a theriomorphic moment in Coming Through

Slaughter is not exempt from potitical gestures. Buddy

Botden seems to put his destructive rage to order on pause

when he mimics the way a dog urinates and scuffs dirt over

the spot. But this is more than a "little sensa humour"

(90). In imitating the dog's "system" (90), Buddy does not

change order for pre-order; he exchanges one kind of order

for another, beginning again with a very simple sign-

system--the primate excretory marking code which is

territorial and proto-politica1, indeed is "hound

civilization" (90)

remarks.

as Buddy, intending to be ironic ,

Ondaatje wants to display individual artistic activity as
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subversive of political structure. In Running in the Family

the schoolboys rnust write lines in Sinhalese: "lr7e must not

urinate again on Father Barnabus' tires" (83). Freedom, oD

the other hand, consists in writing rude expressions; this

links the boys to the graffiti poets of the Fifth Century

B.C. who wrote on the despot king's rock fortress, and to

the campus graffiti during Sri Lanka's \97I Marxist

Insurgency (84). Scatology thus signals a folk voice of

political protest, one of the terms whereby Ondaatje, like

his feIlow Ceylonese poet Lakdasa Wikkrarnasinha in "Don't

talk to me about Matisse" (85) posts himself far from

modernist complicity in imperialism. Given the graffiti

politics in Runninq in the Family, it is not astonishing

that when Ondaatje deals with the artist's lust for

destruction (in The CoIlected Works of Bilty the Kid) he

should want to prevent ihe reader from taking the driven

artíst as a political symptom, Indeed, the picaresque hero

(ouaay, ni1ly), ordinarily represented as an individual will
(t would add body) in contest with the force of authority
(McKeon 97), becomes highly ambiguous once we recognize that

he can embody the collective will (and body) of a powerful

soc i ety .

This also provioes offer an interest ing gloss on

Haliburton's Tory humour. The competition between the

traditional Nova Scotia f ishing/shipbuilding economy against

the ne'w capitalist economy of steam and steel- (Nayl-or
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297-302) is ignored in Sam Slick's "ciphering, " as Slick

brings the railroad dot¡n to practical matter by filling out

the allegory of debt: "the Nova Scotians. . " have been

running back so fast late1y, that they have tumbled over a

bank or two. . A bear always goes dolvn a tree starn

foremost. He is a cunning critter; he know 'taint safe to

carry a heavy load over his head. . I wish the

Bluenosers would find as good an excuse in their rumps for

running backwards as he has. But the bear 'ciphers;' he

knows how many pounds his hams weigh, and he'cafculates' if

he carried them up in the air, they might be top heavy for

him" (the Clockmaker 25). Slick at this point moves to

actual calculations in favor of the railroad, but the

initial naturalizing tendency in the analogy deflects

assessments of who loses and who gains by railroad

construction" More broadly, the natural ízíng of bank

interest calculations ( "a11 natur' ciphers" 26) contains

just enough of the bear's "starn" to make the banks and

thei r econornic poI ic ies seem homely, but not enough

scatology to degrade the economic system. If, as has been

suggested, Haliburton is the Victorian heir to Swift, ' o'

Hatiburton is much more circumspect and stable in his satire

than Swift, with a greater sense of propriety when it comes

Lo business and capital. S\,¡i f t' s excessive scatology

challenges the polity in a way that Haliburton does not.1r0

Nataie Davis argues for a comprehensive process in which
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transgression confirms authority in its rol-e, blows off

steam from the political system, and yet momentarily

Iicenses (thereby prefiguring) alternatives to the

system. t I 1 Depending upon how we read the emphasis, Duddy,

Bi]ly, and Sam Slick can seem like transgressors or the

ventriloquized voices of the free market newly naturalized.

The power of scatological rhetoric and quite reasonable

expectations about mimesis make circumspection about bodily

reference rare. This lack resonates in the positivism of a

work like Not Wanted on the Voyage where Findley writes as

if the body I¡¡ere an entirely unproblematic signifier of

political resistance. However, although Findley ignores the

hi stor ical Ezra Pound' s economic ideas in Famous Last I^lords,

he also undermines Pound's mastery over Twentieth Century

poetics by questioning the Imagist aesthetics wherein the

"thing" is emperor. Pound SayS that he wants to drown like

Li Po chasing after the image of the moon (or a young lady's

behind) in a pond, and originates his attack on Mauberly ín

the body: "at least I am not impeccable: stiff from spats

to coI]ar. And I don't wear gloves when I undo my f1ies.

And I am not a flit" (81). The Imagist poet acts as if a

visual sign of unfashionability were enough to excuse his

actions, as if his presence in his own body could excuse the

suffering of others, as if even the poet's willingness to

suffer in his own body because of his words could excuse the

suffering caused by his propaganda campaign on behalf of

Mussolini's fascisl government ô I I 2 On a "tour of Ezra' s
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mind" Mauberly encounters "mounted heads and horns and

hooves without bodies" (80), an indication that Pound has

not ful1y judged the physical implications of his radio

speeches. For once, though not for long, the aesthete comes

off rather well in the aì-Iegory of body and power.
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130

Virtual Bodies: Sc i ence
and Technology

With regard to the meanness, or
even the filthiness of
particulars, for which (as PIinY
observes ) an apology i s
requisite, such subjects are no
less worthy of admission into
natural hístory than the most
magnificent and costly; nor do
they at aII pollute natural
history, for the sun enters alike
the palace and the privy, and is
not thereby poli.uted. . . . For
what is deserving of existence is
deserving of knor,rledge.
Nay, as the fínest odors are
somet imes produced from putrid
matter (such as musk and civet),
so does valuable light emanate
from mean and sordid instances.
But lre have already said too
much. . .

--Franc i s Bacon, Novum Orqanum

Under the microscope. . \{e
look at earwax, or snot, or dirt
from our toes, checking first to
see that there's no one around. .

Our curiosity is supposed to
have limits, though these have
never been def ined exactly.

--EIaine Risley in Cat's Eye

My repeated recourse to social allegories and the

ideological structures could make

about scatology an extended footnote to
unspoken limits of

scientific reasoning

rhetoric. Stallybrass and white turn science into simple

ideology, discounting, for example, Nineteenth Century

miasmic theories of disease as purely social signif iers.;

such is not my intention even though works Iike John

Bourke's Scatoloqical Rites of AII Nâtions in its
encyclopedia of primitive scatomancy confirmed racial and
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colonial hierarchies, even though I have already emphasized

that di sgust for scatology long antedates Pasteur, 1 I 3 and

even though washing has been used in Canada to lacerate

offenders against the code: a shower bath, perhaps for its

"educative" possibilities, v/as in f act used as a punishrnent

in Kingston Penitentiary between 1855-9, but was

discontinued after Samuel Moore in Auburn State Prison died

of it in December 1858. Nevertheless, we cannot discount

the vray that many novels--however " ideological" and

inseparable from a preceding social discourse they be--refer

in some way to the world. One of the weaknesses of

politícal, especially utopian readings of "the material

bodily Iower stratum" is that the author's scientific

understanding may be sacrificed to rhetorical clarity.

In Cat's Eye, Elaine mocks both the women who fear dírty

toilet seats (253) and the discourse which once encircled

polio with a broad range of possible contaminants, making it

"something you breathed in or ate, or picked up from dirty

money other people had touched" (8). She, Iike Stallybrass

and White, lives under the confidence that bacteriology

begets. When Susanna Moodie, writing 130 years earlier, had

Juliet Whitmore go bravely among the infectious poor (Mark

Hurdlestone 153-4), the episode may not have been as

condescending as it now appears. In Roughing It in the

Bush, where the format of travel narrative obviates the need

to flourish a heroine's selflessness, Moodie reported that
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the sewers in Montreal- were opened in order to purify the

place and to stop the cholera. Ernst Platner, a late

Eighteenth Century authority claimed that dirt could

obstruct the pores and hold back excremental humours (Corbin

71") " Analogies between body and world (relying on such

biochemistry) fikely led to the opening of the sewers, but

Moodie did not trust the theory and instead connected sewage

with Lhe cholera, claiming that the opening "loaded the air

with intolerable effluvia" (51)" Although the mÍasmic

theory that Moodie (and Melville and De Mille) got from

early Nineteenth Century science proved just as wrong, l 1 a

the stakes--a 602 death rate among the infected, 4,000

cholera deaths in Montreal and 3,800 in Quebec City between

June and September of 1832--make it difficult to dismiss her

association of poverty, odor, and disease as the social

distinctions of one who imagined herself as a gentlewoman.

Moreover, the popular intuition that cholera was connected

with odor and effluvia vras confirmed (though not in the $¡ay

expected) in 1849 when John Snow mapped the disease in

London. He noted the contamination of the water supply with

rav¡ sewage, had the Broad Street pump changed, and saw the

epidemic wane, The reinterpretation of cholera as a water-

borne disease (Marks 191-207), however, did not gain

widespread acceptance until after Moodie's death.r15

Stallybrass and White are correct to argue that "the

mapping of rLondon: in terms of dirt and cleanliness tended
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to repeat the discourse of colonial anthropology" (130), "'
but they assume that the ideology of sanitation can be

separated from the referent ot cholera "
Referring to

cholera from the distance of Twentieth Century antisepsis,

they speak as if the disease were constructed by discourse,

and as if the ego structured in language bore no relation to

any body. The actual situation was quite complex" Cholera

v¡as both the ef f ect o f. class di f f erence, since poorer

quarters vrere less sanitary, and a contributing cause of

class antagonism, since cholera confirmed the upper classes

in their avoidance of the "dirty" poor, while many of the

poor blamed an upper class conspiracy for the high incidence

of lower class infection (McGrew 62, Heine 64-75) " Moodie's

body was under more danger from the collective than ours

are, and, seen from that perspective, her attempt in Mark

Hurdlestone to mediate between upper and lower classes at

the point of disease does not seem quite as high-handed"

Even i f Moodie had knov¡n of Snow' s f inditr9s, miasmic

theory arguably has a physiological basis. Stallybrass and

White treat the sanitary reformer E. Chadwick's claim--"all

smel1 is, if it be intense, immediate disease" (quoted in

Stallybrass and white 139 ) --on the level of class

differentiation, but smell is a cue that aIlo¿s vertebrates

to recognize spoiled food. The tendency to generalize and

group srnells may be better approached as something that must

be painstakingly unlearned in a social- context--as a
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construction of the primate êgo, not just of a "bourgeoís"

ego.t" This is not, by any means, to reassert a version of

medical materialism by assuming that there are hidden

hygienic reasons which explain sociat or religious

purification rítes.'1' Ama Awotchwi , in The New Ancestors,

rejects her earlier westernized self, that "total-
fool i shness gi r1 " seeking scientific rernedies at

Kingsway or U.T.C. for her bowel disorders, her menstrual

disorders" (156). In Joshua Then and Now, Joshua notices a

certain Hebrew anxiety in his father's explanation of sex:

"There seems to be an awf ul Iot of washing up invol-ved,

Daddy" (68). But if Godfrey implicates science in

imperialism, and if Richler qualifies Maimonides, the

Twelfth Century Spanish rabbi who argued that every aspect

of Pentateuchal l-aw had a hidden rnedical reason, Godf rey is

also an apologist for western technology and Richler al-so

ridicules discourses which forget the medical referent:

Aunt Ida, newly literate in psychology, explains that Uncle

Benjy's cancer is psychosomatic (rhe Apprenticeship of Duddy

Kravitz 236) " Once v¡e analyze the dif ferent vrays in which

novelists on the edge of science undermine or confirm the

categories of hygiene, it is important to remember that

hygiene, when it orders fictions, makes a double reference

to what is known about a real, permeable body (which can

easily be put in danger), and to a rhetoric which maintains

vested social or religious interests.
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Scientific hygiene can be a key term in the hierarchical

organization of past and present. One form of this is in

the use of the filth cure to signify the pre-scientific 
"

Western education about what is clean and what is not lets

the bomari in The Rebe1 Angels signify the 'prirnitive' for

the reader as well as for the novef'S academics" Likewise,

during a trip to the fictional Caribbean island of St.

Antoine, the narrator of Bodily Harm is given a surprising

remedy for sea-urchin swelling--urination on the infected

f oot (192) 
"

Harold Ladoo, representing a very different

Caribbean society from Atwood's, nevertheless reports a

filth cure for Balraj's and Rama's scorpion bites" Nanna

feeds the two boys roasted scorpion, they urinate in his

hands, and he rubs the urine onto their hands and even into

their mouths while reciting mantras from the Hindu

scriptures (No Pain Like This Body 50-1)" Ladoo's reference

to the filth cure is most instructive because it signifies

the past in a complex of ways. Since Ladoo writes about his

native Trinidad (ttre f ictional "Carib Isl-and" ) f rom the

distance of Canada and a Canadian university education, the

past i s partly biographical "
Ladoo's representation of

homeopathic magic (a scorpion as an antidote to a scorpion

bite) and sympathetic magic (ttre destruction of a scorpion

to gain power over the scorpion venom in the boys' bodies)

sets Trinidad beneath an implied Western rationality. The

biographical allegory is thus also cu1tural, since the two

forms of magic are the most prominent ones displayed as
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signs of the primitive in the implied cultural genealogy of

Sir James Frazer's The Golden Bough" Ladoo does not connect

his description to any science of homeopathic inoculation,

but gestures back to a naive rnedical tradition r,rhich

maintains that "the main principle of any 'physick"' is "its
nasty taste or smell-"--the use of filth to drive out fitth--

a tradition which extends back into the Middle Ages

(Rar,rcliffe 212') and which occasionally reappears in

advertisements, such as those for Buckley's cough mixture

and for Listerine. I ' e Ladoo's interplay of magic , Hinduism,

and filth cure suggest a composite past controlled by a

skeptical authorial voice" In the case of Bodilv Harm, the

mimesis has some referential basis, because urine has been

and still- can be used as an antiseptic providing it is fresh

(Rosebury 178, Anthony Smith 448), but the readers of Bodily

Harm, The Rebel Angels, and No Pain Like This Bodv are made

to feel as if a disappearing past is being recovered for the

post-scientific self. Tn each of the three novels the filth

cure makes the past radically oLher vis-a-vis the

" sc ient i f ic " present , whether that other is treated

ironically (ladoo), as folk wisdom (etwood), or as

desireable arcana (oavies),

In order to challenge "scientífic" hygiene, Elizabeth

Smart and Wayne Johnston have it appear less subliminally in

their work, Smart straightforwardly connects bacteria with

life: "For a moment, there, things eased up inside fl€, as
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if the boil would could might sometime somehow burst, and

the passionate artful truthful poison 9et out into the

timely compost heap in time, in time to contribute its

germs" (The Assumption of Rogues and Rascals l-13 ) ' ' ' o

Johnston too defends bacteria in a marvelous satire

preceding Bobby O'Ma1ley's stage kiss with Mary Hart. The

director, Sister Haymond, wants to counterpoint St. Joseph's

(nobby's) kiss on the Virgin Mary's (Mary's) cheek with "the

sornewhat less chaste kiss" that the two children imitating

"the restrained, respectful passion of the modern Catholic

family" (110) will perform--but Bobby's mother, Agnes, is

stiIl uneasy:

My mother. was the only person ín Kellies who opposed
even the chaste kiss. "My concerns' I assure You, are
purely hygienic," she said. She had long beligved that
Þeopté v¡ere contagious, "not just when they're.sick, bgt
ãtt- ttre time. " She said the body vras a breeding-ground;
it was a little-known fact that each of uS carries around
inside us at least one of every kind of disease-causing
germ known to man" "Our germs can't hurt us," she said.
iDisease occurs when people start exchanging germs.ff She
said we had to keep a proper distance between ourselves
and others. We must imagine ourselves encased in a
steriIe bubble, and let no-one come inside it. "Remember
the bubble, remember the bubble,"'my mother liked to say.
" I f someone comes too close, step back. " What about
married couples and families, I wondered. My mother said
that, by the grace of God, a man and a woman became
"inmune" to one another at marriage. "r'm immune to your
father, and he's ímmune to me." It worked with children,
too. "we're immune to You, and you're immune to us"
I sn' t that wonder fuI? "

The problem with Mary Hart, ßY father said, was that
her germs were bigger than mine. Her germs were "bully
germ-" that had been tifting weights and jumping rope
ãince birth. My mother denied this, saying that Mary's
germs were not bigger, "just more numerous. rt (112-13),

WhiIe Agnes is Catho1ic, in the nosol-ogical recuperation of

the doctrine of original sin her discourse parallels Cotton



Mather's description of

Johnston (non-Mosaically)

father:

138

I i fe, except that

the diseases of the

mlcroscoplc

suppres se s

The egges of these I nsects (and v¡hy not the living
Insecté-too! ) may insinuate themselves by the Air, and
with our Ailrnents, yea thro' the Pores of our skin; and
soon gett into the Juices of our Bodies. They Tay be
convey'd into our Fluids, with the Nourishment which we
received, even before we v¡ere born; and may ly dormant
untit the Vessels are grown more capable of bringing them
into their Figure and Vigour for Operations. Thus may
Diseases be convey'd irom the Parents unto their
Children, before they are born into the world. . And
Vast numbers of these Animals keeping together, flâY at
once make such Invasions, âs to render Diseases
Epidemical; which those particularly are, that are
caIled, PestilentiaI" (Mather, The Angel of Bethesda
quoted in Limon 78)

uses hyperbole ( "contagious. . . all the time,"

every kind of disease-causing germ," "let no-one

ide") as a solvent to weaken the scientific referent

di scourse, and he has Agnes's husband use

Johnston

"one of

come ins

of such

inflects
devastat

prec i se

anthropomorphic language to reveal the bias with which she

the microbiological feveI. I 2 t

ing image is that of "the bubble."

But the most

In both its

reference--the sterile environments manufactured for

immunodef ic ient chi Idren I 2 2 --and its broader hint at

existential discourse, the image sets hygiene and isolation
(under the sign of

(under the sign of

religion) against scatology and community

secularism). Ttre existential horror in

that the family members doThe Storv of Bobbv O'MaIleY is

become effectively "immune" to one another. Johnston' s

angst is precisely opposite to Moodie's fear of the cholera"



Whereas Moodie represented t.he fear of

contact, Johnston fears the soc ial

appropriation of a scientific discourse

scatology to naturalize "proper distance"'

139

disease through

and rel igious

which would use

The attack on scientific hygiene is often paradoxically

associated with an ecological impuIse. " 3 Wiebe in The

Temptations of Big Bear intends Cree scatology to represent

an unrepressed bodily intimacy; he implicitly recommends

repression of the "black belcher" (138 ) , the Iocomotive

which signifies the waste-creating and ecologically

imbalanced intrusion of white civilization. This effect is

heightened when Big Bear mistakes a dis¡,ant train for a line

of buffalo.',4 Mitchell's Stoney Cree in The Vanishing Point

are aISo depicted as scatological and thus "natura1," while

r+hite civilization is reluctanL to acknowledge excretion

even aS it follows Enzensberger's market pattern, turning

the world into a waste (Enzensberger 98) "
¡¿itche1l's

civilization defecates grandly at one remove via industrial

waste, but inhibits defecation on a personal 1evel in the

native and the child--the Fy{e Minimal Subsistence Cookie,

an oatmeal- cookie made to prevent starvatiOn among the Cree

constipates them (91); Car1yle Sinclair's Aunt Pearl is

overly zealous in toilet training him.

Mitchell's rhetoric discourages J-arge-scale industry but

encourages the relaxation of personal hygiene. The logic of

this split signification depends heavily on Freud. Industry
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is understood as displaced bodily function, and yet at the

same time Mitchell substitutes cathexis f.or a l-ament about

the objectification of nature in the American "will to

technique" (G. Grant 183-4). Mitchell emphasizes the oil

field's "stink of hydrogen sulfide" (28) and Dr. Sanders

of fers a psychoanalysi s: "Your anal erotic Aunt PearI--

responsible for the whole mechanistic mess we're in.

sent us all to play in the technological toy room--she's

still burning her string you know--in that great bathroom in

the sky. if only she'd toilet-train the hydro and pulp

and gas and oil and the litt1e automobile boys--before they

do it all over lhe whole wild green broadloom" (243-4).

What would the cathexis of an entire industry look like? On

the personal 1evel , Mi tchel1 conf i rms Dr . Sanders'

interpretation of Aunt Pearl's white stool as a sign of the

overcivilized anal erotic. Aunt Pearl is a fictionalization

of the hypothetical character in Freud's Character and Anal

Eroticism (1908), and Mitchell seems directly indebted to

Freud's Àn Evidential Dream (1913), in which the analysand

defies an aunt who wants her to be a nun. Aunt Pearl is the

exact image of this Aunt-Superior--orderIy, possessive,

repressed--and both belong to the folklore of the maiden

aunt. Granted that Mitchell is not working in a narrowly

realist mode, his use of scatological symbolism is, however,

deceptive, particularly in the matters of constipating

oatmeal cookies and white stool" Oatmeal is fíbrous and

thus would aid, not prevent, excretion. As well,
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psychosomat ic condi t ions cannot turn stools whi te; a

btockage in the outlet of bile (which contains the pigment

stercobilin) into the small intestine, ot an excess of fat

are required. I 2 ' In Mitchel-l's case, "what is known" is

unconsciously (not ironically) sacrificed to the symbolic

and humorous effects of white constipation. Although

MitchelL uses language adeptly, his elisions from a real

body limit his ecological assessment.

Those novelists--Gibson, Cohen, perhaps Bowering--who

engage the technological sensorium, generally share

Johnston' s and t*li tchell ' s f ear of di sembodiment . They do

not focus primarily on hygiene, but use scatology as a

counterweight against technological advances which threaten

more than hygiene to turn the body into a virtual body, and

older versions of the real inLo simulacra. Gibson's Henry

Case spends most of his time beside (but for all real

purposes inside) a "cyber-space" computer deck, This deck

projects "his disembodied consciousness into the consensual

hallucinaLion that was the matrix" (5) and, in creating a

computer simulation of the world, invites ne\,¡ responses to

biologyr "Sometimes he resented having to l-eave the deck to

use the chemical toilet" (59). In order to stay in the

matrix and in his "virtual" body for more than eight hours,

Case hooks up a I'Texas Catheter" (168). "It is dif f icult to

deny at least a parallel between râ: 'hard' technocratic

version of society and the ascetic effort that vJas demanded.
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the most highly developed industrial societies in

make them competitive" (Lyotard 12).

Although

scatolog i caI

Gibson does

funct ions--the

not equate humanity with

Artificial Intelligence

Wintermute creates a "man," Corto, who eats, sleeps, and

masLurbates, but who stares into space during his spare

time--scatology nevertheless becomes a basic constituent

which still allies Gibson's characters with past times"

Human affect is signatled by the scatological--a sympathetic

bartender's tooth decay (Neuromancer 3 ) , Turner's nausea

upon receiving raw computer data (Count Zero 23), Jones'

grime under his fingernails (216). Aga inst Vi rek' s

transcendental and disembodied search for the fountain of

youth, Bobby Newmark's experience of simulation engenders an

abject but more human version of the se1f. Virek comes very

near to the condition which Mcluhan calls "angelism." "At

the speed of light. . everybody is discarnate, a nervous

system without a body" (Letters 515). "Electronic media

literally translated us into angels. On the phone 'we are

there' and 'they are here,' and so with radio and T.V."

(letters 422) " Virek's here-and-thereness is convincing but

false because he appears in holographic images. On the

other hand, Bobby's mother's wholesal-e entry into her

simstim soap operas--she even drools a IittIe during good

shows (33)--sets up new social relations and self-

perceptions for Bobby: "He stilI harbored creepy feelings
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that Some of the characlers she talked about were relatives

of his, rich and beautífu1 aunts and uncles who might turn

up one day if only he weren't such a little shit" (34). The

illusory corporeality of the elevated actors in the nev¡

media are directly linked to the abject version of the self.

This historicizes Kristeva's "abject mother": since Bobby's

mother had "jacked that shit straight through the pregnancy"

( 34 ) , she i s not only the biological and psychological

inscription that Kristeva theorizes, but also a

technological- inscription of the abject c | 2 6

Scott Bukatman has suggested that Gibson is complicit

with technological advance, that by making the virtual world

of the computer phenomenal Gibson gives these microscopic

sites a deceptive coporeality and that science fiction

deceptively compensates for the loss of human agency in a

technological society. David Porush conversely argues that

science fiction's techno-inoculation serves aS a v¡ay for the

writer to preserve a core of humanity rvithin new simulacra

(171) " Certainly Gibson addresses a world in which 'a11

that is the case' rnay be technologically simulated. Marly

comes to such a conclusion in CounL Zero: "the sinister

thing about a simstim construct, really, was that it carried

the suggestion that any environment might be unreal" (139).

Towards the end of Neuromancer, CaSe lands on a beach where

lhe dead live again and considers his state: "Hot urine

soaked his jeans, dribbled on the sand. " You needed
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this world built for you, this beach" To die" (234).

Although Case on the beach becomes a figure for the

civil-ized man deprived of his technological productions, w€

discover that even the beach has been simulated by the

art i f ic ial inte1l igence, Neuromancer " I n Gibson' s

sufficiently advanced technology, scatology too is condemned

to the virtual and the problem of "angelism" is heightened

in Neuromancer, where Case splits into two selves' Gibson

does not exempt literature from his definition of

s imulat i on : "I think that a number of reviewers have

mistaken my Sense of realism, of the commercial surfaces of

characters' 1ives, for some deep and genuine attempt to

understand technology" (quoted in Gunn , l-L7) " The question

of simulation is thus transposed from bodily realism to the

level of the artwork. The characters in Count Zero discover

in the end that the Cornell boxes sold anonymously to art

deaters throughout the narrative are the productions of an

artificial intelligence which puts together human waste in

an evocative art of garbage: "They send me new things, but

I prefer the old things" (226). In a marvelous

ventriloquism of agency, the computer iLself wants to

support Porush's humanist thesis.

It is much less clear whether Leonard Cohen prefers the

otd things, because although Beautiful Losers evokes a pre-

scientific cosmos and scatologizes the disembodied aspects

of modern popular culture, his ethnographic collection masks
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a profound skepticism about recuperation. "Are the stars

tiny after all? I^7ho will put us to sleep? Should I save my

fingernails? Is matter holy? I want the barber to bury my

hair" (6)--ttre accumulation of questions and desires does

not mean that the narrator is serious about saving his

bodily ejecta from the malignity of sympathetic magic, but

that all times and beliefs have become a playground for the

present.I2T Of course the present too is a playground for

the present" Of going to a movie, Lhe narrator says, "I
have to take my eyes out for a pee. I've leaked all over

the kitchen from all my holes, movie will stuff pores with

white splinters and stop my invasion of the world, missed

movies wiIl ki11 me tonight" (68). Cohen predicts what

Arthur Kroker calls "the phase of designer bodies" when F"

and the other boys ritually remove the narrator's wart in

the school bathroom and in the name of science (110), and

when F" includes "the sphínctre kit" as part of the Charles

Axis programme for F.'s human creations. In each of these

instances, the scatological supplement to the implied

technology (or "technification" of the body in the latter

two examples) seems to subvert F"'s will "to stop bravely at

the surface" (4). Nevertheless, with the present as with

the past, the overdetermined satire means that the will to

play supersedes most embodiments and most orientations of

past t'magictt to present "scienceo rrr r g

At1 Cohen's characters in Beautiful Losers are
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relentlessly scatological, However, in the fear of the

technological appropriation of bíologyt 'e (which is not

really evident in Cohen) ttre image of the disembodied

scientist becomes important, This figure appears everywhere

in Gibson's work, from the artificial intelligence which

recreates Corto and which manifests itself in the

holographic image of another sc ientist, Finn, to the

cyberspace cowboy who does the practical work of science

while avoiding the bathroom. The figure also shows up in

Cat's Eye, although Atwood's realist conventions refer more

to present soc iety. Elaine's brother, Stephen, gets a

chemistry set which makes "horrible smelfs" (109), but even

though he also gets carsick (his only weakness) and urinates

words into the ground that are "like his real writing" Q2),

he progressively rejects the realm of the scatological. His

early Baconian project to measure and extend the limits of

what is known comes to refer to astronomy, not to his

youthful magnification of earwax. Elaine, but not Stephen,

understands his scatological nicknames for teachers as a

reversion to his true self (233). During the plane

hijacking which eventually kilIs him, Stephen hopes that

there wiIl be no pants-wetting among the passengers.

This rationalist persona is not, of course, mercly a

construction of Stephen's, but belongs to the cultural fund

of clichés as Cordelia's joke on Elaine indicates: if the

person who catches fishes for a living is call-ed a fisher,
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r¡¡hat should a collector of bugs (ntaine's f ather ) be ca1led?

I.7hen EIaine answers as expected, Cordelia says, "He's an

entomologist, stupid. You should be ashamed. You should

have your mouth washed out with soap" (144)" The joke

satirízes the dignity that the Greek suffix confers upon

scientific and other selected academic occupations. The

novel's epigraph furthermore makes Stephen into a parody of

sritish theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking, who in the

popular press appears as the disembodied and over-cerebral

scientist, naturalizing the topos of body/mind conflict in

the image of the quadriplegic, and invigorating the topos

with the moral force of the marginalized person.r3 0 Stephen

Risley's--actualIy Stephen Hawking's--astronomy pushes

Elaine into the virtual; when he describes the stars as

echoes, she feels as if her body is dissolving (110). But

Atwood intends the image of Stephen writing "the whole solar

system, three times over, in pee" (72) to have another

effect: framing the impulse to name and investigate the

supramundane is a biological situation v¡hich belies the

disembodied conclusions. Against the trend towards

cybernetic models of the human, which "subsume the messiness

of the human observer's role into a system of positive math"

(porush 375) , Atwood's mimesis reduces the scientific

impulse until it is not so different from Elaine's hard

education in the laws of hygiene, especially as they apply

-^-l--L9 9elrLrer o
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Not entirely separate from the figure of the scientist is

that of the doctor. Lennie Rravítz, Richler's budding

doc tor , does not become "another Pasteur" (The

Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz 173), but a back-door

abortionist. Lowry's Dr. VigiI makes vast claims on his

office front for the extent of his knowledge. "¡The Consuls

passed Dr. Vigil's windows on the far side: Dr Arturo Díaz

Vigi1, Medico Cirujano y Partero, Facultad de Mexico, de Ia

Escuela Medico Militar, Enfermedades de Ninos,

Indisposiciones nerviosas and how politely all this

di ffered from the notices one encountered in the

mingitorios! Consultasde LZ a2 y4 a7. Aslight

overstatement, he thought" (69). Even though Lowry

contrasts the doctor with the urinal, the Consul's

sensitivity towards exaggeration undermines the public

printed discourse of the doctor, even if only in regards to

hours. Bowering's Dr, Menzies in Burninq Water is both

scientist and physician. George Vancouver wants to urinate

on Menzies' precious ferns (46) even though the cartographer

(Vancouver) and the scientist have both done fundamentally

the same thing in North America. In this implied power

struggle between European political and European scientific

ends, the scientist comes out less tainted, but the effect
is merely local as elsewhere Bov¡ering's Amerindians collapse

romantic poetry and scatological implications into

technological activity" Reasoning from the absence of women

on the ship, the "second Indian" arrives, deductively, at an
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explanation of European scientific and explorative advance

as a male activity: "Maybe when men fuck men all the time

they learn the lore that takes them great distances on

wingèd homes filled with useful objects made of iron" (148).

This bit of social logic is of course not meant to be taken

seriously, but it does tie the bearers of technology in with

anal sexuality" Gibson's and Ätwood's scientists, the

doctors of Richler, Lowry, and Bowering are created unable

to escape the scatological significations of the body.

If via the image of the scientist v¡e loop back to The

Rebel Angels and to Davies'desire to gain access to

primitive arcana via the filth cure, wê notice that this
desire is articulated through Ozias Froats, a biologist who

analyzes people's feces and who therefore belongs to both

the modern (and respectable) typology of the scientist as

measurer, and to the older (satirical) typology that Bakhtin

elucidates of the doctor or alchemist as scatophagus holding

up a bottle of urine (gakhtin 1984, I79) " Medical science

followed the contributors to the Hippocratic anthology in

the belief that urine and feces could symptomize struggles

within the body (nakhtin 1984 , 357 î McGrew 104 ) . The

analysis of urine began to be applied to specific diseases

in the second half of the Eighteenth Century with, for

example, Matthew Dobson's important discovery in l-776 that

the residue of diabetic urine smelled and (in v¡hat we might

call- a curious learned intersection of measurement and
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scatophagy) tasted like sugar (Mccrew 74). WhiIe Davies

satirizes Froats' personality, he does not satirize Froats'

alchemical science. In devising the "l-ost" letter that

connects Paracelsus and RabeIais, Davies ignores Rabelais'

attacks on alchemy. Rabelais' alchemists claim to cure

seventy-eight kinds of illnesses with turds (pantagruel

32464) and Queen Quintessence sits on the close-stoo1 by

proxy (3:654). For Rabelais as for Swift excrement

functioned to demythologize science. During Gulliver's
voyage to Laputa he visits the grand Academy of Lagado, a

parody of the Royal Society, and sees one particular
researcher who is a parody of Baconian investigation into
mean particulars: "His Employment from his first coming

into the Acadêfly, was an operation to reduce human Excrement

to its original Food, by separating the several parts,

removing the Tincture which it receives from the Ga11,

making the Odour exhale, and scumming off. the saliva. He

had a weekly Allowance from the Society, of a Vessel fitled
with human Ordure, about the Bigness of a Bristol Barrel"
(Swiet 1965, 173). Davies may well have had in mind another

Swiftian version of this tradition from 'A Discourse

Concerning the Mechanical Operation of the Spirit, Etc." in

mind: "Certain Fortune-tellerS in Northern America, whO

have a Way of reading a Man's Destiny, by peeping in his
Breech" (Sr+i f t 1939, 186 ) "

But Davies never gets too

precise or Loo satirical about the naiure of Froats'

excremental operations. For Ðavies scatology's evocation of
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ique of
1

Similar authorial impulses suspend Froats uncomfortably

between science and popular images of science 
"

Asa
measurer of excrement, Froats succeeds the Sixteenth Century

scientist S" Santorius, who measured ingestion and excretion

and rvhose emphasis on quantitative measurements are part of

the tradition that led to i^iilliam Harvey's discovery of the

circulation of blood.'3' As a student of somatotyping,

however, Froats follows the popular but discredited work of

w.H. Sheldon, whose constitutional psychology has proved so

far to be a dead end" Davies does not appear conscious that

Sheldon's ambitious correlations between body type and

personality v¡ere not found by subsequent researchers, and

Davies' "science" has fooled even the ablest of critics.
Elizabeth Harvey, for example, treats somatotyping as an

established technique, and repeats Davies' uncorroborated

assertion that penicillin began as filth therapy (Harvey

93). Other authorities give far different accounts¡ "Body

type and personality type correlate about 0.80 in Sheldon's

work; however, such high correlations h'ere not found by

others" (Peyser 1037). "Both ancient medical texts and folk

traditions recommend the use of molds, especially in wound

dressings, but there is no known connection between these

folk practices and the modern discovery of peníciIlin, which

is strictly a Twentieth Century achievement" (McGrew 247) 
"
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Like Hugh Maclennan in voices in Time, Davies unwittingly
takes somatotyping more seriousry than it deserves.

Patr ic ia Monk, who more carefully acknov¡l-edges the
weaknesses of constitutional psychorogy (97), defends in
detail Davies' uses of and departures from shetdonian

orthodoxy. Although the referent in somatotyping fairs,
Monk shows how Davies uses it to address the relations
between the body and the soul.

Itrt is not dangerous, as in a medicinable drug, whether

in an ord tale or report, be it thus or thus, so or so"
(Montaigne l3); nevertheless, while literary references to
the body convey psychic and social structures, the referents
outside the text cannot be discounted. The artist must

submit to the rigour of what is known, argues Émile zol'a (o.

Grant 40) and, if it seems anachronistic (especiatry where

fantasy and postmodernism come under discussion) to cite
realist jealousy of the scientific method (o. Grant 31), the
reader, if not always the artist, is constantly invol-ved in
measuring the text against "v¡hat is known." Even a rudic
departure from the history of science rike Burninq water

depends for its rhetorical effect on its status as

departure. Even an unconscious departure rike The Rebel

Angels cannot be understood except as departure.
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The Lord said to Moses, "Say to the
people of I srael, I f a woman
conceives, and bears a male chiId,
then she shall be unclean seven
days; as at the time of her
menstruation, she shall be unclean.
And on the eighth day the flesh of
his foreskin shall be circumcised"
Then she shall continue for thirty-
three days in the blood of her
purifying; she shall not touch any
hallowed thing, nor come into the
sanctuary, until the days of her
purifying are completed. But if
she bears a female child, then she
shall be unclean two weeks, as in
her menstruation; and she shall
cont inue in the blood of her
purifying for sixty-six days."

--Leviticus 12:1-5

"When a vroman has a discharge of
blood which is her regular
discharge from her body, she shall
be in her impurity for seven days,
and whoever touches her shall be
unclean until the evening. And
everything upon which she sits
shall be uncfean. And whoever
touches her bed shall wash his
clothes, and bathe himself in
water, and be uncl-ean unt i 1 the
even i ng . And whoever touches
anything upon which she sits shall
wash his clothes, and bathe himself
in water, and be unclean until the
evening; whether it is the bed or
anything upon which she sits, when
he touches it he shall be unclean
until the evening. And if any man
lies with her, and her impurity is
on him, he shaIl be unci.ean seven
days; and every bed on which he
Iies shall be unclean."

- Levit icus 15:19-24
I

the disgust

rhetoric,
for dirt have referents

they have nevertheless
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repeatedly been used as social controls--perhaps most

notably (as the work of Àtwood indicates) to demand of women

a clean and proper body. During a gender analysis of

reader-oriented literary theories, Patrocinio Schweickart

wonders, "where does the text get its power to draw us into

its designs?" (27) Schweickart's answer is that the

individuating impulse of a male protagonist arouses, even in

the female reader, an authentic desire for "autonomous

selfhood" (28). The limits of this explanation become clear
when applied to consistentl-y ironic texts, but Schweickart

provides a crucial link between gender theoríes and the

scatology" Schweickart's "autonomous't self becomes not a

simply a f igure of the enf ranchised \,roman, but bears the

trace of all civilized values, and she refuses to jettison

those symbolic and real values even while criticizing the

patriarchal symbolic order under which they were

constituted. l 3 3 One of those values--Ianguage--is, according

to Elaine Showalter, "the site of a covert struggle for
gender meanings,l' and the aquisition of language constitutes
gender under what Jacques Lacan calls 'the Name of the

Father' (ShowaIter, "Rise" I, 3). By 'the Name of the

Father' Lacan means those structures in language r+hich

implicitty prohibit and permit certain actions; these

prohibitions not only maintain a patriarchal system,

however, but make possible the civilized se1f, âs feminist

analysts have suggested: the Name of the Father "coi-rfirms

in the child its attempts to situate itself in realityu (C.
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Burke 110)" The problem, therefore, is not simply that the

traditional representation of the civilized self has been

formed under the sign of the male. The general constitution
of the civilized self against the scatological symbolism of

origins also holds true for the female self--as the novels

of Thomas, Laurence, Roy, and Atwood have already shown in

Part One. The problem is that many novelists (both male and

female) have tended to represent women at the discursive

extremes--as either over-civilized or polluted by the

scatological,

Where does this split discourse come from? One of the

ruses of povrer is that those who are privileged demand a

greater cleanliness from social subordinates (eIias 137)

even âs, perhaps because, those subordinates are imagined to

be dirtier. It is thus impossible to understand gender as

ttdifference" w i thout some rec our se to the

institutionalization of mal-e /female hierarchies (Showalter

"Rise" 4). Secondly, the traditional- use of women as

exchange commodity has made virginity and other forms of

cleanliness an important part of market va1ue, even whil-e

the bodily and abject images generated by childbirth add a

psychological pressure that increases the woman's

association with "pre-civilízed" pollution (Kristeva 1982,

52-4).1 3 4 In the Nineteenth Century the production of a

female civilized self through education in courtesy included

a strong anti-scatological component. Retention of bodily
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ejecta was considered by many educators at girls' schools as

the trait of a gentlewoman, since it symbolized not Eiving
in to bodily urges (Corbin 774). During the contemporaneous

growth of bathrooms, hromen v¡ere en joined not to let anyone,

including their husbands into
inside (vigarello 2t5-16).

a bathroom while they were

In Mark Hurdlestone, Mary Matthews' unfortunate maleness

(noted by the narrator and later by Juliet and Anthony 139,

148) is expressed in "coarse jokes" and "profane songs."

O'Hagan, Richardson, and Haliburton are even more

straightforward. Selva, in a bar, hears a man say "the

world's a piss pot" And Irve been all around it looking for

the handle" (The School-Marm Tree 101). Her shock at the

mild colloquialism marks off male and female worlds, just as

Clara de Haldimar's shock at the sight of blood in Wacousta

marks her sphere off from that of the British soldiers.
Clara reproduces the Indian wars when she and El-Ien Halloway

(who has gone native) fight for possession of a knife, but

when Ellen grasps the naked blade Clara faints at the sight

of the blood that she has been the means of shedding, and

this marks her off even from her feminized brother Charles

de Haldimar. Haliburton has Sam Slick beat a manrs wife to

make her tractable, and SIick raises welts where no one can

see. With a certain degree of cynicism, Slick transgresses

cívilized boundaries and then invokes those very Iimits,

counting on the woman's greater civility: "I calculate you
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wonrt

(L22) .

be over forrard to show'em ¡the v¡elts: where they be"

Grove f o1lor,¡s a similar, if more sublimated,

pattern. For him female civility is a very thin veneer, but

his idealist demands on v¡omen are great. Grove's Settlers
of the Marsh represents bodily bases of motivation in both

Nie1s LindstedL and Clara Vogel, but C1ara is also (in the

tradition of St " Jerorne) ttre cosmetic mask of passion which

Nie1s must see through in order to recognize the death's-
head underneath. She is humanized, but only momentarily

when she imagines her degradation: "you want to fling me on

this. this manure pile here" (153)" Only when the ideal

sphere of womanhood (which Grove both demands and distrusts)
is threatened, can Clara become sympathetic" By comparison,

Ostenso's Wild Geese (1ike SetLlers of the Marsh published

in 1925) does not demand the same ideal sphere of Judith
Gare, and Judith is therefore not polluted by her

associations with manure.

. More surprising is the appearance of this paltern of the

over-civilized woman in quite recent noveLs where the writer
is not attempting a rnimesis of early Canadian society. In

The Story of Bobbv O'Ma11ey, Agnes O'Ma11ey can "never admit

to using the bathroon" (13). She believes that men are

erotic and scatologic, while all $¡omen are potential nuns"

I n thi s way Johnston makes her enunc iate what v¡as and i s

real1y a male discourse: for example, medieval Catholic

commentalors suggested that because virgins were more
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continent than others, their urine was also cl-earer (Not in
God's Image 142) "t z s Against such over-civilization of

women, a state which must always seem like naive sublimatíon

in post-Freudian epistemologies, Johnston's men repeatedly

insist upon the body" Schoolboys color kleenex red to mock

Flo's menarche; encouraged by her dismay, they color more

and more kleenex FIo is confronted by "a whirling vortex of

sanitary napkins" (50-52) 
" Even though one gir1, Phil1y,

farts in public h,ithout suffering sociaIly, Johnston's

mimesis generally implies that the woman herself, not any

social discourse, is responsible for the failed attempt to

manufacture a clean and proper sphere" Indeed, Johnston's

Agnes is doubly bound. Because Ted stands in for the

scatological body, she can either let her civilized persona

be degraded or set herself apart; however, because setting
herself apart is not intellectually reputable in Johnston's

epistemology, the option that he has her choose also

degrades her sphere of rationality.

In Robertson Davies' system, ãtt comes from a

scatological underworld; thi s immediately sets art in

dialectic with the sphere of sophisticated culture that
Davies' novels always aspire t.o, and the dialectic is
especially evident in the figure of the female artist.
Since Hulda Schnakenburg, the graduate student composer in

The Lyre of Orpheus, wears pants with a "yeIIow stain around

the crotch, " her dirt is "the real- thing" (25) lending
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substance to her music. But toward the end of the narrative
Davies has her washed, dressed up, and, in an unconscious

echo of Elias (court, courtois, courtesy), taught to curtsy.
For Davies' male protagonists (1ike Magnus Eisengrim) the

civilizing process is not so clearly coded through hygiene.

Hulda is first placed among civilized $¡omen and only then

welcomed as a civilized artist"

At the other extreme are the women who remain constituted
by their bodily ejecta: Thomas's Rachel in Latakia, and

Smartrs personae in Ey Grand Central Station I Sat Down and

Irlept and in The Assumption of Rogues and Rascal_s.

Traditionally this would make Thomas's and Smart's
protagonists 'po1luted women, ' but, given the materialist
epistenologies that we have noted, pollution becomes a

pos i t ive rhetor ical value . The two writers in Latakia,
Rachel and Michael, fight over v¡hose turn it is to clean the

bathroom (+1); Rachel at first interprets this in primarily
soc ial terms: "Prince Charming probably chose Cinderella
because she was the onry one who could do housework" (87) 

"

In The Doub1e Ghetto: Canadian Women and their Segregated

I{ork, Pat Armstrong connects femare subordination to the low

prestige of household tasks (66). Despite new developments

such as vacuum cleaners, automatic washers, and dryers,
cleaning work has not really diminished because standards of

cleanliness are rising (7r), and the partial integration of

1t
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canadian women into the workforce has generarly not resul-ted

in a lessened demand upon them to do housework. Thomas goes

a step past social analysis, connecting the cleaning and not

cleaning of toilets directly to Michael's aesthetics. He

types and recites his novel out loud so that Rache1 can hear

him making progress while she is in the bathroom (30, 70),

But he cannot urinate in a dirty pubric bathroom (113), old

bodies disgust him (117), and Rache1 implies that precisely
because Michael ignores household chores his repression of

the material world is much greater than her ov¡n: "How are

you going to write if you can't get outside yourself?" (1IB)

Rachel asks, and insists that she has a "greater faith in

the material" (124) 
"

Although she discounts Michael's claim that men and women

write differently (133), she has reached exactly that
conclusion. And, arthough Thomas sometimes treats Rachel

with irony--for example, RacheI wants Michael to recognize

that people cleaned him up as a baby (lI9), while she

herself has temporarily abandoned her children--Thomas

nevertheless emphasizes Lhe social and literary importance

of Rachel ' s exper ience " One of the f i rst things that
Michael learns to say in Greek is kake gine which Thomas

translates as "bad r^¡oman" ( b0 ) , but which has etymological

connections with dirt and scatology. One of the most

notable things about Thomas's writing is her rejection of

the well-made plot, for which she sustitutes the minutae of
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emotional and bodily states.

Men write with a larger historical framework, says

Michael (133); his condescending theory seems to hold for
the narrator of Ey Grand Central Station I Sat Down and

Wept, who gives only passing mention to World War Two (even

though the novel was completed in 1941 and published in

1945): "Why should even ten centuries of the world's woe

l-essen the fact that I Iove? Cradle the seed, cradle the

seed, even in the volcano's mouth" (90). Elizabeth Smart

hints at historical referents through the idiot child born

at the end of the novel, yet the female body supersedes

history' s impingements: 'I can only wait, like an egg for
the twenty-first day" (100); "Nature is using me. I am a

seedbag" (113 ) . The same supersession occurs in The

Assumption of Rogues and Rascal-s (1978) even though the body

is much changed. Replacing the tragic "seedbag, " is a

constipated old woman: "The breakthrough is a bit bogged

down. But oD, on" . It will pour. The worry will there

be paper enough. Look after the paper" Nappies too; though

you can never really believe that a baby will come out"
(107). The metaphors claim a symmetry between female body

processes and the process of writing, giving the female

writer an authority to compensate for the lack of formal

schooling (and Smart an authority to compensate for her

innocence of critical theory): "what about, . the wiped-

out pioneers and lonely women agonizing at their too-far-off
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htater hores? The long meaningless care of their outdoor

lavatories? So girls, I recommend a study of

manure, and the great rising and falling and fertilizing
principres, which are not sad" (109-r0). smartts narrator
thus agonizes for the extra-textual and scatorogicar body,

while history (of pioneer r{omen, of singre mothers) is
merery axiomatic. The refusal of sadness is particularly
poignant since smart had to write throw-away articres for
Ì,¡omen's magazines to support her f our children, Do doubt

while John Barth's Max spierman of Giles Goat Boy studied
postmodern proctocology on a grant at Johns Hopkins.

Whatever personal exigenc ies led to Smart's comic

closure, one need look no further than the scatoì-ogical

metaphors to notice how a feminist approach to history makes

the association of woman and body problematic. Male

rhetoric from Aristotle to Freud has emphasized that r¡romen,

often through excremental- metaphors, stand in for the body.

Aristotle believed that women contribute the matter to the

foetus, while iren give the form. Women's disorderliness was

thus founded on physiology" until the revolutions in
chemistry, women v¡ere believed to be composed of cold and

wet humours" Hebrew skepticism about the surrounding high

cultures and their mythologies was often coded through a

rejection of fertility practices and, therefore, through a

rejection of v¡omen in favor of paternity (schneidau 90f).
Jerome, Tertullian, and Augustine associated women with
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filth because women represented an immediate danger to
celibate and ascetic carlings. Roger caen in 1095 said that
women are dung covered by white skin, and the bodily
association of women was an

centuries of r^¡itch hunts" 13 6

important term during the

To explain the psychology of this discourse, Mâry Douglas

says that pollution crusters around sex because sex is
potentially explosive" But this does not explain why vromen

hístorically have seemed to be more susceptibre to sexual
pollution than men. In Freudian psychoanalysis the

association of women and scatology occurs because of
childbirth; the bowel contents are given the meaning of baby

by the young child. Because of the young chir-d's ignorance

of the vagina, Freud claims, the chird believes that babies

must be evacuated via the only route possibte--the anus--a

route which indeed is used among amphibians. The difficulty
is that when these references appear among patients, Freud

arways detects a homosexual current, so that whatever is
female becomes a filiation of mare sexuarity. Therefore, in
Freud's altempt to explain, he also extends the old
discourse in r,Ihich the female body is a trope for suppressed

aspects (homosexuality, excrementar functions) of the male

body" More importantfy, Freud ignores the social code

through which the anal birth is articulatêd,,,, an omission

which canadian novels correct" The 'abject foetus' appears

in The rnvention of the world where r^Iade rabours to bring
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himself into history and work by farting (158), in A Jest of

God where Rachel confuses a uterine tumour with a child, and

in The River Horsemen v¡here, according to Nick sobchuk sr",
a Ukrainian v¡oman gives birth: "When I come up to her, she

had a baby dropped in the back of her skirt, Iike a bloody

shit" (73). None of these novers suggest Freud's sublimated

homosexual referent, though all three, in different ways,

make use of the more general Freudian typology of feces and

death" Laurence also addresses the psychology of motherhood

through Rachel's reactions against her own mother and

'child,' while williams' Nick sr. clearly uses his anecdote

to undervarue the labour (childbirth and housework) of his
own wife, a patriarchal discourse which Nick Jr.
only with great difficulty.

un l-ea rn s

Because the metaphysical epistemologies at the heart of

the Judeo-christian patrimony have to some extent been

reversed (as we shall see in Chapter 9), it is not

surprising that theorists like Gilbert and Gubar , Cixous,

and Kristeva, in attempt to arso reverse power structures,
have retained the figural association of woman and body.

Gilbert and Gubar emphasize how privatized bodily experience

has often operated at the boundaries of and deformed the

public alphabet (22) 
"

Natalie Davis has shown that in

medieval times sexual inversion could qive "positive license
to the unruly v¡oman" (I47) , Male speech, argues Hélène

his own bodilyCixous, "deprives him, he .knows, of
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territory" ( "Medusa" 247) 
"

Cixous projecLs a new woman who

engages in "systematic experimentation v¡ith the bodily
functions" By writing her se1f, vroman will return to

the body which has been more than confiscated irom her,

which has been turned into the uncanny stranger on display--
the ailing or dead figure, which so often turns out to be

the nasty companion, the cause and location of inhibitions.
Censor the body and you censor breath and speech" ("Medusa"

250\. Kristeva follows Freud by asserting that the child
"crosses" the maternal bowels and thereupon takes the rnother

for the abjectol3s The body becomes a guiltless authority
(ttre order of the mother), spì-it of f f rom the other universe

of. "social1y signifying performances" (the order of the

phallus, 1980 , 74) " i.fhile Kristeva has f elt uneasy under

the sign of feminism and does not reify these differences
into biological orders (despite her metaphors), she

privileges the writer who allows the mother--abject and

scaLological--play in the text. I 3 e

This extension of what the 'pol1uted r¡¡oman' means has

come under the critique that for the new French feminists

the body is too exclusively pleasureable (Eagleton 205). In

fact , a soc ia1 imperat ive may be operat ing in thi s

'pl-easureable' body: according to the International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, research via projective

techniques (onto inkblots and pictures) suggests that among

females there is a moderate incrèase in body references
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beyond age fifteen, compared to a decline among males. D"J.

van Lennep interprets: "in western culture men are supposed

to transcend their bodies and turn their energies toward the

wor1d" Women, on the other hand, are given approval for
continuing and even increasing their investments in their
bodies" (risher 115-16)"

The undercurrent of social oppression in Thomas and smart

suggests thal they are aware of the limits to their bodily
texts, even though the work of Thomas and smart approaches

Kristeva's notion of the 'feminine-genderedr text. Thomas's

Mrs. Blood knows that Jason, her husband, has bought her

nightgowns in a bargain basement, which she associates with
1ysol and dog excrement. More crucial than his economic

devaluation of her is Jason's role in her sprit into Mrs.

Blood and Mrs. Thing. Although as Mrs. Brood she subverts
patriarchal strucLures, it was Jason's demand for an

abortion that put her, forever after, in conjunction with
breeding. The patriarchal context of this breeding does not

associate it with radicat female measures of reproductive
control (like abortion or the diuretics which were believed
to induce menstruation and prevent conception, Not Tn God's

Image t26); neither does the context ful1y conf i rm

Kristeva's assertior. that excrement represents danger from

without while menstrual blood stands for danger from within
(1982, 7I), Mrs. Blood is lacerated both from within and

from without.
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The association of women with the body is important

because it posits a female narrative, originating in a

female body, âgâinst the usual- male narrative form of

tumescence and detumescence (Winnett 509). However,

Thomas's focus on violence and power qualifies the

rhetorical utility of 'po11uted' r¡¡omen. Kristeva recognízes

as much when she says that def i l-ement r ites are evidence of

the attempt by two powers (not necessarily men and vromen) to

share out society without a central authority (t9BZ, 70).

In the Canadian novel, scaLology often becomes a much more

literal register of male oppression. Àmong Moore's French

and natives the derogatory comparison of the warriors to

women--r'Are you a bunch of pissing hromen, then?" (elack Robe

200)--covers up the way that Neehatin, for example, always

gets his wisdom from his wife before he presents it (as his
own ) in counc i 1. In No Pain Like This Body female

suffering, both from within--"I bleed blood to make dat

chiIe" (20)--and without--"You shut you kiss me ass mout and

cook!" (66) is registered scatologically, whi Ie in

shakespeare's Dog Anne Hathaway changes diapers and takes

her husband' s " sgui rt " ( 123 ) between her legs : in Rooke' s

revised standard version, Shakespeare's Iife is kitling
herô I 4 0 SexualiLy is likewise the site of male violence in
Eve of the FaLher, where Magnus sodomizes his unfaithful
girlfriend. In The New Ancestors, Àma Awotchwi Burdener

inherits the soiled underwear of her estranged husband,

Michael, in a dream (119). Michael eventually recognizes
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that sociar violence is mostly male when he sees that in
Mali Isramic law puts a severe taboo on menstruation while
ignoring v.D. (314).rcr

Maria Theotoky, whom Davies constructs as a physical

model of idealized femininity in The RebeI AngeIs, is
harrassed by Urquhart McVarish, who uses Rabelais'
question--"why is it that a young lady's thighs are always

cool?" (Gargantua 1.39; The Rebel Angers 50)--to varidate
his desire to degrade her. Friar John's answer in
Gargantua--the coolness comes from shade, a sort of wind,

and something ]ike rain--was at reast partiatly a class
attack and was evidently meant to subvert the courtly love

tradition. Bakhtin defends Rabelais on precisely this
ground: against idealization Rabelais gives women a

material body which simurtaneously degrades and regenerates
(¡akhtin 1984, 239-43) .

Davies, however, much more than Rabelais, deals

consciously with the social roles in which gender and

scatology meet. McVarish's instrumental use of Rabelais

qualifies the exorbitant pleasure-giving Ianguage by tying
the fun to a specific context in Lhe pov¡er relations between

men and women. I 4 2 Of course, Davies neutralizes the

potentiar criticism of Raberais by having Maria study him,

defend him, and occasionally pray Rabelaisian roles herself.
Much less insidious Lhan Mcvarish's harrassmeni are the

attempts by Penelope Raven and Maria to deconstruct
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perceived gender roles. Professor Raven says "you've no

idea what

sphinctres !

'womankind'

the whole concept of \Á/omankind ovres to

" (185) Allhough the emphasis is biological,
i s neverthel-ess understood as a soc ia1

construction; Maria, less circumspect, shouts obscene verse

in a restaurant (74). The linguistic ptay upon her name

extends from the mother of Jesus to the archemist Maria

Prophetissa to the bain-marie, the rejuvenating dung-bath

which, wê are told, derives its name from the second-

greatest Mary--Miriam, Moses' sister. These symbolic

accumulations are compounded because of the v¡ay that the

violin in the bomari is described: "the great lady is
undressed for her sreep" (155). The swiftian echoes in this
objectification of vlomen do not reduce Maria despite what

one might expect after reading Swift's "Strephon and Ch1oe"

or "Cassinus and Peter." The danger runs the other way:

'woman' is both contained and scatological container, both

the work of art and the scatological process without which

the violin will lose its timbre" It is possible to see, in
such a characterization, simply another version of the split
between over-civilízation and extreme abjection; however, by

giving Maria such a wide range of signification and then

allowing her, unlike Hu1da Schnakenburg, to refuse the

extremes, Davies avoids nailing her to an archetype.

111
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More compelling rejections of the split discourse appear

in the work of Munro and Atwood, where the over-civitized
!¡oman and the woman who stands in for the body are both

clearly social productions, Although Del Jordan hates the

well bred girls who would not use the Lown toilets (t3t),

she occasionally seems no different: ordinarily she will
not say that she has to go to the bathroom in front of men

(Lives of Girls and Women 159). But the contextual-

reference to courtship rituals suggests that Del's over-

civilized persona is not self-created, but follows what men

seem to want. For VioIet in Munro' s novel-1a *A Sueer

Streak" the documents from the past are "full of filth.
Horse manure. Set out in rohrs. On purpose" Inside my

trunk in my own house" (249) " The duplicitous sign "horse"
gestures at both her dead horse, King Bii.ty, and her dead

father, also called King Bil1y--to whom Violet's sister,
Dawn Rose, once anonymously v¡rote "You ought to be thrown

down the toilet hole head first. You bowlegged stupid

rotten pig. You ought to have your things cut off" (220).

The wording of Dawn Rose's anger hints that Violet's later
propriety and desire to forget the scatological past may

really be a desire to forget some kind of sexual abuse"

MaIe coercion also appears in Who Do You Think You Are,

where Rose's urine retention is entirely circumstantial:
she avoids the school outhouse only because it has been the

site of rape. As a potential victim (like Franny McGiIl),
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imidated by
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overly dismayed by a civiLízing process which

washrooms inside the school, allowing the

supervised more easily. ¡leither scatological
bodily renunciation are essential val-ues in

When Rose needs to protect herself against

she avoids the washroom; when, much later,
a

of

perfect housewife, she shares

the scatologist who satirizes

"Do you use that specia1 stove-knob polish?"
"I certainly do. And I use the special stove-knob cl-oths
that come in that specia1 package."
"That's good" Some people don't. "
"Some people will use anything."
"O1d dishrags. "
"O1d snotrags. "uOld snot. " ( 101 )

Munro's complex gendering shows itself particularly when

Rose, to protect herself against the culture's demand for
the type of female beauty that Cora epitomizest reminds

herself that Cora's grandfather cleaned out Latrines. Rose

only seems to be the satirist--since she really does worship

Cora's image--and she critiques the 'clean and proper' body

from the position of one who pretends (who must pretend) to

be cl-eaner and more proper than she really is. Although the

structures of gender have implications for the body,

recourse to the body as an essential value clearly cannot

's01ve' the pov¡er structure 
"

Atwood at times uses the discourse which equates the
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feminine with the body. In The Handmaid's Tale, the future
is, for most purposes (inctuding gender), the past" Because

of the cultural premium placed on reproduction in post-

nuclear Gilead, menstruation is understood as failure, so

that the female body's normal discharge comes to seem (as it
historically often has seemed) tine a pollutant ( 69) "

Gileadean r¡¡omen are not allowed a ref uge even in dif f erence.

"Think of yourselves as seeds" (18), they are Lold, âfl

intended self-identification which makes use of the biblical
metaphor for semen-- male sexual discharge. Against these

conscious repressions, âû unconscious discourse forms I a

sensuous focus on eggs and ovaries (rO¿, 131)" The only

moment of community in the novel- centres around the abject

in childbirth. In Cat's Eye the female body too centers

around blood discharges, from Mrs. Risley's miscarriage

which creates an enlarged image of what could be an egg--"a

huge oval splotch of blood" orì the mattress (178)--to

EIaine's hyperbolic satisfaction at finally getting her

period (244). Although EIaine for a long time believes that

she is above gender and blames Susie's big rear for Josef's

indifference, the gynecological insistence of Susie's blood

after her attempted abortion destroys EIaine's cornplacency

(339). Marian in The Edible Woman recoils from the women at

her bridal- shower: "What peculiar creatures they were; and

the continual flux between the outside and the inside,

taking things in, giving them out chewing, words, potato-

chips, burps, grease, hair, babies, milk, excrement,
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cookies, vomit, coffee, tomato-juice, blood, tea, sweat,

liquor, tears, and garbage. . She felt suffocated by

this thick sargasso-sea of femininity She wanted

something so1id, cl-ear: a man" (tfre Edible Woman 185).

l,Thereas Atwood represents consumer cul-ture as pure surface

and surface rhetoric, a discourse which does not realIy
acknowledge bodily consumption at all, the female is
associated with that which goes on underneath in a reaI, not

a media, body. Atwood therefore gains a rhetorical
advantage against the patriarchy much as Thomas does,

through exactly that sub-sphere to which the feminine has

traditionally been reregated.'4 3 once Marian breaks her

engagement to Peter, the shift in poÌ{er shows itself in

muted scatological insurrection: "fn a spirit of gay

rebellion Marian neglected to erase her bath-tub ring"
(2e6) 

"

But there is a flaw in Marian's vision of the female

body: the details of consumption and excretion that she

provides (except "babies" and "mi1k") appty just as easily
to the male body. The real problern, Atwood implies through

this, is the split discourse. In The Edible Woman, sanitary
napkins are much less surely the signifiers of femininity
than in The g!t+ of Bobby O'Ma11ey. The survey supervisors

appeal to female solidarit¡z in attempt to get interviewers
to do the sanitary napkin survey (120); Atwood, however,

hints that the suppliers are compromising feminism
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commerc ialty. Elaine l-earns, in Cat' s Eye, that f emale

education into a clean and proper body is broader than any

specific injunction. At first she thinks that Cordelia is
her tormenter, but Cordelia is merely a personal face for
the demands of consumer culture, which appear in women's

magazines, the demands to get rid of toilet germs, unwanted

odors, and pimples ¡ 'I see that there is no end to

imperf ection, or to doing things the wrong way" ( l-48 ) . ' o o

Grace Smeath succumbs to the discourse; over-constituted as

a civilized v¡oman, she will not climb because others might

see her underwear (66), but Elaine's cutting out of the

paper women and her whole artistic enterprise ís an attempt

to ga in control over these f emal-e images . She also

recognizes that even the most euphemi st ic scatological
language is a subversion, "of Grace and Mrs" Smeath, of tidy
paper ladies pasted into scrapbooks" (134).

For a t ime Ela ine i s convinced that access to

scatological language wiIl break male po\¡,¡er. She knows that
it is not simply obsceníty, but the back-and-forth play

between 'higher' and 'lower' languages that gives a

particular male discourse its power, and she imitates this
play: 'o' rt I I wonder what Mary did f or diapers? How

come there are no pictures of Christ on the potty? I know

there's a piece of the HoIy Foreskin around, but what about

the Holy Shit?' I enjoy pestering girls in this
minor, Ltivial wayt it shows I am not like them" (303).
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language is concerned with

aII " By means of the last

phrase Atwood problemaLízes the ability of individual

discourses to reform gender roles. Women in themselves

apparently "are" scatological, but men have control over any

scatological discourse; women "ought" to be clean--a demand

that is perpetually being renovated--so that when El-aine

ptays with religious scatology she thinks that she will not

be identified with other women.

An earlier incident in Cat ' s Eye ra i ses prec i seIY the

problem that we began the chapter with--Schweickart's

problem of identification--except that EIaine must deal with

an ironic text. The children make fun of their monarchist

teacher, Miss Lumley, by inventing bl-oomers for her, so that

her paraphernalia of the nritish Empire is always set in the

context of the imagined bloomers. What begins as a

Rabelaisian attack on colonial authority is suspended once

Elaine recognizes the role of gender in the satire. Despite

drawing the post-colonial Canadian reader into an

identification v¡ith the children, Atwood has Elaine

recognize that male underwear for some reason does not spark

the same response, and Elaine starts to ident i fy

hypothetically with the bl-oomers: "whatever is wrong with

them may be v¡rong with me a1so" (85). Using linguistics to

describe a lack of sensory enjoyment in Atwood (Cluett

152-3), Robert Ctuett is insufficiently attentive to moments
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like this: moments during which the protagonist recognizes

the gender biases in sensory languages. T f Elaine

identifies too closely with Mrs" Lumley, she could herself

become the victim of social codes of attributed pollution;

if Elaine joins in the mockery of Mrs. Lum1ey's underwear,

EIaine would not only falsely distance herself from

undervlear, women, and thus herself, but she would also set

in motion precisely the image that l-acerated Elaine herself,

the image of the over-civilized woman, without which the

image of polluted woman would have no context.
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and the Mimesis
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That which cometh out of the
man, that defileth the man.

--Mark 7 220

oE
of

God": Materialist Epistemologies
ReJ- igi on

The soul i s
body.

the prison of the

--Michel Foucault

To each ego its object, to
each super ego its abject"

--JuIia Kristeva
i

It is impossible to understand the image of the over-

civilized woman or the representation of the civilizing
process, particularly its ambivalent nature (ttre reference

to and then withdrawal from the body that keeps

reoccurring), without acknowledging the centraL role which

religious conceptions of holy separation, k-d-sh in the

Hebrew tradition (DougIas I ) , have played. Bodi 1y

discharges were seen as impure (especially during worship or

war) by the Israelites (Douglas 51), and the scatological

image has subsequently been understood in Western religions

to be in dialectic with spirit. Since Calvinist practice

has vastly enlarged the sphere of the individual (weber

98-127),'o' an attack on the Protestant persona has come to

mean an attack on his conviction in his salvation which

(according to t^ieber ) ttre Protestant pro jects onto the

physical and economic spheres. Because the scatological

image is a non-productive aspect of the physical sphere, the

"upward mobility of spirit" (McKeon 794). can be attacked at
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exactly that point at which the Protestant discovers his

salvation enacted in the world. Such a dialectic is implied

when George Grant cIaíms that in Canada "public religion has

become an unimportant litanY of object i f ied self-

righteousness necessary for the more anal Of Our managerSrl

(e" Grant 186) . Even without analyzing Grant's drastic

reduction of social and religious complexity to sublimation

and its discontents, it is evident that the Freudian

metaphor offhandedly relays a tacit epistemology. At the

centre of Freudian psychoanalysis, Marxist theory, indeed at

the centre of most Twent ieth Century f i I iat ions of

scientific ideology inctuding, mutatis mutandis, the nove1,

is the belief that reality must always in the first instant

be understood materially, âD understanding with which the

scatological image naturally sympathizes. I o' À more

subliminal effect created by Grant in the image of anal

retention only becomes clear once we analyze the statement

according to Bakhtin' s dialogic princ iple. According to

Bakhtin's schema, Grant (tike Freud in "Character and AnaI

Eroticism") is not merely engaging in specific psychological

analysis but (and the generality of Grant's essay confirms

this) is attempting to satirize "high" ref igious authority

by means of the low1y scatological image.

The dialectic of scatological materialism and religious

"spirit" is carried out aS a much more conscious fiction by

a number of Canadian novelists. Some--Atr.lood, Findley,
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Ladoo, Scott, and Johnston--for varying reasons intend the

material polemic to undercut the spiritual hubris involved

in particular forms of religious faith; others--Davies,

Laurence, Williams, Moore, and Richler--appropriate the

cufture's dominant material epistemology in order to

naturalize faith in a bodily context. Excepting perhaps

Shoeless Joe, where W.P. Kinsetla both tongue-in-cheek and

very ser iously treats basebal-1 as a rel igion, Canadian

novelists tend to double back over the religious persona

just as they do over the civilized self. The writer, using

the Freudian modet of personality, undercuts the religious

persona with the persona's unconscious anality, with

evidence of how the centre of his or her faith depends upon

the (denied and often obscene) pollution at the margins.

The writer thus becomes the revealer and handler of the

scatological material, whi 1e the reI igious persona

(t"titchell's evangelist Heally Richards for example)

attempts, against the evidence of his body, to maintain an

untenable metaphysical epistemology. Since social images

tend to refer to a past reality, there is, however, âh

attendant irony when the writer over-values the social power

of the religious persona and undervalues (through euphemism)

the persona's capability of direct expression.

The more experimental novels of Cohen, Rooke, and Klein

are important in this context. They complicate the

dialectic between excrement and spirit because these
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novelists recognize the paralleIs between the spiritualizing

tendency in religion and the idealizing tendency in mimesis,

as well as the epistemological irony inherent in all

representations of a scatological body: the representations

insist that the body is the beginning of the real, but

nevertheless rely on an abstracted textuality to convey that

real.

Atwood maintains a fairly straightforward polemic against

an imagined Puritan culture in The Handmaid's Tale.

Although she intends to mitigate the strict parallel between

the Gilead regime and religious fundamentalism by portraying

Baptist resistance at the borders of her text, bodily and

linguistic practices in the novel clearly mimic stereotypes

of Puritan cleanliness. Offred has "pumice for sanding off

dead skin. Such Puritan aids are supplied" (60). She

scrubs herself with the pumice after the horri fying

Particicution, in what is clearly meant to indicate the

regime's cynical acquiescence in the Freudian dynamic of

(always Puritan) displacement.l4s The Aunts punish Dolores

for urinating on the floor, and the regime's euphemistic bid

to control language pits Aunt Lydia's word "unhygienic, "

against Moira's words, "crotch rotft ( 58 ) '

Cat's Eye, which on the surface seems to be far less

polemical, contains similar patterns. Grace Smeath's mother

only aIlows Elaine Risley and Grace four squares of toil-et

paperi as with Aunt Pearl in The Vanishinq Poinl, Freud's
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parsimonious and petty anal erotic is transrated without

arteration into the nover " Just as offred does, Eraine

internalizes the culture, feeling that just by looking she

has helped the washing machine to clean things" After Mr.

smeath cites the schoolboy rhyme "pork and beans the musical

fruit," Elaine is horrified to discover that "toot" means

fart, fearing that she has been enristed in a scatol-ogical

discourse" Again, Atwood does not complicate "puritan"
society by means of Mr" smeath's transgression. His comment

is eccentric to what Eraine carls "the smeath dinner table,
stronghord of righteousness" (133). That Atwood intends the

smeath household to ramify throughout the macrocosm of

canadian culture is evident in the adult Elaine's
description of the art gallery: "rt's as if somebody's been

around spraying the paintings with air freshener, to kill
the sme1I. The smell of btood on the wall" (90). To

counter this Puritan inheritance, Eraine paints works like
white Gift, four paners that progressively unwrap tissue
paper surrounding the image of Mrs. smeath. In the final
paner she is "in her saggy-legged cotton underpants, her one

large breast sectioned to show her heart" Her heart is the

heart of a dying turtle: reptilian, dark-red, diseased.

Across the bottorn of this panel is stenciled:
THEXKTNGDOM*OF*GOD*IS*WTTHINXYOU'' ( 372) . After thi s

painting is vandalized by a v¡oman whom Elaine at first
mistakes for Grace smeath, Elaine recognizes that her

painted distortions of Mrs. Smeath are not modernist
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Kunstv¡erke but "washroom graf.fiLi raised to a higher order"
(373). Despite the humility of such a statement, Atwood's

surrogate artist has, in effect, cleverly traded any ties to

Smeathean bourgeois spirituality for a more respectable

material epi stemology, and inc identally assoc iated herself
with Jan Van Eyck, whose "Johannes de Eyck fuit hic" looks

"disconcertingly like a washroom scribble" (347) " In one of

Elaine's Iast paintings, Mrs. Smeath is "bigger than life"
Blotting out God" (qZA).1 4 e

Findley's polemic in Not Wanted on the Voyage is as

definite as Atwood's, though at times more playful. Mottyl

the cat suspects because of Yaweh's sme1l that he is human,

and Yaweh takes a long time to "materialize" (66) trom a

carriage spattered "with the remnants of excrement, eggs and

rotten vegetables" (64)" The marginal demos, mise en abime

in the mythical Genesis narrative, attack Yaweh

scatologically just as the democratic Twentieth Century

writer, mise en abime in a cat, does.150 Allusion (to the

medieval festa stultorum)',' and generalized historical
a1 legory ( hi gher c r i t ic i sm has , since JuIius Wellhausen,

materialized the Bible) combine to send up Dr. Noyes' denial

of the body of his creator. Yaweh is, of course, in

collusion with Dr. Noyes 3 reporting the affront to his

dignity, Yaweh euphemizes excrement as "ordure" (70). The

s ign of exc rement conveys the idea t.hat Dr . Noyes cannot

entertain but that the post-Nietzschean writer can--the
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death of God. During one of the few moments when nous moves

beyond the caricature of a villainous, authoritarian mind,

the smel-I of animal and human manure on the sea suggest the

disappearance which Mottyl has long expected: "a silent God

who refused to materialize" (241). In order to kill both

patriarch and the father-narrative, the fooling author makes

his own account the original, giving the belated reader the

"authentic" story against which the Jahwist's account in

Genesis can be measured: "during the sunmer solstice, the

sun had stood still for two whole days and a storm of

meleors had pelted the dung heap and kiIled all the

Middenites" (22). Patriarchal- political ends evidently

distort what vtas originally a natural ref erent: midden

first; Midian Iater. Although Findley purposely confuses

Greek (Noyes) and Hebrew (Noah), and collapses forms of

worship into one another (catholic into the proto-Hebrew

48), he sti11, holr'ever ironically, claims a type of fabular

hi story "

Findley's theory of marginalia is more explicit in his

earlier novel, Famous Last Words. Little Nel1 enunciates an

almost Derridean conception of the parergon; "His theory

was that you could sum up the age you lived in by reading

its walls. The truth, which loves to hide, had found the

perfect hiding place, . the partitions of a comfort

station" (275). The toilet wal-ls parody the waIls of the

Grand Elysium Hotel on r,¡hich Mauberly writes; the demotic
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scrawl replaces the StyIuS of the aesthete's classical

paradise, although the toilet graffiti does not actually get

reported. What appears to be outside the text is a tabooed

scatological truth: "Defilement is what is jettisoned from

the 'symbolic system.' It is what escapes that social

rationality, that Iogical order on which the social

aggregate is based" (Kristeva 65). What is excluded--

according to Kristeva the motherfs body and all irrational
(ego-threatening, parturition-threatening) analogues such as

excrement and menstrual blood (71)--is what constitutes the

symbol ic order.

To make LittIe NeIl bear post-structuralist theory may be

too much to ask of a figure who is a caricature, a lesser

aesthete. Yet most of Findley's novelS, especially in their

moral outrage, are constituted around notions of inner and

social defilement. The genres that Findley tends Lowards

( fable, murder mystery , espionage thr i 11er ) ma inta in a

Judaic code in their thrust towards moral Separation.

Although the author apparently forgets it in Not Wanted on

the Voyaqe, Jahweh does show up in Famous Last Words.

Holiness and boundary terror appear when an actual bomber

drops actual bombs onto a Bahamian audience watching a film

of the Battle of Britain. Thi s transgress ion of the

simulated by the real- becomes explicitly Hebraic in the

plane's sky-writings "mene mene tekel upharsin; the final

scrarvl, the ul-timate graff iti " (287) . At this point the
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Hebraic deity, who will not al1ow the moral code to be

blasphemed, and Twent ieth Century scato-humani st , who

privileges the voice from the "comfort station," coalesce in

the figure of an author-judge who (as a former journalist)

wants to write his graffiti not on a toilet waII but within

reported history, so as to teII us what is right and what is

wrong. The author-judge in Not Wanted on the Voyage may be

more hidden, but is no less present. The difference between

"Yaweh" and Findley is that, for Findley, Post-scientific
and post-reaIist, scatology (as the type of all matter)

marks what is human instead of the boundary where the

categories of creation are mixed (Doug1as 53) and where the

human consorts with the beast. l r 2

11

Scatological attacks on religion are clearly responses to

anti-bodily traditions in Judeo-Christian thinking, only a

few instances of which can be cited here. In Deuteronomy

the Israetites are enjoined to bury their excrements outside

of the camp: "the Lord thy God walketh in the midst of thy

camp" . . therefore shall thy camp be holy: that he see no

unclean thing in thee, and turn away from thee" (23:13-14)"

Using these cultural boundaries, the OId Testament writers

and, following them, Paul, rely on the image of excrement to

portray degradation" 1 5 3 Stressing taboo over sacrifice, the

law forms an inner constraint (Kristeva 95), while Christ

complicates the self by interiorizing abjection (107): uIf
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abomination ís the lining of my symbolic being, 'I' am

therefore heterogeneous, pure and impure, and as such always

potentially condemnable" (Kristeva 112) "
Despi te thi s

interiorization, the Christian West has often relied upon an

external, almost Manichaean dualism between body and spirit.

Among Gnostic-Christian epistemologies this dualism is

especially developed I as can be seen in Valentinus'

contention that Christ did not excrete his solids. ' ' o The

Arian controversies of the Fourth Century (including the

temporary rapprochements Iike homoousios in the Nicene

Creed), the Monophysite tensions of the Fifth to Sixth_

Centuries, and the iconoclast controversies leading up to

Lent 843 A.D, centered not only on politics, but on the

bodily identity of Christ. Augustine, despite his attacks

on the Manichees, identified the "back parts" of God that

Moses saw (Exodus 33: 17-23) with Christ's flesh in On the

Trinitv (2"15-17). In Book Three of the Confes€ieDÊ

Augustine tried to balance his crucial personal (and

figural ) aiscovery--that God is spirit--by emphasizing the

humi I iat ion of the f lesh in the person of Chr i st , but

Augustine's terms are still heavily binary. Accordíng to

Thomas Aquinas, eating, digestion, and alI that they entail

will disappear after the resurrection: "the use of food

serves the corruptible life, for we take in food to avoid

the corruption which can follow on the consumption of

natural- moisture" (Aquinas 4.83 ) "
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As a result of this separation of body and soul, and

since "the l-ocalization of he]1 in the heart of the earth

naturally followed upon the method of interment in t.he

ground, " the devil has traditionalty been represented in

western literature as belonging to the earthly realm (Rudwin

55 ) , as an an imal (Rudr,¡in 36) , and even as the inventor of

Iavatories (nudwin 251). The phenomenon of the second face

on the demon's buttocks in an illustration like "St.

wolfgang and the devil" (1483) has been interpreted as "a

mark of the devil's lordship of matter and dirt" (Cavendish

58-9) . I 5 5 Supplementing the erotic and the blasphemous 
'

scatological obscenity has traditionally been attributed to

the persona of the witch or warlock; among the charges

brought forward at the sensational pan-European trials of

the Knights Templars between 1307 and 1316 were spitting or

urinating on crucifixes, kissing the devil's hindquarters in

the form of an animal,

72).

and ritual homosexuality (Cavendish

Although Nietzsche reads Luther as a dionysiac in The

Birth of Tragedv, given medieval associations and given

Elias's history of the civil-izíng process, Luther's farting

at the devil is hardly surprising."' John Harrington, the

English inventor of the water closet was following a long

monastic tradition when he wrote about praying at stooll

Pure prayer ascends to Him that high doth sit,
Down falls the filth for fiends of hell more fit.

(quoted in trTright 74)
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ProLestant atLacks on relics often had strong scatological
elements.157 one assaurt on credulous pilgrims mocks "Thomas

a Becket's snotty handkerchief" in attempt to shore faith in
a spi r i tual , not an earthly pi 1gr image (McKeon 107 ) .

Parodies of indulgences often took scatological form--

My lord who is here present
Gives you 20 baskets of toothaches
And to all you others also
Gives a red bum (Burke I92)--

as did actual desecration of relics, like the depositing of

human excrement in holy water basins (N. Davis 179-80). rn

one 1545 German reformation print, the pope, with streaming

excrement in hand, rides on a pig (statlybrass and white
51). on the other side, Raberais' cathoLic-humanist attack
on the Pope--via the Popefigs r{'ho must puIl a fig out of an

anus with lheir mouths (pantaqruel 3:544)--and cathoric
attacks on the Reformation used similar imagery, as hre saw

earlier with Thomas More.

In Freud'

projective

since "the

personificat

1ife," while

give exactly

an interest
be part of

]-72). Even

s system, these spiritual self-fashionings and

attacks are symptomatic of bodily repression,

devil is certainJ-y nothing el-se than the

ion of Lhe repressed unconscious instinctual
"clean1iness, order1iness and trustworthiness
the impression of a reaction-formation against

in what is unclean and disturbing and should not

the body" ("Character and Anal Eroticism" 174,

Foucault's discursive analysis of the soul owes
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a lot to Freudian corporeality. For FoucaulL, the surplus

power possessed by the king creates both the corporeal

inverse--the body of the condemned man--and a non-corporeal

duplicate --the "soul" (1984, 176). By politicizíng the

soul, Foucault jettisons the universalist, strictly
biological aspects of Freud's theory, but nevertheless

retains ontological primacy for rnatter, with "spirit" still
a reaction-formation"

Puritan versions of the self give some support to these

theoretical outlines of the unconscious. Like the monks who

prayed at stoo1, Cotton Mather represented his religious
persona in immediate reaction to the scatological body:

I was once emptying the cistern of nature, and making
water at the wall" At the same time, there came a dog,
who did so too, before me" Thought I¡ 'What mean and
vile things are the children of men. How much do our
natural necessities abase us, and place us. on the
same level with the very dogs!

My though proceeded. 'Yet i will be a more noble
creature; and at the very time when my natural
necessities debase me into the condition of the beast, ily
spirit shall (I say at that very time) rise and soar.

Accordingly, I resolved that it should be my ordinary
practice, whenever I stop to answer the one or other
necessity of nature to make it an opportunity of shaping
in my mind some ho1y, nob1e, divine thought' (The Diary
of Cotton Mather quoted in K. Thomas 38)

Atwood, by dedicating The Handmaid's Tale to Mary Webster

(who was among those hanged as witches in Mather's New

England), connects the Gileadean rejection of the body to

religious persecution in a Freudian dynamic of transference.

The same short essay r¡herein Atwood claims Webster as an
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ancestor attacks Mather: t'rwitch-hunting and torture: did

not end with racks, stakes, and Grand Inquisitors, or with

Cotton Mather" ("witches" 332).t"

Bibl ical translat ions in thi s century too are

instructive. Where the King James Version identifies the

free man as "him that pisseth against the wall" (1 Kings

14:10), the Revised Standard Version contains only "free. "

The recent tendency has been to dignify references to the

inner organs (for example splagknois or splanchnon which

indiscriminately refers to heart, lungs, Iiver, kidneys, and

even womb) by rendering them as "heart" instead of "bowels."

Where the King James and sometimes Geneva versions render

the Greek or Hebrew as "bowels, " the Revised Standard

Version and the American Standard Version substitute "heart"
or "af fection" (Jo¡ 30t27, Gen. 43:30, Phil. 1:8; Col " 3zI2

and 1 John 3zI7 in the ASV only), "stomach" (Job 20214) ,

"womb" (Psalms 7126), anguish" (Jer. 4:19), or leave the

word out entirely (2 Chron. 3222I; Col. 3tI2 and 1 John 3:17

in the RSV only) "
This is not aJ-ways straightforward

bowdlerism because in some places (for example Deut. 23:13)

the new translations have become more explic it;
nevertheless, the changes confuse ancient boundaries of the

body v¡ith modern boundaries by attributing modern scientific
differentiaticn of organ functions and present attribution
of emotional- "seats" to the ancient Hebrews. l s e

l-l-L
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No matter what we make of the accuracy of the repressÍve

hypothesis, it is certainly central not just to Atwood and

Findley but to religious discourse throughout the Canadian

noveI. The differentiation between "body" and "soul" may be

seen in naive form in The Historv of Emilv Montague and in

Mark Hurdlestone. In the former, the attack on monks "v¡ho

make it a point of religion to abjure Iinen, and wear their

habits till they drop off" (¡S) ís made from the simple

viewpoint of Protestant cleanliness. In the Iatter, CIary's

post-mortem letter to Anthony sharply divides between "the

dust and rubbish of the gay world" (350) and the solitary

heart (even though money and inheritance laws are what keep

Moodie's narrative in motion at every turn), while

profanities sound terrible to newly-converted Mary Matthews'

cleansed ear.

After Freud changed Christian 1 i teral i sm about the

demonic to a psychoanalytic literalism about the body, the

equation of religious respectability with a superficially

clean and proper body became difficult to maintain. Stephen

Dov¡ling's difficulty mediating between matter and spirit in

Such is l4y Beloved owes much to the clash between Freud and

external orientations in Christianity" Sinclair Ross raises

the problem in As For Me and My House, where prairie realism

demands that the privy be acknowledged, but prairie

Protestantism demands euphemism. hrhile Mrs. Bentley defends

the limited colloquiality of "be11y" (70) and "sweat'" (91)
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in Paul's classroom, and mocks a pool-hall sign demanding

"THE LANGUAGE THAT YOUR MOTHER USED" (96), her sense of

restraint is hardly less than Mrs. Wenderby's censorship.

The etymology of "perspi rat ion, " MrS " l{enderby' s replacement

for "svreat," has a built-in history of euphemizíng: Per-

spirare (Latin, "to breathe through") anthropomorphizes the

pores and spiritualizes the out-f1ow. Mls" Bentley, whose

modernism so determinedly materializes religion nevertheless

has something of the Wenderby conscience. When Steve calls

their outhouse the Leaning Tower of Pisa, she adds, a rather

good name too by virtue of. a bad pronunciation" (63)" She

implies, but does not 5aY, the 'obscene' word" Ross not

only breaks the "Iuminous whoIe" of modernist theory in

Philip's "earthbound" art (WifIiams, "Void" 38), but also by

means of the BentleYs' PrivY: I 6 o

The privy leans bad1y, fífteen or twenty degrees anyvlay
from the perpendiculãr. Last Halfowe'en it was carried
off by thã hðodlurns of the town and left on the steps_g!
the cirurch with a big sign nailed to it Come Unto Me AIl
Ye That Labour And Are lleavy Laden. They haven't been
able since to get it straight again, but Mrs. Fin1ey says
that we can uáe it v¡ith assurance. My neighbor, Mrs"
Ellingson, came over this morning to tell me how she and
her hr]sband laughed when they saw me go in the f i rst
times 'Sven sãy she look so scared I maybe tink she
vaste her time"' (13-14).

Scatology can become credit in a post-Freudian economy of

confession. Mrs. Bentley must be f-l1-ible enough to gain

the reader'S sympathy: when she acts as the Puritan and

repeats the anal retentive joke against herself, she gains a

materialist epistemology to subvert the o1der, Do longer
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convincing respectability. ' ' ' The symbolic realm is not

separate but a function of the self-interested artist" The

?¡oman r+rho does not want to be a Puritan of course reports

the hoodlums' dialogical reduction of the biblical text;

more interesting is the word "aSsuranCê," which puns from

grace and salvation acrosS to the bodily context, perhaps

parodying Luther ' s Turmerlebnis '

The objects and sources of Canadian scatological attacks

on religious language are various. In Audrey Thomas's Mrs'

Blood a feminist problematic revises the old texts: "I

stink therefore-I am. This is the bloody and bawd of Christ

which was riven for thee" (21). The punning female re-

corporealizing of communion (less and less a bodily exercise

with the historical shrinkage of the wafer) follows a

materialization of the Cartesian credo, thereby attacking

the two poles of Western male hegemony. 1 6 2 The narrator's

blood is set in juxtaposition with Pentateuchal laws which

name the menstruating woman aS unclean, but Thomas's

,,female" stands for the body in all its forms--not just in

blood, but also in scatologY.

In Ladoo's No Pain Like this Bodv and Yesterdays the

attack comes from a less stable skepticism and is directed

both at Trinidadian Hinduism and Christianity. In

Yesterdays Sook and ChooniIaI sodomize each other in the

Anglican church. The characters in No Pain Like this Body

constantly speak of God in connection with the scatologica]
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image, âs one exchange between Ma and Pa shows:

,,ButithaveaGodandhewatchinfromdatsky'''
"God coud kiss me ass!"
,,WelI wen a *ãn could cuss God he deserve to dead!"

The scatological blasphemy is not simply a function of Pa's

aggressive character ' but is enunciated bY the innocent:

Rama asks, ,,why God not kiII dat tightnin ass?" (23) and

panday asks, ,,You mean God does see hten Rama pee on me in de

night?" (20) Ladoo continues the religious probing by

setting the terror of the novel's weather against the

discourse of omniscience:
I'Wot God doin now?" PandaY asked'
"He watchin from de sky."
"But de sky black like coals'"
"God stiIl watchin."
"WeII God PlaYin de ass now!"

By meanS of the rainstorms, Ladoo intentionally confuses

Jahweh and the Hindu storm-god, Tndra. "God" is also

signified in the unclean typology of father and priest,

uncleanness signalled by the contravention of Hindu dieLary

Iaws when flies enter Pa's mouth (66) and try to enter

Bismath Saddhu's mouth (101).'6 3 Although it seems

superfluous given the broad typological attack on God, the

form of Hinduism transported to Trinidad by the indentured

Iabourers in the Nineteenth century also comes under attack

when the one-legged villager mocks the priest: "He is

modderass chamar and he playin Brahmin. Bisnath saddhu i

not a Priest. He fadder used to mind pigs in Jangli tola'

He modderass chamar come to Tola playin holy" (98)' Since

Ladoo notes in his glossary that most of the Indians who

a

s
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(panchamas), the

the migration may

ips into parody'

came to Trinídad $¡ere lower-caste chamars

disruption of the social system because of

be the reason that the religious system sl

Yesterdays,

mechanism of

Pa and God.

"bul l- " Poonwa ,

Canada (73) 
"

instrumental.

In his unfinished and posthumously publíshed novel

Ladoo takes more carefuL account of the

projection, abandoning the simple typology of

Choonilal wants Tailor to repair the latrine

because during Tailor's party vromen defecated by the Jandee

pole, made messes on the outhouse floor, and knocked out the

eastern waf1.r6a since choonilal dreams that the stench will

keep the Aryan gods from coming near, he projects his own

concerns about cleanliness and reincarnation onto TaiIor:

"wen you dead you 90 born back a blasted r4torm in a latrine'

oright!" (3) According to Choonilal's form of religious

nostalgia, the man of God is defined by external cleanliness

rites, but in choonilal's caricatured speech--"I is a

religious man, a kiss me ass religious mantt (3)--ana

throughout the noveJ, fêligion becomes a mystification of

bodily action, The attempted rape of Basdai after she

visits the outhouse is explained as the work of an evil

spirit (11). Tailor and Ragbir think that if someone will

he wiIl forget about his Hindu mission to

Rel igion i s also understood as purely

The main reason that Choonilal wants the

toitet cleaned is that he does not want his neighbor Ragbir

to get a blessing for altowing Choonilal to use his toilet'
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ChoonilaI feels morally superior to modern Hindus with

toilets in their houses, while the other characterS feel

superior to Choonilal after the climactic scene in which he

fa1ls asleep next to his own waste. Pandit Puru knows the

materialist bias of Choonilal's religiosity and he uses this

knowledge to force Choonilal into re-mortgaging his house so

as to finance Poonwa's Hindu mission--"De Hindu gods go make

you see trobbte tilI you shit" (58)--while Puru himself can

get av¡ay with scato-erotic advice because he is designated

as a holy man (102). Ladoo's mimesis seems to admit no

epistemological basis outside of the scatological, although

the reappearance of the flies in Yesterdays, circling from

the sleeping Choonilal's mouth to his waste and back again,

suggests Some fundamental outward distinction between the

pure and the imPure.

In contrast to Ladoo's extreme skept ic i sm, the

scatological image most often comes from a liberal-pluralist

position, âs it does in Chris Scott's brilliant novel

Ant- ichthon . Like Not Wanted on the Voyaqe and The

Handmaid's TaLe, Antichthon projects the mimesis of religion

into another time when religious authority could

immediately I not j ust vicar iously, lacerate the di ssenter .

Because of this the repressive hypothesis can regain the

kind of urgency that it did not always have in the 1980's.

Scott allov¡s Giordano Bruno the rol-e of the body--arguing

that life comes from putrefaction (14), affirming that flies



have souls and that they will
parodying medieval scholastic
segmented or a worm integral?
temporal? A worm in potentia

appear in heaven (104

language about God;

A v¡orm infinite or

or in essentia?" ( 109 )

r97

), and

ttA worm

a worm

Àlthough the Archbishop of venice Lorenzo priuri and pope

crement vlrr arso want Bruno to exist under the sign of
scatology in prison (I72, 211) so as to degrade him, Scott
reduces the anonymous authority of a dominant catholic
discourse to a material and human constituent in priuli:

"small tears of malice glittered on your cheeks, and around

your mouth, puFsed and venomous, there formed droplets of a

grey effluvia--spittle that had dried in the mouth" (46).

scoLt's scatologicar mimesis takes priuri rower than Bruno"

Furthermore, these bodily signs become exactty that i+hich

Priuli must repress in order to maintain his faith:
"My faith is firm, but-- christ's teeth! for fifty years
and more r was racked by a doubt, one doubt, añ ãwfu1littre tiny.gptrÞt, niggting, my rords, nibbíing that'st!t" word, nibbling, eating away my soul, nibble, Dibble,nibble" His teeth, Ry tordsl -His títtte teátn, whaú
became of them, eÞ? Those rittle pearls of our Lord'sinnocence, His milk teeth, ffiy lords. Nibble nibble.
What happened to them? They fell out, y€s, and then?
when He rose on the third day, did they -rise with Him,those little teeth? If so, how so? Íf not, why notäNibble. That's where the rot sets in" (46) 

"

outside of the strategies of mimesis (the attempt to make

Priuli more convincing psychologicalry than Dostoevsky's

Grand rnquisitor) are the probrems of christian history:
hor+ does a Sixteenth Centur¡z Archbishop settle the question

of christ's divinity and the bodily resurrection? Mi 1k
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teeth are only one of the many

carry the traditional doubt. I 6 5

bodily ejecta which could

But the l¡ay that Scott has Priuli handle his doubt is
more suggestive of a Gnostic than of a christian settrement.
According to clement of Arexandria, valentinus (ttre Third

century Gnostic) denied that christ ejected anything from

his body: "He ate and drank in a pecuJ.iar way and did not

evacuate his food" For he had so great a power of

continence that the food was not corrupted in him, since he

himself was not perishable" (Stromata 3"59.3). ", The

orthodox Catholic settlement was to proclaim that Christ v¡as

all human and all divine in a myster ious hypostat ic
union.L7 The probrem of historicizing priuli is compounded

in the subjectivity of the novel since priuli is a ghost

speaking from helI" scott does not arrow the reader to make

a judgernent on the materiality of the after-lives that the

novel represents, but what is certain is that priuli's

discourse foliates the discourse of Bruno; specificalty,
Priuli's comment about 'rot' continues Bruno's concern with

'putrefaction"' close to the end of the nover, when clernent

VIII says "I am an old man gone in the teeth" (2ZI), the

material problematic resurfaces, but without selfconscious

conmentary. Mimesis without seam, it is presented as simple

description, which, of course, it hardly is. In a

sophisticated fashion scott thus extends a silenL ideorogy

of the b'ody over papal infafl-ibility and over any human
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represenLaLion of chrisL. rnstead of clement vrIT bringing
Bruno crashing down to earth rike (in Hipporytus's fable)
Peter did to simon Magus (2lr), and no matter how the
historical Priuri and crement vIrI justified their use of
torture, scott brings the catholic hierarchy down under the
sign of Gnostic dualism,r's whire Bruno represents
interpretive plenitude--reading both as a literalist and as

an arregorist, armost as a liberal pluralist. Tndeed, the
strength of Antichthon is that each voice is answered with a

counter voice "

wayne Johnston's plurarism arso makes much of counter-
volclng. Usually Jchnston undercuts the signi f ieds of
rerigious language by repracing them with the scatorogical
in The Story of Bobbv O'Mal1ey. When the young Bobby is a

"rebel of the pot," his mother Agnes is "sustained by faith
alone" (7)¡ when the toilet backs up in their house, Bobby's

father Ted asks Agnes to pray that God grant what she calrs
"the sordid miracle:" "rf God can part the Red sea, he can

damn well plug this pipe" (13)" The distant, holy, armost

purery textuar God, is drawn into degrading proxim.ity with
excrement. Al-legorically, Johnslcn divides Bobby between

the catholic mother, whom the young Bobby consciously
imitates, and the securar father, with whom Bobby

unconsciously identifies until he explicitry takes on Ted's
persona as the narrator of his own life, Agnes euphemizes

"effluent" (r2), has "neutered the universe" (49) for Bobby,
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and tells him Lhat protestants do not wash (101) 
"

She

particurarly hates the creaning of the septic tank because

the process makes thei r excret ions publ ic . Ted, meanwhi le,
tarks about confession as the disposing of the past and of
the priest as "a kind of garbage-co11ector" (165), echoing

Rabelais' satire in Gargantua. Àccording to Rabelais, monks

are shunned because "they eat the world's excrement, that is
to sây, sins; and as eaters of excrement they are cast into
their privies--their convents and abbeys that is--v¡hich are

cut off from all civir intercourse, as are the privies of a

house" (Gargantua 125). Ted regurarly undercuts his wife's
religious metaphors with material glosses. l{hen Agnes

attempts to explain HeI1 metaphoricarly, containing not

actual flames but "some 'more subtle, but no less purgative
agony, "' Ted makes Agnes's metaphor explicit: "Like
throwing up?" (102) Although the mother's metaphoricized
He11 engenders Bobby's existentiar fears, the dead father's
skeptical materialist voice can consistentry be discerned in
Bobby's voice. For example, Bobby describes the"visions" of
his companion Gabriel: "squirming in agony, face and body

coursing with divine wisdom, he might says 'John gets to
blow the biggest frog"' These rulings vrere not questioned.

It was the will of God that John blow the biggest frog"
(38)" scatology (t¡re game of blowing through a straw into
the frog's anus), religious instrumentality, and mare

adolescent cruelty are wound up in the sacred associations
of names like "Gabrief" and "John." In the "tel1ing," Bobby
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Although Johnston directs most

Agnes, Bobby real-izes toward the

he does not really understand hi
Ted's last testament--"What is more

toilet? Do this in memory of me"

and naturaL i zes Chr i st .
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rosary; he Lells his father's

of his scatology against

end of the narrative that
s mother. Furthermore,

final than flushing the
(184 )*-almost secularizes

Davies' christian pluralism often begins with a diatogic
attack on Puritanism. Fifth Business begins with the
terribre Puritan mother: "our privy set the sanitary tone

for the village" (lB)" According to the puritan

interpretive standards of mother and town, the graveJ. pit
where the dirty tramps live is Hello r 6 e But what represents
the world, the flesh, and the devil to Dunstan Ramsay's

mother, fascinates him. Because he berieves that he has

grown up racking one whole side of his beíng, he trades in
the Pur i tan mother f or a more promi scuous mother (t"tary

Dempster), who is not so appalred by gravel pits and dirty
tramps" In The Manticore, ontario puritanism becomes even

more fantastic and lacerating as David Staunton receives a

purifying enema, Dr. Tyrrell's Internal Bath, every saturday
to prepare for sunday church services" Netty takes over the

rore of the Puritan mother with her smegmal theories,
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telling David noL to play with other boys: "probably they

did not wash often enough under their foreskins. Netty was

very strong on that.
you're not clean anyplace'

. ' f f you' re not c lean there
(94). David l-earns the soc ia

I

tIt

power of the discourse about cleanliness and rater uses it.
When, âs a lawyer, he must defend a woman who blew her

husband's head off while he was sitting on the privy, David

tells the court that she had to perform fellatio even though

her husband was notoriously dirty. Davies' mimetic purpose

is to parody thaL rationalist theology which pursues filth
up into its hiding places, but such purposes are complicated

by Nettyrs unscientific postscript to her rather sound

washing injunctions. she also v¡arns David not to spit his
brains out like Cece Athelstan, "a man well advanced in

syphilis. . certainly a victim of unchecked spitting',
(e4) 

" Davies' evident fascination with such archaic
mythologies of the unitary body (where the mouth has access

to the brain or or the mouth represents the ejaculating
penis in an unconscious discourse) make Netty, and not the

psychoanalyst Dr. von Ha11er, the repository of Deptford's
bodily unconscious.

As well, Davies, like Àlice Munro, seems

interdenominational in his scatology. Munro's Der Jordan

knows that to ask God to reveal himself in the united church

would be "as inappropriate as farting" (lives oi GirIs and

Women 80). Munro's satire in this passage appears to come
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from a fundamentalist position even though Munro is not

herself a fundamentalist. Davies rowers both what seems to
be a more rational and what seems to be a more ritual
worship: "rn the Anglican church r nodded my head, âs if to
say 'Quite so,' or (in the slang of the day) 'Hot spit!'
whenever Jesus was named in a hymn. But in the united
church if Jesus turned up r sang the name very row, and in
the secret voice I used when tarking to my grandmother about

what my bowels vrere doing" ( BB ) " While both Davies and

Munro both materiarize rerigious rituars in the parodic vray

that Nietzsche does in "The Ass Festival, " they bypass

Nietzsche's extreme skepticism since their parodies are not
generalized, but denomination-specif ic.

rn one sense, the diarectic antagonists in Davies'

fiction are not so much Dunstan and his mother, David and

Doc staunton, Davíd and Netty, or , in r.Torlc of wonders,

Magnus/Paul and wirlard, but the protestant and the anus"

The characters exist in the gurf between the two. paul

agonizes because of the physicar anarogy between kneering to
pray and kneering to allow willard to sodomize him. Having

escaped the two powers--the one which defines the blasphemy

and the other which contrors him--paul soremnry spits at
Deptford (the Puritanicar society) and aL the site of his
rape by Willard" The material bases in Davies' pluralism
are evident in that Paul- cannot simply reject the old roles
ideologically, but must re ject them in a scatologica.l
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rituafo 1 ? 0 John Parlabane's diabolical skepticism in The

RebeI Anqels is consistently tied to scatology, In What's

Bred in the Bone Bella Mae's agony is less because her

repression of one antagonist (the anus) greater: "You don't

think ¡Jesus¡ wants to look at your bare B.T.M." (77), and

Simon Darcourt's belief is such that, while he is ready to

grant excrement its p1ace, he sublimates Ozias Froats'

slides of feces into a vision of the New Jerusalem: "They

vrere of extraordinary beauty, Iike splendid cuttings of

moss-agate, eye-agate, brecciated agate, and my mind turned

to that chalcedony which John's Revelation tells us is part

of the foundations of the HoIy City" (l-10).17' Not anal,

though stiIl scatological, is Hannah's parodic desire in

World of Wonders to recoup the body for Protestantism by

means of jokes about the river Pison, and her typology of

Rango the monkey as "natura1, unredeemed man" (80) urinating
in public.

Davies sati rízes Hannah; nevertheless he follows a

similar pattern in his novels, especialty in The Rebel

Angels. With Uncle Yerko (whose real name is Miya Lautero

or Martin Luther), Davies also revises Protestant historical

origins in the Reformation" Like Luther, the luthier Yerko

maintains a scatological naivety in his constant farting,
yeL Davies also gives him a pre-Reformation Love of images.

Yerkn lhrrs el rrdes Parl ahane's skenLical- attack on al-1

metaphysics and on Luther in particular. But Davies lrades
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the singre-mindedness of the historical Luther's attacks for
the broader Rabelaisian laughter that binds aIl voices in a

democracy of the low image. The best example of this is
when Darcourt tarks about Froats' sherdonian attempts to
situate human personality according to excrenent type.
Darcourt cal-ls excrement "what is rejected, what is
accounted of no worth to mankind" Fitth therapy. . is
astonishingJ-y simirar to alchemy in basic principle--the
recognition of what is of worth in that which is scorned by

the unseeing. The alchemist's long quest for the stone, and

the biblical stone which the builders refused becoming the
headstone of the corner" (82) " The discourses discernibre
here are the biblical (most importantly psalms l-l'gz22, and

Acts 4:11 in which christ is the rejected cornerstone), an

a.lchemical language no longer reputable to Froats, and a

scientific ranguage wherein the hypothetical basis of
enquiry is over-determined towards materialism. The row

image does not so much deny the christian or archemical serf
as rink a newer material ideology to these traditions.
Despite the potential for extreme skepticism, the discourses
of science and rerigion confirm each other in Froats'
coinage, "physiological predestination" (2b0). I ?, Despite
the satire hinted at by the compensatory nature of Froats,
scholarship, he comes off rather well in the nover as a
researcher who is not cowed by the secularized puritanism of
public fashion. In fact the collation of Christian
theology, alchemy, and scatology reproduces comments in carl
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Jung's Individual Dream symbolism in Reration to Àlchemy

(1936): "The gross materiatity of the yerrow metal with its
odious f í scal flavour " make . rejections
comprehensibre enough--but that is precisery why it is so

hard to find the lapis: it is exilis, uncomely, it is
thrown out into the street or on the dunghill. . But

'the stone which the buirders rejected, the same is become

the head of the corner"' (350). Although Maria is surprised
that Froats buys excrement for his work, excrement achieves

immense exchange varue when, ât the end of the novel, Froats
wins the Nobel prize. Jung's syncretic recuperation of
discredited languages in the figure of the collective
unconscious is crearry Ðavies'--as Davies has often
admitted--and religious recuperation has certainly had its
f i scal rewards for Davies. I f Sheldonian constitutional
psychology did not merit the attention it once 9ot, that may

be the most potent leverring irony in Davies' attempt to
shore up rerigious ranguage with scientific discourse.

rn The Diviners the garbage colrector christie Logan is
the reveller. He is both Morag's re-adopted father and a

re-constituted christ " unlike Beckett's christy in AII That

Fall, who offers free dung instead of eternar 1ife,
Laurence's christie naturalizes the doctrine of originar sin
as original abjection, and his parody of christ's ranguage

recuperates that language in a real_ist context: "I am muck,

but so are they. , when r carry away their refuse, I'm
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carrying off part of them, do you see? By their
garbage ye shalI know them" (39). The parody returns the
spirituarized agricurture of "By their fruits ye sharr know

them" (t"tatt . 7 r20) to the lower world, and less obviously,
it echoes more explicit comments of christ's: "whatsoever
thing from without entereth into a man, it cannot defile
him; because it entereth not into his heart, but into the

belly and goeth out into the draught, purging atr meats.

And he said, that which cometh out of the man, that defileth
the man" (ltark 7:18-20). As christ spirituarizes the body,

so does christie: ur see what they throw out, and I don't
care a shit, but they think I do, so that's why they cannot

look at me. They think muck's dirty.
than what's in their heads" (39).

By uncovering Manawaka's repressed side, Laurence

accommodates the christian mythos to the Freudian mythos of
body and repression. This process of accommodation is
consistent throughout her novels. In The Stone Angel,
Hagar's constipatïon acts as a counterweight to Rev. Troy's
spiritual clichés (40) and yet Hagar plays out the mythos of
christian communion. In A Jest of God the Dukes' mongoloid

son swears and uses scatological language during the sermon

in the united church, âD unconscionable rebuke to the self-
possessed language of Rachel anc her mother, just as

Rachel's momentary lapse into glossoralia is. Although

Morag Gunn in The Diviners represses Ross Mcvitie's

Itrs no more dirty
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(from the hymn "Good Christian Men

opens into an identical language whi

a dance ¡
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and ass before him bow"

Rejoice" 80 ) --she later
le seeking refuge during

John of Àges
locked for me
let me hide
myself in thee. (15I)

Morag's metaphor for the writing process--divining--
parallers the scatomancy of christie, "who divined with
garbage" (394). By consciously identifying the writer with
a revised, scatological christ, Laurence acknowLedges, in
ways that Atwood and Findley do not, that the civilized serf
(and Freudian "I " ) are at least partially constituted
through the Christian tradition.

This acknowredgement is even more pronounced in the

novel-s of David wi 1l iams and in Br ian Moore' s Brack Robe.

rn Eye of the Father, the descendants of Magnus vangdar are

each forced to find some v¡ay of revising the anal Eden that
he bequeaths to them; trriayne and Karen eventually securarize
the roLes of Joseph and Mary. wirriams' materialization of
the soul as squarid and smelly in The Burninq wood (r1g) is
comparabre to the dialogism of Raberais when Tripet throws

his soul up (Gargantua 116). Although native scatology

undercuts the transcendentar location of the soul for Joshua

cardiff in The Burning wood and Jack cann in The River
Horsemen, they erase the soul- and then reinscribe, âs their
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names hint, a different sign of christ. r 7 3 In Black Robe

Pierre Tall-evant's statement--"we're not colon ízíng the

savages ' They' re colonizing us" (22) --has no meaning in
terms of politicar power, but Moore, rike wirliams, insists
that it convey an ideological meaning for the christian.
The Jesuits must learn scatological ranguages in order to
work among the indigenes, and this process of learning a new

bodily curture enervates Father Laforgue's faith, creating
physio-spirituar probrem that is compounded when he sees the
rotting marLyr, Father Duval. The scatorogical becomes that
which Father Laforgue must include in his new conception of
faith, but Moore incrudes it much more provisionally and

less easiry than Laurence does. Laurence, wi11iams, and

Moore represent rwentieth century accommodations of
christianity to materiarist epistemorogies, but their
approach was already implicit in Augustine's understanding
of the rhetorical implications of the incarnation: uit

engenders a ner¡r elevated style, which does not scorn

everyday life and which is ready to absorb the sensorily
realistic, even the ugly, the undignified, the physically-
base" (Auerbach 63).

Robert cruett has documented the highry nominar nature of
Richler's linguistic style (121), and, in a precise play on

words, cluett argues that Richler's J-anguage "embodies the

apparent future direction of things" (123). I f Richler's
syntax veers sharply av¡ay from function-word dominated
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language towards lexernes, his scatology too revises
traditionar religious ranguage, in his case the language of

Judaism: "These are the Days of Awe. Tomorrow is Rosh

Hashonnaf our new year, and rike a week rater it's yom

Kippur, when if you shit on anybody during the year you got

a legal right to repent" And God forgives you" (.loshua Then

and Now 65). The symbiosis between tradition and the body

is the satirist's symbíosis. Although Reuben seems to be

irreverent in saying these things (and gave Richter much

troubre when he spokes in synagogues), Reuben's irreverence
is unconscious, âs is his later summation of Lhe book of
Job: "if you continue to believe in God, even when you're
up shit's creek, it can pay off double at the window" (169).

Here Richler combines three row languages--c1 iché,
scatology, and the argot of the gambler, the latter of which

is nicely sharpened upon God's v¡ager on Job's righteousness.

Reuben, however, unrike Agnes o'Marrey, is Richler's norm.

Judaism becomes important precisely because of its
association with Reuben and wiLh all that is low, so that
whatever is overly spiritual or overly euphemized in the

tradition is discarded by the satirist. The ord Testament,

with a strong materiarist base in its dietary laws (stern

322), is therefore not under as much pressure as the New

Testament: "Like if a guy is going to shit on you he

usually leads with a quote from it. " The dirtier the

sin, the sweeter the saying. The New Testament covers

everything. I recommend it highly" (l7O) . r i 4 The grovrn
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Joshua, interpreting the spirit of the pentateuch strangery

along christ's lines, breaks the Mosaic law in Numbers 5:r-5
(which was intended to isorate people with discharges) by

kissing his sick homosexual friend Murdoch on the mouth,

This last is a revision of the artist-protagonist in St.
Urbain's Horseman. WhiIe Joshua merely notes that "there
seems to be an awful lot of washing up involved" in the

Jewish tradition (Joshua 68), Horseman's Jake Hersch has

internalized categories of crean and unclean to the point
where he can neither dispose of his excrement nor

acknowledge it. Although his pluralist culture teIls him

that "everything is hory" (Horseman 171 ) , his tradition
denies this. Pretending that the excrement is not his, he

convinces himself that filth is always elsewhere, and

Ormsby-Fletcher's child becomes the scapegoat for the

prugged toilet. contrary to normal satiric practice which

makes the sinner pay, the scapegoat in the old Testament $Ias

arlowed to go free (arbeit into the desert) after having

been declared the demon Azazel's while the pure goat was

sacrificed. Like the satirist who creates an elite
authorial persona, Jake's shedding of responsibility armost

sabotages the intent of the rerigious tradition that Richrer
intends him to recl-aim.

v

These naturalizätions of the Judeo-christian tradion via
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the scatological image rely on a "L,raditional methodology of

bibricar hermeneutics . whereby the approximation of

divinity through material figures v¡as understood to accord

with God's own intent" (McKeon 74) 
"

Tn the Protestant West

"the real1y rear is asked for in time and space" (Tillich
7r). Tiltich craims that any natural object could become

sacramental (106), although it is unlikely that he gave much

thought to the scatological object. The difficulty with
such metaphors, as McKeon notes, is that the analogy of

"materiar signifier and spiritual signified. . threatens
at times to transform itself into an antithetical signifying
relationship in which the priority of sense experience is
felt to have not simply a pedagogic but an ontological
force" (87 ) . Erasure of the distinction between spiritual
and secular callings among early protestants often caused

difficulties in signification, "For it i s somet imes

difficult to remember which of the things compared is the

most important. was it grace or manure which was honored by

the simif e?" (Schlatter I97) r 1 s Especiall_y by the time of

Solornon Gurskv was Here, it is more dif f icult to say whether

Richler is embodying or sabotaging Judaism"

The force of sense experience, which makes any

incarnation a potentially unstable compound, can arready be

detected in Luther's "physical creaturalnessw. 1 7 6 "I marvel

thal man hasn't rong since defecated the whole worrd fu1r,
up to the sky" (tabre Tark 130); "I'm fed up with the world,
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and it is fed up r¡ith me" rt's as r've often said:

'r'm rike a ripe stool and the world's like a gigantic anus,

and so we're about to let go of each other" (tab]e Talk
448), Luther's Àugustinian humility abouL human effort and

earthly phenomena could dismiss all ways of knowing but the

scatological. scatology can redraw the line between the

sacred and the profane (Davis r80), especially since

conceptions of the human body are closely connected to the

ways in which man represents God (Bottomly 2q). The

obscene, which has residuar power in keeping with its social
boundary status but out of keeping with its linguistic
status, can potentialry come to stand in the place of the

unrepresentable divine so that religion loses its social
valence and simply becomes, as it does for Georges Bataille,
the encoding of the death drive (Kristeva J987, 368-7:-).tt t

In The Prince of Darkness and co., where Robert Graves'

mythopoeic desire for the primitive is only philip sparrov¡'s
desire to see blood flow (22, 140), Daryl Hine mocks this
interpretation of the sacred, but Leonard cohen takes it
very seriously in Beautifur Losers, rêlying upon Luther in
the process:

Homage to. the catechism which invited marginal
obscenily and contributed to the maintenance of thelavatory as a thritling tempre of the profane. Homage Lothe great srabs of marbLe with which the cubicles \,rere
constructed, to which no smear of shit could ever adhere.Here was enshrined the anti-Lutheran possibility ofmatter which succumbed easily to washing" uomagé to
marble in the Halls of Excrement, uaginot Line againstthe invasion of Papal FalIibility" (106).
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This traditionar use of scatological satire to defrate the
pretensions of high religion arso telegraphs what cohen does

to reduce catherine Tekakwitha, the Iroquois virgin, the
moment he begins to imagine her. However, scatorogy cannot,
despite Bakhtin, function entirely on a political lever to
demyst i fy author i ty. Once the narrator begins to
psychoan aLyze his 'Lutheran' constipation--"what
unassailable bank in my psyche needs shit?" (40)--scatorogy
trades the pedagogic for the ontological, The trope of
constipation alrows a focus on consumption--eating, drug
addiction, taking in information--and destabilizes the
confruence of platonic (from The symposium) and christian
traditions of the human as container of an external_

divinity: "prease make me empty, if ilm empty then r can

receive, if I can receive it means it comes from somewhere

outside of ffiê, if it comes from outside of me I'm not alone!
. Please let me be hungry, then r am not Lhe dead

center. . r want to be fascinated by the phenomena"

(cohen 42) " For cohen consumption globarizes the Nazi

economy of thanatos. The excremental_ and deadly extremes to
which F. goes certainly belie cohen's disingenuous comment

that "there are no obscene words ever" and Linda Hutcheon's
reading of Beautiful Losers as Bakhtinian carnivar (rhe

candian Postmodern 31). The scatoj.ogicar war against civil
and religious boundaries begins rather benignly with "is
shit kosher?" (cohen 9s) and "you have been baptized with
fire, shit, history, Iove, and loss" (159), but by the time
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that F. and Edith bathe themselves with Mengele's soap made

f rom human f Iesh, Kristeva's "borderline patient" (r¿ho

"transforms the abject into the site of the other") cannot

be considered a "frontiersman" or "metaphysician" (Kristeva

1982, 54). The "unavoidable alliance between shame, the

obscene, and the sacred" in the process of setting things
apart and veiling them (Huxley 13 ) certainly drives
Beautiful Losers, but the extreme degradation that the

characters undergo emphasizes (perhaps unintentionally) the

social utility of Protestant individualism. coded through

the rejection of the scatological image, the social project
behind the older christian poremic of spirituality becomes

intelligibIe, though not inevitably desirable: the choice

in Beautiful Losers is between bodily discontent or

thanatos,

Confirming this choice, but complicating our ways of

speaking about it, Cohen hints that all the images of the

social and of social boundaries may merely be verbal

satel-1ites spinning weightlessly around the central
signifier of heroin ( "shit" in the addict's argot) .

Religious and all other abjections v¡ould then have no

significance in themselves. As a result, the erotic
finality of Bataille's scatological explosion cannot seduce

cohen's (ultimatery) civilized narrator 3 "Does God l-ove the

world? What a monstrous syst.em of nour i shmenL ! .

Tomorrow I begin my f ast " ( Cohen 42) " What coul-d seem a
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Gnostic response or at least St. Catherine of Sienna's

costive form of self-denial (wright 24), may have as its
subtext heroin withdrawal. More importantly, the narrator's
final transformation into a movie destroys the mimetic

contract r,¡hich guaranteed that the narrator's persona

represented a real- world" The text moves tor.¡ard pure word;

the narrator's drive towards an object which is less and

ress available moves more and more eccentrically "beyond

pleasure" (184) into anaL aggression (I8I-2, 189-91) and

coprophagy (20I-Z), but neither spiritual repression nor an

excremental drive to recover the body are any longer

sufficient causes to explain the narrator's actions or the

textual machine 
"

Shakespeare's Dog and The Second Scrol1 are less extreme,

but also respond to the limits of the repressive hypothesís

and material signification. Hooker's vomit, 1n

Shakespeare's Dog, leads him to theorize about the soul_

(32), inverting the order of Rabelaisian trope in which the

rnetaphysical soul- is def ormed by the material signif ier.
Dirt and bodily anomary evidentry call attention to other

leve1s of existence as Douglas (39) claims. The figure of

the beasL thus begins impossibly to think as if it had a

human soul---"Why Hooker?" (60)--but Hooker consistently
refuses to make the grand cosmological claims that his
namesake Richard Hooker made. In The Second Scrol1, the

narrator's early attack on materialism is quite naive: "T
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brashly advanced myself as an example of spirituality--
heckred onJ-y by the hybris of a coca-cora belch--and damned

all materialisms" (46). rt is onry by recovering the ex-
temporized body in the casablanca merlah and in Melech's
anarysis of the sistine chaper ("the fresh majuscule" 105)

that the narrator can understand the double nature of his
tradition: a (Jewish and Christian) tradition which,
despite commandments to the cont rary, i s constantly
representing God, even scatologicarry, and yet a tradition
which refuses to finally trust those represenLations. It
refuses, as Greenstein says, the direct encounter (g) 

"

Despite the increasing will to gtorify the body, the
narrator cannot finally be shown uncle Melech because Klein
cannot finally allow any material signifier to stand in for
the holy;

abode.

"It doffed the flesh that had been its first
Yet it persisted. I t vras the mi racle of the

Discarnation" (71) o 1 ? 8 Like cohen and Rooke, Klein does not
trust the scatologicar registers of Twentieth century
material discourses, but neither does he intend to circle
rerigious signification back to a naive puritan version of
spirit; in the end the nature of representation itself, not
just a particular religious discourse, comes under

interrogation.
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P.ART TITREE

TWO STUDIES IN SCATOLOGY AND LITERARY GENRE

They aLtributed senses and
passions. ". tobodies.
Later, AS these vast
imaginations shrank and the
poÌ.¡ers of abstraction grew,
the personifications were
reduced to diminutive signs.

--Giambattista Vico, The New
Sc ience

rf Mary Dougras is right to argue that dirt is the sign
whereby people are excluded from participation in rerigious
and social systems, fly anaryses in part rwo--especially of
religious materialism--have been intended to show how

scatology is central to literary versions of social or

religious patterning. Douglas would certainly agree that
all symbolic systems, literature as much as religion,
constitute themsel-ves upon scatology in some way. Or,

following vico's theory of mythography--which entails
theories of mimesis and genre, of the subtre shifts between

belief and sign, thing and representation--vre might say that
all symbolic systems require a "prior" body from which to
signify even if we do not take vico's history of symborism

quite litera11y. Dirt, scatology, or the abject, then¡ are

better spoken of as elements within the pattern which

maintain the pattern.

r will not here attempt a broad defense of genre, but the

next two chapters demand a few preliminary words. Jacques

Derrida has enunciated the poststructural craim that genre
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falsi f ies any text. Rarph cohen, defending genre, will
therefore not say that a work belongs to a particular type,
but will only cite the hermeneutic conseguences of putting
the work in that category (2I2). Yet how are r^¡e to explain
why my mother-in-raw will open up Barbara cartland to read,
while r, with a certain amount of pain, open up Derrida.
The differences, surely, are generic and would subsist were

v¡e to disguise Derrida under another cover: it wourd not
take either of us long to recognize our genres. But here,
too, I have transgressed--beyond the boundary of the civil
words thaL separate me from you. should have stuck to
Derrida and not have mixed myserf up with raws and taboos.

The historicist critics know best what to say about
mother-in-laws and reading habits. AtLempts to isolate
genres as if they v¡ere singurative systems that completely
inhabit a text (for example Todorov's The Fantastic or
Frye's Anatomy of criticism) represent the victory of de

saussure's langue over parore¡ ând are therefore extremery
limited as tools to understanding the comprex forces
operating in particular texts and cultures. Recept ion
theorists like Jonathan culrer, with a looser version of
langue, have done better--interpreting genre in the context
of reader anticipation. This is roughly parallel to
Marsharl Mcluhan's conception of genre as criché, to viktor
shkrovsky's "def amiliar ízation, " and to Rornan Jacobson's

application of frustrated expectation to poetic devicess
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"The langue is a theoreticar toor usefur for explaining why

and how language works," and is not rimited to intention
(nco, "The Influence of Jacobson" 115, 11g-19). Fredric
Jameson and Barbara Foley define genre as a social contract
between a work and a particutar pubric (n. cohen 20g, Foley
51). " n Mikhail Bakhtin speaks of genres as historicarly
determined languages (1981, 2gg),1'o and Hayden white's
interdisciplinary studies of textuality show the presence of
fictional genres even in historiography" "Genre is the
principle category by which v¡e acknowledge the inescapabre
historicity of form itself" (McKeon 6), and, as a

counterf igure to Frye' s heirophanic "displacement, " Michael
McKeon claims that genre "emplaces"--it progressively
specifies "imaginative forms to the only locus of real
meaning, the circumstantial and material rearity of human

experience" (10). He cites the key tension in the novel as

that between "the individual rife and the overarching
pattefrì¡53" (90) created by social, economic, scientif ic,
and rerigious forces " Àdvertising, for example, ñârkets
even genre-breaking texts according to some category.
"Genre" thus avoids the premature equation of the text (even

the autobiographical text) with the ego of its author" rf
in Derrida's witty deconstruction of genre the desire to
classify always manifests a fear of contagion (1980, 204),

Maxmilian Novak extends and historicizes Derrida's logic to
ímply that the fear of genre itself expresses the same

taboo, the ord interdiction--we might add--of the academic
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againsL popular culture.

"Mimesis inherently generalizes, " says FoIey (65), but

abstraction has its limits" As the exchange between Derrida
and anthropology shows, even the most abstract of texts
gesture back to the body, though I wourd hesitate to say

just which taboos--speaking of one's mother-in-law or
referring Lo excrement--Derrida means the reader to take as

"impurity, anomary or monstrosity" (1980, zo4). The uses to
which an author puts scatorogy impry generic boundaries to a

text, and this holds as true for the discourse that has come

to be known as postmodernism as for discourses that rely on

more traditional autobiographical conventions, Some

theorists (Kroker, carinescu, Lyotard, and spariosu) are
very rel-uctant to set postmodernism among other "genres." rf
postmodernism can be defined as "anti-mimetic" (catinescu

8), an "incredulity toward metanarratives" (Lyotard xxiv,
37) , or "anti-alJ.egorical" (spariosu 6l ) , postmodernism

cannot generate a meta-narrative Iike bildung" ' ' ' Lyotard,
however, clearry recognizes that postmodernism at most

destroys the notion of a grand consensus, and stil1 produces

the "littIe narrative" rpetit récit1 (60) or "Ianguage
game. " unless we take seriously Kroker's ( forrowing
Bataille's) melodramatic procramation of the end of history,
we may still speak of "genres" even if vire distrust the
biological meta-narrative behind this trope.
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Yet, according to Derrida's stricter 1ogic, ny

transgression occurs even earrier because postmodernism and

autobiography overlap, so that all cases are already extra-
1ega1. I nevertheless oppose the categories because of
their argument about the rerations between worrd and text
(or body and text ) : the postmodernist understands the
relations as wholly simulated, whi Ie the tradi t ional
autobiographer has faith in the possibirity of a

transliteration between the body and its other. But works

like Beaut i ful Losets immediately exempli fy the
miscegenation that thwarts the study of genre, Even as the
characters in the novel at points reveal their simulaLion by

becoming interchangeable, the novel also reries on knov¡n

details from the life of cohen (his drug addiction most

notably), and cohen has made a more or less referential
claim in an interview: "Beautiful Losers only sold one

thousand copies when it came out. Then the landscape opens

up as more people have a certain kind of experience" (Cohen

in Twigg 57) " Further compricating this refusal to stay on

the level of the "diminutive sign," we might guess that "a

certain kind of experience" refers at least partly to the

experience of media simulation.

In response to Derrida I
do with history: Lo address

completely co-extensive with

suspicions, because such a

would argue that here rlre have to
a particular v¡ork as if it were

a genre would confirm Derrida's
supposition woul-d incarcerate
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f ict ion prematurely in a r idiculously pure form of
hi stor ical di scourse; on the other hand, to exempt

history" Ifliterature from genre is to exempt it from

social structures are never exempt from taboos or codified
laws, how can literature be whol1y different. A refusal to
speak of genres makes each text anomaLous and ignores not

only the impurses behind consumer categories but also the

absorute pervasiveness of parody--hosts and guests--in
textual production 

" Since anomalous language operates

initially upon the conventions of language, we may al-so

expect that anomalous texts operate initially upon the
conventions of language forms. jf 'genres' do not belong to

'things in themselves,' genres at the very least belong to
the reception of any speech act, to its historicar context.
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sometime I used to eat goat shit":
Self in Fictional Autobiography

Others fashion man, I rePeat
him. I describe not the
essence, but the passage"

--Montaigne, "Of RePenting"
(¡'lorio translation)

Hi s pr inc ipal subj ect of
complaint was that. . he v¡as
cut off from the world by a
veil" This veil was torn only
at one moment--when, after an
enema, the contents of the
bowel left the intest inal
canal; and then he felt well
and normal again.

--Sigmund Freud, From the
Historv of an Infantile

Neuros i s

I forgot about const ipat ion !

Constipation didn't 1et me
forget. Constipation ever
since I compiled the list.
F ive days ruined in the i r
first half-hours. why me?--
the great complaint of the
constipated. why doesn't the
world work for me? The lonely
man sitting on the porcelain
machine. What did I do wrong
yesterday? What unassailable
bank in my psyche needs shit?
How can I begin anything new
with all of yesterday in me?
The hater of history crouched
over the immaculate bowl. How
can I prove the body is on my
side? " . . Lostordinary
magic ! The squatting man
bargaining with God,
submitting list after list of
New Year's Resolutions. I
will eat only lettuce. .
Nothing he1ps, is that what
you want me to learn? The
straining man perched on a
circle prepares to abandon all
systems

--the narrator of Beautiful
Loser s
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Tde Lurn f i rst to the f ictionalizaton of a f orm in which

the relation between body and text gestures at transparency.

At the popular leveI of autobiography, the categorical cl-aim

of the autobiographer is to offer an almost unmediated

translation of world into the text. What better v¡ay to

refer to the world than by the sign of excrement: common to

every body, the realist's oId ploy, often private or

censored (and therefore so convincingly the thing outside of

the text; excrement appears to have been the last link
between Freud's sadistic patient and the world. Even in

detecting autobiographical lies or distorLions, and

especially in detecting omissions, the reader does not so

much refuse the mimetic contract as confirm its premises.

While it is premature to suggest as Karl Stich does that

autobiography stands up against deconstruction, the

rhetorical status of the genre depends upon the mimetic

claim to "world1iness, rr and despite PauI de Man's

v¡arnings, ' ' ' theorists like Philippe Lejeune and John Paul

Eakin correctly refuse to jettison the referential impulse

entirely. t 8 3 De Man argues that "As soon as we understand

the rhetorical function of prosopopeia as positing voice or

face by means of language, wê also understand that what we

are deprived of is not life but the shape and the sense of a

world accessible only in the privative way of understanding"

(oe t"lan 930). However, recent post-mortem intrusions into

de Man' s collaborat ioni st past, r 8 4 l i ke researches into

Frederick PhiIip Grove, make it impossible to ignore the
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private interesL in the "defacement" trope that de Man seLs

in contest with the 'voice from beyond the grave.' De Man's

trope reveals a certain autobiographical ingenuity involved

in the post-structural privation of the world t a calculated

"de-Manning" of World !.lar II literary history. His theory

of autobiography does not forget his personal past, even if
he does. r t 5

For Emile Benveniste discourse is, more broadly than for
de Man or Stich, the arena in which man designates himself

as a continuous subject, a "unity that transcends the

totality of actual experiences" ! "'Ego' is he who says

'ego' " (224) 
"

Although the personal pronoun ( in its
referential shift with each individual speaker) does not

take part in the same order of referentiality that other

nominal objects do ( 218 ) , Benveniste's mobi lizat íon of

speech act theory to explain how each wlrt appropriates

deictic markers ('here,' 'this,' 'now') for itself , sets

another kind of referential structure in p1ace. In other

words, the nltr does not disappear in an autobiographical

mask, but appropriates the speech of another to its own

purposes (Benveniste 227) " In fictional autobiography--the

I i terary re-orientation of autobiography,

representational- claim is transposed to another leve1:

the

no

longer does the writer claim to report the affairs of a

particular body buL rat.her claims a secondary artistic
fidelity to certain types of experiences and bodies.
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Because of this, the theoretical difference between a
first person account and a third person limited omniscient
account (or other third person forms for that matter) is not

always a substantive difference. A strictly formalist
definition like Gérard Genette's autodiegesis (wherein the
equation of narrator and character is the salient which

distinguishes 'autobiography' from other texLs) cannot,

therefore, be maintained under pressure. we cannot a priori
exclude novels like under the volcano, yesterdays, who Do

You Think You Are, and The River Horsemen, which, though not
in the first person, cross over significantly into the lives
of their authors. As Lejeune says, "Ç{hat wourd prevent me

from writing my life's story and carring myself 'you'?" (7)

when Flo holds up a pair of stained shorts in who Do you

Think You Are, glad to be abre to signal decay and death, w€

cannot fully separate her act or her persona from Munro's

mother who died of Parkinson's disease after a long ilrness,
despite the autobiographicar discraimers that Munro and

others employ. t t 6 The third person "aLienation" of the
narrative voice allows for more stable authorial ironies
than does a first person voice, but it can also foster the

illusion of a loss of agency, The mimetic leveI can

accomodate both the discourse of fictional autobiography and

theoretical discourse about autobiography, v¡ithout forcing
us to (perhaps falsely in this case) to forrow Genette in
differentiating mimesis from diegesis. An interesting case

is Davies' essay "rn pursuit of pornography. " Davies'
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argument that a man's library is a portrait of the man--we

must see all of a man's books, even his pornography to know

him (ZA+)--turns the Iibrary into a patient, with a

conscious and a repressed self. But "J" (unintentionally or
intent ionally ) breaks down the rat ionar tone of the

objective authority psychoanalyzing a cul-ture even before

the analysis is made. The erevated position from which the
author looks at pornography as evidence of certain social
conditions disintegrates as the subject matter comes to seem

more and more a constituent of the writer's (and reader's)
personar abjection, otr, in other words, more and more a

function of autobiography than of scientific investigation.
Once the author says ''I 'r (and no v¡riter can completely avoid
this), the author, not any other matter, becomes the

subject. "There is now virtually no written form that has

not either been included in some study of autobiography or

else been subjected to autobiographical analys i s "

(spengemann xii). we rnight go farther: there is no writing
which does not in some hray disclose the subject.

on the other hand, recent critical theory has taught us

above all to be reructant even to address the relations
between the author's historical serf and the textual
representation of that self o rt ' J r is an other" says Lejeune
(9),"' but we can get a much more emotionally-charged sense

of how opaque Lhe mask of authorship is by looking at
Yesterdays. There Tailor, whose name and whose habit of
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chronicring village "affairs" (9s) suggest that he is a

persona for the author, uointentionally reveals something

about his past to Ragbir:

"Peopre shit is de wost kinda shit to smer1," Tailorsaid. "cow shit does smel-l nice. Horse shit áo"s smellgood too. Goat shit and sheep shit is nice shit tosmell. But dog shit does stink like people own, you know
boy Rag. "

ttKorek. tt

"You know when I de smali- boy Rag, we de have a goat.
wen r de smalI man sometime r used to eat goat shit man
Rag. "

f'Wat make you stop?"

Rearizing that he had said something about his pastlife, Tailor maintained a stony silence. - (74)

How are r,re to measure this confessional moment? Has Ladoo

confessed a detail of his pre-canadian past through a third
person? Has he confessed in order to record the past or
merely to shock his canadian readers with the primitive? Is
the relatively minor transgression of coprophagy a screen

whereby Ladoo secretly confesses something unspeakabre?

More damaging to the genre, has he anything to confess at
all?--couldn't he simply be praying with the reader who

demands scandal? rf Tailor makes a slip of the tongue,
Ladoo, after all, does not speakå as the initial editor of
his own graphic slips, Ladoo's cover-up can always precede

even post-humous publication"

Instead of providing answer

attempting here what even

diff iculty doing, I will timit

s about Ladoo' s I i fe or

ful1-sca1e biography has

myself mostly to fictional
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sLagings of the autobiographical problem in order to see how

particular authors address the problems of autobiography as

a genre rather than by what complex processes they refer to

their own lives outside of the text. For exarnple, Ladoo's

momentary autobiographical gesture addresses the problem of

reportage and suppression, of how the written self represses

and yet wants to confess scatological details about the

body. Authorial practices can reveal particular lives--

Eliot's dissociation of sensibility notwithstanding-*but can

only do so through a series of cultural and generic screens"

The example from Yesterdays suggests that everything said

in Part One about personal and social histories--the

formation of the self in reaction to scatology, the doubling

back into the country or the past to recover the body,r"

and the extreme skepticism which mistrusts even bodily

signi f icat ion--could be repeated as a background to horv

scatology constitutes the autobiographical subject. In

fact, wê could repeat each chapter from the rhetorical

adopt ion of Iower class pos i t ions to the mater ial

reorientation of religious materials, so that each separate

"topic" becomes a simultaneous masking and divulging of the

self .

If scatology can found symbolic systems by initiating a

series of exclusions, wê might expect it to function

simultaneously as that system's base and as its photographic

negative. In olher words, without some reference to what is
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excruded neither Lhe autobiographical subject nor the system

within v¡hich she takes her meaning can be intel1igible, but
the base reference threatens to destroy the rogical
integrity of the system simply by being present in the
system's discourse about itself. We need not go to post-
structuralism or postmodernism for versions of this paradox.

rn canadian fictionat autobiography a basic constituent of
the written sel-f is the scatologicar, which forms a "base"
self in both senses of the word. rn worrd of Wonders, Lives
of Girls and women, and The story of Bobby o'Mal1ev, the
authors create a "base" self which is at once the fundarnent

of the written serf and the excrementar version of the serf
that is rejected in the founding act.18e "paul" in world of
wonders inheriLs a doubre body when he crimbs inside the
card-playing machine, "Abdullah. " Echoing the odyssean

ruse, PauJ- cal-1s himserf "Nobody, " and although the interior
smel1s of urine, Abdullah becomes a hermeticalry safe body,

a respite from Þüillard the "arse-bandit" (61). Magnus, with
the transcendence brought about by retrospect, a name

change, and the actor's mask, ties his (oral) r¡istorical
self-explanation to the disappearance of firth. During a

performance he entertains the idea of throwing a full
chamberpot into the royal box (110), but his adoption of sir
John Tresize's persona prevents so gross a gesture; instead,
Magnus learns how to say "'kiss my arse'with class" (1g1).

Like st. Augustine--"r stank in Thine eyes" (confessions

2"23)--t'tagnus has come a long v¡ay from his "foul" past, but
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v¡e might expect Lhat the transcendent location of the

narrating self in Augustinian autobiography (spengemann l)
would be negated by scatology in both of the two central
topoi marking the f ictional autobiographer's base self:
these topoi are 'the scatorogical body as dead serf' and

'confession as purgation. t I e 0 By pursuing these and other

scatological peculiarities (such as those marking the

suppression of information and the mechanism of projection, )

$¡e can see how a particular "thematic" can signal the world

and yet dismantle the very structure that makes theme

intelligible. I e I

The Dead Self

f'rt farls to the punitive technique" . to reconstitute
alr the sordid details of a life in the form of knowredge"

(2I9) , argues Foucault , connect ing biography, the human

sciences, and criminology. As readers of confessional
autobiographies know, such attempts at making not only a

crime but an abject narrated 1ífe answer to the knower (God,

or a rater converted serf) occur long before the Eighteenth

century. In the Twentieth century, confessions of a dead

self are necessarily more oblique and l-ess pious. Lives of

Girrs and Þtromen obviousry exposes a trauma about the self
and not about the lives of corr's when De1 Jordan reports her

own overbearing and scatological reaction to the dead cow.

she wants to "pee on it, anything to punish it" for being

dead (38), and later rearizes that "to be made of flesh was

l1
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humiliation" (48 ) . Not coincidentarry in the same chapter,

"Heirs of the Living Body," Del is able to define her status
as a writer and to distinguish her own voice from the voice

that her aunts want her to imitate, the dead historical
voice in üncle craig's manuscript. Dead uncle craig is
something like a dead cow, an abject version of the self;
this must be so because Del senses enough of a personar

stake to refuse to see the body of her relative. hThat is
this but confession? on the other hand, De1's pleasure at
seeing that uncle craig's manuscript (post-humousry given

into Del's care) rras become waterlogged requires a ress

communitarian explanation. The fate of uncre craig's body

signals her ov¡n body; the fate of uncle craig's composition

signals nothing about her own compositions. Why? For DeI,

at least, the fate of the written self must evidently be

distinguishable (almost romantically so) from the abject
fate of the body, and the written serf is for her less a

question of shared discourse than (also romanticalry) of
individual sty1e. These premises are not treated ironicarry
in "Heirs of the Living Body," but Munro does interrogate
them in the "Epilogue." untir De1 begins to theorize about

the rerations between her life and her text, writing is
stabre and distinct from the body, âñ early separation that
may grow out of the problem of gender: Del cannot afford a

great deal of fellor+-feeling when her anxiety of (at this
point ) male influence is paramoun t. r s 2
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The scatologicar association of the self with the dead

body is less stable in The story of Bobbv o'Malley. The

o'MaIley septic tank is "the size of a coffin" (13), and the
sev¡age hose used Lo empty the tank becomes the first vortex
for Bobby's existentiar fears: "it'rl- suck ye right inside,
an' no-one'11 know ye ever rived'i (r¿). ,,My father told me

to remember that r got order every time r flushed the
toilet. I imagined what it was rike inside the tank" .

'Dark and foul' my father said, 'dark and four"' (15). The

retrospective narrator understands the bathroom as the site
of disillusionment and of the beginning of Bobby's fears
Ehat his father will desert the family. In the bathroom,

Bobby's father tells Bobby that he is going bowring when he

really plans to see Harold's Mother. Bobby, sensing a

repeated deception, forces his father to ret him herp plan

elaboraLe bowling strategies in the bathroom.

But there is a certain speciousness about speaking of
time' process, and beginnings in autobiography. can the
written event be isorated outside of its retrospective
emplotment? Given the later associations of the father's
apparent suicide and the toilet, it is not by chance that
Bobby begins his ov¡n story with sewage and the dead self.
on the day that Bobby forlows his mother around, hoping to
find crues to the secret of her being, he wants to depend

upon a Freudian epistemology in which identity is marked

materially and scatologicalry by repression: "I hoped that,
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when no-one was looking, she would give herserf away--pick
her nose, or scratch her backside, or put a roll of candy in
her pocket and wark out withouL paying" (1s5). Johnston is
not hesitant to admit the rimits of this epistemorogy when

Bobby's mother does not give him the required sign and Bobby

fails (perhaps inevitabry given his epistemology) to
understand her. Johnston, inverting Augustine, "converts"
Bobby out of the priesthood and into securar society.
However, in Geoffrey Harpham's reading

mode of of conversion--part icularJ.y

of

as

Augustine, the

a spec ies of
writing--can never include a prior state. "The fact that we

are never free from impingement by the 'word of another'
leads to râ: guarrel with vance (and with armost every other
reader of Augustine's ) , this time in his craim that
conversion can be assigned to a definite temporal moment. .

No moment of consciousness is 'pre-conversion,' Nor, we

must remember, does the subject ever achieve a 'post-
conversional' condition" (Harpham 4B). Harpham argues that
the always-prior condition of language (ttre word of another)
is too near the meaning of Àugustine's conversion
(impingement by the word of another) to arl-ow for proper

conceptual differentiation" spengemann anaryzes Books 1-9

of the confessions in a simirar way: "while the protagonist
berieves that he is going to the Manichees to find the
truth, the narrator knows that he realry went in order to
become disillusioned with them" (spengemann g), whire the
protagonist of The storv of Bobby o'Marley berieves that he
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is gravitating tov¡ards the priesthood because his mother

knows the truth about the worrd, the narrator knows that he

went in order to become disillusioned with the church. The

retrospective Bobby, who reries on Ted's epistemology, does

not for a moment berieve in Bobby the potential vicar of
christ. A primary justification for autobiography is the

representation of change through time, but the "nev¡" self
arways shows up "back there" (at almost every moment) in the
graphic past to make tereological sense of the 'oLd" self.
The'panopticon,'we might say, is not the exclusive tool of
the state or a religious tradition,
counter-epi stemolog i es .

but also a tool in

This is important in novers rike Fifth Business where

serf-making and myth-making are inextricably bound.

scatology runs counter to miracle and myth, and it is the
image of the rotting corpse that Dunstan Ramsay must better
in the case of his brother wilLie's "stubborn retention"
(58) of urine. urine signals death because if wirlie cannot

expel his waste he will become it; " 3 but the
autobiographer's deck is stacked against urine and death:
by presenting Mary Dempster's role in willie's cure first
(before Ramsay's "conversion" to her and before a rational
explanation) Ramsay's temporal rhetoric favors the miracle
as an objective event. This is true in The story of Bobby

o'Mall-ey es rvell, The earry association between the
mother's puritanicar embracing of sterilization and Bobby's
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isolation very quickly signifies that Bobby has adopted the

maternal persona but ought not have, Yet the presentation

of "Bobby"-*in formalist terms Johnston's machine --has

already ensured that the puritanical self is merely a screen

for the apparently later (but already planned) secular

conversion. The real issue is the provenance of the

father's scatology (not the mother's hygiene) in Bobby's

father-bound voice. Indeed, autobiography presents to

psychoanalysis a need for a conception of "screen memory"

that can account for the retrospect ive encoding of

experience. While "screen memory" is usually a trope for
how retrospective analysis can unlock a repressed past,

scatology in Bobby O'MaIIey has never reaIIy been repressed,

and rather shows us how the retrospectíve act itself skews

the earlier memories towards its ov¡n teleology. To maintain

the unity of the autobiographical subject, the Iate

conversion must be shown by the autobiographer in potentia,

Although lives may change, prolepsis prevents those changes

from being fully mirrored in narrative" Therefore: sevrage

in the beginning.

Sewage in the beginning is located in the father at the

end, and the emphasis on scatology marks Bobby's attempt to
recapture his father's skeptical mode of expression, indeed,

to become Ted O'Ma1Iey by turning Ted's eight chapter

outline of the innocently-titl-ed Our Memoirs into The Storv

of Bobby O'Mallev, Bobby discover's that his father has
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apparently been flushing the familial autobiography down the

toilet as each page was completed. The dead self thus

circumscribes a greater area than it does for DeI, extending

even into writing. On the back of the outline, Bobby finds
several pencilled notess "What is more final than flushing
the toilet? Do this in memory of me" and "The book is a

pound of flesh on every page" (184). The deformation of

Chr i st ian }anguage suggests an alternat ive to the

hagiograpic models of the gospels, under which Agnes has

tried to set Bobby's Iife. Ted's dialogic recasting of

religíous language informs the novel at its deepest Ievel,
and the toilet becomes the medium of Bobby's secufar

conversion. Bobby takes the videotape of his father, his
mother's hair (saved from her pre-marital celibacy), and the

St. Joseph's beard that he was once forced to t{ear--relics
all--and burns them in the toil-et: r e o

The bowl r¡¡as blazing as i f helt itself was backing up
inside the pipes. On my knees I had to keep my facã
back from the flame and reach around it with my arm to
flush the toilet. Eyes burning from the smoke, fly
forehead hot, I somehow found the handle and pushed it
down. As the water rushed in, the flames started going
round and going out at the same time. The water ate in
from the outer edge until only the core of flame was
left, a island getting smaller, going round and round and
down" Final1y, there was just one central spark which,
with the water at the bottom, seemed to turn inside out,
then vanished. (186)

Without the transcendental location of self driving
traditional autobiography, which, because of its spiritual
programme is no longer available to Ted, the possibility of

ontological defeat becomes a potential trap for Bobby.
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Given the likelihood that his father's death v¡as suicide,

the relat ions between central sparks and author i tat ive

models of the self has implications beyond rhetoric. To

return Bobby's "1ife" to the scene of the body, Johnston has

him get drunk and then purge his insides into the same

toi Iet " For Johnston the repressed self asserts itself
against Bobby's rational self: "It's probably true that, âs

LittIe Laurence said, I paused between regurgitations to

conmunicate a marked, if heretofore well hidden aversion Lo

clerical tife" (189).

Thus Bobby's life; not thus the writing of it: the

demands for artistic coherence are such that any single text
describes a state, not a process. To the scandal of

referentiality, Bobby's scatology insists that the aversion

never was hidden, and that even a scatological conversÍon

requires a tttranscendentt' narrator, one v¡ho can see eternal
patterns at work. It would be inaccurate to say that Bobby

has abandoned all systems.

i i i Confession

These

also rely
the self:
between

Rabelais'

Freud's

scenes neâr the end of The Story of Bobby O'MalIey

on another topos in the abject identification of

confession as scatological. The association
pur i f icat ion and purgat ion, rnuch older than

sat i re aga inst monks , perhaps helps to expla in

sadistic patient and his literal-minded need for
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enemas o r e 5 "I lack the confessional- spirit" (rhe Manticore

23), says Davies' often cruel David Staunton, "my nature is
a retentive, secretive one" (43). The cliché of 'dumping on

someone' (The Teltinq of Lies 18 ) is a popular and off-
handed version of this, but the topos becomes more central
in works like Eye of the Father, where Wayne Goodman must

acknowledge the scatological sins of the grandfather as his

o!¡n personality before the narrative can come to a comic

resolution. Likewise, The Assumption of Roques and Rascals

builds toward a confession of inner abjection, but the

triple evacuation of excrement, child, and writing
conveniently allow Smart to ctaim experience as more

irnportant than Iiterary structure. The scatological
implications are shifted arday from the loneIy, the

pollutive, the forced, the hemorhoidal, towards the

relational-, âs the act of excretion is transferred from the

writer to the baby through the metaphor of the necessary

diaper.

Ai-though I hesitate to equate any sign directly with a

moral functíon, there are hints that a depersonalized

scatology or a lack of scatology can point to an incomplete

confession. In A Search for America, Philip's "lack of

condescension to everyday sIang" (3) seems modified when he

enters the foul-sme1ling lavatory in the basement of the

restaurant where he ruorks ( 41) . Throughout hi s

autobiography, Philip implies that he is in the process of
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both dirtying himself in America and giving away terrible
secrets about himself, yet someone el-se always seems to

either be responsible or provide an alibi for his

shortcomings. The structuring of the moment of descent is

symptomatic of Philip's (and perhaps Grove's) maintenance of

a transcendental version of the self: Philip assimilates

the lavatory to an epic pattern of descent into the

underworld, so that he retains his aristocratic bearing (and

at ibi ) in a formal sense. A more thoroughgoing elision
occurs at the end of The Telling of Lies. Findley has his

detective, Vanessa Van Horne, "confess" her own role in the

"collective 1ie" (288) that contributed to Calder Maddox's

murder. Her confession rings hollow because she is not

implicated in any bodily, material, or personal way. The

novel tends towards a moral dimorphism between class

authorities and innocent victims.

while conclusions based on absences are at best

hypothetical, some writers have more consciously enacted

instances where the repression of scatology points to

problems in autobiographical reportage. Hagar, in The Stone

Anqel wets her sheets every night for several months but

does not "remember" this in her narrative (73-a); Laurence's

disclosure of this through Doris changes the shape of the

narrative from Hagar's autobiographical sense of herself as

a vict im to a nore ambiguous structure in v¡hich wr i t ing i s

not circumscribed by the first person. For this instance we
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might rename the "panopticon" as the tool of consciousness,

self-scrutiny. In Running in the Family, Ondaatje's sisters
are so embarrassed that for fifteen years they will not

speak of their grandmother La1la urinating behind the bushes

on Parents' Day (I24) 
" The gap in the autobiographer's

reportage in both cases is exactly that which the self
represses in order to become civilized, and in order to have

access to record-keeping languages.

iv Dirty Shadows

Compared to the problem of the 9ap, projection is more

easily identified. David Staunton dreams of wiping the

filth off his father's (Percy Boyd Staunton's) face and

uncovering there his own face as a child (the Manticore 98)"

Elsewhere, Adrian Pledger-Brown draws up an appropriate

heraldic device for the Stauntons and then calls it

"anitergium" . a trifle, a sketch, something

d i sposable 
"

Well actually the monks used it for the

throwouts from the scriptorium which they used for bumwipe"

(237). Àlthough the former image is "psychological" and the

latter is "external" to David, their symbolic collusion in

an autobiography points to the tefler's sense of

scatological abjection. Davies plays these projective signs

against David's tendency to disavow evi1. For example,

David reduces his oi.¡n role in an incident of vandalism by

emphasizing how BilI Unsr,¡orth def ecates on somebody's

photographs: "as he struggled, red-faced and pop-eyed, and
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as he appeared at last with a great sLoo1 dangling from his

apelike rump, I regained my senses and said to myself.

'Vlhy is he doing that?' The destruction was simply a

prelude to this. It is a dirty, animal act of defiance and

protest against--we11, against what?" (168 ) In Davies'

Jungian scheme, projection of course heralds the beginning

of self-knowledge, as the subject separates himself from the

shadow. Scatology thus becomes the signal cue for self-
construction, and Dr. Von Hal-1er interprets David's dream of

his father's backside as an unmasking of David's

internalized authorities, especially the one nominated

"Judge Staunton. "

Father, fear, bear; Davies is unwilling to fully

dematerialize them into a Law of the Father or even into
David himself, "devourer" of witnesses (278), Even so, it

is not clear at the end of the narrative whether a real bear

or an archetype has confronted David in the dark cave. In

any case, David's "second birth" (evidently meant as a

psycho-analytic representation of the child filling the

birth canal with meconium) involves David's recognition that

the stinking backside belongs not to his father or to a

bear, but to himself: "the terrible stench that fil1ed the

tunnel was my own" (304). The fluidity of exchange between

internal and external- is a basic psychoanalytic principle,

but this process of creating symbols of the self (even out

of one's excrements) is at once basic to and disruptive of
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autobiography" If excrement, which more than anything ought

to refer to real things and actual deeds in their chaotic,

unidealized existence, if even excrement inevitably takes

the guise of one more symbol of the self, then Lhe aspect of

autobiography that promises to refer to the world is

compromised. If scatology cannot even signify the world,

what can?

The problem of how reportage is affected by projection is

increased for Davies by the time of What's Bred in the Bone,

the fictional biography of Francis Cornish. "The Looner,"

who farts loudly and masturbates in public, is not only a

f igure for what exi sts beiore manners, but , as Corni sh' s

older brother and indeed the original Francis Cornish, the

Looner spec i f ically becomes the " f i rst self " for the other ,

later Francis. Once the hidden scatological double is

discovered, he becomes a central feature in Cornish's

anachronistic art. This can hardly surprise us, given what

r¡¡e have seen of doubling back, but who narrates the Looner's

history? Other private histories in the novel press toward

the same question. Àt the beginning of the novel Cornish

hates shaking hands; "Said he could smell mortality on his

hand when it touched somebody else's, When he absolutely

had to shake hands with some fell-ow who didn't get his clear

signals, he would shoot off to the washroom as soon as he

could and wash his hanos" Compulsive behavior. " He

didn't bathe much" (6-7). By the end we know that Cornish,
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before he to all intents and purposes kiIled Jean-Pau1

Letzpfennig, had to shake Letzpfennig's "unpleasantly damp"

(420) hand, and that Cornish "wished he could wash the

corpse-sv¡eat from his right hand" (42I) " Darcourt reports

Cornish's words in the first instance (6-7), but who

vouchsafes the unspoken scatological details of the second

instance (42I)? In yet another scene, Cornish's

schootfellows stick a straw up a frog's "cloaca, and blow it

up to enormous s1ze" As the frog swelled, there was a

delightful apprehension that it might burst. There was an

even more splendid hope that the boy who was blowing might,

if enough funny things hrere said to him, stop blowing for a

moment and suck and then--why, he might even die, which

would richly crov¡n the fun. Frank's eyes were on the frog,

whose contortions ancl wildly waving legs pierced his heart

with a vivid sense of the sufferings of Jesus" (96-7) " we

míght say that the language divides neatly between the

cadences of a good-humoured aristocrat and the limited

sensibilities of young boys, ot, in a different vein, that

Davies here strangely reverses Bakhtin's dialogic so that

the myth of the incarnation is confirmed by what we would

expect to read parodically--a suffering frog"

But again, who or what narrates? Apparently a film-like

machine that the daimon Maimas and the angel of biography,

the Lesser ZadkieI, have access to. The biographer's

problem, especially in a post-phenomenoJ-ogical age--of being
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limited only to Cornish's external contacts wit.h the world--

initially seems exactly opposite to that of the

autobiographer, but Davies, unlike Cornish's biographer

Simon Darcourt, requires Cornish to think and sense in the

first person. The quirky use of Maimas and Zadkiel implies

a lack of confidence in the omniscient narrator, the

traditional formal solution to the problem of insider

knowledge. Maimas and Zadkiel, instead of solving the

problem in a new wây, are dei, literally ex machina, and

their omniscience--limited Lo Francis Cornish--thus produces

autobiography in the third person even though they claim not

to know the ful1 truth about Cornish. Darcourt rationalizes
theology ( including Maimas and zadkiel ) as a type of

medieval psychological sc ience, whi 1e Davies apparently

means to criticize him by means of Maria Cornish, who

refuses to modernize her language" Italicized, outside of

the main narrative, Maimas and Zadkiel approach the oId,

omniscient narrator; yet, inside of the main narrative, they

are nothing more or less than Francis Cornish to the point

where they paradoxically confirm Darcourt's rationalizing

against Davies' irony, In this reductio, the scatological

details of the private body push the narrative towards a

singulative point of view, and, what is more crucial in the

wake of discourse theory, towards a singulative vision:

that of Davies, catl him Maria Cornish (who picks up her

archaic language from other Davies novels), call her Simon

Darcourt (who r+ith qualifications adopts her terms), call



him Maimas and the Lesser Zadki

Darcourt speaks their names),

(whose thoughts are accessible to
him Davies ( for whom anachroni

Looner are the substance of art ) .

problem of projection, not just
the formal choices.
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eI (who appear as soon as

call- them Francis Cornish

daimons and angels), call
sm and the pre-c i vi I i zed

We are left with the same

in the characters, but in

Scatological detairs, initially worldly gestures that
separate the text from the world, just as often trap, oF at
least bracket, the world phenomenologicarly within the
pattern of one se1f. The detairs that structure the
"inside" of the text are used in such a way that they cannot
help but dismantle the system of "external" references,
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12. Postmodern Decomposition s

of an Indeterminate Text
Guaranteeing the E{orld

Don' t despi se things.
--Saraceni in

What's Bred in the Bone

I shat those theories
completely.

--Buddy Bol-den in
Coming Through Slaughter

l.Triting is
compos i te ,

that neuter, that
that ob1 iqui ty into

which the subject f1ees, the black
and white where all identity is
lost, beginning with the very
identity of the body that writes.

--Roland Barthes

The Romant i c c reator ,originating and original source
meaning, may well be dead,
Barthes argued years ago, but
creator's position- --a position
discursive authority--remains,
increasingly is the self-consci
focus of much contemporary art.

--Linda Hutcheon

If in discussing autobiography I appear to have succumbed

lo the logic of Paul de Man--asking for Newton's

autobiography and then feigning surprise when scatology

disappoints a solar system of the objectified self--I hope

it will become clear that I mean this reading to take place

I may co-ordinate human bodieswithin the ambidextrous (if

with celestial) theory of Lejeune, who notices that writing
is to some extent al-ways an alibi but that this does not

out

AS
of
as

the
of

and
ous

automatically make autobiography non-referen.tial.

'death of the author' and his later sense of

Barthes'

textual
pleasure, I e 6 like Baudrillard's recent discussions of the

media, depend on a sliding non-systematic form of reference
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and contain assumptions about mimesis that are clearly at

odds with the dominant assumptions in most fictional
autobiographies. But if scatology lets the autobiographer

articulate a skepticism which destroys the referential
certainties within the bildungs genre, it is worth asking

several questions of the postmodern: is scatology as a

trope then inherently aIlied with postmodern skepticism? Or

does scatology undermine the conventions of even skeptical
and ironic genres? In other words, instead of here blaming

postmodernism for its political significations as Jûrgen

Habermas, Fredric Jameson, Terry EagIeton, and Barbara Foley

do, t t t I !¡ant to extend Linda HuÈcheon's "on the other

hand"--arguing, Iike she does, that postmodern texts
question referentiality and subjecthood, but only from

within history and the subject (Hutcheon 1988b, 1.9).

What is postmodernism? For most theorists, postmodernism

sets i!self equally against modernism and realism (Lyotard

75; Pache 76; Kroker l-5; Hutcheon 1988, 4, I49; Bowering

1982, 79-81) . Theorists often come up against the

difficulty that the specific techniques used to define

postmodernism--the pleasure of the fragmentary, the blurring
of genre boundaries, the blurring of boundaries between art
and life, the distrust for totalizing languages, the play on

surfaces, and skepticism about "depth"--are not new. Some

theorists, as a result, expand the definition to the point

of inutility: Arthur Kroker locates. the crisis of
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representation in St. Augustine, caJ.ling him the first
postmodernist and equating Augustine's "closing of the eye

of the f lesh" r.¡ith Bataille's "pineal eye" (Kroker 28).

Lyotard insists that postmodernism precedes modernism, and

is in fact modernism in its nascent moment (79)--when

modernism breaks with the real to "present the fact that the

unpresentable exists" (78) and before modernist fragments

project a nostalgia for realist totalities,
thus becomes a synonym for aII avant-gardes,

Postmodernism

An al-ternate theoretical strategy involves defining
modernism narrowly and totally as a pure break with history
(Hutcheon 1988 z 4) and as an escape into the world of

symbol. This approach emphasizes modern architecture
(Hutcheon 1988: 26) , and de-emphasizes contingency in

modernist literature. In a modernist text like Sheila

Watson's The Double Hook, the language--"Coyote made the

Iand his pastime" .He breathed on the grass" His

spittle eyed it with prickly pear" (22) or "¡James: smelt

the stench of Coyote's bedhole" (43)--is often entirely
double: purely symbolic (especially since Watson does not

put a literal faith in native mythology) and yet edged with

bodily contingencies. The symbolic language makes discourse
(and not reality) the primary constituent of the 'nove1,'

creating serious opacities for those not familiar with the

compressions of Imagism" It is therefore true to say Lhat

the principle of order is "not in the sequence'of historical
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time or the evolving sequence of character . as in
realism or naturalisml tmodernist writers: tend to work

spatially or through layers of consciousness, working toward

a logic of metaphor or form" (Bradbury and McFarlane 50).

Yet the consistent attribution of scatological materiality
to the creator Coyote implies a primary 'real' world

antecedent to the text; this invaliCates the further claim

that the modernist novel flees from "material- realism" or

that "language ceases to be what we see through, and becomes

what we see" (fletcher and Bradbury 401 ) . Both the

metropolitan language of modernism and the dirty farmyard in

The Double Hook qual i fy each other ' s precedence. The

characters are eventually redeemed by the old Christian
symbols (spoken anew by Felix), but to focus only on this
would be to ignore the historical contíngency of incarnated

characters who are at the mercy of Canadian settlement
patterns.

My purpose, however, is not to affirm or create a

particular definition of postmodernism. Some elements, such

as the emphasis on surfaces, can seem deceptively simple,

especially to those critics v¡ho make political arguments

against certain styles of representationcles But I would be

hesitant to jettison any of these definitions: even Kroker

is useful in showing that simulaLion was not invented in the

l-970 's,'e e Since many of these definitions are included in
Hutcheon's claim that postmodern texts question
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referenLiality and subjecthood, and since this claim marks

what I see as postmodernism's most insistent historical
departure, it is her definition that I will rely on the

most. Hutcheon does not allow Richard Rorty's and Miche1

Riffaterre's contention that the referential status of

fiction is entirely different from the referential status of

history (1988, I43, 148): "The familiar humanist separat j.on

of art and life (or human imagination and order versus chaos

and disorder) no longer holdsu (f988, 7) " I suspect that
these "separations" reappear ( if in al-tered form) in
postmodernism, but my approach is quite limited in scope:

i f autobiographical scatology ( intended to be stable )

eventually decomposes assurances about the narrated world,

it is conversely possible that postmodern scatology, often

intended as a destabilizer, also unintentionally guarantees

a stable system of references.

1

Postmodernism does not entirely succeed in overcoming

structuralist binaries, but in each case we must initially
agree with Hutcheon that postmodern scatological parody can

destabilize older authoritative narratives. Marlz Douglas

argues that "dirt rl'as created by the differentiating
activity of mind, it was a by-product of the creation of

order" (161 ) . Thus, the ritual pollution described in

Leviticus signifies both the chaos before creation and the

dissolution to come, while the taboos were intended to
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support the Genesis narrative of an ordered creation. It is

not surprising, then, that theorists of parody enphasize how

scatology destroys the founding narratives of western

culture--Jewish, Christian, Platon ic , all of them

patriarchal" Kristeva (1982, 4i 1987, 368) and Kroker (13a)

fol-1ow Bataille's sense of parody: "The terrestrial globe

is covered with volcanoes, which serve as its anus.

Although the globe eats nothing it often violently ejects

the contents of its entrails, spreading death and terror

everywhere. . It is clear that the world is purely

parodic. I an the Jesuve, the filthy parody of the

torrid and blinding sun" ( "The Solar Anus" 5-9) . When

Cixous argues that female writing cannot be defined because

it is "against theory, " that female Ianguage wrecks

"partitions, classes, and rhetorics, regulations and codes, "

she too uses scatology: "ora1 drive, anal drive, vocal

drive--a1l these drives are our strengths" ("The Laugh of

the Medusa" 253, 256, 26I). Even theorists who have no

interest in postmodernism acknowledge the dislocating po\{er

of the grotesque (Philip Thompson 18)"

In Canadian postmodernism, as in John Barth's Giles Goat

Boy (witn the Mathematical Psycho-Proctocologist Max

Spielman) or in Thomas Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49 (with

the W.A.S.T.E. mail system), scatology parodically devalues

cuILural conventions" Leon Rooke, for exarnple, deflects the

reader's gaze from the classic Shakespearean text and its
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attendant chain of the writer's metaphysical authority,
focussing on what v¡as evidently repressed--Shakespeare's

dog's life. The material and grotesquely sensual dog's

autobiography trades the high ritual agony of kings for the

sniffing of turds, and thrusts a grotesque body upon The

Greatest English I,lriter Of All Time, who has unceremoniously

been banished to the periphery of the text. Moreover,

Rooke's formal inversions trade the well--made plot for
intimate descriptions of Hooker at stoole, and Hooker is not

always prepared to find a systematic coherence in his
actions: "'Why did you leak there?' she said. 'Oh I r,¡ish I

understood you accursed dogs.' I kept quiet. If i had to
give brain to every act, as she did hers, I'd soon be

knitted up like a stew! " (125) Since OId John Shakespeare

predicts the imparking of the world (44) , the only way out

of systematic enclosures, it seems, is to Iive as a dog"

If. Rooke's Hooker can undermine the English cleric who

turns the caprice of a divorce-eager king into pious order

and good ecclesiastical government, dog nevertheless has his

o!,'n implied princíples of order: "Man's upright and he

takes his news f rom t.hatu ( 33 ) , says Hooker , of course

hinting that dog is four-footed and "takes his news from

that. " At one level, Shakespeare's Dog must therefore
necessarily be the simplest of inversions: the "smooth and

impenetrable surface" oÍ the classical body (gakhtin 1984,

377) exchanged for the scatological body. This occurs
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biographically and discursively. The image of Lhe classic,
quoted Shakespeare is broken up by the knowledge that it

eventually takes "a dog's wide learning" to make Shakespeare

a "playspinner" (47)--Shakespeare reduced to the sum of

Hooker's gathered knowledge. ' o 0 The images inherited from

biblical discourse are refracted through matter: a 'dog

returning to his vomit' is no longer mainly the vehicle of a

metaphor or mainly proverbial, buL is treated mimetically as

a sensual event. Rooke satirizes (and reverses) traditional
Judeo-Christian cosmology in which spirit animates inert
matter by fiat, pârodying, as we have seen in Chapter 10,

metaphysical explanations of the soul. Arguing from vomit,

the tangibte insides, Hooker posits that fifth unbodied

"eIement"--the quintessence or 'souI'' (32)" This is a

crucial moment in the education of Rooke's Shakespeare, who

is something of a skeptic"

Crucial for us is Rooke's substitution of scatology for

soul at the original moment. Even though Hooker does not

trust human materialism, the materiaf, mimetic qualities of

scatology have the central rol-e here in administering a

shock to Christian metaphysics. Of course, this mimetic

centre does not cover all there is to Rooke's postmodernism.

The parodic inversion of Proverbs does not so much reverse

the spiritualizing tendencies of Jewish folk wisdom as write
^^^!l^^- ! ^--^ L^^: ¡^ n-^--^-LÀ n^^t.^ I ^ ^ ^€d.t¡LrLllcI duuL)ulrL \rvËr (J! IJcSllrc rl-(JvËrl.)50 ÃLr(JÁc Þ Þç¡rÞc \,!

scatological mirnesis writes over the past in two divergent
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ways: the imitative and the fabular. On the one hand, by

describing the treading of phlegm underfoot (91), Rooke

clearly strives for historical accuracy about the difference

in bodily minutae between the Sixteenth Century and the

present. Erasmus, in De civilitate morum puerilium, says

that "the polite way is to catch the matter from the nose in

a handkerchief, and this should be done by turning away

slightly if decent people are present. If, in clearing your

nose with two fingers, some matter falls on the ground, it
should be immediately ground under foot" (275). Rooke's

mimetic gesture thus argues against Eagleton's claim that

history is what "postmodernism must at all costs efface"
(68). On the other hand, the fable of origins comprised in

'why Shakespeare came to London' (to save Hooker from the

Regarders) depends upon a tactical disregard for history.
These contradictions--referential parody and destabilizing
parody--are not the poles of postmodern discourse, but the

nucleus, ' o r

Like Rooke to Shakespeare, Findley gets to Noah "first,"
before the original collectors and the priestly redactors"

"Middenites" (Not Wanted on the voyage 22) and "the rain of

Onan" (130) thus get material significations "before" they

are systematically politicized and moralized by Judaism and

Christianity as "Midian" and "onanism. " Findley's central

focus is on how e new dispensation allegorized the master

drama of the world's salvation, and Findley applies
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scatology as a solvent for the transcendent battle between

Yav¡eh and Lucif er" Late in the novel, a demon gro\,is hot and

bright in its nether regions, while Lucy holds its paws the

v¡ay a mother might hold the hands of a child having "a

di f f icult moment on the pot ( 30f ) . This parody of toilet-

training domesticates the demonic realm, and although we

might. be tempted to read the scene as a slaughter of the

referents (both of Christian dualism and of realism), the

parody of mother and child also has a humanizing effect.

Indeed, fabular scatology paradoxically becomes a kind of

realist ploy; the gap made by the dispersal of

transcendental meaning is "always already" filled by more

"natural" subjects--1itt1e demons on the potty and cats"

When Mottyl , the cat r+ho narrates, discovers the dead dog,

Bip, with his cror^rn of flies, she prays for him and leaves

her "heat-infested traces" nearby (56-7). The adoption of a

cat's point of view does not disperse the human subject.

The animal in fact fulfills the anti-idea1 emphasis of

liberal humanism and the broadening egalitarian scope of the

civilized se1f" The characters in Not Wanted on the Voyage

and Shakespearè's Dog are marked as to whether they care for

or mistreat the scatological beast-narrators. As in

Shakespeare's Dog, the fabular in Not Wanted on the Voyage

therefore does not destroy history even though Findley's

social history--that of the Iate Twentieth Century animal

rights--is less self-conscious than Rooke's.
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The real i st conf idence that matter , Þart icularly

scatological rnatter, is more authentic than a religious

code, and the humanist confidence that the thing is more

honest than the miracle appears often in Findley's work. As

if to guarantee honesty, Findley has Vanessa Van Horne lose

control of her bladder while weeping for her dead father in

The Telling of Lies" Weeping, it seems, can be feigned,

abject urination cannot--very much a referential faith"
Reference is much more complex in Famous Last Vlords because

Mauberly, Ezra Pound's text, cannot always be taken as

analogous to a real person. Against Lieutentant Quinn's

defense of Mauberly's mythological writing, Captain Freyberg

attacks with the fury of historical reference: "It's not

the Trojan War I don't believe in. it's the Trojan

horseshit" (150). Freyberg's serious critique of fiction as

devious and false is made all the more poÌ.¡erful because of

Mauberly's implication in Fascist plotting and, by

extension, in Dachau.

But Freyberg's desire, according to Quinn, is for blank

waIls. This is another sort of aestheticism, which admits

the scatological in human beings but does not allow for the

soiling of walls and pages. The scatological terms of

Freyberg's denunciation of Mauberly--"He's beginning to

sme11, isn't he" (149)--initially work against Freyberg.

MauberIy, after aJ-1, has been smelling since the beginning

of the novel, where $¡e first saw him in rotted underwear
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fleeing the Allies (4). The "sme11" t.here served to

humanize Mauberly according to the dictates of Findley's
novelistic mimesis (as opposed to Pound's arcane poetic

dialect). Findley shifts Pound's Mauberly from a satiric
figure to a character for whom we can feel bodily sympathy,

especiatly given the wholesale transgressions against his

fastidiousness 
"

I n other words, for the length of

Mauberly's dispossession Findley gives him a body which

suggests victimhood" Such an attr ibut íon i s heavi Iy
referential- in a humanist direction--even Fascists have

feelings. Scatology therefore becomes Findley's material

concession to Freyberg's over-stable sense of historical
reference. If Hutcheon shows how postmodernism "de-naturesft
(1989, 2), v¡e can see in these references how it "natures."
But of course Mauberly's ahistorical status puts all this in
postmodern brackets, since i,¡e know that despite the traces

of a real body Mauberly is always only figura. Famous Last

Words is postmodern not because it erases reference, but

because it places human affect and the body very consciousJ-y

r,¡ithin the context of what can only be a simulated reality
and a simulated subject.

ii

Here r¡¡e are no longer precisely dealing with the

scatological corrosion of master narratives. Rooke and

Findley both point us in two directions: first, the "text"
reaches so far into the "worl-d" that it infects the world
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wit.h its o\¡¡n radical disembodiment; in other words the world

is no longer the world, but becomes a tangent to itself.
Secondly, the references to scatology could become so

corrosive that they not only destroy ideal structures but

also the realist faith in matter. I n theory we can

di st ingui sh between the two di rect ions 
" The f i rst

phenomenologically brackets the world within a somewhat

ideal theory of discourse. In the second, "heterogeneous

matter" is so repulsive that it resists "not only the

idealisms of Christians, Hegelians, and surrealists, but

even the edifice building of traditional materialists.
BataiIle precisely recognizes that the faII of the elevated

and noble threatens the coherent theory of allegory itself.
. At the end of reason, ât the end of man, at the end of

bhe Cartesian pineal gland ( the supposed seat of

consciousness) there is only organism and a simultaneous

fall, a simultaneous death" (Stoekl xi-xiv)., o, Bataille
says that Gnosticism, for example, âttributes "the creation

of the earth, where our repugnant and derisory agitation
takes place, to a horrible and perfectly illegitimate
principle. " Taking heresiological polemic quite literal1y,
BataiIle maintains that a being obsessed with matter and

bestiality can "only submit to what is lower, to what can

never serve in any case to ape a given authority" ("Base

Materialism and Gnosticism" 47, 50) "

Phrased in this wây, both directions seem anti-mimetic.
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In practice, however, the case is not so simple. william

Gibson's "designer bodies" might initíally seem to be a pure

instance of the first direction. Gibson's heroes in

Neuromancer and Count Zero, with biochips implanted in their

brains, operate for much of the novels in virlual realities

where the "old mystification, which always consists in

placing Nature at the bottom of history" (Barthes I973, 101)

no longer operates. Many accounts of how postmodernism de-

natures the world rely on disembodiment. In "What is an

Author?" Foucault follows the Barthesian model by placing

the text while refusing to place a biological subject in the

author function. Lyotard calls the self a post for messages

(15), while Kroker, somewhat curiously given his reliance on

Bataille, argues that virtual technologies and the

phiJ-osophy of the sign mean not only "the end of the fantasy

of the Real' (15), but also that simulations triumph over

rationalization (272)" For Kroker the postmodern is a state

in which everything is decentered and disembodied as the

inner (pineal ) eye opens to simulated experience Q3-4) "

"!.Ie wiIl never in future be able to separate reality from

its statistical, simulative projection in the media"

(Baudrillard 1988, 2I0) seems at first to describe Gibson's

texts, and David Porush (the best commentator on Gibson)

notes that

of the self

However,

in cybernetic theory the self becomes a message

(rgeg, 374-5).

as Hutcheon shows, postmodern practice is not
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always identical with post-structural theory.'o' Big

corporations are the radical forces in Gibson's novels,

creating new virtual environments so that the characters can

go places where their bodies cannot. Deconstruction is
accomplished not in the literary arena, but by genetics and

computers" In virtual realities, âpparently, the pull of

mimesis is powerful but entirely deceptive: Neuromancer, an

artificial intelligence or "AI, " almost seduces Case into
accepting the virtual reality as a1l that is the world, a

complete shadowland in which Case can have whatever he did

not really get " However, if the science-fiction writer
reconciles us to new technologies, scatology in Gibson's

work is inherently conservative, gesturing back, almost

nostalgically, to the "past" biological unity of the

individual human body. 2 o a Gibson follows the logic of

colloquial usage which makes the scatological--f'We wait for
him, pick him up, 9et his ass to Hosaka intact" (Count Zero

23)--a metonym for the entire human being and the basic

constituent of language and identity: "You poor stupid

shit" Poor stupid dead shit" (Count Zero I44)"'o'In one

sense, of course, all texts signal the deferral of the body,

but Gibson counters with scatology and human affect against

the post-biological model--to maintain something like the

traditional humanist subject.

This technique is so grounded in conventional

referentiality that we might almost suspect that Gibson is a
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real i st masquerading as something else " But in hi s ÀI ' s,

some of whom have citizenship (Count Zero 78), we see a more

complicated form of reference. The amoral ÀT in Count Zero

(the result of Neuromancer's conjunction with Wintermute)

manipulates characters, including Christopher Mitchell who

is convinced to l-eave Maas Biolabs" It is not only this
echo of Pynchon that makes the novel postmodern, but the AI

may be read as a computer deconstruction of the humanist

subject; the AI operates from out in space as a disembodied

power that overarches individual functionaries and makes its
presences felt in human bodies. Thus far the structure
resembles Foucault's analysis of discursivity, and, when the

characters use the metaphor of vodou to speak of the AI's
disparate sub-programs, the description very much resembles

Lyotard's performativity principle: "'Vodou isn't Iike
that,' Beauvoir said" 'It isn't concerned with notions of

salvat ion and transcendence. What it' s about i s gett ing

things done"' (76) " Of course, the anachronistic language

of vodou and the explicit force of will interrupt the notion

that the subject has been dispersed. Speech act theorists
would not deny that the text as text disperses the author,

but woul-d insist that to jettison the positions of sender

and receiver is to mystify discourse. While we do not know

what sort of body or will the AI in Count Zero is, !¡e do

know that its artistic tendency is to parody the boxes of

Joseph Cornell: the AI creates "an arrangement of brown old

maps and tarnished mirror. The seas of the cartographers
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had been cut a$¡ay, exposing the flaking mirrors, Iandmasses

afloat on dirty silver" (226). This art is an art of

garbage, fragments, a w"A.S.T.E. system in which the artist
does not try to put the world back together. Marly

Krushkhova in fact guesses that even the AI is "someone

el-se's collage," into whom has been "spi1led, somehow, all
the worn sad evidence of a family's humanity" (227\. Sender

and messâgê, both coded through refusef are scatological and

to some extent "human" without reversing textual

disembodiment in any simple way. If the territory is now

rotting on the map (gaudrillard 1988, l-66), shreds of the

real (including bits of o1d maps) tetl us that a territory
is still scatologically there even if vre virtually ignore

it" The AI is not some body, but Gibson at the end of the

novel reveals the hidden sender of messages to at least one

receiver who completes the biological model of the speech

act. Mar1y's tears indicate that the receiver is not "a man

without history, without biography, without psychology"

( Barthes 1968 , 59 ) "

Gibson qualifies postmodern theories of disembodiment by

staging a scatological speech act, but the second direction
of postmodern theory--that toward "heterogeneous matter"--

cannot as easily be recuperated to mi,nesis. Ondaat j e' s

texts serve as an example" Left hands, headless chickens,

and the seeping out of bodily fluids in The Collected Works

of Bi1lv the Kid signal the disappearance of the rationaL
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grids (including prose) tfrat cover experience. The last

moments of manic activity before death are scatological,

i.¡hether they belong to Charl ie Bowdre "giggl ing" and

"pissing into his trouser legs in pain" (I2) or to a

flower's "sweat like liIac urine smell-" ( 56 ) "
Tom

O'Folliard drinking urine in the desert (50), Bi1ly having

sex with Angela on the toilet (68), and urinating down his

legs onto his horse (Zg)-*draw attention to how Billy and

his men ( intentionally and unintentionally) have

transgressed the boundaries of civilized life. Death

becomes the post-scatological location of rational order:

if you cut the stalk.
the flower gets small sme1ls sane
deteriorates in a hand (56)

In Cominq Throuqh Slaughter Webb, the policeman, finds

excrement unreadable. To him, Crawley's report about "the

tail of shit" (30) is tangential to the search for Buddy,

but to Buddy (and to Ondaatje), the things (mostly

scatological ) that don't mean are the substance of art:

"the wet slime from toiletso grey rub of phones, the alley
shit on his shoe when he crouched where others had crouched,

tea leaves, beer stains off tabl-es, piano sweat, trombone

spit, someone's smell off a toweI" (40) 
"

Buddy's songs

therefore seem to be formless and genre-breaking.

Buddy' s comments on the rat ional analys i s

From

of

relationships--"r shat those theories out completely"

(113)--it is clear in taking up the pre-history before jazz

recordiDgs, Ondaatje makes scatology stand for the absence
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of maps, even maLerialist ones

theoret ical moment. 2 o 6

Scatology defines the post-

But what are we to make of Stephen Tatum's reasons for
calling Ondaatje's Billy the "richest" (Tatum 149) treatment

of the legend of Billy the Kid? "Ondaatje's Kid, no saint
or Satan, kil1s plants with his urine, fornicates on an

outhouse floor, vomits in the desert during a hang-over"

(fatum 143). He is "a human being caught in a maelstrom of

biological and political circumstances" (Tatum 151),

CIearly, for Tatum a particularized body is more authentic

than documented history. As a repeated affront to

civilization and even sanity, Ondaatje's scatology is
destructive of order, but Tatum's almost realist, certainly
referential faith is not simply mistaken" What Tatum

understands is that Ondaatje has not completeJ-y defected

from order, but has been substituting a l-ess programmatic

order for traditional character motivations. Even i f

postmodernism purposefully distorts history, it does not

escape history or mimesis. The gypsy-foot whores who carry
on their trade around raw sewage (119) certainly signal the

history of slavery and perhaps even of Buddy's reified
enslavement. When Buddy describes his music, he uses a

modernist hierarchy of forms: r'every no\,r and then my note

like a bird flying out of shit and hanging loud and long"
(r2g) .2 0 1
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Buddy's very inscrutability, once it is converted to

language, becomes a system in the text, so that excrement

becomes a trope for the pre-textual world, becomes an alibi
or pretext for the "real" thing. This is not just because

Buddy parodies a primate marking system which Hooker and

Mottyl might be familiar with, but because even the

enunciations least susceptible to analysis are formal rather

than heterogeneous. Ondaatje says as much about Buddy

through Frank Lewis: 'rWe thought he was f ormless, but I

think now he was tormented by order, what was outside it"
(37).

Running in the Family too, although corrosive of

autobiographical narrative, does not fuI1y escape mimesis

and attendant hierarchies. The massive gaps in the

narrative corrode the notion of historical continuity even

if we hear the names and deeds of Ondaatje's parents and

grandparents. When the narrator's father urinates " into
darkness and mysterious foliage" (187) or when the ants

attack the father's novel left on the bathroom floor (189),

we are invited to feel that experience consists of a few

animal rnarkings but of very Iittle order: "No sweeper for
weeks, And nature advanced" . If you stood still you

were invaded. " A whole batallion v¡as carrying one page

ah'ay f rom its source. . It was page 189" (189). The

"magical" conjunction of 189 and 189 is, however, finaIly
ambidextrous: on the one hand it suggests that anything can
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get into a text, and that texts very easily decompose,

especially under the sign of the body (the bathroom and

"sub-animal" nature)" On the other hand, the illusion that

anything can get into a text requires very careful ptanning

(and the unusual co-operation of a publisher). As such, it
overwhelmingly signals the presence of the author. ttTo

assign an author to a text is to impose a brake on it," says

Roland Barthes (1968, 58) who, so the critical commonplace

goes, did not fail to append a proper name nor to copyright

"The Death of the Author." When "Ondaatje" shows up in

Coming Through Slaughter or in the final photograph of The

Collected Works of Billy the Kid we take this as direct
autobiography only at our peril. Such a technique is partly
confessional and referential because of who authorizes the

" intrusions, " but only partly because once the author

becomes a character, his chosen surrogate is hypostatically
separated from the referent" However, when the author

manipulates page numbers, he acts only as a composed subject

and not as a surface feature'of the text, On page 189,

then, for a moment, wê had the referent of Ondaatje's

di scont inuous autobiography "

111

Leona.rd Cohen, whose Beautiful Losers is surely an early

instance of postmodernism (tlutcheon 1988a, 27), may be taken

as its most comprehensive case because his text moves in

both directions--towards disembodiment and towards
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heterogeneous matter--at once. When we first run across the

narrator--"I am an o1d scholar, better-looking now than v¡hen

I was young. That's r,¡hat sitting on your ass does to your

face" ( 3 ) --we might expect Bakht in' s dialogue of the face

with the buttocks (rgA¿ , 434) to follow" It does not,

mainly because F., the narrator's teacher, has spent much of

his tife not merely subverting the high, but attempting to

confuse all hierarchies of high and low, outer and inner,

good and evil. Bakhtin's jubilant folk wisdom stil1
maintains such distinctions in the faith that if birth and

decomposition are at the heart of things themselves, then a

low humane parody can always restore egalitarianísm against

priests and party members who superficialty style themselves

as high. F., conversely, says "i^le've got to learn to stop

bravely at the surface. We've got to fearn to love

appearancesrf (4). To the (stylistic) patchwork question "do

you think I can learn to perceive the diamonds of good

amongst all this shit?" F. replies, "It is all diamond" (9).

The fallout of this anti-depth education is the narrator's

repeated quest ion "Are the stars t iny af ter al-l-? " ( 5 )

According to bodily surfaces, the thumbless narrator is

really F., who blew his own thumb away during a mistimed

terror i st bombing. I f surfaces are the whole story,

"appearances,fr including confusion between individuals, need

no longer be "saved" by explanation" These are the initial

stages of the narrator's disembodiment which drives him into

a Total Fast and eventually turns him into a movie of Ray
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Charles. These are also postmodern games of the type that

trouble a theorist like Jameson, who commenls on the

"facetiousness" (1984b, 370 ) of postmodernisrn.'0'

Yet F. is more than a decadent master willing to try any

aphorism on his pupil/himself. The narrator discovers that

his wife, Edith, hras created by F. using the Pimple Cure,

"bosom aggrandizersìu and perhaps the "Sphincter Kit" (171).

"Her buttocks" says F., "srere my masterpiece" (176) and he

criticizes the narrator for improperly exercising his

buttock muscles: "a very selfish development and a factor

in your bowel predicamentu (170) " In this way F. represents

the commodification of the body, a process that the narrator

both desires (he is pleased with Edith's beauty) and

despises (he wishes that she were a product of "nature," he

hates to hear of her production). This commodification is

at once a disembodiment, since it substitutes a simulated

body for the origínaI, and a signal of the presence of

heterogeneous matter, since the substitution implies a

di sgust for the f i rst body, More, F" is also a

representative of the Creator--at one point elaborating upon

his initial, he says, "caIl me Dr. Frankenstein with a

deadline" ( 186 ) --who can neither be pleased with the

original chaos nor be enchanted with his creations, and

conseguently always pushes further "beyond pleasure' (184).

The narrator, post-pleasure, recognizes the force of the

question 'Where do Lte go next?' "Once you ate shit" How
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can I Iive in t.he world beside all your damn adventures"

(16)" These "adventurest? lead to an orgasm during which F.

and edith bathe themselves in Mengele's human soap while F.

reads a post-erotic litany parodying extremist pornographic

magazines--"Not Models! ActuaI Photos of Male and Female

Sex Organs and Excrement.

Cannibalism during Foreplay.

culminating in a description
Lalement (183).

. Men masturbated to death"

Skull Coition" (181-2)--

of the torture of Brébeuf and

" Pray for me.
" (22r)

roquois appear among

Heterogeneous matter with a vengeance, Cohen's 'end of

man' includes what Bataille's does not: a mimetic process

in which matter signals not its own "heterogeneity" but real-

historical atrocities. One response to these horrors is an

equally exorbitant sign of care:

--I injured the waterfall with urine
-*I soiled a loincloth" Pray for me

But these aching confessions by the I

less innocent confessions:

--I long for a human morsel. Pray for me.
--I got the yelIow out of a worm" Pray for me.
--I killed a Jew. Pray for me"
--I tortured a raccoon. Pray for me.
--I prayed for a famine lesson. Pray for me.
--I dirtied on my beads, Pray for me. (221-2)

Furthermore, it is not always clear r+here the Confessor

Tekakwitha's preferences 1ie, since her masochism aIIies her

i+ith Edith" The equation of Tekakr+itha's asceticism with

institutionalized Twentieth Century sado-masochisms seems to
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collapse historícal forms into each other. There may be no

wây, in Beautiful Losers, of isolating the meaning of the

narrator's suffering or transformation--the text is not

Jewish, Christian, anti-technological, or even nihilistic
(given the post-climactic Part 3) in BatailIe's explosive

sense. ' o e The parodic reinterpretation of Tekakwitha's

religious devotion should then lead to simulacra if Cohen

seamlessly replaced the belief in historical difference with

a sense that the imaging of history in language finally

ef faces all past events.

However, even if Tekakwitha's and the narrator's Tota1

Fasts become ambiguous and extreme simulacra, neither all

referents nor even a moral position have been completely

dest royed . The scatological confessions are indeed

deflected from Iroquois culture towards European history by

I'I killed a Jew." Historiography has often been the place

in which the powerful organize the facts to confirm those

narrative which give them their positions, so the

redirection of history is not necessarily synonymous with

"coIlapse." Cohen avoids the kind of fcrgetfulness r+hich

would presume that because the r,¡riter gives us bodily

details we have somehow got an accurate transcription of

I roquoi s voices. Such built-in skepticism about

historiography cannot be called mimetic, but paradoxically

might be called an extension of realist practices since the

realist uneasiness with idealized narratives extends to a
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skepticism about the way even the "real" has been abstracted

into singulative narratives and ideological forms.2 1 0

Historical commentary might also invile us to see the

narrator's constipation as a parody of Luther's

Turmerlebnis, when Luther discovered on the privy that the

just shall live by faith: "Nothing helps, is that what you

want me to learn? The strain man perched on a circle
prepares to abandon all systems" (4f).211 In both the parody

of the Iroquois and of Luther, the past returns to comment

on the present historical moment: on anti-semilism, oD

sadism, on the complexities of post-Reformation skepticism

about religious and other systems of order. 2 r 2 History,

Cohen implies, is always partially simulated for present

purposes, but this knowledge only allows us a skeptical

distance from the multiform pasl instead of exhausting it.

Cohen's historiographic parodies force us to reconsider

what I earlier called his drive into pure word. The

catalogue of scatological and mortifying practices, if it

transgresses the bodily limits created by most systems of

soc iaI mores , does not ent i rely trade mimes i s for pure

surface" The body's inside "shows up in order to compensate

for the collapse of the border between inside and outside,"

Skin becomes transparent, a weak boundary, and gives way

"before the dejection of its contents. Urine, blood, sperm,

excrement then shor^¡ up in order to reassure a subject that

is J-acking its 'ovrn and cl-ean self "' (nristeva 1982, 53).
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Despi te Lyot.ard, the obscene i s prec i sely not the

"unpresentabl-e. " "Fuck her on the moon with a steel

hourglass up your hole" ( 13 ) --language loosed from its
referents--may be caIled "unpresentabler" "facetious," or,
(to be more literal) "weightless,ttz r I but it does not belong

to the final orgasm because F.'s climax exactingly requires

that the reader be able to imagine the obscenities enbodied.

If language entails the loss of the object (t<risteva 1982,

4I), it sti11 keeps the object in mind. Cohen imagines

possible bodies and follows documented history: the Jesuit

Relations, the history of Nazi Germany, the history of

pornographic discourse. I f Edith's acne recal-led

Tekakwitha's pre-Enlightenment face (pock-marked by the

P1ague), it was F.'s "famous soap collectíon" (I42) that

"curedt' her 
"

The commercial surface of and in Beautiful Losers is thus

not g1íb but terminally blemished. EIias anticipated the

skepticism about depth, and the serious problems with

looking at human beings as containers " Most " inner"

processes, he argued, are touched by society (259).zte Other

theorists have been Iess measured: "Psychoanalysis puts an

end to the unconscious and desire, just as Marxism put an

end to the class struggle, because it hypostatizes them and

buries them in their theoretical project" (gaudrillard 1980,

39). For Marcel Détienne¡ quoted in Michel de Certeau's The

Practice of Everydav Life, Greek stories about meti5'rsây
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exactly what Lhey do. . There is no need to add a gloss

that knows what they express without knowing it, nor to

v¡onder what they are a metaphor of. You ask what they

'mean'? I '11 teII them Lo you again" (80 ) . " ' Baudrillard

and Détienne want to foreclose on particular types of

speech, but Cohen's novel is not post-interpretive, and

hístory has not collapsed simply because F. wanted to blow

things up" 'Are the stars tiny?' is finally not nostalgic

or anti-historical" It depends for its effect on the

interpretive knowledge that the stars could not possibly be

tiny. Appearances are important ruses in the noveI, but the

Pimple Cure and constipation require social and historical

interpretation. As such Cohen moves the lexis avray from

ontological arguments towards the level of game, but not

towards a game without parameters. T^Ihen we come the long

v¡ay round to the live author's claims that the source of

Beautiful Losers was "a certain type of experience"

(interview with Twigg 57)

Losers both an expression

in 1965 and prophetic of

or when Cohen calls Beautiful

his chemico-mental state on Cos

is difficulties a year or two

,

of

h

later (Harris 55, Lumsden 72), we are strangely in the

territory of autobiography and bildung: not that we could

make a realist equation between Cohen and the narrator, not

that Cohen hasn't made a career of adopting poses, but that

instead of being loose among the surfaces of signs, even the

most exorbitant text ís anchored to another discursive post

and body, that shifting depth which Adrienne Clarkson,
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following convention, still call-s Leonard Cohen.
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Epi loque : New Detours to the Symbolíc

But all this may be referred to the
narror¡¡ suture of the Spirit and the
body, enter-communicating their
fortunes one unto another.

--Montaigne "Of the Force of
Imagination" (nlorio translation)

Slang is a language of hatred that
knocks the reader out very nicely"

åo,npi"t3Ïl'lå';:::r:*ä:!. . r.å
just lies there Iike an eightball!

--Loui s-Ferdinand Cé1 ine

OnIy for a moment. "As late as 1930, four-letter words

made visual on the printed page seemed portentous. Most

'four-letter words' are heavy with tactile-involving stress.
For this reason they seem earthy and vigorous to visual man"

(t'tcLuhan 1964, 116). The of fhanded way that "late" and

"1930" ro11 off Mcluhan's tongue, âs if Ulvsses and Lady

Chatterlyrs Lover changed the cultural landscape in an

evening, makes Mcluhan seem urbane (almost as if he claims

personal responsibility for the 1960's) but iL does not make

him an accurate commentator on the Canadian ethos. Yet the

1954 Céline quote also seems too extreme in the opposite

direction" Hodgins' Madmother Thomas keeps "pog mahone"

("kiss my arse" 335) as a reserve fund against. the wor1d,

and she never spends it--possibly because she, like her

mother who bequeathed the words, knows that thty will not

really knock anyone out for Iong. From lampoon to
autohagiography, all writing transgresses the boundaries

between word and world (especially writing which confusedly
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gives the metaphor "tongue" for print), but scatology is a

spec ia1 case, âllowing us neither to approach it
dispassionately as only a textual feature or emotionally as

just the sign of hatred" In The History of Sexuality Michel

Foucault attacks the Freudian repressive hypothesis by

speaking of the massive increase in discourse about

sexuality; as the least-sophisticated writer knows, sexual

Ianguage can incite a physiological response. I would argue

that at the moment of physiological response the separation

of world from word is fogged over, if not erased. Here the

arts are fluid in that word-picture does almost what the

picture does. The same is true of meta-physics: the moment

of faith closes the gap (existentially, if not

theoretically) between the sacred text and the world it
represents. The same is not true of scatology" Like a

written description of music, scatology may never get near

the referent.?16 Yet scatology, unlike discourse about music

(but Iike some musical forms) fras at times been suppressed.

On the popular level, it has evidently been felt that slang

can knock the reader out. Literary theorists have insisted

that even when the sign displaces the worId, the duplicitous
sign refers to a real body (Howe1ls I25, 130; Fo1ey 18;

Cixous 1980, 252) and

Ianguage (roley 97).

to the subject who deploys the

À{- i¡c mnct

the "worId" in
level, scatology

a narrative text
functions as a trope for

which abstracts itself,
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mimetically, from the worId" Scatology does indeed gesture

at the world (as realists and modernists in their

destruction of ronance or romanticism or Victorianism always

suspected,) but scatology is also unavoidably rhetorical,

even, in its own wây, ideal"

we have seen that Canadian postmodernists too retain the

old model of signification, mimesis, in which excrement

signals a "reaf" chaotic worId. Like Kristeva, if less

explicitly and only partially, they too declare an alliance

with "the Ïdea, the Logos, the Form: in short, the old

Judeo-Christian Europe" (Kristeva, "My Memory's Hyperbofe"

235) " If we pursue scatology in enough detail, from one

angle postmodern texts begin to appear curiously referential

and stabl-e, very much at ease in the world. These texts

bring more and more of the human body into the order of

language, perhaps expanding the practices we call

'civilized.' The effect is somewhat like Miss Manners'

approach to etiquette: she no longer fully believes in the

conventions but she stiIl uses them and passes Lhem on.

Rooke's will Shakespeare makes this clear in his despaír:

"Begone Hooker. " Better you had followed a maggot to

its nursing or a turd to its disintegration" (101). The

passage or.¡es something to the world in that will and Rooke

are able to formulate an "inner" emotion by fixing on

"outert' processes" But these processes have already been

treated by past writers as signs appropriate to "despair,"
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so will's use of the topos is conventional" The death's-

head conceits, the rather elegant v¡ay decomposition is

worded, êvehtually limit the despair. They caIl attention
to a civilized voice even if will is sev¡n onto biodegradable

matter, and call attention to a collective existence in the

reader who activates the conceit.

I offer two contradictory conclusions. First, the

untrans1atable body i s what makes rnetaphors possible.

SecondJ-y, scatology is a language; matter in a text is never

completely heterogeneous or corrosive, but as part of a sign

system, represents historical and bodily depths. The

etymologies of words sometimes used to describe scatology--

obscene (i11 omen) and graphic--bear this doubleness. My

sympathy, r confess, is with those displaced souls who when

they are confronted by a thing search for words and, rvhen

they are confronted with a word look for things. Too many

theorists, who recognize that one must take the body into

any account of texts, emphasize one of these conclusions

over the other "
Bataille says that "the Abject is merely

the inability to assume with sufficient strength the

imperative act of excluding things (and that act establishes

the foundations of collective existence) " (quoted in

Kristeva 1982, 56)" But even if one wants to deconstruct

sociology, language puts the neurotic (not autistic )

frontiersman into a social context at the moment when he

theoretically wants to Fa11 into decomposition. A
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distinction between unorganized or amoral experience and the

moralistic interpretation of experience (oavis 93 ) over-

simplifies a dialectic that Montaigne knew was, and still
is, more complex. Maclennan tries to insist upon the

ontological primacy of the 'real' world when he depicts

Wor1d T{ar I: "Some had stood up to their necks in cold

v¡ater stained with blood and human excrement while they

waited for hours to crawl a few yards closer to

Passchendaele. . .Words are human and have a history and

this had none" (309, 3I2). But Maclennan must have had some

faith that words can register suffering, and he would not

have wanted to dislodge his description from the historical
context of conscription battles in Quebec.

We mi9ht, then, sympathize with Descartes, for whom

matter $¡as constantly telling things not about matter but

about consciousness. Tf he displaced the o1d location of

the soul up higher into the "pineal" gIand, he $ras not

alone. According to Kristeva !Íe cannot get rid of the

impure, but we can "bring it into being a second time, and

differently from the original impurity. It is a repetition
through rhythm and song, . . The writer is a phobic who

succeeds in metaphcrizing in order to keep from being

frightened to death; instead he comes to life again in

signs" lggZ, 28, 38). The strength of this f ormulation is

that despite the emphasis on the individual origins of

abjection Kristeva acknowledges language as a symbolic
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system deploying subject positions. The model that

"repetition" appoaches is that of a feedback loop. The

writer metaphorizes his or her impurity; later the textual
mechanism is perceived as too empty of the world; the next

phobic brings in new impurities; but those also, living for
a while as symbols, come to seem too abstract; and so on,

ii

At the end of a study such as this vle cannot ignore the

vast growLh in scatological discourse that the Canadian

novel is symptomatic of. Changes in obscenity Iaws are

partially responsible, but they may be effect rather than

cause. Narratives that cannot accomodate scatology are

becoming obsolete, and are increasingly consigned to the

dump of anachronism" Kristeva's comment on Leviticus--"The
body must bear no trace of its debt to nature: it must be

clean and proper in order to be fully symbolic" (t982,

102)--may be inverted to correspond with the latter half of

the Twentieth Century. The body must signify its debt to
nature: it must include the foul and abject in order to be

fully symbolic, We see this when writers lik-e Laurence or

Atwood parody the disembodiments of, for example, romantic

poetry or travel writing: "what the hell is this crap? 'I
wandered lonely as a cIoud.' This Wordsworth, now, he was a

pansy" (The Diviners 63) ì "'Throwing up in the Sun, '

¡Renniei thinks briefly. Tippy would say everthing's rav¡

material, you just have to know how to v¡ork it in" (godilv
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Harm 98)" Duddy Kravítz's apprenticeship in language is Lo

save obscenity even when passing through the censors. Mrs.

Cox wants to change the boys' language without seeming

Victorian or other than them: "you only use those words for

their shock value and that's silly, because you can't shock

me. " Do you know what a penis is?" Duddy's answer

takes the form of feigned innocence: "'Sure,' Duddy said.

'A penis is a guy that plays the piano"' (21). Duddy goes

Mrs. Cox one better by adding her "correct" word, "penis,"
to the list of what needs to be repressed and by

simultaneously recuperating its obscene value for the boys

via insinuation and wordplay (just as Richter does with Mrs.

Cox's name) . In Joshua Then and Nor,¡ Richler gives us two

versions of the same event to show that we only get close to
ideological and emotional truth before the interi.or censor

clicks on:

"o Ànd then I said," McMaster droned oD, as the Sony
whirled, "'Look Colucci, you dumb dago, you North End
asshole, I don't know what you got with anybody else in
No. 4, but you can stuff that envelope where the monkey
where the monkey put his fingers.' Cut " Stop.
Correction" And then I said, 'Look Colucci, you are
dissimulating, you are not a credit to your people, like
Dante or Mayor La Guardia, I dôn't know what arrangements
you have v¡ith other officers in this station, but I do
not accept emoluments, and therefore please put that
envelope back in your pocket"' Is that better?" (301)

"The alliance between literature and excrement has been

consolidated since the former began to identify itself more

and more with the violation of a system" (Enzensberger 34)"

McMaster , a policemän, is especially cognizant of. Iai,¡s and
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as a writer and astandards of

bigot is to

Do these

devaluat ion

claims that
heard, is a

further:

expression, but his impulse

break the rul-es.

satires against disembodiment herald the

of language as a mode of existence? Tillich

"the word as breath, âs sound, as something

natural phenomena" (98) " Davies' Kinghoven goes

"You're all mad for words. Words are just farts from a
lot of fools who have swallowed too many books. Give me
things! Give me the appearances of a thing, and I'II
show you the way to photograph it so the reality comes
right out in front of your eyes. The Devil? Balls!
God? Balls! Get me that Fat Woman and I'11 photograph
her one way and you'll know the Devil made her, then I'II
photograph her another v¡ay and you'11 swear you see the
work of God! Light! That's the whole secret" " . .Let
there be lightt Who said that? I said it!" (world of
Þronders 87 )

Kinghoven's skepticism about the high does not stop him from

taking more than a princely role while he assures his

auditors that mimesis, and perhaps creation, is alI fakery.

Magnus, however, spends much of the narrative trying to find

the proper way of arranging his life in language" Even if

he is a master illusionist and even if he feels dismay when

writers begin to name certain acts, Magnus's deepest impulse

is to bring into being a second time in language the true

impropriety of his rape by williard: u it was something

going in where I knew only that filthy things should come

out, as secretly as could be managed" (34). Ki nghoven

praises and devalues al] art aS a mode of existence divorced

from things; Magnus, alternatively, turns writing into a
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repository for the impure, and he thereby changes the make-

up of the sphere of culture. In World of Wonders, âs in
other post-war Canadian novels, there is little room for an

unqualified "high" language, but the system of words has by

no means been dismissed. Rather, one language has been

displaced by another"

One of the f unctions of Bakhtin's polyglossia \{as to

confront high languages with their repressed bodies.

Scatology limits the idealization of particular narratives,

including that ot Magnus's great successt the new detour to

the symbolic is through the abject. Scatology does not

destroy allegory or hermeneutics but makes a different
route, through the minutae of the body instead of Platonic

ascent or Christian asceticism, to what is outside of the

text. Hov¡ever, that scatology almost always defines itself
against idealized bodies and idealized narratives exposes a

limit to my study" The problem is enunciated in a different
context by Michael McKeon: "Medieval romance, in v¡hich the

aniecedents of our "history" and "romance" coexist in fluid
suspension, becomes "medieval romance," the product of an

earlier period and increasingly the locus of strictly

"romance" elements that have been separated out from the

documentary objectivity of "history" and of print, the

technology to which it therefore o\,¡es (at least in part)

both its birth and its instantaneous obsolescence" (McKeon

45). I say litt1e about romances like Tay John and Shoeless
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Joe because they nearly evade scatology. In Tay John

scatology is only found in the historical sections and then

only in abbreviated form: "I think these railway men must

have their brains in their boweLs" (181); "'Lady, y€r cawn't

sing with yer buttocks"' (196). The latter comment is

thrown at Ardith Aeriola before O'Hagan transforms her from

railroaders' mistress to romantic heroine. In Shoeless Joe,

J.D. Salinger equates writing (as a job) with a farmer's

barn-cleaning (92), and after Kid Scissons l.rears his

baseball out, he practises "with rocks and frozen horse

turds" (145). To a small extent, scatology enters these

romances on behalf of the disil-lusioning bits of world that

must be overcome for the story to approach a higher realm.

Scatology, I claimed early ofl, stands for the past, but once

it is recuperated in the epistemological reversal that we

have seen in Chapter 3, scatology becomes all of the present

while romance, less scatological, functions as the obsolete

immediate past or, at most, âs a failed mimetic move. The

deepest affinity of scatology is with ironic modes.

It would be false to conclude that romances and, on the

other hand, postmodern texts are actually realist texts in

disguise, or that no texts really undermine material

signification. McKeon speaks of the tension in ideology

between the "will to engage what is problematic" and the

"will to naturalize" (233 ); the resolution of these tensions

inevitably varies. Just as the basic constituents and the
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realist meaning-gestures of fictional autobiography cannot

be cornpletely exploded by internal skepticism, so romance

cannot fuIly be explained by what it represses. ln

different wây, the postmodern need to refer to the world

does not completely secure postmodern epistemologies to a

referential model. In Running in the Family after a wild
pig steals the soap that kept the narrator "aristocratic"
and "feeling good all through the filthy hotels of Africâ,"
he imagines the creature "returning to his friends with

Pears Transparent Soap and then all of them bathing and

scrubbing their armpits in the rain ín a foul parody of usrr

(143). Too anthropomorphic, this parody of human

cleanliness is also too amenable to the theory of the

liberal humanist expansion of the civilized self to be

admitted as evidence of my claims. What were the pigs

thinking? Had they found sufficient strength to give up

slang, hoping, even without opposable thumbs, to educate

their bodies in the rudiments of courtesy? Or were they

Iaughing at the young sons of nobility, Erasmus, Miss

Manners, the whole crew? Their cloven-hoofed bodies, though

they don't exist, troubl-e me.
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t Although Elias starts with the Middle Ages in order to get

at later developments, the Middte Ages should

obviously not be IiteraIly understood as "origins."
For example, euphemisms for toilet ( itself a

euphemism) hrere in force in medieval times: garderobe

(ie. wardrobe), necessarium, necessary house (wrigtrt

47) " Francis Barker, in The Tremulous Private Bodv,

locates the beginnings of the modern separation of

public and private realms in the English Revolution,

and suggests in particular that Milton's Àreopagitica

interiorized censorship, emphasizing private copyright

over Jacobean collaborative writing" Julia Kristeva

in Powers of Horror attributes this movement into
private guilt to Christ. The English Revolution does

represent a codification of the privatizing tendencies

in copyri.ght Iaw, and Kristeva is also correct to

suggest Christ's importance for the interiorization of

the "abject" that accompanies the interiorization of

Jewi sh r i tual 1aw 
"

However, when one traces

scatology, such "cruxes" prol i ferate: Ezekiel' s

scatological transgression (Ezekiel 4zI2) in the Sixth

Century B.C. , for example, pêrsonalizes the abject

even though his enactment was intended as drama. To

insist upon a particular moment is to prematurely

s impl i fy the process .

2 fn Richler's children's book Jacob Two-Two Meets the

Hooded Fanq, Jacob confronts exactly this when he is
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constantly reminded of his scatological nature. He is
called to court by Justice Rough for "peeing without

lifting the seat" (18). Even when he merely forgets
to euphemize (by mentioning that his older brother is
"doing his dump" 30), he gets into trouble.

EÌias is much less total in his explanations than his
critics make him out to be. BuIlough ignores Elias's
comment that the growth of shame is not explicable by

one social factor, but that changes in technical
apparatus cannot be explained simply on a scientific
level (nlias 139-40); Adams completely misreads Elias
as a Freudian primitivist. For a better analysis of

EI ias' s ideas, see Stephen MenneIl' s book-length

study, Norbert Elias: Civilization and the Human

Self-Imaqe"

Arthough the writers of books on manners present idearized

worlds, they cannot be dismissed simply as prudish

distorters of actual culture. Even as the voices of

conservatism they can be in the avant-garde of

cultural change: many cities have recently adopted

by-laws requiring owners to remove their pets' feces

from public areas; Ford advocates some swearing so

that women can gain access to male language (64) 
"

"Good education demands. . , to close up and limit the

body's confines and to smooth the bulges" (Bakhtin

1984, 322) . The emmision of bodily substances and

speech about them are "bu1ges" in Bakht.in's sense.
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6 semiotics must be interdisciprinary to look at methods of

signification (nco 115). The refusal to cross

disciplines is one of the ways in which literary
studies have been de-politicized and marginalized
(saio 1983, 146-53). Mennell notes that EI ias' s

interest in the body has interdisciplinary sources:

Elias studied both medicine and philosophy, and was

disturbed for many years by "the discrepancy between

the phi lsophical- ideal ist and the anatomical-
physiological image of man" (ntias quoted in Mennell

7) 
"

Lucy, another signing chimpanzee, urinated on one of her

keepers and "signed 'funny' in a self-congratulory
way" (Linden 97') " For her, "dirty" and "leash" were

always associated, as were "dirty" and "cat" (113) 
"

Linden says that, tor the outsider, swearing is the

most dramatic way in which the signing chimpanzees

appear human (114) 
"

'Sgu, for example, Said's criticism of functionalist
theories which pay too rittre attention to the text's
materiality (1983, t4B). "For the critic, texts are

texts not as symbols of something else but as

displacements (Frye's vocabulary is useful here) of

other things; texts are deviations from, exaggerations

and negations of, human presence" (1 47) " Although

Said overstates his case, his work is a good

corrective to l-ess worldly theories of literature.
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e Tn her study The Body in Pain Scarry cites the McGiIl Pain

Questionaire (which gathers the seemingly random words

of patients into diagnostic sets) as an instance of

how the human voice is a reliable instrument for

"exposing even the most resistanL aspects of material

reality" (fgAS, 8).
10 See John Sutherland, Offensive Literature: Decensorship

in Britain 1960-1982 , 2I-28; and Alec Craig, The

Banned Books of Enqland and other Countries, 133.

1 1 Not unrelated to this is Robert Cluettrs computer

analysis of prose styles and parts of speech. He

identifies a movement, over the last one hundred

years "avray from ornament towards utility and matter"
(169).

12 Again, this is a comment that Kayser makes about the

grotesque (31).
13 "The tip-tilted outhouse looking like a chil-d's parody of

the leaning tower" (114), Laurence's direct copy of

Steve's artwork in Sinclair Ross's As For Me and My

House, is what bothers Hagar the most about the home

that she and Bram share.
r4 For a parodic history of the topos of Christy, the quaint

old hired man, see F, Scott Fitzgerald's letter to

Maxwell Perkins (ca. June 1, 1925), The Letters of F.

Scott Fitzserald, ed" Andrew Turnbul1,

Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1963, 204-6" We might add

Beckett's Chrisly from AII That Fall and Laurence's
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Christie to a scatological post-World War II

extension of Fitzgerald's list.
15 "Sme11 must be civilization's first casualty," says

Car1yle Sinclair in Mitchell's The Vanishing Poínt

(133) as Mitchell- re-activates Sinclair's lost sense

on a Cree reservation" On the elimination of smell

in literate societies, see Marshall Mcluhan,

l6

Understandinq Media: The Extensions of Man, (N.Y.:

Signet , 1964) 136. In 1929, scientist J"D. BernaI

predicted that in the future, sme1l would have a

"Iess primitively emotional role than novr" (39)" For

a connection between a heightened sense of smell and

decivilization, see Judith Thompson's play, I,lhite

gitinq Dog, (Torontor Playwrights, 1984) ZO.

Compare a less sympathetic variant in R"V" Krafft-Ebing's
Lehrbuch der Psvchiatre: a patient believes that the

smells and odors of his neighbor's greasy cooking are

getting into his skin and that excrement is falling

from from his ceiling (Enzensberger 22) "

On the discipline involved in getting French school-

children to sit not climb and squat on toilets, see

Corbin 17 4 "

See also Elizabeth D. Harvey, "Property, Digestion, and

Intertext in Robertson Davies' The RebeI Anqels, "

English Studies in Canada 16:1 (March 1990) 91-106,

and Patricia Monk, "Somatogyping, Scatomancy, and

Sophia: The Relatíons of the Body and Soul in the

L7

18
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Novels of Robertson Davi€s, " English Studies in

Canada ]-2zI (March 1986) lg-100.
I e On the varieties of new Canadian social histories, see

George S" KeaIey, "Introduction," Class, Gender, and

Region: Essays in Canadian Historical Sociologv, êd.

Kealey, ( St . John' s: Canadian Journal of Soc iology,
1988 ) t-t 

"

20 Gregory the Great, who recommended bathing (24) and

Christchurch Monastary at Canterbury, with its
elaborate water supply system (26), represent the

modern in a medieval world where St. Benedict, St.

Jerome, and St. Francis all considered bathing as a

sign of affectation (24). Da Vinci's plan for Ten

New Towns ( including spiral stairways "to prevent

unsanitary misuse of landings" 53) and Sir John

Harringtonts

closet ( 71 )

1596 invention of Lhe flushing water

represent a renaissance to Wright that

only finds its fulfillment in the Eighteenth Century"

Along the way there are famous regressions, âs

Anthony à Wood recounts of Charles II's courtiers:

"Though they were neat and gay in their apparell, yet

they were very nastlz and beastly, Ieaving at their
departure thei r excrements in every corner, in

chimneys, studies, colehouses, cell-ars. Rude, rough,

whoremongers; vaine, empty, careless" (wrigfrt 76) 
"

2 ! To put a point on the obvious hierarchical change that

Bataille i s attempt ing, compare Bernardus
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Silvestris's Twelfth Century comment in the

Cosmoqraphia that man's head is purposely placed so

that it is far from the bowel-s and regions of decay.

z2 I refer to Lévi-Strauss's proposed play, "The Apotheosis

of Augustus, " in r^¡hich Augustus very clearly
represents the civilized anthropologist: "Augustus

would realize that he had become a god, not by some

radiant sensation or the pohrer to work miracles, but

by his ability to tolerate the proximity of a wild

beast without a sensation of disgust, to put up with

its stench and the excrement with which it would

cover him" (tristes Tropiques, trans. John and Doreen

Weightman, N"Y" : Pocket, I974. 432) " Academia, of

course, has its oh'n rhetorical techniques which

preclude such returns, and register distance from

origins: see, for example, Lévi-strauss's use of

pseudo-mathematics at the same time as he discusses a

myth of auto-chthonic origins in "The Structural

Study ' of Myth," Structural Anthropologv, (trans.

Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest Schoepf, Garden

City, N.Y.; Doubleday, l-963. 225)" To this we

might compare Paracelsus's more naive version of the

same scientizing stance when he insists that he did

not get his ( rather chthonic ) knowledge from a

urinal. "ManuaI Concerning the Medicinal Stone of

the Philosophers, " The Hermetic and Alchemical

Writinqs, vol-.2, ed. Arthur Edr.¡ard Waite, 1894, (rpt.
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Berkeley: Shambhala , J-976) 104 
"

2 3 Pineo and Porter have shown how a rural background is
often a greater debility to occupational attainment

than ethnic status (391). On the connections between

class and country or town origins in Canada, see

Dennis Forcesef The Canadian Class Structure, 3rd ed.

(Toronto: McGraw-Hi11, 1986) Sg-2.
24 it is unclear whether Ostenso was aware of the etymology,

or whether genre closes its own circuits, so that the

real i st naming of the process can, even

inadvertently, Fêgister the reaL work involved. See

Raymond Williams, The Countrv and the City ft973) on

the testing of language about farming--in particular
the pastoral--against experience. I^7i11iams takes

language as a material activity in attempt to expand

materialist conceptions beyond sense apprehensions

and positivism (Marxism and Literature I977, 30f).
2s Haliburton (13) criticizes the Bluenosers, Frances Brooke

the French Canadians (60, 167) for being too l-azy to

manure their crops" Although Moodie usually resists
scatology, she is proud of fields "p1entifu1ly
manured" (42I)" The Romans, notes Theodor Rosebury,

deified Stercus because of the invention of manuring

(111). AIain Corbin notes that agriculturists
distrusted attempts to deodorize dung (213)"

26 For the inability to see the comic in the grotesque

because of civilized values see Philip Thompson, The
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Grotessue, (London: Methuen , 1972) 55. For the

taboo against choosing a urinal immediaLely nexL to

another man (when other urinals are available), see

R. Dale Guthrie, Bodv Hotspots: The Anatomy of Human

Social Organs and Behavior, (N.Y.: Nostrand

Reinho1d, I976) 191, and Moore, 60-61"

In "The American Scholar," just prior to proclaiming "the

new importance given to the single person," Emerson

writes of how Swedenborg "showed the mysterious bond

that allies morai evi1 to the foul material forms"

(Selected Essays, ed. Larzer Zif.f., Hârmondsworth:

Penguin, 1982, l-03. The correspondences between

Emerson and David Canaan are many.

For David Canaan as artist, see David Williams,

Confessional Fictions3 A Portrait of the Artist in

the Canadian Novel, (Toronto: Toronto UP, 1991) 
"

For outhouses, see Outhouses of the East, Ray Guy,

Photographs by Sherman Hines, (Halifax: Nimbus,

1988 ) .

See Albert and Theresa Morítz, The Oxford Illustrated
Literary Guide to Canada, (Toronto: Oxford UP,

1987), and The Oxford Companion to Enql-ish

Literature, ed. WilIiam Toye, Toronto: Oxford UP,

1983. See also Rosmarin Heidenreich, The Postwar

NoveI in Canada: Narrative Patterns and Reader

Response, Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier UP, 1989, 14-15,

on the structures in the text that imply a desire to

29



affirm threatened rural norms.

30 McKeon's book is of obvious importance for this study,

but his structure is the inverse of the one implied

by the scatological image. His sources posit
idealist origins for the novel, origins which naive

empiricists criticized with the "truth" of history;
the empiricists in turn came under attack from an

extreme skeptical position. The difference between

attitudes to genre in the Eighteenth Century (nefoe

defining himself against romance) and the imagined

history of the self in Twentieth Century novels owes

something to historical changes (since both

modernists and postmodernists have tended to define

themselves against real-ism. Because "origins" in the

Canadian novel are so often posited as scatological,
the second move is a civilizing or idealizing process

which only "Iater" comes under skeptical attack. In

the extreme version of this third move--"the parodic

maneuvers of extreme skepticism" (McKeon 115)--my

categories for the first time properly coincide with

those of McKeon.

by means

marks D"G.
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of the

Jones t

3 I On the scatological roles

di f ferences between

versions of the pig,

49"

of pigs, pârticularJ-y on the

tov¡n versions and country

see Stallybrass and white 45,

3 7 A similar historical revisíonism,

repressive hypothesis, also
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renovation of Archibald Lampman's voice--"we careð./

little for Arcadia iLs/ elementary joys, its

excrement" in "Kate, These Flowersu..", 15 Canadian

Poets X 2, ed. Gary Geddes, (Toronto: Oxford UP,

1988 ) --as well as Margaret Atwood's revision of

Susanna Moodie in The Journals of Susanna Moodie,

(Toronto: Oxford UP, 1970) 
"

Compare Morag's knowing irony in The Diviners when she

reports on the tov¡n dump's name change from "Nuisance

Grounds" to "Municipal Disposal- Area. " Morag's

attitude towards garbage is not at all different from

the attitudes that initiate the name change.

While he was a book reviewer for the Toronto Daily Star,

Davies himself enacted the process of "recovering"

excluded scatology, praising Wright's Clean and

Decent, John Pudney's The Smallest Room, and Reginald

Reynolds'Cleanliness and Godliness (11 June 1960,

reprinted in The Enthusiasms of Robertson Davies, êd.

Judith Skelton Grant, Toronto: McClelland and

Stewart, 1979 ) : "Clean and Decent has changed my

notions of pJ.umbing and history" (191). "You don't
. want to read about sev¡age? I am grieved but not

surprised" (193),

3 5 For the outhouse as a symbol for leaving behind "the

effete, deodorized, decaffinated East" (8), see

Outhouses of the West, Silver Dona1d Cameron,

Photographs by Sherman Hines , (tta1i f ax : Nimbus,
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1988). One of the euphemisrns for outhouse--"house of

Parliament" (Backhouses of the North, MurieI E.

Newton Vlhite. Cobalt Ont.: Highway Book Shop, 1972.

18)--suggests precise poì.itical satire"
There are even hints of a North/South axis to the coding

of scatology" Nick Sluzick prefers to spit rather

than speak in Where Nests the Water Hen (19, 27), and

he plans on moving further north once he feels that
there are too many people settled near the Water Hen

River.

See also Mcluhan's metaphor--the city as middenheap in

From CIiché to Archetype, (N"Y.: Viking, I970) SS.

The scatological elernent in the modern wasteland

topos may owe something to Nineteenth Century

attempts to run city sewage systems on town 1ines"

See Wright 90, I44"

Compare Rabelais' report of Fabrius dyíng because he held

a f art in while he \,¡as in the presence of the emperor

C1audius. Pantaqruel Book 3, 489.

Kristeva puts the abject on the boundary of man and

animal (1982, 12), while Murray Davis shows how

excrement is used to signal the sub-human and bestial
(138-9). Mennell finds the ability to identify with

animals in the increasing reluctance of people to eat

such things as animal testicles. See also Corbin on

the decline of animal perfumes like musk, civet, and

ambergris (73-74).
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40 For Nazi reactions to I iterary scatology, see Jost

Hermand, Stänker und Weismacher"

See Michael McKeon (150-159) on the shifting epistemology

in the concept of "honor" when the post-medieval

English aristocracy shored its ranks by means of

practices such as the sale of honors, surrogate

heirship, and name-changing.

In Hindu culture the head (¡rahmin) does the thinking and

praying, while the despised parts (uarijan) carry

away the waste (Douglas 123). Secular soc iety
complicates such symbolic markers, but does not do

away with them: Douglas cites a study of Canadian

mental- patients in which hospitalization marks a

threshold of toleration. As long âs the patients are

not hospitalized, their aberrant behavior is
tolerated, but once they are hospitalized, they are

avoided as taboo (oouglas 97).
4 3 "The axis of the body is transcoded through the axis of

the city" (Stal-lybrass 145). Freud "brilliantly
imagines the spl-itting of the Subject, but then he

proceeds to suppress the social terrain through which

that splitting is articulated" (StaIlybrass i53 ) .

Cornpare Freud's From the History of an Infantile
Neurosis, Standard edition vo1" 17, especially pages

95-101.

41 For example, íf hre use job status as a criterion, a

nurnber of the characters under discussion would
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(45) 
"

4 e "The inexpungeability

romance convention,

younger sons of

accommodated

career open

creates a

of aristocratic nobilíty" is a

but "the stories of successful

the nobility tended to be

32\

belong to what Wallace Clement in Class, power and

Propertv calls the 'resource proletariat"'
In Not Wanted on the Voyage, Mottyl's voice is even more

humane than that of Shakespeare's dog" Findley

combines Mottyl's integrily with scatological
concerns. See especially Mottyl's search for her

missing kitten in the latrines (315-16).

On the association of offal with the food of the poor,

see Mennell, AII Manners of Food: Eatinq and Taste

in England from the Middle Ages to the present,

(Oxford: BIackwell, 1985) SfZ.

On the relations between Grove's life and his
autobiographical poses, see David wi 11 iams,

Confessional Fictions, 44-54.

Compare the advertisement for soap as a 'Kit for
Climbers' (Ewen 45). The ad showed climbers scaling
a mountain up to 'Heart's Desire.' Ewen notes the

irony inherent in an attempt to evade mass Iife (to

"cIimb") while one is dependent on a mass-produced

commodity--"a sort of mass pseudo-demassi f ication"

to the progressive plot-model of the

to talents" (McKeon 2I3, 2I9) . This

high degree of confusion "between
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'restorations' and 'original raisings"' (McKeon 220).

On modern reactions to the moratizing qualities of the

fable, see Thomas Noel, Theories of the Fab1e in the

Eiqhteenth Century, (N.Y.: Columbia UP, 1975).

Godard argues her case using The Rebel Angels, not The

Lyre of Orpheus. Nevertheless, she, âs I do, intends

her claims to hold good for the bulk of Davies'

writing" Her analysis of the competing voices in

Davies' work is quite valuable, except for the claim

that Davies includes "no single authoritative vision

of truth" (75). Although Davies repeatedly undercuts

authorities, the authoritative position from which he

does so can be educed from almost any page of his

writing. Godard seems to approach this conception

when she notices a censorship that occurs in his

writing, but she implies that the censors are

external to Davies (Godard 78). Not only are there

always clear hierarchies in Davies, but it is even

doubtful whether there are competing voices (Cluett

107 ) . Rather, ideas generally compete within a

single voice. Although Davies wants Hulda

Schnakenburg to speak with the inflexions of 1980's

youth culture, he ends up giving her the voice of a

1960's teenager--"it kinda grabs me" (Zl)--or the

voice of a 75-year-old gritish-inflected Upper

Canadian English professor: "Fat lot of good that'11

be" (26), Davies only avoids anachronism when he
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mus ic " (26) .

s2 See The Rebel- Angels 32"

AnaI Erot ic i sm ( 1908 )

323

"They don't know shit about

Compare Freud's Character and

Standard Edition, vo1 . 9,

169-7 5 
"

j3 "De mortuis nil nisi bonum" ("Of the dead, nothing but

good") is attributed to Chilo. The statement has

nothing scatological about it until Davies translates

it inlo his idea of the speech of the lower classes.
s4 According to Barker, "Pepysian corporeality" and, later

in the argument, Rembrandt's "The Anatomy Lesson of

Dr. Nicholas TuIp" (1632) assign the "spectacular

body" to a "secret half-1ife": "This spectacular

visible body is the proper gauge of what the

bourgeoisie had to forget " (24-25) . (See also

Stallybrass and Tdhite 83 " ) Barker ends his book with

Caspar Bar1aeus, who wrote poetry in praise of the

same Dr, TuIp that Rembrandt commemorated.

Apparently Barlaeus became afraid to sit because he

thought that his buttocks were made of glass; Barker

finds "something at once risible and haunting about a

poet of the bourgeois class who thought his body was

made of g1ass" (Barker 115), It does not help

Barker's argument that he relied on an expurgated

version of Pepys and that he did not compare "The

Anatomy of Dr " Nicholas Tulp" to "The Anatomy Lesson

of Dr. Deyman" (1656), where the corpses recall
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Bergiani's and Mantegna's Christs, or to "The Descent

from the Cross" (l-633), where Christ's body is the

focus of most of the gazes and where the apostle

recovering the body (presumably John) Lras his face in

close proximity to Christ's pubic region. Barker, so

careful about political and class nuances, does not

notice the subtle lessons of religious irony which

might, in a painter like Rembrandt, enter even

secufar anatomy l-essons. On the other hand, the

expurgated version of Pepys makes Barker an

inadvertent commentator not on the Seventeenth

Century, but on the Nineteenth and the first half of

the Twentieth Century.
55 For a corresponding analysis of the aristocratic elements

in Davies' prose style, see Cluett 97-8. The

hierarchizing of academic and non-academic language

by means of scatological attributions to a lower

class shows up even in writers who seem to be

apologists for popular culture. Marshall Mcluhan

speaks of Joyce and Pound renewing language that is

fouled a million times a day in normal use (From

Cliché to Archetype 115) 
"

s 6 Corbin refers to turn-of-the-century Parisian society,

but his statement is also an accurate reflection of

the Canadian prairies between J-920 and I970. O1der

excretory patterns tend to obscure the line between

man and animal.
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A different balance may be observed in skepticism of

Yesterdays. Although much of Ladoo's intensely

scatological novel takes place among a low class, the

two wealthy men (the lawyer and Pandit Puru) are also

represented scatologically--the one farting, and the

other picking his nose (9I-2) " Ladoo collapses the

image of sociat differentiation into a single class"

Àccording to Certeau, "marginality is today no longer58

Iimited to minority groups, but. . is becoming

universal. A marginal group has now become a silent
majority. That does not mean the group is

homogeneous'r (xvii).
se This holds for most ethnic groups except natives, but

Pineo and Porter's research design is limited to

testing for job status rather than for the less

measurable effects of discrimination.
6 0 For the rhetorical sources of Canadian immigration

poL icy, see Porter 61 and Terence Craig' s

introduction to Racial Attitudes in English-Canadian

Fiction, 1905-1980--particularly the words "Iower

breeds" and "fower race" that Craig quotes from a

J-920 essay by Andrew MacPhaiI.
61 Jost Hermand describes the effects of Nazi policy

German literature: "Die Nazis brauchten daraus

noch die Folgerung zv ziehen, die 'Hässlichkeit'
expressionistischen Asphaltliterature

blasphemischer Überspitzung auf die schmutz

on

nur

der

in

ige
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Phantas i e I ener semi t i schen ' Wüstenbewohne r '

zuruckzuf tlhren, deren 'stinkiger Atem' f ast die

gesamte deutsche Kunst verpestet habe. Als sie daher

1933 die Macht antraten, brach eine Periode der

kulturellen 'Sauberkeit' an (11, "The Nazis only had

to draw the conclusion, to suggest that the

"ugliness" of expressionist Asphalt-liLerature \,¡as a

blasphemous attempt to outdo the dirty fantasies of

those semitic 'desert-dweIIers,' whose 'stinking
breath' was said to have infected nearly the whole of

German art, So when the Nazis came to power, a

period of cul-tural 'cleanliness' broke upon us. " ) On

the unsettled nature of the German language in

reference to urination, see Enzensberger 59.

Enzensberger also attributes the discovery of soap to

the Teutons (14) in what must be a fabular fiction
since soap was apparently already used in Sumer

(vatérie-Anne Giscard d'Estaing, The World Almanac

Book of I nvent i ons , N, Y. : World Älmanac, 1985,

163-4). One of the initial Nazi attempts to degrade

the Jews was to force them to clean the streets
(Nathan Ausubel, Pictorial History of the Jewish

People, N"Y.: Crov¡n, 1953, 255)" Scatological

degradation of the Jews was, of course, hardly news

in Europe. On the nritish demonization of the Jew by

means of porcine and excremental imagery, see

Stallybrass and White 54.
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6 2 One Canadian writer on immigration during the 1950's

argued that the English, Germans, and Dutch were

interchangeable since they had the same cleanliness

standards (Porter 69) "

63 The discourse oi Anglo-conformity was not always subtle:

"Learning English and living under the British flag

may make a British subject in the legal sense, but

not in the real sense,

history and continuity"

shut out the Oriental "

facilitate his coming."

in the light of national

A few such people can easily

But r¡¡e should in no v¡ay

The words are Stephen

be absorbed--over a large area many thousands can be

absorbed. A litt1e dose of them may even by

variation do good, like a minute dose of poison in a

medicine. But if you get enough of them, you get

absorbed yourself. What you caIled the eritish
Empire turns into the Russian and Galician Empire. I

am not saying that we should absolutely shut out and

debar the European foreigner I as we should and do

Leacock's, from Economic Prosperity in the British

Empire, Toronto: MacMillan, 1930, 196. Leacock

fol-lows r,¡ith an account of how the desirable British

immigrant ought to be integrated into the Canadian

economy.

64 Richler even broadens his racial critique: the policeman

Ì'fcMaster speaks Harry Stein's Iower-cIass Ianguage

(so appealing to Jake Hersch), but, like Stein with
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i,¡omen, he reduces
ttmon-ser^¡er" (266) 

"

i s generally not sympathetic to Quebecois

aspirations. Quebecois literature is outside of the

parameters of this study. However, s¡e might note

that the French response to English-Canadian hegemony

can be coded through scatology, âs it is when Hubert

Aquin's narrator in Prochain Episode speaks of "the

vomit of our national history" (53).
6 s See David Williams, "The Indian Our Ancestor

the French, changing Monsieur to

This occurs even though Richler

66

forms of the myth of reconciliation"
Diet and hygiene conventions are Iikely the causes for

Burdener' s perception.

Ladoo's ironic tone makes it unlikely that the doctor has

performed a rectal and vaginal examination"

67

6 I On the problem of parody, racial stereotyping, and

fossilized cultures, see the exchange between Robert

Kroetsch and Andrev¡ Suknaski in "Ethnic ity and

Ident ity: The Suest ion of One' s Literary Passport , "

IdentificaLions: Ethnicitv and the Writer in Canada,

Modes of Vision in Recent Canadian

Dalhousie Review 58 (Summer I978 ) S09-29,

; Three

Fiction, "

for other

Canadian Institute ofed. Jars Balan, Edmonton:

Ukrainian Studies, 1982.

6 e On Ladoo's social critique and

markings, see Clement H. Wyke, "Harold

Alternate $Torlds: Canada and Carib Island,"

Creole i ngui st ic

Ladoo' s

Canad ian
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Literature 95 (Winter 1982) Sg-qg" Wyke calls Ladoo

to task for his "unsteady worId" and "haphazard

depiction. " However, the destabilization is quite
purposeful; in fact, the only criticism that might be

made of Ladoo in this respect is that he is so

single-minded in his mimesis that he narrov¡s human

complexity to a simple scatological obsession. Of

course, these were also the criticisms traditionally
levelled at Swift and Pope" On Ladoo's biography,

including the role of race, see peter Such, 'f The

Short Life and Sudden Death of Harold Ladoo, "

Saturday Night May I974, 35-38.

Sir Reginald Morton (Wacousta) recalls pursuing a wounded

deer in the Scottish Highlands, a deer that led him

to his faithless lover, Clara BeverJ_y.

Both E"J. Pratt and his source in The Jesuit Relations,

Christophe Regnaut, underestimate these tradítions
when reporting how the natives drink de Brébeuf's

blood. See The Jesuit Relations and Allied
Documents, êd" S.R" MeaIing, Toronto: McClelland and

Stewart, 1963, 69.

contrast the tears in Wacousta, which signal either
nritish losses at the hands of the natives (186,195)

or gratiLude for narrow escapes (65).

On the strong Orange representaLion among the forces that
put down Lhe Northwest RebelIion, see Hereward

Senior, Orangeism: The Canadian phase (Toronto:

72

73
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McGraw-Hi 11 Ryerson ¡ I972) , 71-91 . I n Senior' s

account, Orangeism is much more complex than in

Wiebe's novel. The strong emphasis on moral

rectitude (Senior 8) did not preclude occasions of

religious tolerance on a practícal level- (9, 88), nor

did it preclude a tongue-in-cheek, albeit militant
scatology, as is evident ín one charter oath: "May

we never want a Williamite to kick the ¡sicl of a

Jacobite! and a ¡sica for the Bishop of Cork!"

(quoted in Senior 3)"
7 4 To Erich Auerbach figural use of the Old Testament

suggests a key antagonism in the Christian world-view

between things and their meaning: the Christianizing
of the OId Testament involved moving "away from

sensory occurence and towards its meaning" (Auerbach

42) .

7s In Wacousta, Ellen Halloway's slovenly eating among the

Ottawas is likewise a sign of her fa11 from

civilization.
7 6 For generalized statements on the trickster, see Paul-

Radin, The Trickster: A Study in American Indian

Mythology (¡¡,y.: Shocken Books. 1956) , and Franz

Boas, " Introduction." Traditions of the Thompson

River Indians. James Teit. 1891. ( rpt. N.Y. :

i(raus Reprint, 1969)" Radin has come under attack

from anthropologists v¡ho believe that the Winnebago

cul-ture that he studied r¡¡as anomalous and not
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representative of Amerindian attitudes towards the

trickster. However, the more one looks at Amerindian

myth as literature rather than as field report, the

more convinc ing Radin's account of the trickster' s

satire becomes.

1 7 Compare Brown's comments on the "massive structure of

excremental magic" in archaic man (fite Against

Death: The Psvchoanalytic Meaning of History 299) 
"

In The Rez Sisters and Dry Lips Ouqhta Move to
Kapuskasinq, Manitoba Cree playwright Tomson Highway

explicitly disperses the Ojibway trickster Nanabush's

scatology and subversive jokes among natíve \^¡omen and

men. American Laguna writer Leslie Marmon Silko's
Coyote in "Toe'osh: A Laguna Coyote Legend" (Modern

Poems ed. Richard Ellmann and Robert O'Clair, N.y.:
w.w. Norton, l-989,840-42) is scatological, âs is the

trickster-narrator in American Blackfoot writer James

Welch' s l.Tinter in the BÌood.

For Cree shamanism and the historicat Fine-day, see David

G. Mandelbaum. The Plains Cree: An Ethnographic,

Historical and Comparative Study (Regina: Canadian

Plains Research Center, 1979), 160-70, 363-70 and the

historical Fine-day's own account, post-humously

edited by Adolph Hungry WoIf, My Cree people

(Invermere, B.C.: Good Medicine Books, I973) " For a

general theory of shamanism, see Mircea Eliade,

Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy. trans.

19
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T,fillard R. Trask (¡1.y.: Harper & Row. 1958).

Despite Eliade's reductive dualisrn of sacred and

profane, this is sti11 a worthwhile study.
80 Porter is careful- not to confuse hiqh occupational Ievels

with political povrer in Canada, since Jewish

representation on the boards of Canadian corporate

institutions has been sma1l (Porter 88).
I 1 This complication appears in Métis writer Beatrice

Culleton's In Search of April Raintree, where April
uses the social criteria of r+hite society to lord it
over her younger sister Cheryl, and in Highr+ay's Drv

Lips Oughta Move to Kapuskasing, where Ojibway/Cree

men suffer under white prejudice and yet subjugate

the r^¡omen on the reserve.
I 2 In this regard Klein's "Political Meeting" is of special

interest. The scatological "body-odour of race" (15

Canaciian Poets X 2, 96) , evoked by the orator's
(Camillien Houde's) reference to French suffering
under English-Canadian conscription can only be

arnbivalent when it is reported by a Jew who has

little reason to trust Houde's Parti National Social

Crét i en .

83 On the role of epic in relation to culture, see Bakhtin.

Bakhtin overstates the monologism of the epic, but

the discussion is nevertheless important in that it
codifies how someone from the margins of a culture
would see epic representations of that culture and
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the aesthetic resolutions of the culture's tensions.
8 4 Klein does so in a strange combination of scatological

invective and anti-materialist doctrine z "Ezra Pound

senses no compunction of his aesthetic conscience

when he fertilizes the poetic field with his genius

and with adjectives manuriaL. . What today is
heralded as imagist is no more than a reactionary

reversal to the rebus intelligence, a degradation

into the concrete, âû acceptance of the nous of the

noun" ("Worse Verse" from The McGill Dailv 29 Oct.-10

Dec. Ig27, A.M. Klein: Literary Essavs and Reviews,

ed. Usher Caplan and M.W. Steinberg, Toronto: U of

Toronto P, 1987, 151-2) " Again: "one does not award

the Nobel Prize to the coiner, no matter how gifted,

of an epigram" ("T.S. Eliot and the Nobel Príze"

12-26 Nov. 1948, Caplan and Steinberg 270) "

8 5 A Marxist, Foley makes an interlocked series of attacks

on post-structuralism, addressing the pracLice of

postmodern novel i sts who cont inue "to invoke

discursive contracts that ¡ar€¡ decidedly fictional
g post-or non-fictional" ( I4) , and situatin

structuralism historically in "advanced monopoly

capitalism" which makes â fetish of the text (18).

Her most telling criticism is that non-referential

theories concentrate purely on textual features

i+ithout acknowl-edging the reader/author axis (51)"

"A postitivist epistemology lurks not far beneath the
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surface of the non*referentiality criterion: Lhe

only real-ities, it seems, are palpable 'facts,' and

if a discourse cannot refer to those, it has no

referent at al-I" (47).

For precise examples of how "personal" micro-narratives

support the macro-narratives of social or religious
history, see McKeon, Þarticularly 2I2-2I7"

For associations between scatology, imprisonment, and

torture, see Atwood's "Footnote to the Amnesty Report

on Torture" (Modern Poems. 2nd ed. Richard Ell-mann

and Robert O'CIair eds. N"Y" : W.W. Norton, 1989.

801), Bodily Harm, Pat Lowther's "Chacabuco, The Pit"
(15 Canadian Poets x 2 366) , and Elaine Scarry's The

Body in Pain (tB)"

In a l-etter Godfrey refutes ideologically polarized

represenLations of African society by describing a

middle class that predated the Portuguese landing in
747I, a middle class created by North African trade

in gold and slaves (printed in Man'Deserves Man 195).

See Roland Oliver and Anthony Atmore" Àfrica Since 1800"

2nd ed, (l,ondon: Cambridge UP, I972) ZZ9-30"

See Godfrey's letter in Man Deserves Man for the ways in

which the Nkrumah government's rhetoric simply

reproduced the utilitarian discourse of British
col-onialism. The letter was written one month before

a l-966 mi 1i tary coup took advantage of Nkrurnah' s

visit to Hanoi, deposing him and sending him into

a1

90
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exile in Guinea.

eI See also the "shit-smeared crov¡ns" of the Furrycats in

Pantaqruel- (633), f rom where Bakhtin probabJ-y got his

metaphor.

92 Kristeva makes exactly this
and the "discovery" of

Oedipus (t982 , 88 ) .

point about Greek democracy

the tyrant's abjection in

93

94

95

See McKeon 138" Edward Walker in 1653 writes, "the

Curtain being drawn they r¡¡ere discovered to be Men

that heretofore were reverenced as Angels" (quoted in

McKeon I52) 
"

See Shell's The Economy of Literature on the connection

between coinage and the Greek tyrant, who was the

middle term in the classical Greek polity between

aristocratic rule and democracy.

In order to sell hygiene products, companies create a

whole new range of bodi 1y categor ies lhat are

considered scatological" Ewen reports a 1922

Pepsodent ad directed at parents and children:

"'Shalf They Suffer as you did from film on teeth?'

Implying that film on the teeth was known about, much

less suffered by parents, the ad conveyed the message

that the needs of the child were better understood by

industry" (Ewen 145). Baudrillard too arrives at a

version of the commodity-self: "Strictly speaking,

men of weal,th are no longer surrounded by other hurnan

beings, as they have been in the past, but by
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objects" (1988, 29). The probrem with Baudrillard's
version is the sociologist's proposed confusion

between "mass man" and the Western "seIf. " This

eventually leads him to theorize the disappearance of

the subject, which he never integrates with his own

status as author. Compared to Ewenrs dialectical
se1f, Baudrillard's analysis of the self appears

somewhat mystical.

One of the revier{ers of The Civilizing Process book notes

that new market conditions have undermined both

classic and victorian forms of civility (Seigat 125) 
"

CIara al-so voices a more traditional economic satire
dependent upon Freud. Of her son Arthur's hoarding

of excrement she says, "maybe he'11 grow up to be a

91

banker" (144) 
"

e 8 See FoucauLt's, The History of Sexuality: Vol.1 An

Introduction, and Baudrillard, "Forgetting Foucault"

94.

ee According to Kroker art enhances "capital accumulation,"

which is in its "Iast, purely aesthetic phase: the

phase of designer bodies" (Postmodern 18).
r00 There are medieval punishments too" Dingleman advises

Duddy not to pursue money as if he has "a hot poker

up his ass'r (141). Compare this to the anal

punishments suffered by misers in medieval art or in

the work of Heironymus Bosch

t o I See also Freud's From the History of an Infantile
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Neurosis 84 and Character and Anal Eroticism 173

t07 Brown claims that "all values are bodily values" and

nothat if money r¡rere not excrement, it would have

value (293) 
"

Interestingly, Bataille (in "The Notion of Expenditure")

and Baudrillard (in "Consumer Society" 34-5) ¿o not

challenge Freud's reading"

Despite the similarities as systems of symbolization,

the translation from language to money is a complex

process. See Shell's discussion in The Economy of

Literature 3-6.

In his fever Moodie's miser sleepwalks to where his gold

is hidden and asks Max Ï,rieber's question, "wilI this
save my soul?" (69) The problem is a formal one for

Moodie as well: as in Emi Iy Brontë ' s Wuthering

106

Heights money is never far below the surface of the

Victorian woman's version of the romance plot, and

gendered inheritance laws constantly set the

narrative in motion " Saving one's soul at times

therefore seems subordinate to getting a share of

the inher i tance .

Compare Rosebury on how Vespasian increased revenues via

public urinals. "Does this money stink?" Vespasian

is reputed to have asked his son. After the son's

negative repIy, Vespasian explains, "And yet it
comes f rorn urine" (Rosebury I24) 

"

See SheÌÌ, Money, Language and Thought: Literarv and107
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Philosophical Economies from the Medieval to the

Modern Era. (Berke1ey: U of California P, 1982)

5-23,

In this connection it is worth looking at Robin

Matthews' Canadian Literature (Toronto: Steel Rail,
1978. 93, 158) despite the shrilI tone and the

strident nationalism which obscures the depth of

Canadian-American interrelations .

See Robert L. McDougaIl' s " T ntroduct ion" to the New

Canadian Library edition of The Clockmaker.

This is also true of Haliburton's attitude towards

America. Of Jefferson's declaration, SIick says,

"He gave the British the but-eend of his mind there"
(130). The document is lowered to the level of the

everyday, the homely, the practical, but it is not

demystified in any way.

This describes what happens in B1ack Robe, where the

Algonkian leaders insult each other scatologically
even if they cannot control the council's decisions.

The abuse blows off steam and simul-taneously keeps

power from solidifying in any one individual.
Bataille's translator, Al1an Stoekl, detects a similar

connection between Bataille's words and his

politics" Stoekl connects the Fascist orgy to the

orgy which is forced by heterogeneous matter in

BatailIe's work (Stoekl xvii). For example, in "The

Notion of Expenditure," Bataille collapses together
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two of Freud's interpretations of feces--as money

and death (366). Any "gift" thus unconsciously

signals loss, destruction, and death, so that a

potlach economy celebrates death, not the social

process of wealth redistribution. The potlach, in

this reading, is meant only to "illuminate the night

for an instant " ( fgg0, 381 ) .

I I 3 RationaL hygienic explanations often occur long after a

particular custom (for example the restriction on

spitting) has been adopted (nlias 156). Shame, in

particular, must be a social agent because many

things that are dangerous to human beings do not

inspi re shame in the v¡ay that bodi Iy smells do.

Elias contrasts poison gas to passed gas (158),

which contains no known pathogens (Guthrie 194).

UnIike his successors EIias does not, however, argue

that shame is explicable by a single social- factor

such as class status (ntias 139)" It should also be

noted that Pasteur's work dignified scatological

disgust and his work became the main reason that

guano v¡as substituted for human excrement as

fertilizer (Corbin 224).

I 1 4 On miasmic theories of putrefaction, on attempts to

deodorize excrement, and on the openíng of the

serrers, see Corbin 28 , 55, I23 , 2I2. Melvi 1le,

Moodie's contemporary but better versed than her in

science, clearly takes miasmic theory seriously in
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"The Affidavit" chapter of Moby Dick. For the De

Mille reference, see The Dodqe CIub 30.

Moodie spoke of the cholera as a visitation of God

(Letters of a Lifetime 226) 
"

Geof f rey Bi lson, in A

Darkened House: Cholera in Nineteenth Centurv

Canada (Toronto: U of Toronto P, 1980) argues that
there was no general support for the water-borne

theory until the 1880's (nilson 3) , and by then

cess-pools began to be eliminated in favor of closed

sewage systems (Corbin 224) 
"

Mark Hurdlestone v¡as

published in final form in 1853, though written,
Moodie says, in 1838-9 (Letters of a Lifetime l-23).

The Literarv Garland serialized a shorter version of

the same plot, "The Miser and His Son: A Tale,"
which does not contain JuIiet's visits to the

infectious poor, beginning in June 1842.

For examples of how science emplots i.ts narratives, see

Hayden White, "The Fictions of Factual

Representation" in The Literature of Fact: Selected

Papers from the Enqlish Institute. ed. Angus

Fletcher (¡t.Y.: Columbia UP, l-976) ZI-44, and

Francis Barker's analysis of Rembrandt's "The

Anatomy of Dr. Nicholas Tulp." On the connection

between the quantifying premises of the empirical

sciences and those of the monied interest, see

McKeon 188 
"

On microbiological distinctions between odors, see
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high and low may not simply be socia

one goes in the atmosphere, the less
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ive valences of

t. The higher

are (Rosebury 32) 
"

The analogy does

microbes there

not hold for

the greatestthe body, where anus and mouth have

concentration of microbiological life.
I I 8 See Douglas 29-3I. DShe argues against this doctrine,

suggest ing that Hebrew pur i f icat ion laws vrere

instead r^Iays of ordering the categories of creation
(53). In its Twentieth Century incarnation, medical

materialism appears as a faith in the po\.¡er of

science to erase past discourses about the body"

Thus Floyd Dell claims that modern sanitation will
make disgust an unnecessary didactic aid in toilet
training" "Objective" and "unemotional" toilet

119

r20

training will also happily lessen interest in

scatological humour on the part of young people,

besides eliminating homosexuality (oe11 89)!

The main difference that distinguishes present

reappearances has been the adoption ol scientific
rhetoric--thus the advert i ser tells us that

Buckley's contains the oil of pine needles or that

Listerine "kills germs."

Rosebury creates a nev¡ post*evolutionary topos when he

plays with the genealogical possibility that

bacteria are our ancestors (3I-2).
I 2 I In Munro's work too, bacteriology is a social tool:
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"Don't come near il€, I'm full of germs' ("A Queer

Streak" 229) is Trevor's distancing tactic from

Vio1et when he begins to think that her family
problems make her unf it to become his wi fe.
ClearIy, Elias's thesis can explain behavior just as

much after Pasteur as before.

On the necessity for microbes in order to maintain 1ife,
and on the sorry sLate of germ-free animals, see

Rosebury 43-50.

See Corbin on hov¡ "two opposed conceptions of air, dirt,
are connected to the presentand excrement"

LX4

126

"ecoJ.ogical dream" (232) 
"

Historically train lracks limited the migratory patterns

of the buffalo and contributed to its disappearance.

See William A.R. Thompson, Black's Medical Dictionary,
(London: Adam and Charles Black, I976) 

"

Gibson's matrix may be compared to the tack of scatology

in scientist J.D" Bernal's earlier and more cerebral
prediction of escape from the body in The World, the

F1esh, and the Devil" (Bloomington: Indiana Up,

1929) " BernaI predicted that man's f inal state
r,¡ould be a brain immersed in cerebro-spinal fIuid.
As well, the cultural past in Gibson's work is
signified by technological waste, for example by

"the guts of a television so old it was studded with

the glass stumps of vacuum tubes" (48).

This is Marshall- Mcluhanrs formula in From Cliché tot21
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Archetype.
| 2 8 See Chapter 12 f or the \^¡ays in which Cohen moves beyond

play.

See Arthur Kroker's analysis of Canadian technological

humanism in Technoloqy and the Canadian Mind:

lnnis,/McLuhan/Grant 14, 56-72.
r3o A New York Times article approaches Hawking'

progressive motor-neuron disease thus: "It i
perhaps significant, then, that Stephen W. Hawking,

a physicist whose insights about gravity and matter

are changing the way we look at the universe, should

have attained his intellectual stature while his

body was failing him, atrophying, shaping him

increasingly into a cerebral being" (Jan. 23, 1983,

16).

In World of Wonders it is "poetry and wonder which miqht

revea] themselves in the dunghill" (287).

See I, Bernard Cohen, Revolutions in Science, (Harvard:

Belknap P, 1985) " The volume of blood, when Harvey

measured it against the volume of food intake, could

only be accounted for by return through a circuit.
Schweickart, in looking at the problems of female

identification with male protagonists, r€fuses to
make what she calls a false choice between emphasis

on difference and emphasis on essentíai humanity

(43), thereby avoiding a facile negation of the

simultaneously autonomous and inclusive self created

t33

s

s
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by male and female writers. Linda Hutcheon

similarly claims that female writing is not more

conservative than male writing--it's just that "you

can assume selfhood ( 'character formation' ) or

'subjectivity' only when you have attained it.
Subjectivity in the Western liberal humanist

tradition has been defined in terms of rationality,
individuality, and power; in other words, it is
defined in terms of. those domains traditionally
denied women" (1988a, 5). Catherine Stimpson makes

this the key term in the feminist quarrel with 'the
deaih of the author' (Stimpson 366-7) " Meanwhile,

Peter Schwenger notes that the importance of the

penis to the male is rarely reflected in literature.
He suggests that this is because the female tends to

be put in the place of the body in literature, and

the male in the place of the rational self.
r34 "Happy virgin!. . She does not weigh down sluggish

limbs with an imprisoned embryo; she is not deprssed

and worn out by its awkward weight. When the

belly swe1ls from its v¡ould and sensual dropsy

grov¡s, the woman's exhausted health hangs by a hair.
The raised skin is so distend and misshapen that

even though the mother may be happy with her burden,

she becomes ashamed" " How describe the tears

shed at the moment when the muscles relax to release

the prisoner and procure relief for the viscera? A
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l.¡ay is forced violently through the passage and a

being, pêrhaps lifeless, brought to life" (Sixth

Century poet Fortunatus quoted in Not in God's Image

138). Aunt Moira's "gynecological odor" (34) and

Naomi's constipation during pregnany (195) in Lives

of Gir1s and Women belong to this pattern.
r35 See Not in God's Image I37-43. Some medieval feminists

like Christine de Pisan also guarded the discourse

of female holiness (N. Davis 126-7), likeIy because

it v¡as one way that women, despite their gender,

could attain the sphere of rationality and power

that Hutcheon refers to. Douglas puts forward a

similar explanation for the emphasis on virginity in

early Christianity (157)" In response to the po!¡er

of this discourse, Trotula, âD Eleventh Century

woman doctor from Salerno passed on "remedies for a

damaged maidenhead"--special baths, suppositories,

and Leeches--which would tighten the vagina and/or

induce bleeding on the wedding night so as to
simulate the hymen (¡¡ot in God's Image I4Z-31 

"

See Not in God's Image xiii, I20, 207fi Murray Davis 88;

Natalie Davis I24.

For the anal birth, see

Children 2I9, and From

Neurosis 77-8, 82.

Schreber's memoirs, in

drawing female buttocks

On the Sexual Theories of

the History of an Infantile
AnaLyzing Senatspräsident

which Schreber speaks of

on his body, Freud drav¡s the
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identical conclusion (Psycho*Ana1ytic Notes on an

Autobioqraphical Account of a Case of Paranoia

¡Dementia Praecox1, 1911, commonly known as "The

Case of Schreber, " 32-3) " For an analysis of

Freud's social axis, see Stallybrass and White 153f.

The function of religious taboo, according to Kristeva,

is to avoid letting identity sink back into the

mother (1982, 64) 
"

In Kristeva's understanding, the avant-garde (notably

Joyce and Cé1ine) expands "the limits of the

signi f iable, " produc ing feminine-gendered texts
which carry the signification of the body or

"semiotic" against the symbolic order (Carolyn Burke

112).

Despite Rooke's artistic affiliations, the processed

feminism of postmodern advertising in which sexual

signifiers are reversed--80's woman as 50's male

(Kroker and Cook 22)--does not appear in

Shakespeare's Doq. See also The Oxford Book of

Canadian Short Stories for Rooke's story "The Woman

Who Talked to Horses," in which male chauvinism is
doubly registered in the treatment of women and

horses. The horse "speaks" to the man in the only

voice that he can understand--the nether voice.
141 On Isl-amic taboos aga i nst i nterc our se dur i ng

menstruation, see Not in God's Imaqe 113 and "The

Cow" in the Koran.
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vlhire it v¡ourd be a mistake to eguate Raberais's

extensive and hyperbolic corporeality with misogyny,

it is just as naive to dismiss (Iike Bakhtin does)

the viol-ence in some oi Rabelais's attacks as simply

anti-mimetic play. This violence is perhaps best

exemplified when panurge cuts up the genitalia of a

bitch in heat and, by sprinkling it on a woman who

has refused his advances, calls in the dogs to
punish her (pantaqrueL Z"22)"

r4 3 For a concise and pov¡erful version of an underground

female discourse, see Atwood's poem, "Marrying the

Hangman" in Twentieth Century poetry and poetics.
r44 see Ewen 148 for exampres of how advertisers operate

under the sign of sexual- difference when advertising
products such as the feminine douche.

1 4 5 see for example how her brother stephenrs language moves

from simple scatologicar references (108), to the

same references mutated in pig Latin (190), to
apotheosis of slang in the language of mathematics:

"You surd! " (230) rn her book on manners, charrotte
Ford advocates swearing as a means of access to male

language.
14 6 l,leber contrasts the morar isolation in calvinist

theology with the communal laxity created by the

" rel-at ive moraL helplessness of Lutheran i sm" (rz6) .

The privatization of sin, gui1t, and confession,
however, is a general feature of the Protestant
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Reformation above any denominational- differences.
About this history of novelistic mimesis, the two most

important historians of the noveI, Ian Watt and

Michael McKeon, have agreed. McKeon's Marxist
ideology, however, immediately arlows him to uncover

lhe romance constructions and their generation in
social ideology--which Watt ignored.

I 4 8 see Totem and Taboo, where Freud insists that every
prohibition points to a desire. I,la sh i ng thus

becomes a compensation for taboo vioration
(829-833 ) . An interesting footnote to Atwood's
pumice is that the Roundheads apparently did not
favor soap. cromwell had a heavy tax on it (wrigrrt

240) .

t4e For additional- versions of Atwood's puritan persona, see

also The Edible woman, where Ainsley leaves rings in
the bathtub "which the lady down berow regards as a

violation of her shrine" (59), and Atwood's short
story "The vrar in the Bathroom" (Dancing Girrs). A

possible internal- countermovement in cat's Eye to
Atwood's rhetoric occurs in Mr. Hrbik's criticism of
Elaine. He criticizes her for being abre to draw

objects, but not life: "God first made the bowdy

out of dirt and after he breathed in the soul" (sic,
29I) , he says. It is not clear whether this
epistemology is a conf irmation of Atv¡ood's artistic
persona or a self-directed critique.
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I 5 0 These are not entirely new developments in Canadian

I i terature . In E.J. Pratt's 1943 poem, "The

Truant," man rebels against a figure who is called

"the great Panjandrum" and who appears as an Archon,

but who has a number of features that tie him (as

the Gnostics would have) to yahweh. The panjandrum

intends to reinforce the old hierarchies but his
scatological- invective against man undermines his
separateness, his "height":
The ALL HIGH swore until his f ace vras black.
He called him a coprophagite.

See Bakhtin 1984, l-47 " The bishop-e1ect of fools rode

through the crowd during the Feast of Fools and

threw dung at the people in parody of the real
bishop's censing. On the bibtical sanction for the

Feast of FooIs--the Magnificat's "he lifteth up the

beggar from the dunghill to set them among princes"
(f Sam. 228, Psalms 113:7)--see Enid Welsford, The

Fool: His Social and Literarv Historv (London:

Faber and Faber, 1935) 200.
t52 This new marking of what is human constitutes Derrida's

system, given the transgressive beast that appears

in "The Law of Genre" and "Structure, Sign, and play

in the Discourse of the Human Sciences, " (L967)

i.Triting and Difference, trans. AIan Bass (Chicago:

U of Chicago P, 1978) 278-93" This beast confirms

Elaine Scarry's comment's ¡ "Enough instances occur
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to make it reasonable, when in the presence of
nonmaterialist or antímaterialist recommendations

about language, to wonder whether there is not some

piece of the material world lending those

recommendations substance (I985, xxii-xxi i i ) ,
See ! Kinqs I0227, 6t25, I8z27i Job 2027; Ezekiel 4zl-2,

15; Malachi 223¡ Philippians 3:8 for example. AIso

see Kristeva 109 on so'imr êxcrementitious.

See Irenaeus Iz4z2, two Valentinian fragments ("8" and
ItHrt ) in Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures
(Garden City, N.y.: Doubleday: 1987) 239,245t and

Kurt Rudolph, Gnosis: The Nature and History of
Gnosticism I977, trans. Robert McLachlan Wilson,
(San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1983) lZ"

see arso the carving of "satan and a sour" pictured in
Vlildridge, T. Tinda1l, The Grotesque in Church Art"
London: William Andrews, 1899, 89"

"when the argument that the christian is without the law

and above the law doesn't help, I instantly chase

him away with a fart" (Table Talk 78). On the Devil
as Luther's middle term between anality and

justification by faith, see Norman O. Brown 206-25.

For samples of Luther's, see his discussion of a dog who

had become "Lutheran" and shit into the grave of the

bishop of Ha1le (rab]e Talk April 1t-June 14, IS42),

or Lutherrs citation of Count Hoyer of Mansfeld who,

though a "papist," satirized relics: "in a certain
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place the chamber pots of eleven thousand virgins
had been exhibited" (Table Talk Feb. 28, 1538). On

the other hand, Luther rejected the medieval

tradition that women's private parts were putrid
(Not in God's Inage: Women in Historv from the

Greeks to the Victoríans I97).
Mather's rore was not nearly as cl-ear-cut as Atwood

impries. He defended a literalist belief in demonic

appearances and his writings almost certainly led to

the Salem trials, but he aLso argued against
accepting spectre evidence. Nevertheless Atwood is
right to suggest that witches were assigned the role
of "illegitimate" bodily impulses, See Not in God's

I mage 207 f. .

This divorce of religious signifieds from the

scatological signifier in the Twentieth Century of

course enters secular culture. Since taboos on

scatological language are still in place, but since

they no longer have a strong supporting ideology,
r^¡riters on manners have difficulty explaining to a

pruralist audience v¡hy scatological discourse shourd

be suppressed at aII. Elizabeth post suggests that
the decorum is about place, not about 1anguage:

"There is nothing rea11y objectionable in these

words*-they are universally used and understood and

as ¡the child¡ Çrows older he wiII develop a natural
modesty about his bodily functions" (Z9I) 

"
The
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appeal to nature neatly obscures the social
construction of obscenity, The more sophisticated
Judith Martin gives an even more evasive ansvJer:

"the person who grov¡s up saying'I'm going to have a

bowel- movement nov¡' is not going to have much of a

social life" ( 334) . The appeal to the social is a

thinry disguised appeal (again) to nature (ttris time

as an eternal social verity)"
Compare the bathroom scenes in Ulvsses or the

scatological imagery of Eliot's "East Coker," which

aLso undercut modernist approaches to myth.

On other vrays in which Mrs. Bentley gains sympathy, see

Evelyn Hinz and John Teunissen, "V{ho's the Father of
Mrs. Bentley's Child? As for Me and My House and

the Conventions of Dramatic Monologue." Canadian

Literature 111 (winter 1986) 101-113.

For Mrs" Blood as a parody of the grail legend, see

Linda Hutcheon, The Canadian postmodern 6.

saliva is extremery defiling to the Brahmin (which

Bisnath claims to be): the orthodox Brahmin throws

food into his mouth or pours it in (Douglas 33-4).
As regent of the eastern quarter, Indra may again be

under scatological attack. See Benjamin WaIker The

Hindu World: An Encvclopedic Survey of Hinduism,

Vol.1, (¡i.y.: Fredrich praeger, 1968).

Compare Freud's patient in From the History of an

Infantile Neurosis (1918), whose first religious
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doubts concerned "whether Christ had had a behind"

( 71 ) , Freud interprets this as standing for a

repulsion from the father who stood for God and the

1aw (87) " Interestingly, Lhe same Gnostic problem

reappears in CarI Jung's later analysis of God's

hind parts in Answer to Job (381-2).
166 According to Layton, this passage may play on a double

meaning in John 6227: "Jesus answered them. . . do

not labour for (or digest) ttre food that perishes,

but for the food which endures to eternal life"
(Layton 239).

t61 See Aquinas, On Lhe Truth of

for example.

the Catholic Faith 4:38-9

169

Interestingly enough, in Irenaeus's system, Simon Magus

is the heresiarch responsible for Gnosticism.

Rev, Andrew Boyer's sermon paralleling the tramps' pit
to the Jewish Gehenna is not simply a mythical

connect ion as Dunstan supposes. Gehenna was

originally the VaIley of Hinnom near Jerusalem and

at a later date was thought to have become t.he

city's rubbish heap. See "HelI," A Theological Word

Book of the Bible, êd. AIan Richardson, London: SCM

Press, 1957.

DanieI âtlempts a broader denunciation in Black Robe

when he metaphorically spits on Jesus (I2) 
"

Excrement for the first time in history came under a

microscopic gaze in the Seventeenth Century.
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Compare Antony van Leewenhoek's fascinated 1683

description of his ohrn excrements, quoted in

Rosebury 13-16. Reli.gious paradises are usually
represented as free of scatology, despite the

sensate and material nature of popular utopias like
Cockayne (Manuel 80-81 ) .

and the "not-decaying,

Thomas Aquinas's heaven

not-rott ing Zoroastr ian

paradise reported in the Manuels' Utopian Thought in

the Western World (38) are cases in point" In

contrast, one of the reasons that the "underworld"

from which the two daimons speak in Davies, The Lyre

of Orpheus seems so contrived, is that Davies

forgoes the traditional associalions of the anus

with the daimonic. The closest that the novel comes

to the daimonic is in its evocation of the past, the

prompter's sub-stage hell in Hoffman's Nineteenth

Century theatre (458)"

t7 2 Paracelsus, who figures prorninently in The Rebel Anqels

' and who is a father of modern chemistry because he

argued that external agents and not an imbalance of

humours caused disease, may be one source for
Davies' physiological predestination. In The

Archidoxies Book 2, Paracelus says that all kinds of

bodies arise out of the four elements according to
their predestined conditions.

| 7 3 Compare also Luther--"it's my opinion that the soul

isn't added from the outside but is created out of
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the matter of the semen" (Table TaIk Sept , 2-I7,
1540)--and Paracelsuss "spirit grov¡s out of the

sperm, or out of the seed" (The Archidoxies

5.40-41). Bakhtin cites "De flatibus" in the

Hippocratic anthology in a similar vein: "the
spirit penetrates in a more or less large quantity.
This is obvious from the fact that many persons

belch when eating and drinking" (quoted in Bakhtin

1984, 356). A version of this trope appears in

Irving Layton's rev¡riting of pl-ato's Symposium,

"Socrates at the Centaur" in Canadian Literature Il2
(Spring 1987 ) t0-tz:
Inwardly I laughed
to see them swallow the hook I'd baited
with their ov¡n vanity, their faces made
suddenly grave from that self-importance
every possessor of a soul feels
between one evacuation of his inflamed
bladder and the next.

The referential difference between OId and New

Testaments may be very easily illustrated by looking

up "dung" in a biblical concordance.

Jae Num Lee believes that the scatological metaphor in

English Restoration satire was often meant to
instill "a theocentric rather than homocentric

perspective" (Lee 47), but he deals only with

authorial intent, not with the epistemologies of

discourse" Francis Bacon uses the view of nature as

"God's other book" to divert attention onto matter:

"the relationship between spiritual and material
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study ceases to be one of hierarchical
superordination and becomes one of analogy. This

change may be sensed, perhaps, in the careless ease

with which Bacon employs the model of divine
authority as though it v¡ere a rhetorical figure.
. The famil-iar language of spiritual events f
its highest function to rest in signifying a

present reality of material success" (McKeon 66)
L't 6 This is the designation that Auerbach applies

i nds

more

to
Sha ke spearean mlmes 1s 1n Mimesi s: The

Representation of Reality in European Literature,
275"

t1 7 Theodor Rosebury I a popurarízer of science uneasy with
religious repression, also makes Bataille's naive

equation of divinity with the obscene. Since both

the unclean and the holy require ritual ablutions,
Rosebury disingenuously wonders whether the Hebrews

execrated or worshipped swine (73) " Such confusion

comes from the separation of social categories from

both religion and the obscene: elsewhere Rosebury

imagines that the language can be "detoxified" of

obscenity once we become objective in our approach

to excrement (189) 
" To cr i t ic ize Batai IIe and

Rosebury is not to deny that there are cases in
which scatological abasement ( wi thout a soc ial
purpose ) have become Iinked to religious
observation" See Havel-ock ElIis, Studies in the
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See also Barbara Babcock on

Negativity Theory, the rr

religion, "perhaps the most

of all symboJ- systems" (18).
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the relation between

reversible world, " and

explicitly negativistic

11 e See also Foley 36-8. Although Foley's comments apply

initially to mimesis, the way she speaks of mimesis

and her etymological play on types of filiation
suggest that she has genre in mind as well:

"Mimesis inherently generalizes" our soc ial
existence, and in this way creates coglition through

"analagous configuration" (68, 65) .
I 8 0 Bakhtin is important not because of his generic attempts

to distinguish between epic and novet (as if. the

novel could never retain el-ements of the tribal
encyclopedia), but because we can apply his

description of the novel's multiplicity of voices to
the novel's multiplicity of genres.

"Postmodern literary texts will take an anti-allegorical
stand, either by building and then destroying

allegorical structures within their ovrn fictional
framework or by postulating a world of simulacra

without depth, center, or meaning, where events are

governed not by necessity or causation, but by pure

chance" (Spariosu 61)" Lyotard argues that the

traditional meta-narratives driving the accumul-ation

of knowlege--(f) tfre philosophical evolution of a
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'world of spirit' or Q) the emanc ipat ion of ' the

people'--have already been eclipsed by the

"performativity" principle, so that al1 knowledge is

reduced to a series of mini-games in which the

system's enhanced performance is always the main

criterion for legitimacy. Critics have identified
the repressed narrative driving Lyotard's excellent

study as "the dystopian prospect of a global private

monopoly of information" (Jameson 1984a, xx) or "the

métarécit of the dissolution of métarécits" (Rosso

1987 ) .

I I 2 See also Domna Stanton, whose distrust for generic

commentary appears odd beside her "genderic"

185

analysis (11) of male theorists of autobiography.

In her reading, gender creates formal- markings in

autobiographical theory.

"Tel-1ing the truth about the self, constituting the self
as complete subject--it ís a fantasy. In spite of

the fact that autobiography is impossible, this in

no way prevents it from existing" (Lejeune 131-2).

On de Man's past, see Jon Wiener, "Deconstructing Paul-

de Man," The Nation, Jan. 9, 1988, 22-4.

See also I sobel M" Findlay , " I nt irnat ions of

Accountabi l i ty in the Di scourse of Paul de Man , "

English Studies in Canada 18:1 (March 1992)z 59-81.

"This novel is autobiographical in form but not in fact.
My family, neighbors and friends did not serve as

186
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models" (l,ives of Girls and Ï,lornen) . "This book,

though not about my parents, is dedicated to them"

(fhe Storv of Bobby O'Malley). For a good account

of the relations between Munro's life and text, see

Robert Thacker, I' I So Shocking a Verdict in Real

Life': Autobiography in Alice Munro's Stories,"
Stich, l-53-61.

1 8 ' The words apparently (and appropriately) belong to

another, Arthur Rimbaud" See Scobie I27" Lejeune

means to raise the problem that the first person in

any narrative is an assumed ro1e" Especially in
using quotations we speak the word of another, and

to some extent all language is a form of quotation

(as Ro1and Barthes has argued in "The Death of the

Author"). As soon as v¡e speak, therefore, w€ take

the position of another" In this respect we might

notice the pervasive theatrical metaphors throughout

Munro's Lives of GirIs and Women. Lejeune departs

from Barthes by stressing the full ambidexterity of

the motto: "As soon as I write, as a matter of

fact, I share the desires and illusions of

autobiographers, and I am surely not ready to

renounce them. I say outloud:

and in a whisper perhaps I
shame ! "' (133 )

'I is someone elser'
add: 'but what a

I 8 I Lejeune also explains how autobiography functions to

restore roots, especially to an urban middle cLass
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(213) 
"

r8e My echo of Marxian discourse in the word "base" (with

its implication of superstructure) is intentional:
the mimetic focus in autobiographical scatology,

including postmodern versions , ís strongly

circumstantial. The explanation that I offer,
however, is not completely determined by an economic

mode of production, but predicated on the text's
reproduction of the cultural body-images that we

have seen in chapters 1-10, of which economic

production is one facet.
1e0 Augustine's case is more complex than the use to which I

am putting him" In Book Four of De Doctrina

Christiana Augustine's desire for a natural,
unadorned beauty suggests that the metaphor of the

body can cut through rhetoric. Although Spengemann

is quite right to call the narrator of the

Confessions transcendent, autobiography may itself
have been an abject alternative to less formal and.

transcendent modes of expression"

Despite recent and justifiable attacks on "thematic"
reading (Goldie ) , there is no such thing as a

"bounded" theme, flo such thing as a trope that is
purely textual. Scatology shows Lhis more clearly
than something like "light imagery" can ¡ but I

suspect that within every thematic is a theory of

representat i on .
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te2 Her anxiety of influence is not fully distinct from what

Gilbert and Gubar call "the anxiety of authorship"--
the feeling that origins, shapes, sequences an

inheritances of the alphabet militate against a

woman's writing (Gilbert and Gubar 4I)--since Uncle

Craig's self-important and r idiculously over-

detailed recordkeeping is a hyperbolic parody of the

objective tendencies in historiography. f f. the

193

female autobiographer tends to mistrust biological
identity and yet initially to assert identity rather

than subvert it (Stanton 15, C. Burke 108), such

gestures owe something to the traditional exclusion

of women from the symbolic order and to the

determinat ion of r¡¡omen by a patronymic alphabet
(Gilbert and Gubar).

The body that will not rot is a staple of saints'Iives,
as Dunstan the hagiographer would know, and the

topos reaches self-consc ious expression in

Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karamazov and Cohen's

Beautiful Losers,

Of the videotape, Bobby says, "My father was there and

not there, âo animated re1ic" (179). Although Bobby

repudiates only the priesthood and not Catholicism,

the scatological destruction of relics is a

traditional technique of religious repudiation" See

194

Chapter 10.

1 e 5 See James J. Preston, "Purification, " Encvclopedia of
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Rel-igion. ed" Mircea Eliade et âf. , N,Y" 3

MacMillan , 1987. The Rabelaisian analogy is quoted

in Chapter 10; for other discussions, see Martin

Pops, "The Metamorphoses of Shit, " 52¡ Kenneth

Burke, "Ritual Drama as Hub," l-3J.--21 and The Storv

of Bobby O'Ma11ey 165. Douglas emphasizes how

confession can often cancel the pollution caused by

breaking taboos. This symbolic tradition allows

Arthur Kroker to reinterpret past autobiographies:

speaking of August ine, Kroker says that "gui It
offers the promise of a final peace through the

mechanism of 'confession, '

'evacuation' " (46) 
"

or shall we say

te6 "The pleasure of the text is that moment when my body

pursues its oþrn ideas--for my body does not have the

same ideas that I do" (Barthes 1975, 17)"
r e 1 Habermas reads postmodernism as a neo-conservative

movement. Jameson quite rightly questions the

populist rhetoric of postmodernism and, with

Eagleton and Foley, criticizes the connections

between postmodernism and advanced monopoly

capitalism. Foley adds that postmodernism promotes

"the fetishization of textuality" and thus "mediates

the extreme abstractions of a society in which all
human functions are rendered equivalent" (18). Such

a dismissal seems curiously unselfconscious about

the marketing of texts (including TeIling the Truth:
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The Theorv and Practice of Documentarv Fiction), and

not fully conversant with how postmodern texts de-

nature economic structures. See ChapteY 7 ,

especially the account of Gibson's work.

I e 6 Jameson contrasts "hermeneutical" readiû9s, "in which

the work in its inert, objectal form is taken as a

clue or a symptom for some vaster reality" with

postmodern art, which confronts the "viewer" with

"af1 the contingency of some inexplicable natural

object" (1991, 8 ) . The unremarked sliding of

Jameson I s prose from "reading" to "viewer" is

instructive: Jameson's contrast between depth and

surface functions certainly work when one compares

Van Gogh to Warhol, but not when one addresses

Pynchon (whom Jameson very briefly mentions) or

Canadian postmodern ists.
Iee Writing is a simulacrum; so, no doubt, is speech. When

wr i t ing was a recent and eI i te technology the

apocryphal r¿riter of the lst Century A.D. Book of

Enoch said, "men $¡ere not created f or this that they

should confirm their faith. with pen and ink" (f

Enoch , Lrans. M.A. Knibb, The Aprocrvphal Old

Testament, €d" H.F"D. Sparks, Oxford, l-984, 69:10) 
"

Lao Tzu, in 4th Century B"C. China, went further:

"Bring it about that the people will return to the

use of Lhe knotted rope" (Lao Tzv, Tao Te Ching,

trans. D"C" Lau, Harmondsworth, 1963, 80,193b).
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Socrates warned that writing would "implant

forgetful-ness" in men's souls and that they would

call things to remembrance "no longer wittrin

themselves, but by means of external marks" (P1ato,

Phaedrus , lrans. R. Hackforth, The ColIected

Dialogues of Plato, êd. Edith Hamilton and

Huntington Cairns, Princeton, \96I, 520). See also

Hutcheon on skepticism about the "real" in simulacra

rheory (rgea z 229) 
"

2 o o Never cornpletely broken uP. Although Rooke emphasizes

process against a completed world, he also

contributes to the fetishizing of Shakespeare

because parody needs the original "central" text in

order to gain a reading. A novel quoting the

classic name of "Shakespeare" in the title has a

better chance of being noticed by the Governor

General's Av¡ard judges (those proxies for monarchs

and classics ) "
The parodic imitation employed in

the text thus gets (and got not only a "c1assic"

reading but, in 1982t a Governor General's Award.

"Even in mocking terms, parody reinforces; in formal

terms, it inscribes the mocked conventions onto

itself, thereby guaranteeing their continued

exi.stence (Hutcheon 1985, 75). To this we could

add: guaranteeing not only the continued existence

of the conventions but also the continued existence

of the new text,
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This corresponds partially with Hutcheon's comment on

the politics of parody: "ambivalence set up between

conservative repetition and revolutionary difference

is part of the very paradoxical essence of parody"

(Hutcheon 1985, 77 ) .

This is perhaps what dismays Kaspar Schopp (whose name

is the OId English word f.or poet) in Antichthon.

Lost in Rome he sees a sewer, "a feculent pool"

(294) and he recoils in horror from this version of

Giordano Bruno's natural Avernus. Judith lhompson's

play, white gitinq Dos, is another instance in which

the nauseous spec i f ics of matter destroy a

materialist as much as a transcendent epistemology.

From the beginning a transcendent lexis--God,

prophecy, salvation, comnunion--orbits the unseen

figure of a white Dog; this alphabetic inversion

does not subvert the transcendent ( in Bakhtin's

sense), but combines it volatilely with a vocabulary

and action which is bodily in the extreme: Pony

eats and vomits the meat of the dachshunds that Cape

stored in the freezer. There are no materialist
who can hear her foodconsolat ions : Lomia,

digesting (84), says, "I love being inside my six

J"ayers of skin. I feel. " like sewage" (68),

203 The cl-osest meeting between theoretical and practical

disembodiments occurs in Prochain Episode" Jailed,
judicially separated from the objects of his desire,
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the narrator understands very ctearly how writing

defers" He substitutes words for his body: the

words make an endless parabola towards the object,

but the narrator is under no delusions that he is

acting, doing, loving, excreting, dying when he

writes. Yet even he speaks as if scatology is

pr imary: "Nothing prevents a depressed and

politically-aware man from attributing aesthetic

val-ues to the verbal secretion" (22) 
"

are "nature" for postmodern man"

205

& goes, it goes, thru us pretending hre are
not some more, shit

206 On the absence of rationalist paradigms, see Nancy E.

Bjerring, "Deconstructing the 'Desert of Factsr:

Detection and AntidetecLion in Cominq Through

Slaughter, English Studies in Canada 16:3 (Sept.

1990 ) S25-338. Bjerring's reading is mos+-Iy

accurate, but strangely celebratory of Buddy's anti-

rational silence at the end of the novel: the

reader discovers that Buddy is being sodomized by

the attendants in the mentai hospital, though Buddy

himself does not seem to understand what is

happen i ng "

2 o 1 Compare August Str indberg' s

"Data banks.

(Lyotard 51) "

See 15 Canadian Poets x

metonymic reduction

shit, it comes

2 where Bowering makes a similar
in "Summer Solstice":

A Dream Play in which
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gilded castle rises out of stable-muck.
208 See also Sandra Djwa's critique that F. lacks depth

( "Leonard Cohen: Black Romantic" in Gnarewski

94-r05).
70s Dennis Lee criticizes Cohen f.or adding an anti-climax by

adding Part 3. Lee's "savage f ie1ds" invite the

explosion of past cosmologies, but Lee's call for

revolut ion in Savage Fields and elsewhere are

elegantly and very civilly put. For a critique of

ant i *hierarchicalthe "pseudo-hi stor ical and

pretense" that accepts equally "afl acts of self-

creativity," see Fekete 59-60" Fekete does not name

Bataille, but almost certainly has him in mind.

For Jameson such skepticism goes too fat. He criticizes

Bob Perelman's poen "China" because it provides

captions for the pictures of a missing book without

so declaring itself. For Jameson, E"L" Doctorow's

Ragtime similarly verifies our confinement in

P1ato's'cave: "If there is any realism left here,

it is a "realism" which springs from the shock of

grasping that confinement and of realizing that, for

r¡hatever pecul iar reasons, v¡e seem condemned to seek

the historical past through our own pop images and

stereotypes about that past, which itself remains

forever out of reach" (1982, 118). It is curious

that in his nostalgia for direct, if non-realist

signification Jameson should rely for his metaphors
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on the source of dialectic and the concept of

mimesis: the movement from the tribal encyclopedia

or doxa to a conception of literature in which the

receiver does not dramatically re-enact the story

but stands outside of it and interprets it as the

sign of something else (it not yet as politics).

For Norman O. Brown's famous thesis about Luther and

depth commentary upon the bodily meaning of grace'

see Life Against Death: The Psychoanalytic Meaninq

of History.

"I dirtied on my beads" predicts a host of late-

Twentieth Century artistic practices, such as Andres

Serrano's plastic crucifix soaking in his own urine

(1989), a work that led to American congressional

attacks on the National Endowment of the Arts.

"When language and the body are placed side by side, the

weightlessness of any language that has lost its

referent iaI aspirations becomes especially

noticeable" (Scarry 1988, xxii). I am conscious

that my study cannot, finallY, address the

"unpresentable." and that, to some extent, I have

taken Bataille (and perhaps Lyotard and Cohen) in

bad faith. Someone like Kristeva allows BataiIIe a

broader scope3 "How can one make visible that which

is not visible because no codet convention,

contract, or identity holds it up? As long

as we speak, wê shalL never get rid of repression. .



'Metaphor' as poetic

along with its retinue

mysteries" (Kristeva 1987,

I have taken Bataille and

rather than in the feeling
precedes the metaphor.
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figure is out of place

of ideal i zat ions and

366-7) " In this chapter

Cohen at their metaphors

which they want to say

2 r 4 For this reason EIias distrusted both "isolationist
dualism"-- or human sciences set against the natural

sciences, the human mind as a distinct entity within

an organic container--and "reductionist monism":

behaviorism, ethology, sociobiology, in which human

behavior is explained as the product of biological

urges (MennelI 202).

2ts The refusal to elrpress, so well expressed, is of course

another sort of depth commentary with its ov¡n

hi stor ical resources .

2 7 6 The clash of metaphors between an Atwood narrator who

speaks of "the obscure base note of ancient throwup

and pee" (Cat's Eye 16), and a Mitchell narrator who

speaks of "urine's high soprano" (The Vanishinq

Point 6) is therefore not surprising.


